






















































































































MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

TAKEN BEFORE THE DEFENCE COMMITTEE

THURSDAY 25 APRIL 2002

Members present:

Mr Bruce George, in the Chair

Mr Kevan Jones Syd Rapson
Patrick Mercer Mr Frank Roy

Memorandum submitted by the MoD

Examination of Witnesses

S R W, Chief of Defence Procurement and Chief Executive of the Defence Procurement
Agency; and M J C, Chief Executive of the Warship Support Agency, examined.

Chairman: Sir Robert and Mr Coles, welcome to that may arise on the warship procurement side. The
study on warship procurement that youour annual joust. We are playing at home today as

opposed to travelling at exorbitant cost to Bristol. I commissioned from RAND appears to have major
ramifications, not just for the Type 45 destroyer butam surprised you have any visitors in Bristol with the

price of the tickets. You know we have three sessions for many of the MoD’s warship programmes into the
future. When will the report be published? I hope wedealing with our major procurement projects inquiry

and this is the first of the three. The Minister will be have an advance copy because we send advance
copies of our reports to the Ministry of Defence. Itcoming at the third session. We will finish at 12.30. If

you wish anything to be said in private, because I will be kept confidential until the time of publication.
Secondly, Sir Robert, what do you think are theknow there are a number of sensitive issues, not

necessarily in terms of national security but things major messages or lessons at this stage for the way
that the MoD goes about warship procurementthat are commercially confidential, please indicate

you would prefer to answer those questions in private emerging from that RAND study? Linked to that,
what makes shipbuilding so different from otherand we can set aside the last 10 or 15 minutes for a

private session. defence industries that it requires its own strategy?
RAND; difference between shipbuilding and lessonsMr Jones: Just to declare my interest in terms of emerging at this stage in time from the RAND study.the register of members’ interest, I am a member of

(Sir Robert Walmsley) I know that you appreciatethe GMB trade union and they did sponsor my
crisp answers. I am afraid the scope of the questionselection campaign last June.
you have asked me is going to make that rather

Syd Rapson: I have an interest to declare being a difficult.
member of the ACEU Amicus union which

2. If there is anybody behind you that could addpotentially might have an interest in the yards
anything, please feel free.affected by the warship reorganisation programme. I

(Sir Robert Walmsley) I am sure they could addrepresent Portsmouth North so I have a direct
plenty. They are here to support me and particularlyemotional interest but no financial interest. I should
to correct anything I say that is factually wrongexplain that this is a depleted Committee. Some
because there is quite a lot of information to try toHonourable Members are on proper business
recall. The first question was when did we instituteelsewhere but two in particular have chosen to stay
the RAND study.on the Council of Europe in the European Union. I

was a member of that body and my policy determines 3. No, but we would like to ask that also.that you cannot be on both the Council of Europe
(Sir Robert Walmsley) Last spring. We did itand the Defence Committee. Defence is an important

because we could see that the Type 45 procurementCommittee and I had to make a choice.
strategy was not delivering results. I think it isUnfortunately, we have had four sessions of this
reasonable for me to outline what was going wrong.Committee this week. This is our fifth. For Members
We placed the prime contract with BAE SYSTEMSto choose to be on other parliamentary duties at will
for three ships and associated contracts for the majorwhen there are substitutes for them, I think it is a sad
equipment for six ships in December 2000. That hadreflection.
a design office established at Scotstoun in the Yarrow
shipyard on the Clyde. That prime contract office
had staff from both Vospers and BAE SYSTEMS in

Chairman it and they were working harmoniously together. The
purpose of having both shipyards present there was1. Thank you. We have a maritime flavour to our
to ensure, as the design developed, that neithersession today. Later on we will be discussing the
shipyard was excluded as a result of being asked towarship support modernisation initiative with
lift too great blocks or whatever. The design was toimplications for the support of ships once in service.

First of all, I would like to examine possible changes be well adapted to the construction techniques of
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both shipyards. At December 2000, the design (Sir RobertWalmsley) The report was prepared on

the basis of interviews with five UK shipyards, BAEmaturity was such that there could be no very specific
SYSTEMS Marine, Vospers, Appledore, Harland &shipbuilding subcontract placed by the prime
Wolff and Swan Hunter. Each of them agreed to givecontract office on either Vospers or BAE Marine.
commercially confidential information. We have justSince we placed the prime contract in December
this week had the replies back from the shipyards as2000, it is not surprising that the design maturity was
to what information they would require excised fromnot tremendous. What we were looking for is what is
the report or sanitised in some way before it iscalled a risk sharing agreement between the prime
published. It is now in our hands, the timetable. I amcontractor, BAE SYSTEMS, at corporate level, and
chancing my arm because we have not had time toeach of the two shipyards, BAE SYSTEMS Marine
look at the volume of all these comments. It will beand Vospers. That would require them to take a risk
published long before the parliamentary recess andat the shipyard that work had to be added to the
placed in the House of Commons library. It is fewerspecification as presented to them early in the year
than 100 pages long. I think it is a good read and it2001. We were unable to persuade the prime contract
has a lot of commercially confidential informationoffice and the shipbuilders to share that risk. That
that we have to comb through and get rid of.meant the strategy was going nowhere in the spring

and we had to decide whether our ideas for 7. I do not know when it will be published or what
competition were right or whether we were, as I think our timetable is but as it is going to be such an
I have been accused of doing in the past, flogging a important report I hope we can have some
dead horse. opportunity of meeting you, formally or informally,

to discuss the report and which parts of it you are
4. Or flogging it to France. going to accept. What will be the transition from
(Sir Robert Walmsley) That thought had not these recommendations to policy being devised and

occurred to me but I understand why you make the decisions being made?
point. Sometimes when you have been pursuing an (Sir RobertWalmsley) Some of the decisions which
idea for a long time, which was essentially to build this report was intended to help us frame have
ship one and three on the Clyde with bits from already been taken, most obviously the Type 45.
Vospers who would also build ship two, and then to Because I knew this was a critical point, I wrote down
have a winner takes all competition for subsequent the conclusion of this amazing body of work which
ships, you do get stuck. I have been very impressed has caused some wry smiles amongst those who have
by the RAND Corporation, which is a non-profit been outside it, but I found very reassuring. This is
making California based think tank—perhaps not a RAND speaking: “We estimate there is roughly an
very good advertisement in your eyes—and the work even chance that competitive production of a Type
they have done for the United States Department of 45 at two shipyards would yield about the same

overall cost as sole source production at oneDefense during the year 2000 on whether or not it
shipyard. There is no definitive answer as to whethermakes sense to introduce competition into the Joint
competitive or sole source production would likelyStrike Fighter programme, clearly a matter of huge
lead to lower costs.”interest to the US DoD and indeed to us. I

understood something of how this work was 8. How much did that brilliant piece of analysis
conducted because RAND had included me amongst cost you? You could have worked that out yourself
the people they had extensive discussions with. I was and saved money. I have not read the report but that
impressed with the people, with their business models seems to be classic Civil Service language saying the
that they used to assess whether competition was a decision is over to you.
good idea or not and when RAND Europe was (Sir Robert Walmsley) If you compare that with
established in spring 2001 I picked up the telephone the robustness of their conclusions about the Joint
and asked if they could send the same people to give Strike Fighter where they were absolutely against the
us some advice on the Type 45. That is where this all introduction of competition, I found this slightly
came from. Were we stuck on a competitive reassuring because we have persuaded ministers that
procurement strategy? Was it a good idea? There was a competitive strategy was good, partly to not put all
one group of people, who are very good value your eggs in one basket and partly we thought it
because they are non-profit making, with experience would probably lead us to lower costs. Here were
of assessing head to head competitions and whether RAND validating that initial strategy, not saying it
they deliver value. was obviously right, but certainly not saying it was

wrong. We were still stuck with the same problem as
5. The specialists from RAND in Santa Monica we had before. The RAND report went on:

and Washington then supplemented the RAND “Allowing each shipbuilder to build the same section
Europe staff because the expertise was in the United of blocks of all 12 ships not only keeps both
States, I presume? companies involved in building warships but also

(Sir Robert Walmsley) That is exactly right. takes maximum advantage of the lower production
man hours due to learning.” RAND did the studiesRAND Europe were the contracting vehicle. It is
and that was the key to unlocking the Type 45 buildmuch more attractive for me to do business with a
strategy which I think you know moved from being aEuropean company. We wanted the American
head to head competition between Vospers and BAEexpertise to be US based, computer business models
SYSTEMS for ships following ship three, whichwhich showed what competition essentially does for
would potentially lead us into a situation where theyou.
loser went out of the warship building business into
allocating the same blocks from each of up to 126. When will this report be published?
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ships to specific shipyards. The strategy we now have collaboration, to share the non-recurring costs.

There is no real incentive to share the non-recurringsoundly based on this RAND quantitative, data
based study is that Vospers will build virtually all the costs of a ship design because the design costs are so

much less. I am trying to create the impression thatship forward of the bridge, both masts, the funnel
and the upper works. Barrow will build the engine in many of our other defence industries, we have been

dealing in international business and that forgesrooms and, after ship one, will do the assembly and
Clyde will do the stern and the ops room. international, industrial relationships which tends to

encourage this international type of procurement. A
9. It seems like a T&G commission. final point is security. Integrating a warship’s
(Sir Robert Walmsley) That is the reason why it is weapon equipment does require absolute disclosure

so important to have numbers underpinning our of performance of all the subSYSTEMS. A lot of
conclusion that this was an economical way of trade offs have to be done. Should we have a bigger
approaching the Type 45 programme. It still took gun or a more effective missile system because we
quite a bit of negotiating with the shipyards but I felt cannot have both because there is not the space in the
comfortable that we were not flogging a dead horse forecastle of the ship. Those types of discussions are
of head to head competition and that we had a simpler and therefore more efficiently conducted
strategy which looked a good way of keeping two with national contracting authorities. None of those
companies in the warship building business. is a clear cut, black or white answer but they are

factors which have influenced it.10. What about the other shipyards? Did the
strategy give any encouragement that there will be
more than two surviving?

(Sir Robert Walmsley) Probably not. I do get Mr Jones
contacted by other shipyards from time to time but I

12. Sir Robert, I do not envy your task because thedraw a distinction between a destroyer—the
situation the warship industry finds itself in now is ascomplexity density of a destroyer I would say is
a direct result of the decisions taken in the eighties inhigher than of any other ship, other than a nuclear
terms of procurement, in terms of ending up with onepowered submarine. That means that warship
main contractor. When I was involved with Swanbuilding skills are absolutely critical to these. I think
Hunter we felt the effects of that in terms of Swanthey are called surface combatants now. The
Hunter being taken out of the warship buildingsituation we have therefore is that we have to retain
industry and it is interesting now that they should getshipyards with these special warship building skills,
back into it. I accept what you say about BAEoutfitting, weapons SYSTEMS, lots of computers
SYSTEMS being our prime contractors contractingetc; whereas the other three shipyards consulted,
for warships and the nature of the industry theseSwan Hunter now engaged on building the ALSLs,
days. I remember the days where a shipyard wasthe logistic ships, Appledore building survey ships
awarded a contract and it got everything fromunder subcontract to Vospers and Harland & Wolff
building it all the way through to putting light bulbsbuilding two roro ferries, instinctively they are
in. Those days have gone now. You are possiblycompletely different types of ships. Survey ships do
talking about coordination between a number ofhave complicated echo sounders but apart from that
defence contractors actually building a large warshipno weapons. The other ships are effectively cargo
these days. You are trying to get competition CVFcarriers.
which I know the Chairman has a down on but BAE

11. What makes shipbuilding so different from the SYSTEMS are not a British owned company any
other defence industries so that it needs its own more. What you are trying to do in terms of
strategy? subcontracting work around the country—is that not

a way of keeping the capacity going especially(Sir Robert Walmsley) A number of features. The
because the nature of some of the contracts you havefirst one is not an analytic one. The word “emotion”
now is you can build a module here and hook themhas already been used this morning. There is no
together as a way of keeping that competition goingquestion that people feel a loyalty to shipbuilding
in terms of keeping the yards like Swan Hunter andthat is not felt with car factories or aeroplane
Vospers working. I think we should take this intofactories. Do not ask me why. Perhaps ships being
consideration as well, the jobs implications not justcalled “she” is an indication of how people feel about
for Swan Hunter but for all these shipyards in termsthem. Second, there is no reciprocity in the
of sharing the work around so you can have oneshipbuilding industry. I have not yet seen a foreign
prime contract but a lot of work could be done incountry with a shipbuilding industry being prepared
different yards around the country.to seek tenders from the United Kingdom to build

warships. I do not find it very easy to contemplate (Sir Robert Walmsley) There is a lot in that. It is
giving them the opportunity to build our warships if hard to give a quick answer. First of all, sharing work
there is no possibility of reciprocity on shipbuilding. around as a simple concept is not a good idea unless
I accept that that answer is somewhat conditioned by you can demonstrate the benefit of doing so. It nearly
my first answer. The third point, which is a more always leads to fixed overheads being attributed to
analytical point, is that the design content of a ship thinner streams of work which adds to the aggregate,
build is low, relative to the unit production cost overall cost. The RAND study took account of those
roughly speaking equal, whereas the unit production effects. It was very clear that manufacturing the same
cost of an aircraft is far less than the design cost. We blocks in a shipyard for a whole class of ships did give
have been forced with aircraft programmes and this learning curve improvement. Sharing it around
missile programmes where there are very large, has to be done in a very determined way with a clear

strategy behind it.development contracts to go into international
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13. It is quite common in the oil industry, is it not? with what is happening at Swan Hunter, but that is

not creating a warship building capability in the(Sir Robert Walmsley) I have spent some time on
round in terms of design offices.the oil rig construction industry. It remains a bit of a

mystery to me and I sometimes think a bit of a
mystery to some of the people engaged. They take

Syd Rapsontheir decisions for their own reasons and they are
hugely influenced by the timetable for starting 15. Coming from Portsmouth, we have a different
production which is when they start to get their view of the process and we are very grateful for the
money back, so they will do things in order to shorten RAND study and the outcome. We were
time to production starting. I do want to get across championing Vospers and they have a fair slice. We
the idea that none of this is intended to dilute my own are very pleased. I am coming from an attitude of
commitment to competition. Competition stimulates gratefulness. The RAND study has gone into some
innovation as well as grinding out costs. There is depth about taking up competition in a certain way
something there about looking for better ways of which is fairly unique. It appears to be for the
doing things. What is difficult for me to do is to present. Is there in future going to be a reimposition
rationalise an idea that we are prepared to forego of competition if you can see that would make things
competition today—that is to say, keep the work better, or are we going to be using the RAND
spread out—in order to generate the possibility of proposals as a backdrop for everything we do in the
competition at some stage in the future. That is future? Is it completely black and white?
denying yourself something you want in order to (Sir Robert Walmsley) I would not rule out
retain a possibility of having it in the longer term. I reverting to competition for some ship production. If
admit that sitting behind this strategy that we are we wanted cargo ships for the Navy, I imagine that
adopting for the Type 45 lies the concept of a you could see Swan Hunter, Appledore or Harland
different type of competition which is a competition & Wolff being able to bid to do that. We would think
for ideas which says, “If he is producing constructed very carefully before we decided not to use
warships for far fewer man hours per tonne than you, competition. It does stimulate innovation and drive
why should we go on giving our business to you?” costs out. People find new ways of doing things. For
That provides an incentive even with distributed warships, as a result of the Type 45 strategy, I cannot

remember a time when there has been a longerwork for both shipyards to continually improve their
running contract placed with either Vospers or otherperformance.
marine yards. They have certainty on which to plan

14. Is not the ultimate aim that you end up taking because we should remember that we have the
capacity out of the industry like Swan Hunter and biggest Navy in Europe but we are by no means the
you have invested huge amounts of money in Swan biggest exporter of warships, surface or submarine,
Hunter and they are in a position where they can in Europe. This is a challenge for the shipbuilding
tender for work. They cannot do what Swans used to industry. We should be doing better in terms of
do in terms of design teams, but I know there is a securing warship export business. The Type 45 gives
tightrope in terms of competition to make sure you a platform and both companies can look for a certain
have capacity but if you over egg the competition too future from the Ministry of Defence over a long
much is not the danger that you end up where you are period. Of course there will be some uncertainty
now? You will only have one or two yards who can about it but the Type 45 should be enough to help
provide it. launch some export programmes. I very strongly

(Sir Robert Walmsley) It is not likely to be cost believe that we should be able to do better in that
efficient to distribute the work in a carefree fashion. respect than we do currently.
We do not need more capacity than the capacity that 16. There is 60-odd per cent over capacity in
we are currently going to use for the Type 45. There shipyards, as I understand it from a recent study.
is no particular advantage, it seems to me, for the That is an enormous over-capacity. I know we are
Ministry of Defence artificially maintaining capacity guessing but competition involvement in the future
which just generates costs. I still come back to not might be able to cope with that. There seems to be an
putting all our eggs in one basket being a good thing. enormous over-capacity which cannot be resolved
I can see the point of having two people involved in other than by reducing the employees by a vast
warship building but I do not see any advantage in amount in this structure. You think the competition
retaining more than two. These both are might be able to still keep people employed with that
commercially strong companies. We would not have over-capacity?
shared the work out between two companies who (Sir Robert Walmsley) The difficulty I have with
were not commercially capable of sustaining the that is that competition does not keep the loser
warship work. I am a great admirer of Mr Kroese at employed. If you allow competition to kill off one of
Swan Hunter but he has not invested significant sums two effective companies, then you have no
of money. He is so successful because he invests competition for ever. The Type 45 strategy retains an
extremely small sums of money to deliver huge element of competition, a needle if you like, between
productivity improvements. I have been very two yards, each of whom are trying to perform better
impressed by the fact that he has used shipyard than the other, without putting them into a head to
workers to build the new dock for the building of the head, winner takes all, loser disappears situation. I
ALSL. Digging a hole for himself is how he think it is quite constructive. The same problems are
sometimes puts it and using his own money. When arising in the United States and they have not solved
you are using your own money, you do not invest them. The same problems are arising in other

countries. We are all trying to face up to this issue. Ithuge sums of it. You hire in etc. I am very impressed
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does mean that the capacity is more distributed than Mr Roy
it probably would be if you wanted to go to one set

19. Why have you only extended the first batch toof overheads, pushing everything through one yard,
six vessels? Would not prices be lower for a largerbut I do not feel comfortable with having all my eggs
batch of, say, the whole 12 vessels?in one management basket.

(Sir Robert Walmsley) They certainly would but
the flexibility of the defence programme would
therefore have been seriously reduced. We have the
conditions for pricing the ships beyond ship six veryMr Roy
carefully linked to the productivity that we have

17. Your memorandum acknowledges that the secured in this first order. We have some of the
unsolicited BAE proposal for them to build all 12 benefits that you have hinted at but the consequence
Type 45s would have been cheaper than the strategy of ordering 12 sets of the missile system equipment,
that you finally adopted. We are very interested to 12 radars right now, when we have not seen one
know why you came to the decision you did and why working yet is a big thing to do. By going for six
you rejected their original proposal. ships, we have given economies of scale and by

(Sir Robert Walmsley) Two reasons, one of which locking in the productivity on the second six that will
is a straightforward, commercial one. The work well.
unsolicited proposal—and it genuinely was
unsolicited; it was a very unwelcome complication in 20. If you are prepared to order the six you do not
our lives at the time—attached certain conditions foresee a problem. Why not go the whole hog for
about other programmes in order to generate the cost the 12?
savings. This was an absolute compendium of how, (Sir Robert Walmsley) It is a balance. I feel very
if virtually all warship building activities for ever and comfortable with six. I feel very comfortable with the
a day went into BAE SYSTEMS Marine, everything productivity that we will get on ship seven onwards.
would be great for us in the long term. Attaching I feel very comfortable that the economies of scale
those conditions to it really was signing up to quite a that we have on the equipment production by going
major shift in our policy which was to distribute for six are very sensibly close to those we would get
warship building for competition reasons and also, for 12, but it is not as good. I accept that, but we now
for the strategic benefit of , just having two groups of have the flexibility. We will decide when we order the
people engaged in the same activity. The first thing second six. We will decide what the modification
was there were conditions attached to it which looked state of the radars etc., is for the equipment and
very unattractive to us in the long term. The second whether we want a different sonar or not. If we had
point is that if you look at Barrow, which was going gone for all 12, all that wold be locked up now. I
to carry a far greater component of the Type 45 think the last ship comes off in 2014. That is a long
programme than it is currently going to do under this time ahead. I do not like predicting the future with
strategy which puts quite a lot of work on the Clyde, that much certainty.
there was going to be enormous congestion in the
shipyard between pieces of Type 45 destroyer going
to Devonshire Dock Hall and pieces of nuclear
powered submarine and quite a small clearance

Chairmanbetween them. There is nobody that I know who is a
bigger expert on congestion in Devonshire Dock Hall 21. It is 12 years to cut from 12 to 10 to 9 to 8. I
than Mr Coles. It did not look to me or anybody who have been in this Parliament when we had 75 frigates
knew anything about defence programmes that and destroyers. Then we had Mr Mottram’s famous
either Astute or Type 45 would not have to have “about 50” which was 43. Then 35; now 32. Are you
much of a hiccup for the whole place to come to a confident that you have been given instructions by
grinding gridlock. the Treasury or Mr Hoon that we are not going to go

(Mr Coles) In relation to the Trident programme, down below 32? My concern is, by only going for six,
because the pieces came in at the end, any disruption you are giving the government the flexibility for
to production brought the whole thing to a standing saying, “We are not going for another six. We are
start because you could not move things around. We perfectly happy with the wonderful six that we have
used to plan in those days 18 months ahead where constructed.”
pieces would be to ensure that production would (Sir Robert Walmsley) Of course that is a
flow. If you bring on top of that a larger vessel, the theoretical possibility. The truth is that we do have achances of having a hiccup and not being able to fix budget for all 12 ships. There is a very soundit can mean the whole thing comes to a grinding halt. operational case for all 12 ships. I know you are

speaking to Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup in a week’s
time and I am coming back with the Minister on 8
May when you will wish to go into the operationalChairman
factors which have conditioned our confidence in the
justification for 12 ships. The requirement is there.18. If it is all clogged up, should you have moved

there in the first place? All we see in operations tells me that powerful escorts
capable of protecting lightly armed or unarmed ships(Mr Coles) You need to have your throughput
are absolutely relevant to what the Royal Navy doesplanned meticulously and thoroughly and have some
today. That is other people’s business now, more’sgive in the system; otherwise, you are blocked up for

ever, or for a long time. the pity.
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22. You will have retired by the time that crisis 25. We were in Faslane recently and this very point

came across to a lubber like me.comes along. You can see my cynicism. You say the
requirement is certainly there and the budget is there (Sir Robert Walmsley) I do not think I quite
to sustain a further six? understood it as well five years ago as I do now. For

as long as I can remember, we have been dealing with(Sir Robert Walmsley) The budget is there now.
Nothing I have said should suggest that the Ministry over-capacity in shipyards. The problem has not

been shortage of labour; the problem has beenof Defence has not set aside in the budget the funds
for 12 ships, but it is still looking a mighty long shortage of orders to sustain the shipyards. As we

look ahead towards the end of the decade, I haveway ahead.
been hugely encouraged. Mr Kroese has already had
this morning a bouquet from two of us. He has
apprentices working at Swan Hunter now. People inPatrick Mercer
the shipyards are laying down the foundations, I23. What is the RAND study’s longer term believe, to sustain and expand a skilled workforceprognosis for the UK warship building industry? towards the end of the decade. I will be very surprised

(Sir Robert Walmsley) It will be related to the indeed if that is not going to be possible.
demand for warships. I come back to my export
point. If we are successful in the export field, we can
have a terrific warship building industry, including Mr Jonessubmarines. That requires having designs that are

26. On Tyneside, the average age of welders is inattractive. It is not just about whether we have
the early forties and that is because of the gap in theworkmen and facilities and management capable of
eighties when people left the industry. The othercrashing out a ship at an economic price. It has to be
problem the north east has is if you get on a plane ona design that people want to buy and that is as true
Monday morning to Amsterdam or Brussels you willabout merchant ships as it is about warships. The
find quite a lot of welders travelling to Europe. Therefirst factor is that exports will condition it but RAND
is competition for their skills now from acrosswere particularly looking at our own warship
Europe, which creates problems in terms ofdemand. They saw the over-capacity we have talked
recruitment of skilled welders, for example, andabout. Beyond about 2009, as the carrier
platers in Swan Hunter and other places. The sameconstruction starts to increase and probably a new
would apply in Scotland as well. I accept what hasclass of escorts called future surface combatants
happened in terms of apprentices but do you notstarts to get underway, we do see a definite rise in the
accept that part of the government’s thinking is torequirement for labour in the shipyards. None of
put some thinking into how we generate these skills,these predictions is ever quite as accurate as the lines
not just in the north east but in other areas as well likedrawn on pieces of paper would indicate, but by 2007
Barrow, because a lot of companies have not beenor 2008. Then it builds up as Type 45 continues.
taking on apprentices or training people for a longRAND’s prognosis of all that is, Ministry of
time.Defence, you had better be very careful to

understand how you generate innovation in an (Sir Robert Walmsley) Most people in this room
are probably parents of one sort or another and theyindustry if you do not have competition. That is what

we are turning our minds to. know, when advising people to go into careers or not,
they look to see if it is a long term career with real24. Currently, it seems that there is over-capacity prospects. The long term orders for the Type 45 mustin the shipyards and that by the end of the decade encourage people to join the companies, because Ithere is going to be under-capacity. Can you give a absolutely agree with the thesis that we need younglittle more detail about that and talk about the depth people coming in. From what I read in theand the breadth of the lean times? newspapers, nobody can be unaware of this: the(Sir Robert Walmsley) In terms of capacity, it is government has undertaken an enormous effort onvery strictly a labour issue. I absolutely guarantee improving the skill base of British youth. I am quitethere will be some cranage associated with putting confident that the government understands the issue.things on the top of the island of an aircraft carrier If the work is there we will get the people. That is whyand, with a bit of luck, we will hire those cranes in, so these long term contracts are such a help becauseit will not be a question of building some huge crane they give people the idea that this is an industry thatin some lonely drydock somewhere. There are very is going somewhere. If we do not use as a nation thefew issues relating to facilities other than opportunity presented by our warship buildingmodernising. You can always do welding quicker programme over the next ten years in order toand we should be ready to sustain shipyards, to put present designs that are attractive to other countries,in more modern welding equipment. Competition we will only have ourselves to blame for whatstimulates that. That is the sort of innovation you get happens to the warship building industry in the nextfrom competition. We should be ready to let that be decade after that. It is a great opportunity we have.reflected in the price of anything we buy as a single

27. You emphasise this idea of skills to companiessource contract. Particularly after the Type 45
as well?investment in Portsmouth, facilities I sort of set to

one side on capacity. The question then is can the (Sir Robert Walmsley) I do. I know Barrow quite
well. I will not say I have a soft spot for it because Ishipyards provide the skilled labour. You cannot just

recruit anybody. They have to be people who know was born in Scotland. When you go round a shipyard
like that, you are meeting people building parts of ahow to do this stuff. We have learned that recently,

when people just assume they are numbers. They are submarine and they have done it six times over. They
know what the difficulties are. It is not always aboutnot numbers; they are skilled workers.
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the drawings and you cannot just tell people to go electrical systems and weapons systems that have to

be hooked up between the two modules. The beam ofand do it. They have to know. That is why looking
after the skill base matters. the Type 45 is about 20 metres. The flight deck beam

of a carrier is probably nearer 80 metres so it is a
much more complex set of things that have to be
spatially in the right places. The first thing RANDChairman
pointed out is do not assume that modules can be28. Following the RAND study, will there be a hooked up without any problem whatsoever. It haswarship building/ship repairing strategy or is the to be thought about. These are practical people. TheyRAND study the basis for a document which at least said, “When you transport these modules, you havepeople can read to see what may be in store for them; to make sure they are rigid enough to withstandthat there is going to be a degree of rationalisation transport on a barge and they have to be weatherand unless they get their acts together there is little proof. You have to close the ends to make sure theyprospect of competing successfully? Can we expect do not get sea spray.”such a document?

(Sir Robert Walmsley) I would be getting a bit 32. It is quite common in the south east Asian
ahead of myself if I said you could expect such a shipbuilding industry.
document. The RAND report provides a very good (Sir Robert Walmsley) All well established
compendium of the issues that condition such procedures. It just is extra work compared with doing
decisions. There is a sense in which the strategy it in one shipyard. They said, “Just think about the
absolutely depends on the programmes to work on. carrier. You are practising on the Type 45. On the
We have a very clear one on the Type 45 which I feel carrier, it is going to be more difficult. Do not assume
very comfortable with and the CVF strategy that it is not an issue that has to be managed.” It is.
reinforces what we are saying about the Type 45. We

33. If you say module design for carriers is not anknow we cannot build the whole of the CVF at one
option, can you tell me which shipyard is big enoughlocation. We know that shipyards have to cooperate
to—?therefore to build modules in different locations and

(Sir Robert Walmsley) I made a mistake if I saidassemble them together into a single ship at some
that. I tried to say that the carriers will have to belocation. All of that groundwork is underpinned by
constructed by distributing the modules around thewhat we are doing with the simpler ship such as the
country. What RAND are pointing out is that,ALSL where Swan Hunter are the lead. Ships are
because the modules are bigger, the issue of hookingbeing constructed on the Clyde now to a Swan
them up takes a lot more management in the designHunter design. That requires cooperation between
process and control of the construction process, justtwo yards who do not instinctively cooperate. This is
because it is a bigger piece of material. It is a muchpractising at it. We also have Vospers and BAE
more complex task. It is not just twice as difficult; itSYSTEMS practising so we are now beginning to see
is probably ten times as difficult.a network of shipyards who can cooperate to build a

ship. I think that is a strategy. If you were to say, 34. It is going to be modular build and hook-up?“Are you ruling out competition for ever?” I think (Sir Robert Walmsley) Yes, and a big hole in thethat is the road to ruin. You have to keep that in ground. Lots of people are saying, “Let me dig thereserve because if this is not working we will go head hole and you give me all the ship.” We are not goingto head. to do that.
29. If you are getting them to work together,

35. Can I go on to the joint strike fighter? What aremaybe in your retirement you might be invited to go
likely to be the relative costs of a STOVL and ato Afghanistan and move all the elements together.
Carrier Variant JSF? What is the current leaning? Is(Sir Robert Walmsley) I am getting uncomfortable
it September?about how often you mention my retirement.

(Sir Robert Walmsley) Yes.Chairman: You have survived and had so many
comebacks. I am delighted that you are here; 36. Can you tell us what the current thinking is?
otherwise, we would be deprived of our bout once a (Sir Robert Walmsley) I have to be a bit careful.
year. We have a competition going on between two

consortia, each of whom will have their own view of
the relative costs of the CV and the STOVL version

Mr Jones but you can see straight away that there will be a
capital issue of providing catapults and arresting30. Can I ask about the future carrier orders? What
gear. Probably with a couple of ships that might bedoes the study say about the future carrier orders in
100 million. I quote numbers far too readily in theseterms of their procurement?
committees and then people say, “That is not right.”(Sir Robert Walmsley) You mean the connection
It might be 75 and it might be 150. That is dwarfedwith the Type 45?
by the through life costs of the people who have to be

31. Yes. trained and who have to man those systems. It is not
(Sir Robert Walmsley) It warned us about really the issue of the cost of the ships that will

modules. I am making it all sound too easy and I dominate that part of the decision. It will be the
apologise for those who know more about through life cost which is how we are trying to do
shipbuilding than I do but building modules in two everything nowadays.
different places and joining them together—hook-up

37. It does have an impact on the size and shape ofis a good word because hook-up reminds us it is not
just welding round the edge; it is all the pipes, the design.
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(Sir Robert Walmsley) Not much. Surprisingly (Sir Robert Walmsley) There is a question mark

over Cammell Laird’s facilities.little, in fact.

38. That is very strange because that is not what
the two bidders are saying. They emphasise that this Syd Rapson
is crucial.

44. Presumably from a shipbuilding point of view,(Sir Robert Walmsley) I wonder why they do that.
the VSTOL would be cheaper because you do notI can only guess. There is not much difference
have the catapults and all the other mechanical piecesbetween the overall dimensions of a ship for STOVL
for firing off the aircraft, but the aircraft must beand CV. I absolutely agree that if I was a ship builder
more expensive as aircraft.or a consortium I would want to know whether it was

(Sir Robert Walmsley) That is absolutely spot on.to be a CV or a STOVL aircraft because I have to put
in arresting gear. I have to purchase the arresting 45. The Royal Marines in America are cutting
gear; I have to fit it in the ship; I have to find back on the VSTOL selection and that is another
somewhere to generate the water to make the steam complication but it is a balance you have to make.
and launch the catapults. They are all irritating The cost of the ship in production for the traditional
problems. Everybody who is designing anything fixed wing fighter is greater but if you choose the
wants everybody else to settle all the details. The other VSTOL Variant the cost of the aircraft is
overall dimensions will be remarkably similar greater and probably they are evenly balanced, are
because it is conditioned by the fact that we have a they not?
sortie generation rate which generates the number of (Sir Robert Walmsley) I cannot say they are evenly
aircraft. The aircraft have to go in a hangar. When balanced. What you have said sums up the situation
the aircraft are all in the hangar, they have to be exactly. There have been suggestions that training
sufficiently still far apart for fire crews to walk pilots for STOVL operations is a less time consuming
between them without getting tangled up in the and therefore much less expensive activity than
wings. training pilots for arrester gear landings and for

catapult launch. It is really important that I succeed39. I thought that was a crucial point.
in getting across the message that we are trying to(Sir Robert Walmsley) I do not want to sound too
take the decisions on cost on a through life basis.dismissive, but I do steamroller a consortium when
That does not just include the costs in the shipyard orthey start saying, “Our lives are impossible because
the costs in the aircraft. That includes the whole costsyou have not made this decision.” I say, “Rubbish.”
of operating the system.

40. In terms of the assembly of this ship, you say it Syd Rapson: One of our members on the simulator
will be huge. How many sites are there in the UK that in Washington learned in ten minutes for a very
could do a hook-up? Probably not Barrow. quick transition. You could not crash it but it is a

(SirRobertWalmsley) You cannot do it at Barrow. tasty aircraft and I can see your point. Thank you.
Harland & Wolff have a dock that is big enough.
There is one on the Clyde called Inch Green, a
perfectly reasonable place to do the assembly, and Mr Roy
there are docks in Birkenhead, Cammell Laird. The 46. PFI is a contentious and topical issueprevious HMS Ark Royal was built in one. Her sister throughout the country in general but do you regardship, HMS Eagle, was built at Harland & Wolff. I the roro programme as a successful PFI?look at Mr Coles in case there is another one I have

(Sir RobertWalmsley) I give an unequivocal yes toforgotten.
that but, just in case you think I am a complacent(Mr Coles) Somebody might want to create one chap who sits behind a desk all the time, I have to saysomewhere else. that I am very conscious that we have not yet signed(Sir Robert Walmsley) I have not looked at docks the PFI contract. I believe we are closing in on it. I doat Rosyth which are built for battleships but they think that, within the next few weeks, we are going tomight be big enough. sign the PFI contract. It is an absolute benchmark of
innovative contracting. It has been an enormous
effort on the part of those with whom we are trying

Syd Rapson to do a deal, as well as those in the Ministry of
Defence who are trying to put together our side of it.41. We could do it at Portsmouth.
Yes is the answer.(Sir Robert Walmsley) I would stick to my three:

47. We will hold you to the next few weeks.the old Cammell Laird dock built a 50,000 tonne
ship. Harland & Wolff built a 50,000 tonne ship and (Sir Robert Walmsley) That is fair.
Inch Green, which is plenty big enough. 48. More specifically, do the current arrangements

allow the PFI contractor to turn complaints about
performance of the two Harland & Wolff ships back

Mr Jones on the MoD as the supplier of the ships?
(Sir Robert Walmsley) Yes, they would in theory,42. You would be a bit wary about putting it at

although we are very careful. Normally, we haveHarland & Wolff because of its history.
overseers crawling over ships. We do not have that in(Sir Robert Walmsley) If I said that I would just this case. We have used Andrew Weir Shippingreduce the competition. I am wary about all of them. RoRo staff, which is AWSR, to supervise the
construction at Harland & Wolff. I am quite happy43. There must be a question mark over Harland

& Wolff with its track record. that the quality at Harland & Wolff is now
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satisfactory. I spoke to the shipyard this morning to 53. In terms of awarding the contract in the first
try to get a visual impression of what it looked like. place, it is the old adage of keeping Harland & Wolff
The first ship has its upper works on. It looks like a for political reasons.
ship. It has not got its funnel yet or its shaft or (Sir Robert Walmsley) I do not think that is either
propeller but that is because they are late from the right or fair. We have had fantastically tough
propeller and shaft manufacturers. The ship will be competition for this strategic sealift service. I know
floated on 25 May. The planned completion date for you know all this but this was not a competition
the first ship at Harland & Wolff is easy to remember about building ships. That ran through it but the
because it is Trafalgar Day, 21 October this year. shipbuilding content of this is about 20 per cent of the
Harland & Wolff as of this morning, the project value. The value was going to be provided by a
manager told me, is quite confident it is going to shipping company that had the imagination to see
deliver six weeks early on that contract date. how they could secure commercial deals on ships five
Similarly with the second ship whose contracted date and six which would offset the cost of the service to
was the end of January. He expects to deliver it us. AWSR chose two shipyards and the reason they
before the end of this calendar year. It has not been chose two shipyards was because they knew we
easy for Harland & Wolff. They had a bit of a gap and wanted to get on with this. If they built them in two
it has taken them a while to get going but they are shipyards, they could provide the service sooner than
under supervision by AWSR. They have very good if they chose to build all six ships in one shipyard. Incooperation going with the German design yard. a competition, you cannot have every yard in everyThere are always things that could go wrong, but I do consortium. AWSR picked Harland & Wolff. Thatnot think they will.

may have been a good idea; it may not, but I believe
the ships are going to be fine and I am absolutely49. On Harland & Wolff, I am glad to hear that it
satisfied in my own mind that it was not us whowill all be in front but what risks did you look at when
picked Harland & Wolff. It was AWSR.you looked at Harland & Wolff and their position?

What assessment of the risks involved did you make
54. I accept that but it is good for political reasons,when you brought in AWSR as a contractor?

is it not? It can be seen that you have that Harland &(Sir Robert Walmsley) I try not to be too close on
Wolff shipyard. I thought we had finished those daysmy answers at these committees because it does not
but I am not convinced that we have.help either of us but if I am cautious it is cautious in

(Sir Robert Walmsley) I do not think there ishinting at anything to do with the financial position
something intrinsically wrong with things that areof any of our contractors. I think that is
good for political reasons. What I do not accept isinappropriate until the information is in the public
that the Harland & Wolff issue in any waydomain. You would expect to look at the physical
conditioned the outcome of the competition. Wefacilities at Harland & Wolff and whether they had
were picking a shipping company. We pickedthe workforce capable of constructing the ship and
AWSR. Their position was to build two ships atwhether the financial tensions in the company, which
Harland & Wolff and four at somewhere that I knowclearly was not having an easy time, would be such
you would rather I did not mention, so I am notthat they made absolutely certain with a total
going to.guarantee that any money we disbursed to them for

the RoRo would be spent on the RoRo. I went
55. In terms of the problems with the Harland &personally to the shipyard. I know the guys who run

Wolff contract, did you look at any alternative routesit. I am comfortable with the workforce and we put
of procurement and the possibility of the acquisitionarrangements in place to make sure the money paid
of second hand RoRos which was mooted at oneinto the shipyard was spent on the RoRos.
time in the press?

50. Was there a social argument for value for (Sir Robert Walmsley) We gave all the bidders the
money there as well? option to produce reconditioned ships if they

(Sir Robert Walmsley) Not in my value for money wanted. They all went for new build, not
world, but if you think I am unconscious of those surprisingly. This is a long term contract and the
social arguments you would be wrong. ships are going to have to last for a long time.

56. When you had the problems at Harland &
Wolff, did you consider—?

Mr Jones (Sir Robert Walmsley) I am sorry; I
misunderstood. When we had problems at Harland51. Harland & Wolff has been kept for years now & Wolff, we considered everything. It was not abecause of a political decision.
simple situation in which we found ourselves. Sitting(Sir Robert Walmsley) I do not think that is fair. at the back of this was the fact that we had had aWe have had some difficult experiences with them.
proposition from AWSR which had proved veryEvery now and then we forget and ask for more but
attractive for us because it had got the servicethis time will prove we will get good ships.
quickly. If you start to consider bids from somewhere
else, all that would have been thrown out of the52. This was supposed to be the new way of doing
window and there would then have been the questionthings with the PFI. It has been awarded to one of the
whether we had to reopen the whole competition.notorious companies that has had problems with

building ships for the Navy. You just know that that is going to take a long time.
We found ourselves looking at a proposition which(Sir Robert Walmsley) It was not us who picked

Harland & Wolff. we thought we could make work by a different way
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and deliver all the benefits of the AWSR bid. That is Syd Rapson
what Ministers decided to do and I feel very 63. One reason why we are so passionate about ourcomfortable with that. shipyard is that Portsmouth would not have existed

if it was not for the naval base and everyone feels57. In terms of the problem you had with Harland ownership. Politically, that is very satisfying at some& Wolff’s contract, has it added to the cost? Is it still stages and very difficult for us at others. The land andgoing to be cheaper than the traditional method of the history are tied up completely and we would not
procuring a RoRo? I accept that the build part is only have existed as a city at all if it was not for
a small part of the contract. shipbuilding. There is some passion there which still

(Sir Robert Walmsley) I have said already today in carries on today. Just before Easter, we had the
the context of shipbuilding in general that spreading announcement after a lot of pressure that the warship
orders around nearly always costs more money. support modernisation initiative was going to

proceed. It did not come as a shock but it came at a
58. Harland & Wolff has always cost more money difficult time. Few of the details have been published

in terms of over -runs on time. They have not exactly at all. This is one of the first sessions when we can
had a great track record, have they? tease out some answers. There did not appear to be

(Sir Robert Walmsley) I had an argument with a full consultation process and the unions have done
somebody in the next door room previously about quite a sterling job in building up a defence of their
that. Harland & Wolff dispute that. I agree they have case. They have put in a number of documents with
never had a great track record for us but they information from the trade unions but they claim not
disputed what was said previously about to have had a satisfactory consultation process. One
complicated oil field vessels. As of this morning, they thing they are asking above all else is the employees
are talking about being six weeks early on their in the MoD have worked loyally for years and years

and they feel they have now been disposed of ascontracted date of 21 October and six weeks early
surplus to requirement. There does not appear to bewith the second ship.
any emotional tie from the MoD to say, “We are
going to look after your terms, conditions of service,59. You are confident that you are going to get a
pension rights and hopefully try to avoidproduct at the end which will work and last?
redundancies.” It would be nice at some stage if(Sir Robert Walmsley) I am.
someone were to say that is the intention. I believe it
is but no one has said it and it would help in some60. Has it added to the cost?
respects. I want to know how the naval base activities(Sir RobertWalmsley) Yes. If you build them all in
will be subsumed in the new arrangements and howthe same place, you have the learning curve, etc. Of
the management of the work of the bases will becourse it adds to the cost but the benefit we get is the
changed after the initiative has taken over.service sooner and that is what we want. We are

(Mr Coles) I was going to make an openingpaying a bit extra to get the service sooner and that
statement, but I think if everybody is familiar with itis worth doing.
I will leave that, on how we came to this whole
process over two and a half years to end up where we61. Is that as opposed to the traditional method in are today. It is an issue about capacity, newthe past of procurement of ships not through PFI but techniques, productivity improvements and the

through the traditional method? Are you confident whole range of things but maybe I will give that a
that this method will be cheaper than the miss if people are familiar with it unless you want to
traditional one? hear it?

(Sir Robert Walmsley) I am. It is not in my gift to
preempt the National Audit Office consideration of
this project but everything that I am hearing

Chairmanconvinces me that we will get a good answer on that
very important point, which is crucial to the balance 64. If you wish to give us an opening statement
sheet decision on or off the MoD balance sheet. please do so.

(Mr Coles) The whole Warship Modernisation
62. How are the other ships getting on? Initiative started about two and a half years ago. It

had its roots in the Ministry of Defence review and(Sir Robert Walmsley) The four in Germany?
involves the privately owned companies at Rosyth,Fantastic. If you want to know how they are getting
Devonport and of course the GOCO at Portsmouth.on, it is all information that is available in public on

the internet. You can see how the ships are built. You 65. Sorry, I missed that last one?
can see every block, every date. They launched the (Mr Coles) The GOCO at Portsmouth, FSL. A
first one on 19 April which was the date they quoted number of factors were involved to look critically at
to us in October 2000. They were half an hour early how we do warship support. Incidentally, the
and they apologised for that. formation of the Agency itself was part of this
Chairman: I do not know why ships cause such because you have one organisation which is

heartache in the Ministry of Defence and related providing an end to end view of support for warships.
organisations, but they do. We now move on to the Then techniques such as reliability centred
warship support and modernisation initiative. I think maintenance and new techniques, underwater
everyone in this room is pretty familiar with the story engineering, all helped to reduce the amount of work
but if you feel it necessary to add any history, Mr that needed to be done on the surface fleet. Of course

companies themselves were more productive and,Coles, please do so.
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indeed, we got smarter at contracting. All this meant (Mr Coles) Let me try and answer that question. I

guess I have three responsibilities: to provide athat there was less demand for the resources that the
service of support to the ships of the Royal Navy; tocompanies had, i.e. over capacity. Of course our
do that economically and of course to look after theroom for manoeuvre was hampered, to some extent,
employees that are in our care. If they are transferredby the sale agreement which sold forward along the
to the private sectors, as the option we are talkingprogramme of work. Finally, of course, with the wish
about, to ensure that is done according to our codesto put new capabilities in sooner, this division
of practice which take care of their existing terms andbetween the big refit times and the fleet times to get
conditions and their pensions and to do that fairlynew capabilities in was a factor also. Of course
and in accordance with those conditions. When welooking at the 20 per cent reduction in costs for the
talk about job losses, it is about 750 jobs orsetting up of the new DLO we had to make our
thereabouts over five years, so it is a long time to sortcontribution to it. So they were all the factors which
this out under those existing terms and conditions.conspired to look at this whole business. Our initial
That is being done and hopefully next week there willdiscussions were with the companies to explore the
be something in the public domain which will have apermanent work they had and to drive towards an
much clearer intent because it is an ongoingearly introduction of competition by partnering at
discussion with the TUs at the moment, to make surethe naval bases provided this was shown to be
we have a joined up approach to this. We do havebeneficial. In summary, therefore, it is a whole range
some formal agreements with them and they areof initiatives which comes out to bring forward to a
being worked on at the moment so the aims ofmore efficient way of providing support to the fleet.
ourselves and the companies to do it are clear.The last piece in the jigsaw is to conclude the

agreements which the Secretary of State announced 68. The protection is there and there is no real
earlier this month on the way to do it. That is by way enthusiasm to ensure they get extra protection?
of a background to this whole initiative. To answer (Mr Coles) It is not extra protection. It is the
the questions that you asked me, protection they have under law and the TUPE code

Mr Rapson. The first one about consultation. I of practice.
believe there has been a huge amount of consultation

69. The basic minimum is all they get, they do notover this whole period of time about the process with
expect any favours. That is what I am asking you. Ithe trade unions and with the companies and their
know what you are saying. I did not expect any moreproposals. Of course nothing can hide the
but hopefully it would have eased it if there was a bitdisappointment of their proposal not being accepted
more sympathy. Can you tell me then what navaland I understand that. We will give them a full
base activities will be subsumed in this arrangementdebrief, I think later this month, on how their
and how the management of the work in the basesproposals stacked up in the round against the
will be changed?companies’ proposals, and I think that is already

(MrColes) Essentially the naval base commandersscheduled. I think that is reasonably clear, that they
will remain in control as what I would call the deciderwill have that. It will not be all the commercial
function. The actual execution of the work—and Iinformation, of course, but where it fits into the
will come to that in a moment—will be delivered bypicture. The consultation has been extensive, I would
the partner, i.e. the deliverer or the provider. So yousay that. Does that answer all your questions?
have decider/provider within the naval base and the
provider function is delivered by the partner. The
range of activities will be engineering support, estates
management in its widest sense and logistics support,Syd Rapson
in other words exactly what the naval base
commanders do today but the provider will be the66. I was really pressing the emotional side.
partner and the naval base commander will be the(Mr Coles) Right.
decider. That is the difference.

67. The dockyard workers have been extremely
70. What are the benefits?loyal working for the MoD. A lot of them choose to
(Mr Coles) The benefits are because you arework for the MoD because they are working for the

working on a common site you can have theseGovernment not-for-profit and now they are being
functions spread over, instead of having twodisposed of in a rather straight forward way. I know
organisations you have one. Secondly, the companiesthat is the way they see it. I did quote the MoD
can bring in additional work on the site. They have aManual 9 which looks after industrial employees.
different management structure, as you know, inThe Disposal of Surplus Capacity, a really bad title.
Vosper, they stopped using the site. They can exploitThey feel they have been disposed of. A lot of
the site’s benefits. All those come to bear at the samepressure has been put on by us, many MPs and the
time. Finally, of course, because this is open tounions to ask for the MoD to say “Well, we are still
competition more, though an allocated programme,concerned about our ex-employees.” I want someone
we in the end get a benefit of lower costs as well.to say they are concerned about their ex- employees’

future terms and conditions of service, their pensions 71. It is taking away the constraints of MoD
and are hopefully going to try and ensure that there management to enable them to get out into the
is the absolute minimum of job losses. Now I believe private sector and pull in extra work?
it is the intention of the ministers to do that but (Mr Coles) There are enormous advantages that
nobody has actually said it. It would be nice if we have found with privatisation where once the
somebody at your level was to say that, to bring the companies are actually free or we are free of the

constraints, they can bring in additional work. If youmorale issue into play.
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look at the work of FSL in your own constituency, shown to be militant, especially in Scotland for

example, where we have had workforces recently onthe amount of work brought in from the private
sector is quite considerable. It frees it up and reduces strike, we have had picket lines and we have had

street demonstrations about this particular project. Iour overhead, as Sir Robert said. It is a competitive
element bringing in new ideas, new ways of managing can tell you, Mr Coles, I should not need to tell you,

the workers feel very, very bitter, especially about theand it reduces our costs by sharing the overhead
burden. They have been quite successful at that at the process used to come to where we are today. I would

just like, if it is okay through the Chair, to ask youthree yards.
to expand on that area of bitterness and why it is so72. I believe the decision has been taken, I do not
tangible, especially in Coulport and Faslane. I amthink there is any sense in trying to tell the workforce
very interested in the partnering process where thisthey have still got a chance of changing it. If the
bitterness first came from. I am very interested ininitiative did not go ahead, what would happen?
partnering process costs, Mr Coles. Can you clarify(Mr Coles) If we could not finally conclude the
the extent of the costs to the Department through thisarrangements we actually have in principle with the
process? I am thinking specifically about thecompanies, and as you said announced by ministers
company bid and the in-house bid. How much wasand endorsed by ministers, then we would revert to
spent supporting the companies’ proposals includingthe benchmark which was put forward by the naval
direct or indirect payments to the companies andbase commanders which is essentially the in-house
how much in support of the in-house option? The in-organisation management arrangements which of
house option was to include the cost of producing thecourse generates some saving itself.
management benchmark. It is very, very important

73. So just go back to the status quo. because the workers feel they were steamrolled,
(Mr Coles) It would go back to the way it was. everything was stacked towards the company and

basically your consultation process was a sham.74. You mentioned 750 job losses which I believe is
(Mr Coles) Let me try and answer the question asthe worst case scenario over five years. That has been

best I can. There was no direct cost to the companiesmisinterpreted by many people and you have used it
to put their proposals together, none whatsoever.this morning. What have the companies told you of
They would of course be covered for the overheads inthe potential job losses? Are they your figures or are
time but there was no direct contract to do it.they what the companies are saying?
Likewise the activities within the naval bases or with(Mr Coles) In the end the precise figures will only
the TUs would have been their own to consumecome out when the companies have finally signed up
within the year. We did provide a team of people tothe agreements and made the contracts and the
support the trade union’s proposals which wenumbers will come out over time. Our best judgment
funded, of course. We did have a team of consultantsat this point in time, based on the proposals that they
and experts in-house to support not only the wholehave put forward is we will lose about 1,000 posts but
process but the subsequent financial analysis and Ibecause some of those posts are vacant because of the
think—I would have to look to my notes—we didactivities coming out we will lose about 750 jobs over
have a premium for that, about £8 million in total, orfive years. That is our best judgment at this point in
it will be when the process is finished.time.

79. That was just about the process?75. That is over and above natural wastage?
(Mr Coles) The process, to manage the whole(Mr Coles) No, that includes natural wastage.

process.76. So what would natural wastage be in normal
circumstances over five years? 80. It was no cost to the naval base commanders?

(Mr Coles) Without looking at the profile in detail (Mr Coles) There would be internal costs, of
I cannot give you that answer. With an ageing course, to them. There would not be a separate
workforce there would be typically—I would say additional cost.
typically—ten or 15 per cent turnover naturally

81. That is different from saying, with respect, noanyway within this sort of organisation. I cannot give
cost?you the answer to that today.

(Mr Coles) It is an internal cost to the77. How can you be specific about 750 if you do
organisation, whether they were looking at thesenot know how many we are going to be less?
proposals or their own proposals or having a team in,(Mr Coles) No, it is the number of jobs that
there was no additional support. They were in theiractually go, whether they go by natural wastage or by
budget for operating the naval base.people resigning or turning over or whatever other

reason, I cannot give you the figure today but I do 82. The bidding process, the National Audit Office
know the number of posts approximately. have been invited to look at the process by the

management board. Did the report endorse the
process in total? Have you had a report back from the

Mr Roy NAO? Has it been made public and if not can we
have a copy of it?78. Can I come in on a point that you raised earlier.

(Mr Coles) The National Audit Office wereMr Coles, you said extensive consultation had taken
contracted in this case to provide myself and othersplace and presumably that consultation process is
with an independent view of the process, rather liketwo way. I noticed in your opening remarks that you
we would contract with KPMG or anybody else. Itdid not mention the workforce. I ought to probably
was not a traditional NAO inquiry into how wedeclare an interest, Chairman, in so far as I am very

interested when I see a workforce not normally conducted the process, if you like, looking
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backwards. Therefore, it is an internal piece of advice confidential advice you have given ministers. Why

can that not be released in some format or some ofto the Department and therefore to ministers and
therefore not releaseable in the public domain. the information in that? Clearly ministers will need

that to justify the actions of taking the decisions.83. Will this Committee get a copy of it?
(MrColes) I think the way we got into this with the(Mr Coles) I do not believe so.

NAO, I have a non executive director on the WSA
84. You do not? board and he approached the NAO as to whether
(Mr Coles) I do not believe so. they would like to do it and that is how it started. It

was not a sort of put it out to contract, that is the way85. Why not?
it started. They thought it was quite a good field they(Mr Coles) Because it is confidential advice to
should get into. Now maybe in the light of what youministers.
have said they may not want to do it again.

86. That is the very point because that just leads
these people at Faslane and Coulport who cannot
read the report to be a wee bit more bitter tomorrow Chairman
than they are maybe this morning.

94. Yes, they could get burnt with this.(Mr Coles) As I said we will give a debrief to the
(Mr Coles) Sure.trade unions on the process and where they fit in the
Chairman: It is very contentious.macro picture of this exercise or this activity but not

the precise figures and we have agreed to do that
with them.

Mr Roy
87. But not to this Committee either.

95. It is absolutely pivotal to the workers’ feelings.(MrColes) As I have explained, this is confidential
We saw them on the streets and behind the picketadvice to ministers.
lines and these are people who do not normally

88. One point I did want to pick you up on, on the strike, they are very hard working. They want some
consultants. The cost of PriceWaterhouseCooper, transparency to at least know the process was value
who paid them? for money and that they were given a fair crack of the

(Mr Coles) The Warship Support Agency would whip. It is very good saying “We will invite the
have contracted that. National Audit Office in” and I think that is

wonderful but it is not really that wonderful if you do89. They paid them, so there was a cost?
not show it to anybody, if it does not get back out to(Mr Coles) I said we contracted the consultants to
the people on the front line. You know, “We willsupport the activity.
bring in independent scrutiny but we are not going to

90. You paid them? tell you what they said”.
(Mr Coles) We did. (Mr Coles) I understand that but the way this was

set up was much more like a consultant offering
advice to us, not as an NAO inquiry. I have said so

Chairman far that is the way it has been tackled.
91. I do not know of many instances where the

National Audit Office comes in at such a stage. If you
Mr Jonesdo not know, perhaps you could tell us how many

other instances you have come across where the 96. I do not accept that point. Clearly this report is
NAO, rather than looking at what happened after a being used by ministers to make a decision.
period of time, is actually there and advising. Does Therefore, as Mr Roy is saying quite rightly, those
that not in a way potentially compromise their people who will be directly affected by this, i.e. the
position in doing an analysis afterwards if they workers involved, want some transparency to the
decide to do this unless they can say “Well, process. Again, can I ask the question, what is so
everything that you did was absolutely in accordance problematic in releasing this report into the public
with the advice they gave and according to best domain? If it is so good it will support your
practice and law”? arguments and reasons why you are going to do it.

(Mr Coles) I believe this is the first time the NAO (Mr Coles) Ministers made it quite clear to trade
have done this sort of activity. It was very much a unions at formal meetings they do not intend to
one-off exercise. That is why it is different from a release it.
normal NAO inquiry. Mr Jones: Can we request a copy.

92. Did you invite them or did they invite
themselves?

(Mr Coles) I think it came about by a mutual Chairman
discussion because, of course, they would in the 97. The concept of advice to ministers is a verynormal process begin to think about looking at this. useful device by which they can block off any debate

outside. What I would say is you must alert Lord
Bach when he comes that we will be exploring this.Mr Jones Patrick and I are in a minority here today in that we
have no direct interest in the decision. I think it would93. I think that is an important point the Chairman

has raised. Certainly it puts the National Audit Office be fair to say that as much information should be
brought out into the public domain to ensure thatin a very difficult position in doing any post

investigation. The other point is about the people feel that the right decision was made. Now if
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we cannot get it, I hope the Public Accounts usual rules of confidentiality which we have in this

Committee. Can we ask for that report. It is going toCommittee can get it. The National Audit Office is
going to have to explain why as a partner in the be very crucial in affecting our opinions of whether

this process has been done properly. If it backs upprocess they are the best placed to comment
afterwards. All I would ask, gentlemen, is this, or what you have been saying then surely it would help

ministers rather than hinder them.several points. One is we will be writing further—
there are other questions to ask—because there were (Sir Robert Walmsley) I think if I could just say,
clearly key decisions that were made on process. We Chairman, I know I am coming with Lord Bach on 8
went to Faslane and Coulport and we heard the May and I think you pointed out that we would be
arguments from the trade unions and then we went covering this ground again on 8 May. I have got that,
to Rosyth and we heard a set of arguments there this is the number one question to answer.
which were very different. The latter said they had Chairman: I am sure I can negotiate with you, Sir
gone through the process of becoming more efficient, Robert, and with the Minister as to access to all or
that they were ten to 15 years ahead of their part. There have been precedents. A Committee of
colleagues in those establishments which had not this Committee went to look at documents on
gone through the traumas that they had gone Westlands. The whole Committee did not look at it
through so if the argument is efficiency, that the but the Chairman and Dr Gilbert looked at it.
companies can do things much more efficiently and Perhaps if the going gets rough we can discuss more
much more cheaply, then I would hope that limited access. However, I think it would be helpful
information would be made available. It would be at the final stage that it is shown that you made the
helpful also if you could tell us, and I am sure the decision fairly based on the right information. I think
unions will ask, how seriously you looked at the if that case can be made, and it may well be made,
proposals that they made knowing that the hatchet then it is in everyone’s interest for this information,
was about to descend on their collective necks and or most of it, to be made publicly available.
that does concentrate the mind wonderfully. Syd Rapson: If the initiative did not go ahead, the
Therefore, no doubt they were prepared to do a advice in there would be crucial to make the yards
number of things in the likelihood of their impending more efficient in the future. It is crucial that
disaster that they may not have chosen to have done information is in the public domain after the event.
before. What I think it is perfectly legitimate for the Chairman: We have a couple more questions now
Defence Committee to ask, and we will ask more we would like to ask on this. We cannot let you go
fully, is that we have more information on the before 12.30. We do have some additional
process, on evaluation, on the savings levels, on the questions. Patrick?
value for money, all of those issues, simply to prove
to us and especially to those who do not have a direct
interest, one way or the other, that the decision was Patrick Mercerthe correct one. Now it is very, very likely, I would

99. Gentlemen, without renegotiating your refitnot say very possible, that the decision that was made
obligations, how much competition, as a percentage,was the correct one, that more efficiency can be
would have been possible over the next few years?squeezed out of the system, that you are there to

represent the taxpayers, you had every sympathy (MrColes) If we stay as we are, we would typically
with people who are going to have their work have about 30 per cent competition in the surface
practices rejected, overthrown, forced into a new warship sector. By the time of about 2005–06, we will
environment. I think an argument might well be have moved to something like 93 per cent. It is about
made on those lines. We would not expect everything 93 per cent for the surface warship. So we are moving
to be brought out into the public domain, that would to a wholly competitive environment for surface
be sui generis as far as the MoD was concerned in its warships where traditionally we have been around
relationship with us. I think it is important that a lot about the 25 to 30 per cent.
of information is brought out and some of the issues 100. The WSMI appears to allow greaterI raise will be part of those. When you do debrief the competition of surface ship refits, at least in the shortunions I hope the documentation that will be term. How have you structured the deals with theproduced to them will be transported to us together dockyard contractors to ensure competition surviveswith any other documents you feel are appropriate. in the longer term?(MrColes) If it would be helpful, Chairman, could (MrColes) The contracts are actually on an outputI take an action to look at what information I could spec basis, the companies are delivering an outputrelease to the Committee on what basis so there is a and the contract is incentivised both on how theyclearer view of how decisions are arrived at. It was deliver that through a number of key performancebased on a value for money criteria and that was the indicators and profit sharing arrangements, so that isonly criteria it was based upon. I will see how much how it is incentivised. In other words, it has looked atof it we can make available to the Committee. what the output is, how to deliver the output, if youChairman: That is helpful. do not meet the output you stop getting paid, if you

really do it badly you actually lose your profit and
finally, of course, if they really, really do not perform,

Mr Jones we can take the whole thing back in-house or sub-
contract it to another management company.98. I take the point you are making about the issues

we will have to raise with Lord Bach. Can we ask for 101. With contractorisation of the dockyards in
1987, and then their outright sale in 1997, the MoDa copy of that report? Even if there is commercially

sensitive stuff in there, fine, we can do it under the was able to keep some pressure on refit costs through
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the competitive element of the programme and in much does that relate to the reduction in the size of
extremis your ability to switch refits between the fleet? In terms of the capacity in the refit, what is
dockyards if you were not satisfied with the prices the current position on surface capacity?
available. With naval base support now to be (Mr Coles) In big handfuls, from about 1987 to
contractorised, what leverage will you have if prices about now, I guess the total industrial capacity has
or performance at one of the bases becomes a about halved, in terms of the amount of activity we
problem? need for a variety of reasons: people are more

(Mr Coles) Two things. The refit remains exactly efficient, we are better at doing it, ships are newer,
the same but we have included, also, in the better techniques, better available to the ships. In
competitive programme what we have called docking terms of the number of ships that actually pass
periods which occur, period refits. They will be open through in any one year for the maintenance cycle of
to competition, they are not allocated. Finally, of these refits, it has gone down from about 105 to about
course, the periods inside, when a ship is in fleet time, 50. So the number of ships has halved but also the
as we call it, that is delivered by the output spec by amount of capacity that we need has dropped, it is
the company and they get paid their premium or their 105 ships to 51, 500,000 man-weeks to 250 or
costs on the basis of how they deliver the output not thereabouts. There has been a change in the number
what the input is. So this is a fundamental change, it of ships but also what we do on them and how we do
is not input based, it is output based so it is quite a it with a consequent reduction, of course, in the
significant change in the way we do business. amount of effort we need in the companies

themselves, and sometimes they do indeed sub-
contract that out as well so it is not the whole

Mr Roy measure.
102. As part of the WSMI, the MoD is 106. In terms of the future, how many dockyards

renegotiating its contractual obligations for do we need to meet the requirement?
allocating refits to the dockyards without (Mr Coles) The number of dockyards that we will
competition. Why was this necessary, given that your need or refitting yards in the end will be determined
allocated programme obligations would have by the companies staying in the market or bringing in
gradually declined steadily over the years ahead other work to do that.
anyway?

(Mr Coles) I think as Sir Robert has mentioned 107. Come on.
earlier, the competition is the stimulus for innovation (Mr Coles) That has to be the answer because they
and change, whether it is in techniques or are private companies.
management activities. There is a process which

108. Come on. No. We had this yesterday withdrives costs out and inefficiencies. If we can bring that
some civil servants trying not to answer the question.further forward, that must be an advantage to us and
What is your estimate? Putting to one side the privatethe taxpayer and the Royal Navy of course. It is a
work, what is the estimate of the number ofpart of the process of bringing the benefits of
dockyards needed for work you project is comingcompetition earlier in the programme and we can do
from the MoD?that through this arrangement.

(Mr Coles) I do repeat again it is not a question I103. Under the new arrangement which has been can answer specifically because we could do it all innegotiated with the three dockyard contractors when
one if we wanted to or we could do it in five. At thewill allocated refit work come to an end at each of the
moment we have three and as long as they aredockyards? What will be the ramifications for job
competitive they will remain competitive with thecontinuity which has been raised in the media in the
work we have and they might be able to supplementlast week or so? How does that compare with your
their activity, as they are doing at the moment, bycurrent obligations?
additional work they are bringing in to keep the(Mr Coles) At Devonport I think it stops almost
overhead down or generate income. They do thatimmediately because they have a very small allocated
very successfully so in the end it must be theirprogramme anyway. At FSL it terminates quite
responsibility to say “Well, I will stay in the businessquickly, there is a small amount of work. At Rosyth
and meet our work under the competitive pressures”.it is brought forward by two years so instead of 2007-

08 it is 2004-05. 109. Let me ask the question a different way and
see if I can get a reply. In terms of shipyards104. Any information on job continuity?
obviously we want a situation where we want(Mr Coles) The jobs that we announced earlier
competition between different shipyards.about the likely reductions, the fall-out of the figures

I have already given as part of the partner (Mr Coles) Yes.
arrangements.

110. Are you saying that we need three dockyards
to remain competitive?

(Mr Coles) I would say we need at least two.Mr Jones
111. I think I have got the answer. Thank you. Can105. Can I ask a question in terms of the amount

I ask another question then in terms of decisionsof refit work that there is. First of all, can you give us
taken in terms of procurement. What decisions arean indication of how it has risen and fallen over the
taken in terms of when you are buying or procuringlast ten years and what your projections are for the
a ship? What is the trade off between thefuture of the level of refit work which will be needed?

In doing that, can you say in terms of the fall how procurement and the upfront costs of that and then
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the long term case for selecting a contractor for about, of the services in Faslane to do the work. The

question is how much work will be required and thatlogistic support arrangements? What is the
balancing act? work will be commissioned by the submarine prime

contractor from the incumbent organisation at the(Mr Coles) I think as Sir Robert indicated, maybe
naval base in Scotland. The question is who is payinghe should take the lead on this question, we look at
the ultimate bill, and the answer is the submarineprocurement and support as a holistic activity, in
designer is linked in to that, he is going to design aother words, looking not just for the cheapest
submarine which requires less maintenance ratherupfront costs but the cheapest through life cost as
than thinking “Oh, good, I can make a second wodgewell. Decisions taken in what I would call the upfront
of money on this by generating a huge maintenance -part of procurement, and what happens
heavy ship”. We are trying, in other words, to tie inconsequently, are taken in the round and, of course,
maintenance costs to the initial acquisition costs bythe responsibility passes for warships from Sir
thinking about it, including this discounting processRobert’s DPA to myself at some point in the cycle.
I mentioned, as well as contractually because in aSo it is taken in the round right at the very start, we
way it is contracts that cut the real mustard notlook at what is happening on the 45 or the others
promises.right at the heart of this, how we are going to procure

these and how we are going to support them. 114. If you are going down that route, has any
(Sir Robert Walmsley) I think that is an absolutely thought been given—I am not suggesting you

crucial issue for us. Everybody knows that we have procure warships in the same way as ro-ro ferries—or
been saying that we want to take through life costs is there any thinking being given to tying up onboard
into account for as long as I have worked in ship maintenance costs to the warship?
procurement or ship support. I do not think we have (Sir Robert Walmsley) No. I think I told this
done it enough. There are two techniques which I Committee last year—because I looked up what I
think I would just add to what John Coles has said—there is no question of a private finance
outlined. The first is that you can never know the initiative for warships. I have made lots of mistakes
costs that are going to be generated a long time in the in my time as Chief of Defence Procurement. When
future anywhere near as certainly as you can know I was pushing it on survey ships to have private
the costs that you are going to incur next year, that is finance, eventually I got punched on the nose by the
just life, because circumstances will change etc., etc.. navy board and told to go away and buy the ships

properly, and I did that. I am not going to make the112. You can do things at reduced costs later.
same mistake again.(Sir Robert Walmsley) We can certainly. The basic

concept that the estimated costs of the year 2015 are
known with less certainty than the estimated costs for

Chairmanthe year 2005 just remains to me a common sense
proposition. I am quite keen, therefore, on the idea 115. That is why you are so enduring, Sir Robert,
that we make these judgments about the you happily admit mistakes.
comparisons between alternatives on, this horribly (Sir Robert Walmsley) That was a king-size
sort of jargon phrase, net present value which means mistake.
that we discount at six per cent per annum the Chairman: We know you have a lot to admit to but
financial significance in decisions. So something in the fact you do it is quite refreshing.
the year 2015 will have had six per cent knocked off
it for up to 13 years. That stops you from doing silly
things because people have made ridiculous Mr Jones
estimates of what is going on in 2020 not because 116. Are there any ideas, for example, of having anecessarily they have got them wrong but because maintenance contract with the actual provideryou are going to do different things in that year, that further downstream?is the first point. The second point is that it is all very (Sir Robert Walmsley) I think all these ideas needwell except that it is still Mr Coles’ organisation—the to be considered. John Coles has just been remindingWarship Support Agency—which is bearing the me that of course the new offshore patrol vesselcosts of this support activity rather on the basis of contract is very much done on this basis of tying in tohaving trusted the estimates made by my team in the provider so that he maintains the ship so if theywhich, of course, his experts participate before we cost a lot to maintain then he will pay the burden. Imade the initial acquisition. I think there is an issue think that is the right route. As to who should do thehere about making the initial provider of the ship in eventual maintenance—and I recognise thesome way link in to bearing the costs of support sensitivity of this—the navy wants the ships to spenddownstream. We have been very, very careful to do their time in harbour in naval bases. We too, we havethat with the Astute nuclear submarine contract talked a lot about people this morning, and I know itwhich I think is probably the first serious warship is not fashionable necessarily for civil servants to talkcontract we have done that with. about service people but let us be absolutely clear

113. Does that not have implications for that getting the right people to man the ships is
dockyards if you do that? Some of those procurers totally critical to the defence capability and a key
could follow up that work outside? issue for the Royal Navy. If we think that we are

going to encourage people to serve in ships if they are(Sir Robert Walmsley) They could if they were
really stupid but they are not really stupid because sent off somewhere different from their home port for

most of their maintenance then that to me is the roadthey know where the ship is going to be based so
when Astute submarines turn up at Faslane they will to ruin and we have to be very, very careful before we

do it. It should not be excluded as a possibilityuse the providers, that Mr Coles has been talking
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otherwise the chaps will just hold us to ransom. My will achieve a saving to the Department of £327

million over the period 2002–07. This is higher thanguess is it will continue to be done at the home port,
most of it. our original estimate of £237 million over the same

period . . .”. That is a difference, and that is a huge117. Even if a supplier can say that they are going
difference, of nearly £100 million and reflects into generate significant savings, you would balance
particular an increase in the level of savings to bethat?
achieved at the naval bases. I am sure you will agree(Sir Robert Walmsley) How would they do that?
that it is absolutely massive, £100 million saving.They would be making it up and we would want to
Where are you going to get that at the naval bases?say “How are you going to do that?” If they know

(MrColes) As I mentioned, if you take out 750 jobshow to do it then we would tell the people at the home
over five years that is a huge premium to take out.port to do it that way too. The key thing is to generate
Utilisation of assets—ships which do not require lots of maintenance. I

think it is very important that the designer and the 123. If I can stop you there. 750 jobs would have
been in the original estimate anyway. That is reallyinitial builder are hooked into that proposition.
not pertinent to finding where this other £100
million is.

Mr Roy (Mr Coles) The precise number of jobs when the
original proposal was put forward, £200 and118. Kevan Jones just touched on savings and I
whatever it was million, was not precisely known atwould like to stay on it for a while. With
that time. This has come out subsequently.rationalisation of naval base and dockyard activities

under the new commercial arrangements we are 124. Presumably you must have had some
speaking about today, just for the record by how indication?
much do you anticipate that spare capacity can be (Mr Coles) Sure.
reduced?

125. Presumably you did not say in the original(MrColes) I do not think the spare capacity will be
there would be no job losses?reduced over time with the counter proposals

(Mr Coles) Oh, no.because the spare capacity in a sense, particularly
with a naval base, is essentially the number of people 126. That would have been absolutely ridiculous, I
working in it because, of course, if the assets are not understand that.
working properly then the naval base commander or (Mr Coles) Yes.
the partner will actually remove them. It is mainly 127. Why have we suddenly got an extra £100about the asset utilisation and or the people who million? I am an ex steel worker and I rememberare there. management telling me about the rationalisation

programmes and how they found the extra money
and only three or four years down the line guys wereMr Jones
made redundant in their thousands. I feel as though

119. I do not understand that. £100 million to be found from naval bases that was
(Mr Coles) What I am saying is we are not not already projected is a step too far for a lot of

generating spare capacity, we are trying to make sure people and I am trying to find out what is that step.
it is not there. There are two things. One is the (Mr Coles) I do not believe it is all from naval
number of people, we have already talked about the bases, I do not think that is quite right. Of course as
final number of people. In terms of the assets that are the companies put their proposals forward they
in the dockyard companies or in the naval bases, they became more refined, more things came in scope and
will be looking to ensure the assets if they are less out of scope, so as the thing unfolded through
duplicated can be shared and if they do not need debate and dialogue and consultation and the
them they will be disposed of. proposals these things came in scope so bigger power

to draw from. Secondly, of course, the companies’120. That is taking a dockyard out?
initial discussions would have pushed them hard on(Mr Coles) Oh, no. For example, the naval base
profit rate, on rate of return and those things weremight have a machine workshop in some other
driven down so a lot of things happen as you godockyard company, if they have both got machine
through in clarification. We were pushing them veryworkshops which are not utilised, let us use one and
hard. These are quite attractive long term contracts.not both because they are on the same site, that is the
They were clearly going to hold back in the initialsort of thing which will happen and should happen
phases.too.

128. On a point of clarification, my question was
what is the £100 million? If they have suddenly found

Mr Roy this extra £100 million presumably they must know
where it is coming from.121. Job losses would be included in your 750?

(Mr Coles) Sure.(Mr Coles) Indeed they would be, that is part of it.
People have made an assessment of those sort of 129. You must be able to tell me it is from a
activities unless, of course, the companies can particular area?
generate additional revenue in which case some of (Mr Coles) Estate rationalisation, doing the estate
them would not go. rationalisation much more efficiently than we have in

the past, a huge saving actually in the way we do the122. On this matter of savings again. We had a
letter from Adam Ingram, the Minister of State, business on the common site, focus on utilities and

utility uses, engineering maintenance not duplicatingwhich I will quote. He says “In total these changes
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things, lower numbers of structures of people, layers (Mr Coles) I think I said a little while ago I will try
of management. The whole activity has been looked and send you a note on that that gives you a broad
at from top to bottom from an output perspective picture of that, if I can, because it is different
and clearly when you start this process people are obviously at different naval bases.
going to hold back and we are going to push them

137. You said you will send a note on threeharder. “If you want these contracts what are the
geographic areas and the synergies but this is slightlysavings? What are we actually going to get out of
different. Would you be able to send a note on thethis?” so it is pushing hard at every point in the
bids as opposed to the naval base benchmark, whichactivity.
is slightly different?

130. I will try to be a bit geographic. Do you know (Mr Coles) Whether I could send the bid
how the new 327 million, which includes this £100 information, because all the information, other than
million, was suddenly found? Can you tell me how the naval base bids themselves, is commercially
that would divide between Devonport, Portsmouth confidential, the TUs, if you like, are confidential
and Rosyth/Faslane? because they have their own view about this as well

(Mr Coles) About half of it is related to the naval as the companies themselves, whether I could release
bases. I do not have the figures in front of me into the public domain commercial information, I
precisely but I think I can say as you go from north would have to look at what we could release. I will
to south to the west the savings increase or decrease, certainly try to give you a broad indication.
the greatest savings are in the north as you go down
to Portsmouth and then on to the West Country.

131. With respect, I am looking at a figure of
Chairman£327 million.

(Mr Coles) I do not have the figures to hand but I 138. Thirteen minutes to go. Clearly, the new
can send you a note on that in the round. nuclear submarine refit facility being built at

Devonport will be essential for keeping our132. How sensitive are your projections of possible
increasingly diminishing submarine fleet serviceable.savings to variations in the volume of refit work? We
But what other dockyards, or dockyard facilities, doheard Sir Robert say earlier on he was aware of
you regard as strategically vital in the longer term?geographical and social implications. Are you aware
Are any sufficiently important that you wouldof those social implications?
prevent the contractors closing them?(Mr Coles) I am sorry, I missed the question.

(Mr Coles) Clearly you talk about the nuclear
133. Are you aware of those geographical and facilities. In the final analysis we would have to have

social implications? a view on if there was a shrinking of the current shape
(Mr Coles) Yes, I am. and size about what we would need to support the

Navy both at the naval bases and in the industrial134. Is that a part of your thinking when you sector. While its shape and size as it is at the momentlooking at the projections? I do not have a worry. If it did shrink significantly we(Mr Coles) The refits that will be up for would have to look at that for the same reasons aboutcompetition will be significant and, again, it will be competition and preservation.for the companies to actually bid for those refits and
to win them whether they are in Rosyth, Portsmouth 139. At the moment we have three naval bases.
or Devonport. It is a competitive process. You spoke earlier about estates rationalisation but

there is nothing, I hope, in anybody’s minds about135. Could I be a wee bit parochial, if you do not
changing the number of naval bases?mind. The dockyards and naval bases are co- llocated

(Mr Coles) No, there is not. We do need threeat Devonport and Portsmouth, but how are the
naval bases.synergies going to be possible in Scotland, where

Faslane is on the west coast and Rosyth is on the east 140. Lastly, we understand from the trade unions
coast? How are these synergies going to work bearing that you have underway a review of base porting
in mind one is at one end of the country and one is at policy, which it is rumoured is likely to raise the
the other? prospect of rationalising to a single southern naval

(Mr Coles) It is the managerial skills that are base. I know your previous answer but would you
needed to be brought to the base at Faslane in a like to comment on this base porting policy?
commercial sense, not necessarily in that case the (Mr Coles) I would doubt you could rationalise to
facilities and the things the company have done at a single naval base, it just would not be physically big
Rosyth to bring down the overheads for the ship enough for the ships that are coming on. Clearly withrefitting programme, which have been very new ships arriving and a quite significant increase inconsiderable. size, and Sir Robert has talked about the 45 that is

quite a large ship itself, then where we should base the136. Can I move on slightly. I am still interested in
ships and the infrastructure to support them needs toour previous discussion on the proposals, I would
be reviewed and that is happening now inlike that clarified in my own mind. What was the final
consultation with other stakeholders, the trainersbreakdown of the two proposals from a naval base
and, indeed, the procurement authorities. We areefficiency perspective? What are the differences and
looking at where these ships should be based in thesavings between the naval base benchmark, the
light of the cost to provide support to them andcompanies’ proposals and, for example, the in-house

alternative at each of the naval bases? change in infrastructure and that is going on now.
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141. If the firms have their proposals on estate actually meeting expertise on both sides, particularly

rationalisation, do you have a veto power or do you if you are partnering, ie you have the same objective,
have a right to look at those documents at a early for a long-term relationship.
stage or when any study has been concluded?

145. Finally, again on the personnel issue, the issue(Mr Coles) This is a planning arrangement so we
of secondment was brought up to us when we visitedwould hope they would take us into their confidence
the bases in Scotland. The TUPE transfer was raisedwhen they were doing these things. On estate
by the trade unions specifically with us and I noterationalisation we want the output, how they deliver
yourself that you met opposition from theit is less of a concern to us. If they can do things
companies. Did the MoD give secondment seriousdifferently by having a lower asset base then we will
consideration and, if so, why was it discarded as anall be beneficiaries.
option over the Transfer of UndertakingsChairman: Thank you.
(Protection of Employment) Regulations

(MrColes) The trade unions did indeed discuss the
Mr Jones option of seconding staff as civil servants to the

companies and then working for the companies. The142. Therefore, if a contractor said that it could do
companies themselves did not favour that as arefit work outside one of the traditional naval base
proposal on which to base their arrangements fordockyards, would that be acceptable to you?
partnering with the naval bases because they believed(Mr Coles) I think Sir Robert touched on this
that it would be a very difficult process to actuallyearlier. We do have a fixed cost, if you like, to support
manage two workforces with different terms anda naval base. What we would not wish to happen, and
conditions reporting to two fundamentally differentindeed take some effort to prevent happening, is to
organisations. So they themselves did not put ithave that activity under-utilised and recreated
forward, although the TUs did discuss it with thesomewhere else. There is a constraint really on where
companies.you could do some of these activities because we

would not want a large infrastructure that we need 146. What you have is the existing TUPEfor normal berthing of ships and then do the arrangements for the existing workers but workersmaintenance somewhere else. For example, as Sir
who will be brought in in the future will not be on theRobert talked about Astute being supported at
same TUPE rates and levels because that is what hasFaslane, we would not want somebody else to create
happened at the moment on other PFI projects.another space somewhere else when we already have

(Mr Coles) Yes.a facility there, to utilise what we actually have.
Indeed, the contractors would find it difficult to do 147. Surely that could also cause a problem?
because they would have to fund it. To some extent (Mr Coles) Over time, of course, the company will
it is a built-in control. negotiate, as they are required to, so the total

143. No, it is not, is it? You mentioned one specific workforce becomes harmonised, and that is what will
one but there is shipyard capacity around the happen at the time. That is the proper way of doing
country, is it not possible that somebody could say it. You could not have in the long-term two
“Right, I want to take that work somewhere else”? fundamentally different organisations working to

(Mr Coles) I was speaking about warships. For different terms and conditions, over time you will
non-warships we do compete them all around the negotiate, and that is what has happened in the
country. So where they are RFA type ships, and there privatised.
is a large number of those, they are competed and

148. The MoD asked the companies to look at thethey go wherever the capacity is and the workforce to
type of relationship that comes about from thisdo it is there. Outside what I call the specialist sector
TUPE arrangement. Maybe two years down the line,it goes back to this set of artisan skills, I would call it.

You need them and you cannot have them three years down the line, it is very important for the
everywhere. MoD personnel who are working for a company who

are trying their best daily that the MoD give the
assurance that they will go back and revisit the

Mr Roy personnel issues.
(MrColes) For those people who are TUPE-d over144. Could I raise a couple of questions on the very

that does become the responsibility of the company.important subject of personnel. We all agree that we
Our obligation is to ensure that the companies docannot do anything without them. The Maritime

Logistics Sustainability Study concluded that there honour the code of practice which we have all signed
would be insufficient staff left in the MoD to sustain up to and that is, indeed, the whole way we have set
maritime logistics support should partnering, this thing up. They have to honour the TUPE code
including the transfer of staff to the private of conduct when they are transferred over and any
companies, be taken forward. Why is it that that is changes to their terms and conditions will have to be
the recommended way forward? negotiated by the new owner with the employees.

(Mr Coles) There are some skills which both sides
149. I am sorry, negotiated by whom?need and it is perfectly reasonable, and I think quite
(Mr Coles) By the new company with theacceptable, and indeed it would be imperative in a

employees through their trade unions, that is how itpartnership, for people to cross to the other side of
is done. The terms and conditions you have in thethe boundary from time to time otherwise both sides
dockyards today from 1987 are different from whenwill become less well informed about the other’s

activities. I think that is a very healthy way of they were TUPE-d over in—
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150. I understand that but what I am asking is will can get. I very much regret that it represented such a

small proportion of what these excellent submarinesthe MoD, for want of a better word, keep an eye on
it? had cost us. When you are selling something like that

you are not in a position to impose a price on people.(Mr Coles) I think keep an eye on it is not quite
It is also true to say that reactivating the submarinestrue. We will be aware, of course, because it will come
has been done in Barrow and it was a personalback by natural feedback, if the terms and conditions
decision of mine to spend the money storing thoseare not being honoured. We have a responsibility to
submarines, because I was Director General ofdo that.
Submarines at the time, to make them available for
sale. If we had not done that then those submarines

Syd Rapson would not have been in any condition to be
reactivated. The costs were tiny, it was to do with151. I am worried about the military use in these
batteries and safety, etc., etc. I do not think leavingnew contracts, that these new companies are going to
them in Barrow was a bad decision, that worked outtake over the initiative and we are going to be using
quite well. I am afraid it has not been as simple toshore based service personnel, or they are, and that
reactivate these submarines as it should have been.means uniform staff are going to be making profits
We discovered things—original sin it is calledfor a private company at a time when we are under a
sometimes—things that had not been quite as we hadlot of pressure for our service personnel to be doing
wanted and some things had deteriorated morewhat they are supposed to be doing. Is this a sensible
quickly than anybody had predicted, certainly mearrangement for the long-term as they can be
included. It has cost us a bit more than we had hopedwithdrawn at short notice if we have a problem in
to reactivate them. The deal is still a good deal. It hasAfghanistan or somewhere?
taken a bit longer and the Canadians, of course, are(Mr Coles) Two things, I think. First of all, the
not happy with that but overall they are very contentChief of Naval Staff is fully on side with this whole
with the submarines they have got. Actually I amproposal. Secondly, if we have military personnel
going to Canada next month so I shall confirm a bitwho are essentially providers then they need to be
of that face to face. Now I am only on newspaperpart of the wider workforce to do the work. They are
reports, Chairman, but it is absolutely true to saynot there just as providers though, they are there to
that the Canadians have their own weapons systemdo other tasks and may not be there, for example, if
for these submarines. What I have seen in the papersfoot and mouth comes up or they have to go to some
looks quite closely linked to the work that needs toother activity. Part of the Naval Commission Service
be done in Canada to make these submarinesis to have a sea-shore ratio and this is one way in
compatible with Mk-48 torpedoes etc., etc, andwhich it can be provided. To use that manpower
therefore is not our responsibility. I am absolutelyefficiently it is better as a whole one manpower rather
confident that the Canadians will be very satisfiedthan having two separate and for the provider to
with these fine submarines in due course, as we wereactually manage that ensuring that terms and
when we had them.conditions of the service personnel are maintained

because they may not be there. 154. Could you let us know how long they were
deployed for because the story is a pretty sad one.

(Sir Robert Walmsley) It was not very long,
Chairman Chairman. I know it was not very long but they were

deployed.152. Thank you. Now for one completely different.
One of the great sagas in British procurement policy 155. I know you had responsibility but it was a
that this Committee has followed for 15 years is the pretty disastrous decision by the last government—
Upholder class submarine: bits of it put in back to forgive me, Patrick—to get rid of these very, very
front; was never deployed by the Royal Navy; tied up decent submarines when now we are down to 12. I am
in Barrow, if I recall, and then finally it was given very sad we did not keep them. Have the Canadians
away to the Canadians for £300 million. Do you made any formal complaint about them or is it
dissent from anything I say? simply Mr Eggleton making a statement in front of

(Sir Robert Walmsley) I dissent from every single the Defence Committee?
sentence. (Sir Robert Walmsley) The Canadians have made

no formal complaint about these submarines of153. I see now the Canadians are not happy. Has
which I am aware, and I think I would be aware. Ofit come to you again, Sir Robert, or has it come to
course they would niggle about things that are notyou, Mr Coles, or have you simply read the same
perfect but that is sensible on their part and it is notnewspapers that I have?
unexpected, but there is nothing strategically wrong(Sir Robert Walmsley) I have read the papers too,
with the submarines or wrong with them full stop.Chairman. This is my—I nearly said baby—issue.
Chairman: I said 12.30, it is 12.33, I am sorry, IFirst of all, the submarines were deployed, as I know

hope you catch your train. We will see you with theyou know very well, Chairman. I have been to sea in
Minister. I warn you that no doubt my colleagues,them when they have been on deployment. We had a
who will be reinforced by our absent colleagues, willtremendously successful deployment with HMS
try very hard not to have a rerun of the sameUNICORN east of Suez. We know those are good
questions.submarines. The second point is we did try to sell
Mr Roy: Or the same answers.them to quite a few countries and the best price we
Chairman: Or the same answers. Thank you verycould get of a real deal was from the Canadians and

much indeed.when you are selling something you get the price you
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think I should pass onto you was that he wasChairman
astonished at how much we had managed to achieve

156. Air Marshal, welcome. You have not long in such a short time and how quickly and
been in the job and I can tell you from long fundamentally we had managed to change
experience that this is what I call an HLA session, successfully and he doubted whether parallel
high lobbyist attendance. Whenever any big bucks organisations on the other side of the Atlantic could
are involved, you can be absolutely certain that our have done as much. So I think that is verycolleagues will come and listen avidly with bated encouraging. That is down very largely to Sir Jeremybreath to what you may say. It is a pleasure having Blackham and all the excellent people he has hadyou here in your new position. You have recently working for him. If I can use a metaphor here, wetaken over as Deputy Chief of the Defence Staff have reached the position where the first stage is now(Equipment Capability) and the position was created

separated and the second stage has to igniteunder the Smart Acquisition Initiative. What I would
otherwise, as ever with these sorts of changes, therelike to ask you firstly is, in your short time in post,
is a danger that the thing will descend back intohave you seen anything that you feel would need to
institutionalism. People will become comfortablebe altered in the structure and its function? I would
with where they are and things will get into a bit of apresume that the MoD gave you a good run-in to
rut. That is always a danger in any organisation andyour post; so you went in with a fair idea as to what
we must guard against it. So we have to build on thethe issues were. I do not want you to frighten your
excellent start that has been made. I would point tostaff but did you come in with views not completely
one issue in particular which we now have to takeshaped but with a sufficient shaping of those views
forward. Over the last two-and-a-half years, we havethat you would be prepared to disclose to us this
set up an organisation that is focused very much onmorning?
the delivery of projects. We are organised under(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Thank you,
Directors of Equipment Capability who look veryChairman. It is a great pleasure to be here. I think
hard towards their corresponding integrated projectthat, if I may be presumptuous, is a very appropriate
team leader and ensure the delivery of the capabilityquestion because we have reached a critical stage in
that we have identified as required. Of course, whatthe equipment capability area. I was involved to
we are about is achieving success on the battlefieldsome extent in the discussions surrounding the
and that requires us to take a look at our equipmentsetting-up of the equipment capability customer in
capability much more as a whole rather than as a setone of my previous incarnations in MoD. So I was
of different projects. The Directors of Equipmentwell familiar with the arguments and I was well
Capability are not equipped to do that, nor shouldfamiliar with the failings of the old system which the
they be. They need to retain the freedoms that theyre-organisation set out to address and it has been
have to drive through those projects to completion.very interesting to me, coming back after a brief
That has been a great success story. What we have toperiod away, to see how it has moved. I think the first

thing I would do is to pay tribute to my predecessor, do now is to continue the process of giving them the
Sir Jeremy Blackham, and all of those who have been appropriate strategic guidance and making sure, as
involved in the endeavour at the fantastic progress they do their work, that they conform to that
that they have made over the last two-and-a-half strategic guidance so that the projects which come
years or so. Indeed, I think it is reasonable to say that out at the end can be used synergistically as a whole
we have had an outsider looking at the organisation rather than as a set of largely unrelated capabilities,
recently just to test how well we have done, what we and that is the key area where we now have to
have managed to achieve and where perhaps we need move forward.
to go from here. It is always good to have a fresh set
of eyes to look at it.

158. When Professor Pascale produces his report,157. Who was that or what organisation was that?
you will then evaluate it within the organisation,(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) It is Professor
within the MOD, and then will you propose a seriesPascale who is an American business academic. He
of changes of structure or changes of function orhas yet to deliver his full report to me but I have had

a debrief from him and the one thing he said which I anything else that will need to be done?
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(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) It is not so much a process than organisation” and you also went on to

say, “It is also much more to do with interface.”question about structure, it is much more about
process. One of the keys to success in any Notwithstanding, as I understand it, you have

inherited an organisation that is divided structurallyorganisation is not so much how you organise it, how
you divide it up, but how you manage the interface into different generic capability management areas.

Do you think that is the right way to think about itissues and the discontinuities that inevitably arise
from that division, interfaces within the organisation in the future or not?
and of course between it and outside agencies. That (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) I think there is a
is an area upon which we are working very hard at the danger that one can be misled by the organisational
moment; we have made a great deal of progress but diagram. Like all wiring diagrams, it looks a little
we still have more to do. So, it is much more about hierarchical but that is not the way we work. Yes, we
process than about organisation. have the Directors of Equipment Capability

brigaded under 2-star Capability Managers, but the159. What would you like the organisation to be by Capability Managers are not there to sit on top of thethe time you move on? Have you been able to think Directors of Equipment Capability and secondguessthat strategically? At this stage, do you have a series them and micromanage their programmes. Theyof objectives that you would like to pass on to your have a completely different role. Theirs is a muchsuccessor and how can you achieve them? more strategic role as members of the Joint(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Yes. There are a Capabilities Board. Their role, with me, is to give thenumber of things that we do in a tried and trusted strategic direction about which I was talking earlier,fashion: responding to developments in the strategic to think about the cross-cutting issues, things whichenvironment, responding to the directions given to us are not confined to one Director of Equipmentin the Defence Strategic Plan and transforming that Capability but which will be crucial to ensure that theinto capabilities. However, there are some areas projects that they deliver can be used synergisticallywhere we have to be more pro-active and where we in the future. The wiring diagram can lead you tohave to shape the future. There are some areas where, think that it is a hierarchical upward progression butif you like, we have to take some key strategic that is not the way we work.decisions about positioning ourselves for the future,
162. The other way of looking at it is that the wayand I would seize on two of these just at the moment.

you have just outlined it depends very much onThe first one is continuing our move towards a
individuals providing, to use your word, theyproper network centric capability, which is very
interface and so on that you have mentioned and, ifmuch related to my theme of looking at equipment
you have the wrong individuals, you might get thecapability in the round as a synergistic whole.
wrong result.Network centric capability is fundamental to that

and we are doing a great deal of work in that regard. (AirMarshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Any endeavour is to
an extent about the individuals within it; so it isThe other area that I would seize on is unmanned

aerial vehicles and, when I say unmanned aerial important that we get the right individuals. I have to
say that we do extremely well and I am particularlyvehicles, I do not just mean the kinds that we see at

the moment, but I am talking about the potential of blessed by my staff. So I have no concerns on that
score. The process that we set in place after thethem across the full spectrum of equipment

capability. This is an area that is going to transform McKinsey reforms, which gave enormous flexibility
and authority to the Directors of Equipmentthe way in which we do things. It is not just about

buying a piece of equipment off the shelf that does Capability, is one from which it is extremely difficult
now to resile, I am pleased to say. So, if someonenot happen to have anyone on board and operating

it. We are going to have to fundamentally change our came in as a Capability Manager and wanted to
micro manage those issues, he or she would find itdoctrine, our concepts, our manning, our training,

our infrastructure and so on. So, we actually have to extremely difficult, and of course the Capability
Managers work within the framework and to thedevelop our processes now to ensure that we are

properly shaped for the future because there is no objectives that are set for them by the Deputy Chief
of Defence Staff (Equipment Capability). So youquestion in my mind that, not just in the air but first

of all in the air, uninhabited vehicles are going to be would need that individual to also be going wrong.
key to our business in the future. 163. Given that background about which you have

just told the Committee, could you tell me a little160. It is not going to make you popular with
more about what you meant by saying that it is muchyour fliers.
more about the process than organisation. What do(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) I think that the Air
you mean by the word “process”?Force, by and large, has done pretty well in the past

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Let me give you aat reinventing itself. It is always a challenge and it is
few examples. Even when one looks at the specificalways difficult, but it is a question of seizing the
projects that are being undertaken within the areas offuture and shaping it rather than reacting to it and
the Directors of Equipment Capability, there are abeing forced by it.
number of inter-relationships which have to be taken
into account. No project is an island, in any sense. So,
the Directors of Equipment Capability, whileMr Cran focused very much on their projects, of course still
have to relate to other colleagues around them. A161. I have one or two questions about

organisation and, in saying that, I am very aware of number of the systems which we are introducing are
going to rely crucially upon information superiority,the fact that you said just two or three minutes ago,

as I took the quote down, “It is much more about upon command control and information systems
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and so on. All of those linkages have to be taken into (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) As you know, the

Department is looking at the whole issue and I wouldaccount. The first thing is, are people asking
not want to prejudge what the outcome of that studythemselves the right a priori questions when they
is going to be. All I would say is that so far, becauseaddress their projects and there are a number of
of course one cannot wait for full results to comethose. For example, one of the first questions that
through, one must be sure that one is covered in theany Director of Equipment Capability should be
meantime, I am content that the structures and theasking when considering a project and certainly one
processes that we have are sufficient to deal with thatof the first questions he or she should be prepared to
particular issue.answer is, how does this fit into and contribute to the

overall defence network capability? That is the first 166. So you would take the view that you do notissue of process as opposed to organisation. The need a Capability Manager for this American phrasesecond one has to do with more wide-ranging issues, that we are all now using, “homeland security”?not just inter-relationships from one Director for
(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) I think that isEquipment Capability to another but issues which unlikely although again I would not want to prejudgecut right across all of them. Those have to be what is going to come out in the Department study.managed at a strategic level by the Capability I would just say that there is a danger when peopleManagers and by the Joint Capabilities Board. Each use the term “homeland security“ that one canof those Capability Managers has some specific become too blinkered. Homeland security can neverpersonal objectives set by me related to those cross- just be about providing a shield.cutting issues and they have targets that they have to

meet and indicators that we watch to see how well 167. What does that mean? I need to know what
they are doing. So, there is an issue of process there that means.
in drawing the whole enterprise together. Then there (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) When you talk
is, going wider still, the issue of how we inter-relate about homeland security, people think in terms of
with people outside the equipment capability reactive defence. That is never going to be enough
customer because we are the core area for this, but against any kind of threat.
the equipment capability that we produce has to be
used by other people and of course we have to take
very careful account of their views in all of that and
a range of other organisations as well. So, it is how Chairman
we relate to outside agencies as well as internally.

168. We are thinking more of somebody
164. I understand a great deal more about it now specifically focusing on the work that is going on in

than I did before. Notwithstanding that, going back the private sector in other departments of state, so
to organisation, do you see that there might be that you are aware of what is happening. We have
changes made in the organisation structure and so on seen a copy of a document showing Capability
that we have just been talking about? In other words, Managers within the DCDS (EC) organisation, with
are some capability areas likely to grow in “Strategic Deployment, Strike, Information
importance and others diminish in importance? Superiority and Manoeuvre” and, if you look down

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) No organisation the list as to what comprises this, we wonder whether
should be set in concrete. We always keep it under there should be somebody there, not just to show you
review and I would judge it highly likely that in the are following what is going on, marked to homeland
future we will wish to make some changes. I see them security, not just for public relation posts but to be
as evolutionary rather than revolutionary. The post- able to focus on what is happening outside and see
McKinsey changes were more a revolutionary where it fits into your equipment programme.
change. We would want to build on the success we (AirMarshal Sir Jock Stirrup) We do that through
have achieved in the wake of those changes; so they process rather than through organisation. We carry
would be evolutionary. In terms of relative out an analysis of the requirements, our current
importance, there is no doubt that some capabilities capabilities and produce a gap analysis. If the
become relatively more important than others when departmental policy is pointing us in a particular
considering levels of investment. They become more direction with regard to homeland security, then our
important perhaps because other areas now have a gap analysis will show us what needs to be done to
satisfactory level of investment and do not need to meet that particular policy and of course we would
have quite so much attention paid to them as was the afford it the appropriate priority in equipment
case previously. They may change because planning. So I think that we are well focused on that.
circumstances change: the strategic environment I would just add that this is much more than just
changes, the risks change and so on. The obvious defence capability as the Committee will
example of this at the moment is information undoubtedly be aware. It entails many areas of state
superiority. Information superiority is fundamental power. I would also say, reverting to what I was
to everything that we do and that is absolutely our talking about a moment ago, that crucial to this as to

everything else is information superiority.top priority at the moment.

165. You may know that the Committee is having 169. You mentioned a study; was that the one that
the American professor was doing or was it aan investigation into terriorism and everything that
separate one?flowed from 11 September. Do you think that there

is a need for a cell within your organisation for (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) This is the
developing capabilities to counteract that or Department’s look at the events of 11 September and

the consequences of it, the New Chapter work.anything that may flow from that?
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capabilities. The equipment solution is something forPatrick Mercer
the Integrated Project Team within the DPA to come

170. In terms of equipping the Armed Forces, how up with.
much more assistance do you think is needed to

172. Who decides about the changing of areflect the post Cold War era? For instance, the Army
requirement?has invested a large amount of time and training into

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Changing theforming and keeping Warrior battalions which are
capability requirement?relatively high on punch but very small on bayonet

power. The Infantry is increasingly needed in a 173. Yes, changing the capability requirement.
substantive role and these warrior battalions would (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) We do.
be very, very pushed to perform those roles. Where

174. Can you briefly describe that process.does a balance lie?
(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) We take the(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) It is a question that

departmental strategic plan and we take the results ofcontinually occupies us. In general terms, I think we
a great deal of force development which is donehave come a long way in transforming ourselves from
within the policy area and derives broad futurethe Cold War. I have been looking very carefully at
capability requirements and then we narrow thoseour future equipment programme to see what might
down into rather more specific capabilities and,be in it that is very much a legacy system of the Cold
having, if you like, derived a picture of what we thinkWar and perhaps of limited utility in the environment
our capability structure should look like in thethat we foresee facing us in the future and frankly I
future, we match it against what we have now andfound very little that has not already been attended
what we currently plan; we conduct our gap analysisto. If I take your particular example, the Army is
in order that we know where the shortfalls are anddedicated to introducing a Future Rapid Effect
indeed in some cases where the surpluses are and,System in the latter part of this decade that is going to
from that, we derive our own strategic guidancefocus much more upon mobility, speed and precision which is, we need to shift investment from thisthan upon heaviness and armoured defence, which particular capability into that particular capability.was the case up to now. So, they are completely on That is not to say that an area of capability that

board and it remains one of their top priorities. So, I requires less attention is unimportant. As I said
think we have made enormous progress. It is of earlier, it may just be that we have concluded that we
course the case that we have a lot of legacy systems. have done enough for the moment in that particular
That is inevitable. Systems are with us for decades, capability area and our focus must be elsewhere. So,
not just years, and it is only a relatively few years it is always a question of prioritisation so that we can
since the end of the Cold War. Inevitably, the Forces achieve the best results within the resources
are having to do the job of today and tomorrow with, available.
in some cases, equipment that was designed and
procured to meet the needs of the Cold War, but I
never cease to be amazed at the ingenuity of our

Chairmanpeople and I think they have shown that they do a
fantastic job with all of that. From my perspective, 175. I know that the intelligence role is rather
my job is about ensuring that they are properly sensitive but where would the intelligence system,
equipped in the future to be able to go out, win and that is military intelligence and other intelligence,
come safely home again in the strategic environment feed into your organisation? For example, tipping
that will pertain then and I think that we have got our you off that somebody has developed a system which
plans right. would negate what we are planning at the moment.

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Intelligence in the171. I accept much of that. How does your widest sense is a key currency in our business.
organisation stay abreast of evolving threats and Obviously when we are looking at potential solutions
when do you reach a point where you say, for the to a capability requirement, then we need to narrow
sake of argument, “Things have changed drastically. down the focus to see precisely what kind of
We do not need Warriors any more. We have to opposition capabilities we might have to counter and
change quickly. We have to generate infantry; we those are worked through in a process of operational
have to generate foot soldiers”? How is that process analysis drawing extensively upon intelligence
gone through? sources and data.

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) First of all, my
176. Would there be anybody inside yourorganisation never says, “We need Warriors” or that

organisation who is liaising with defence intelligence?we need any particular type of equipment. My
(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) There are a numberorganisation is about capability. So we need to look

of people who do that and I have a very closeat the risks that are going to exist in the future and at
relationship with them as well.Government policy, marry those two up and see

what kind of equipment capability we are going to 177. It is not a question of what our adversaries are
need to respond to the demands that will face us. For developing but what our allies are developing that
example, it is clear that given the Government policy they can sell to our potential adversaries, ie Exocets
and the likely future strategic environment, we need in the 1980s.
expeditionary forces that focus on speed, precision (AirMarshal Sir Jock Stirrup) We do not of course
and self-protection. It is clear that we need to focus deal in adversaries any more after the Cold War
on information superiority and network centric because of the very uncertainty to which you refer.

We do not have our eye on any particular nation orcapability to enable that. So, we look for a set of
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set of armed forces or set of capabilities, but we have Direct Attack Munition bombs, GPS-guided
to be prepared for a wide variety of potential threats precision bombs, targeted by very small groups of
and risks. people on the ground. This capability was being

delivered from a platform called the B-52 which, the178. What phrase do you use?
last time I checked the numbers, when it eventually(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Risk.
disappears will have been around for about 80 years.Chairman: That is a politically correct phrase to
So, there is not, in my view, an incompatibility withuse. I can still think of a few adversaries.
enduring platforms and short-term agility in terms of
capability. We just have to think in those terms. We
have to think in terms of how we can update andMr Cran
upgrade capability quickly and that is exactly what

179. I hate to cast up the words of your we are doing at the moment.
predecessor, but it has not escaped my notice that he

180. Against that background, what would youdid write an interesting article in this month’s RUSI
say to the proposition, which some might say, that,Journal and what he said—and I will quote it because

you obviously do not have this in front of you—was under the procurement system as we have it at the
that, in the Cold War, the key requirement was to minute, there is far too much emphasis on project
secure capabilities to deter the Soviet threat. deadlines, cost budgets and not enough on what they
Delivering that equipment to budget and keeping to might term and, for all I know you might term,
time was far less important. Now this imperative has customer value?
gone. Timeliness is now seen as more important (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) We have three key
particularly to tap in rapidly developing civil parameters when dealing with our projects: time, cost
technologies. Is that something which resonates and performance and we consider them all. The
with you? performance is set by us in terms of key user

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Yes. I think it is requirements which are set after detailed
more than just the change from the Cold War. It consultation with those who are going to have to use
think it has to do with the rate of technological the equipment. Obviously, we are always alive to the
advance as well. During the Cold War, our primary possibility of trade-offs between them. If somebody
aim was deterrence and, to an extent, deterrence was comes along to us and says, “Look, we cannot deliver
more about what was in the shop window than what this capability but we can deliver 80 per cent of it for
was on the store shelves in the back. Since the Cold half the cost”, then we would take a very close lookWar, we have been employed on military operations at it. If delivering 80 per cent of the capability meantextensively and we continue to be so. We send our that you could not win, we would not be interested.young men and women to do difficult and dangerous

If it meant that you could, perhaps you might have tothings in often unpleasant circumstances and we
do something else with another system, perhaps youhave to give them the wherewithal for them to go out
might have to change your processes a little but youand win and come home safely. That means support
could alter things and deliver the necessary outcomeas well as the shop window equipment. We cannot
for 50 per cent of the cost, then of course that is whatafford to be hollow because we would not succeed.
we would wish to do. We need to use the money asThe changing strategic environment has had a
wisely as possible. We have a responsibility to thesignificant impact. Equally, the pace of technological
taxpayer, but also of course I have a much closeradvance and the sort of technological advance that is
interest which is squeezing as much capability out ofavailable relatively easily to, as the Chairman would
the resources available as I possibly can.say, potential adversaries has become quite

widespread. The sort of asymmetric threats that we
181. Just so that I understand, is that a “yes” or aface are relatively easily available and we need to be

“no” to the proposition? In other words, did youable to respond to those. That presents us with a
agree with that proposition about customer valueparticular challenge. I do not know what sort of
versus project deadlines and cost budgets or not?capabilities we are going to need in five or ten years’

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) No, I did not agreetime. I make what I think is quite a good and well
because your proposition, as I understand it—andinformed estimate of it but I do not have the perfect
forgive me if I have it wrong—was that we did notcrystal ball and I am not going to get everything
really worry about customer value, we just worriedright, nobody is. So, there will be some things that
about time and cost.crop up to which we will have to respond at relatively

short notice. Therefore, we need short term agility in
182. Again, just so that I understand this, what isterms of delivering equipment capability. On the

your definition of customer value?other hand, we still invest and will need to continue
(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) We set key userto invest in relatively expensive platforms and, given

requirements for our capability and whatever systemthe expense of those platforms, we will need to have
is delivered has to meet those key user requirements.them in service for a very long time to get a return on
That is then delivering the value, the outcome thatour investment. We cannot simply afford to replace
the customer needs. As I said, if there were anthem every five years or so. So, there is a tension
opportunity to deliver slightly less than that for abetween platforms which remain in service for a very
significantly reduced cost or much, much quicker,long time and the need for this shorter term agility. Is
then we would of course look at it. However, wethis an incompatibility? No. I would cite the example
would need to be sure that the capability requiredof Afghanistan where we were delivering close air
would produce the desired outcome. If it did not,support in all weathers in a fashion which we had not

envisaged before using JDAM bombs, that is Joint there would be no point in it.
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183. Do you have any thoughts about how organisation had in the decision to withdraw the Sea

Harrier from service prior to the original plannedcustomer value might be better recognised or
date of withdrawal.measured because of course measurement is always

the key thing, is it not? (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) My organisation
had a significant role, as you would expect since we(AirMarshal Sir Jock Stirrup) I think that we have
are about future equipment capability. The issue wasa good system with our key user requirements
how we were going to continue to provide thebecause we do not any longer, in my area, specify that
necessary range of capabilities on board carriers untila piece of equipment must go at a certain speed or
the new carrier and the Future Joint Combat Aircraftsomething like that. We talk much more in terms of
came into service. What was clear to us was that, tooutcomes because it is outcomes that we are after.
sustain the Sea Harrier, the FA2, beyond 2006 as a

184. Do you feel that the equipment capability viable weapon system was going to require a very
customer has enough influence—that is the great deal of investment and would entail substantial
important word—in steering equipment technical risk. There were a number of other areas of
programmes to meet evolving requirements once the programme that required investment and, as
they are under the control of the Integrated Project ever, it was a question of balance of priorities and,
Teams? given the need to balance the priorities, the decision

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Yes, I do. I would was taken that it would not be sensible for that period
just say that as we have to continue our progress in of time and given the risk to make the degree of
looking at equipment capability in the round and the investment in the Sea Harrier that would have been
interactions between different projects, that has to be necessary to keep it viable in service.
mirrored with in the Defence Procurement Agency as

187. Given that the Fleet will be unprotected inwell. So they face exactly the same challenge that we that time, I think it is only reasonable to ask you whatdo. Integrated Project Teams are very focused on that essential upgrade would entail and how much ittheir own projects, but they cannot be delivered in would cost.isolation because everything connects to everybody (AirMarshal Sir Jock Stirrup) It is not the case thatelse. the Fleet will be unprotected; I must make that
absolutely clear. First of all, the —185. What difference will the new Investment

Appraisals Board make? What is the key difference? 188. Perhaps, making that rather bold assertion,
(AirMarshal Sir Jock Stirrup) It will not make any Air Marshal, you could tell us how the Fleet will be

difference to me. I am not really the right person to protected.
ask about the Investment Approvals Board. The (AirMarshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Absolutely. First of
purpose in moving from the old Equipment all, what is it that we seek in terms of capability from
Approvals Committee was to address the fact that we our carriers? We seek the projection of offensive
are no longer just about buying systems and power. That was the purpose behind the decision to
therefore approving the expenditure on those procure two new larger carriers in the defence review.
systems. We are actually about procuring systems The carriers are about the projection of offensive
and/or services in terms of equipment capability and power in which the Sea Harrier plays a very small
of course there is a range of other very large part and a reducing part as the technology, in terms
investment decisions which are outside the of offensive power, moves on.
equipment capability area that go in the Ministry of 189. Forgive me, Air Marshal, but we are notDefence. It is about drawing all those together in a talking about carriers, we are talking about the fleetsystematic and coherent way. that we currently have.
Chairman: When you leave in a few years’ time, Air (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) No, but that is the

Marshal, we will ask you on how many occasions the rationale for our carriers. It is projection of offensive
advice of the Equipment Approvals Committee was power. It is true of the carriers that we have now as
ignored by higher authority. It is quite difficult to get it will be of the carriers that we will have in 2012. That
that information out of anybody. We have given you is the primary role. We have, for a number of years
40 minutes of rather gentle questioning but now we now, embarked GR7s and we will be embarking
are coming onto the really dirty stuff and there is no GR9s on carriers to carry out that role. We embark
one better to deliver difficult questions than my them on the current carriers and we have done for a
colleague, Gerald Howarth. number of years.

190. That is an offensive role.
(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) That is the primary

purpose of a carrier.Mr Howarth
191. That is not a Fleet Air Defence role?186. We have had the theory, Air Marshal, and
(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) No.now we turn to the practice. We would like to ask you

a number of questions relating to the Sea Harrier, the 192. They are two completely different aircraft
JSF, Eurofighter so on. As you will know only too with completely different roles.
well, two months ago, the Ministry of Defence (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) They are indeed,
announced, rather unexpectedly, the withdrawal of but I need to make clear, before moving on to some
the Sea Harrier force beginning in 2004 and ending in more detail about air defence, why we have carriers
2006, which of course is at least six years before the in the first place and it is not to provide air defence
introduction of its proposed replacement, the Joint for the fleet, it is to provide projection of offensive

power. Clearly, if you have a fleet at sea, you need toStrike Fighter. Can you tell us what role your
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make sure that it is properly protected from the range 197. If the MoD concluded that it cannot afford to

upgrade the Sea Harrier, why has it happened now?of threats that it might face: sub-surface, surface and
from the air as well. We are introducing, as you Why was the decision not made some time ago?
know, the Type-45 Destroyer which is going to have (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) The decision was
a substantial range of effective surface-to-air made now on the basis of a great deal of work that
defences, a world beating radar, world beating was undertaken in terms of balance of investment. I
missiles to go with it and a command and control cannot give you a specific answer as to why it was not
system to go along with those. In the interim, we are taken two years ago, but the most likely conclusion
making some substantial improvements of the Type- one can draw is that the necessary material and
42 to make sure that its air defence capability remains evidence was not to hand. There has been an attempt
at the level that we need. We have the Frigates at coming up with an affordable plan to continue
providing point defence with missiles. We also of with the Sea Harrier in service because nobody really
course, depending upon the scenario, envisage wants to see it go before it is replaced. It is not, as I
mostly operating with allies and partners in intensive said earlier, something that I would have chosen to
combat operations. So, it may well be that we are do were it not for the fact that we have to make some
being provided with air cover from other ships. We hard choices in terms of balance of investment.
also may be able to provide air cover by aircraft

198. Why not make the savings now? Why notoperating from ashore. Again, all depending upon
scrap it now? Why wait until 2004/06?the circumstances. If you were to say to me, would I

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) We have to moveprefer to continue to have the kind of capability that
the aircrew from the Sea Harrier across to the GR7/the Sea Harrier produces up until 2012, my answer
GR9 in order that they can perform the offensivewould be “of course”, but not at any cost given the
power role flying those aircraft from the currentopportunities in other areas that we would have to
carriers. We have to move the people, we have to putforego if we were to make the necessary investment
the training in place and we have to get sufficientand that is the fundamental point.
numbers and that takes a bit of time.

193. Would there not be greater savings that could
199. That takes two years and meanwhile all thesebe attributable to, for example, rationalising the

costs that you are talking about are going to beTornado F3, the GR4, GR7s and Jaguar?
incurred.(AirMarshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Those are areas that (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) No; the costs that Iwe continue to look at and that we are investigating referred to are the costs that would be entailed if weat the moment. We have not chosen only to look at were to make the kind of improvements necessary inthe balance of investment in the FA2, we are looking the Sea Harrier for it to remain viable post-2006.at the balance of investment across the whole range

of capabilities. However, it remains the case that not 200. Is there a real concern in the Ministry of
only would the necessary improvements to the FA2 Defence for the need to save money in the period
have been extremely expensive, but they would have 2006 and 2012 when the JSF allegedly will come on
been at extremely high technical risk and it may have stream?
turned out that we could not have done it. (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) It is not a question

of saving money, it is a question of getting the
194. Can you spell out to us what that technical maximum capability that we can for the purposes for

risk is. which we need it across defence from within the
(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) For example, it resources that are available. So we have choices to

needs upgraded engines. The Sea Harrier is not the make. If we spend money on one thing, we cannot
same airframe, as you know, as the GR7/GR9. spend it on something else. As I said, the amount of
Putting the larger engines into the Sea Harrier was a money that would be involved in upgrading the Sea
formidable task. We have had some experience of Harrier would have been substantial and very high
putting new engines into aircraft unsuccessfully. So, risk and therefore—
we have a very clear idea of the risks involved and

201. Of course, as we know, some of the aircraftthey would have been substantial in the case of the
are only three years old.Sea Harrier.

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) That does not alter
195. Is that because you need the upgraded the risk involved in upgrading them.

Pegasus?
202. May we go back to this capability gap which(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Yes.

you acknowledge and the Minister on Monday
196. It was suggested to me by John Farley last acknowledged represented a risk. Can I just take you

night, whom you will know is a most distinguished back to some of the points you made earlier. You say
proponent of the VSTOL theory, that there are that the capability gap is going to be met by some
engines in America which would be perfectly suitable unspecified enhancements to the Type-42
for the purpose of upgrading the FA2s. Destroyers. You made the remark, “We do not

envisage operating without allies or partners.” The(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) I do not know to
which engines he was referring, but certainly all the truth of that assertion, Air Marshal, is that if the

Argentinians were again to invade The Falklandsstudies we carried out showed that to put an engine
of sufficient power into the Sea Harrier while not and we were required to take action on our own

without the support of the United States, we wouldobviously impossible was a substantial task
involving a very high degree of technical risk. be powerless to do so.
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(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) First of all, I do not improvements. There are going to be improvements

think I said that we would not operate without allies to the 966 radar’s reliability, improvements to its
and partners. ability to detect and track targets which will be linked

through to the Sea Dart missile and it will have a new
203. You said that you envisage operations being infra-red fuse for the Sea Dart, so there are a lot of

with allies and partners. substantial improvements. However, of course, we
(AirMarshal Sir Jock Stirrup) I think I said that we need the Type-45, which is why we are procuring it.

envisage in most cases high intensity combat Again, it comes back to the point: would I prefer tooperations being with allies and partners and that is keep the Sea Harrier in if I could—yes, absolutely.the case, that is stated defence policy. Of course, since But to do so will require a substantial investmentwe are required to respond to a very wide range of which will have to come from other crucial areas. Forpotential situations and threats across a very wide
example, information superiority. We cannot mountgeographic area, we cannot cover every bet 100 per
any kind of air defence or, indeed, any operationcent. If I could sit here and guarantee to you that no
without adequate information superiority, and wematter what, come what may, I could guarantee that
must make more investment in those areas. So it is awe have everything absolutely nailed down, then it is
question of hard choices, it is not a question of notquite clear that we would have vastly over-invested in
wanting to do something, it is a question of what isdefence and that is not a sensible way to manage any
within the art of the possible within the resourcesenterprise as we all recognise. So, it is about risk
available.management and, if you narrow down the

Mr Howarth: Or more resources.circumstances to any particular set, you can always
Chairman: Thank you. I think the question of Seafind some particular area, some particular

Harriers is a very emotive issue and I do not think theeventuality where we would find life a little tricky.
MoD has succeeded yet, if it will, in making the caseThat is inevitable. You mentioned The Falklands.
for their disposal. We would have a number ofWe do not envisage fighting for The Falklands but,
additional questions to you—and, in fact, myin that kind of situation —
colleague Syd Rapson will continue—but lest you

204. We did not envisage doing so in 1982. think you have got away with it we have a number of
(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) In that kind of questions and we would be most grateful if you

situation, it is not only the air defence capability would provide us with substantial additional
represented by the Sea Harrier that will have information, particularly on the cost and the need for
changed, all sorts of other capabilities that we upgrading. We have argued very strongly, very, very
possess would have changed as well and we would frequently, that many of the problems with the
fight that conflict in a substantially different way. military forces are problems imposed on it by the

Treasury, and if additional resources were made205. I think The Falkland Islands would be
available some of these awful decisions would notextremely alarmed to hear you suggest, as we
have to be made. We have a couple more questionsapproach the 20th anniversary of the recovery of The
on the Sea Harrier, but we may raise the issue furtherFalkland Islands, that that is not the kind of
with the Minister when he visits us shortly.operation that we should be envisaging. Surely the

purpose of defence is being prepared for the
unexpected. Indeed, that is the whole debate that we
are having in the aftermath of 11 September. Let me
just take you back to this capability gap that will
exist. Can you confirm that the first Type-45 is not Syd Rapsondue into service until the end of July 2007 and that,
once it enters service, it will immediately be 206. When the announcement was made I was inwithdrawn because it will be undergoing further sea the wrong place at the wrong time. I was in Yeoviltontrials and will in truth not be in service until late with a group of dark blue-suited navy pilots when the2008? The next one is not due into service until 2009. announcement to scrap the Harriers was made, andWe are not talking about a narrow period here, we

it did not go down too well, I must admit. I want toare talking about a long period where the capability
probe the changes in a small detail, as Mr Howarthof the United Kingdom in mounting maritime
has covered most of it. The Sea Harriers now areoperations without the support of allies is not going
some 30 years old and, no doubt, some of the air-to be possible save at severe risk to our forces.
frames have just about worn out, I would imagine,(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) All that you say
with the hard wear they get . That must have beenabout the sequencing of ships coming into service is
part of your thinking. What are the specifictrue on current plans. I would just say, though, that
capabilities that the ordinary Sea Harrier has that thewere a major crisis to arise then we would, as we
GR7 or 7a will not have. Is it just the Blue Vixenalways have done in the past, respond to that and
radar and the AMRAAM?bring things into service as they were needed—if

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) That is, essentially,necessary without all the appropriate trials that we
it; the Blue Vixen radar, which gives it the detectioncarry out in peace-time. We have done that in the
capability, and the AMRAAM, which gives it thepast. It would not be true to conclude that because
long-range engagement capability. It also, of course,the sequencing is based on these particular dates,
has a short-range, infra-red missile but so does thetherefore, no matter what, it could not be available
GR7 and the GR9. So that will be common to both,until that had been completed. I would just go back,
but of course the GR7 does not have the radar or thefor a moment, if I may, to the Type-42s because I did

refer to those and you mentioned some unspecified AMRAAM capability.
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207. There is no way of upgrading? The air-frame Chairman

is restricted on the Sea Harrier compared to the
209. I will join in Syd’s self-effacement. When itGR7s, which is a larger air-frame, and presumably

comes to the Joint Strike Fighter, I understand it willyou cannot integrate and upgrade into the GR7s,
be capable of air defence and offensive operations, soalong with the new Pegasus engines?
you cannot see it simply in terms of Sea Harrier(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) You mean put a replacement. Is that true?radar and the AMRAAM on it? It would be entirely (AirMarshal Sir Jock Stirrup) It is primarily aboutpossible, I am sure, but it would be a mammoth offensive power. It will have an air defence capability

programme costing a very large amount of money but it is not an air defence aircraft. We are, of course,
that would take the GR7s out of service. Of course, procuring Eurofighter in the air superiority role and
they are there for a projection of offensive power, the Americans, of course, are procuring the F-22
which is what we seek from our carriers. By the time Raptor. Neither of us are procuring the aircraft for
it was completed we would probably have the future the air superiority role, that is not what it is designed
Joint Combat Aircraft in anyway. So the for, but it will have an air defence capability.
combination of cost, complexity and timescale
means that that is not really an option that we
could pursue.

Mr Hancock
208. Talking about numbers and your projection

210. Does that mean on a new aircraft carrier theof power for the future, the Joint Strike Fighter and
complement of the new fighter will only have anour new super aircraft carriers: the present Harrier
offensive role, or will there be specific aircraft on thefleet is 83, when we lose the Sea Harriers it will be
ship which will enable it to defend itself and otherdown to 51, and we are talking about it being
vessels in the fleet, whose only role is air combat inreplaced by 150 Joint Strike Fighters. There is a large
defence of the fleet?gap between what we are going to end up with and

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) That will be awhat we are going to get in the future. Obviously,
matter for the operational commander and theyour planning must be the same. So the gap between
operational service—the Royal Navy and the Royalhaving 51 aircraft able to support operations in an Air Force between them. They will have a system thatoffensive capability and the new world order of two will be primarily designed for offensive capability butbloody great aircraft carriers and 150 very interesting which will have a defensive capability as well. How

and exciting Joint Strike Fighter aircraft—there they wish to use it will depend on their judgments of
seems to be a large gap in the thinking. Can you the operation environment and the tasks that they
explain that? face.

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Yes. We are not, of
211. If you look at the American configurations oncourse, in the business of replacing an aircraft with

aircraft carriers and the French on the Charles dean aircraft, so it is not the case that we have got X
Gaul, there is a sizeable chunk of the aircraft onaircraft which could go out of service here, we must
board those ships whose only role is to defend thefind the same number of aircraft to replace them. We
ship and other ships in the fleet. I am rather surprisedalways ask ourselves the question does it have to be
that we have not got anywhere near positioningan aircraft at all? Is there some better way of doing it?
ourselves with what proportion of the air-crew on theWe are about providing capabilities. That is the first
ship will actually only have the role of defence ratherpoint. The second point is that the 150 Joint Combat
than offensive. It must be taken into considerationAircraft is, of course, a planning figure and we have
now because it is a different type of aircraft, is it not?not let any contracts yet and we have not made any

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) No, it is the samefinal decisions on the number, but that is the figure
aircraft.we are planning for at the moment. We have to look

at that number in the context not just of the carriers 212. What the aircraft is actually armed with is
but from shore-based operations, because those different, is it not?
aircraft, as part of the future joint force, will be, just (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) What the aircraft is
as the current force is, capable of operating either armed with is different but the aircraft will be able to
from afloat or from ashore. We have to look at do both roles. I doubt very much that we would have
offensive aircraft in the round, so we have to look at crews on board that will only be able to carry out one
how the Joint Combat Aircraft will tie-in with role. It may be that there will be some crews that do
Eurofighter and Eurofighter numbers, and the future more training in air defence than in offensive
offensive air capability which we are looking towards operations, but as I say that is a question for the
to replace the capability currently provided by the service involved rather than for me. I am in the
Tornado GR4s. So the balance between all of those business of providing equipment capability, they
programmes and the capabilities provided with them have to then take it and, together with doctrine
is an important question and one that we are training concepts and all the rest of it, produce
continuing to address. military capability. All I would say is that what we

Syd Rapson: That is certainly a very good answer; would seek is the maximum flexibility. There will be
I did not understand any of it, but I assume that it will circumstances, one can foresee, where it will be
make sense when I read it and, hopefully, at some entirely unnecessary to have any aircraft in the
time there will be some written explanation as to our defensive role. One would not, therefore, wish to be
procedures and how we plan to offset one against tied down in a particular area with aircraft that could

not be used for what the operation is all about.the other.
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until full capability were delivered then theSyd Rapson
introduction into service of the equipment would be

213. For air defence, if you are going to defend unnecessarily delayed.
against an incoming missile or aircraft, the aircraft
you have got must have radar that can detect that. It 217. That depends on how long it takes. These
would seem that the GR aircraft are not going to ships are not going to be in the water for some time
have the equipment to identify and pick up the multi- and the progressive upgrading of the capability must
targets that you need. You can have brilliant pilots be going on now.
and good aircraft, but it is no good if you cannot find (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Yes, but the
them up in the sky. technology required to provide the capability is

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) That is true, but I under development. The software that is necessary is
would also say that there are other ways of doing it under development and the integration of the
than having just a radar on the aircraft itself. software is under development. All of that takes time.

By and large—and, again, I think I am now treading214. A mobile telephone?
into an area that is much more CDP’s preserve than(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Integrated Data
mine—the writing of software and the integration ofDistribution Systems, for example.
software is one of the critical paths in equipment
acquisition these days. So doing it on a graduated
basis rather than a big bang basis makes sense.

Mr Howarth
218. What you are really saying, then, Air

Marshal, is that the first batch of Type-45s can only215. What do they fire?
go into the water and, possibly, into combat with(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) What do they fire?

They do not fire anything but they tell you where either an unproven and technically not very superior,
something is that you can shoot at. In terms of the immature system, or an obsolete system. That cannot
JSF, which is the question we are addressing, the JSF be right, can it?
will have a substantial air defence capability, there is (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) No, I do not think
no doubt about that. that either of those are true. The first Type-45 will
Chairman: We will move seamlessly to the Type 45. have the capability that we believe it requires to meet

the circumstances at the time. It will not be an
obsolete capability but it will be a capability that
needs to be upgraded as we go along. After all, if I go

Mr Hancock back to what I said earlier about the tension between
platforms and the necessary agility, we need to be216. I was really interested in your response to
able to upgrade capability at short notice, we needGerald Howarth when you suggested that saving
capability to be inserted and technology to bemoney was not the same as not spending money in
inserted throughout the life of platforms. The notionthe Ministry of Defence—when you were talking
that you can bring into service a platform and all theabout why things were not being done. That leads me
capability that it entails, which is very much to doto the Type-45 and a couple of questions. One is the
with software and other systems, and that it can thensuggestion that the first set of three that are being
remain in service for 25 years and meet allbuilt will have a missile capability which will only be
eventualities that might arise, is a false one. So weprojected up to the level of threat around 2007, and

development will then continue and as the ships come actually are much more about delivering capability
on station they will have a progressively updated as it is required, because then that gives us more
missile system and capability. I would be grateful if freedom to adjust as we get closer to that particular
you could explain why a brand new ship would date.
actually come in to service with a missile system

219. Would you say that the Type-45 as currentlywhich is only looking at projected threats at the time
planned to enter service—the original batch ofit is launched rather than a longer span of time? If we
three—will fully cover the deficit left by theare talking about money, I would be interested to
withdrawal of Sea Harriers?know how that programme of progressively

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) I would never sayupdating missiles for future ships is going to be
that, and I would not suggest it.funded and over what period of time and how you

update the first batch of ships? I would also be
220. So would you agree that we have less of ainterested to know what maritime early warning

capability?provision is going to be made in the down-time
(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) No, forgive me, butbetween the Sea Harriers going out and the Type-45s

I made clear that if I could I would have preferred tocoming in.
have retained a viable Sea Harrier in service because(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) A number of the
we will be without one of the layers of air defence—questions you pose there, really, are for the Chief of
the aircraft layer—but we will have many otherDefence Procurement rather than me, because they
layers and a number of them will be substantiallyare procurement issues rather than capability issues.
improved. The Type-45 will be a substantialOn the point about why would it only have a
improvement over the Type-42. So it is not the casecapability for a limited period against potential
that we are going to have a worse capability in thethreats and will then have to be upgraded, in a great
Type-45 than we had in the Type-42, it is the case thatmany systems that we are introducing we are
the Type-45 does not provide the same capability asfollowing the path of incremental capability

acquisition quite simply because if one were to wait the Sea Harrier. Given the strengthening of that
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layer, given the risks involved and the money and environment in which our ships are more likely to be
technical risk involved with the Sea Harrier upgrade, operating. We have moved away from the blue-
then that balance in investment made sense. water, open ocean conflict to more littoral conflicts.

Given the problems that exist there, with hostile221. The technical risk of upgrading the Sea
terrain and overflight on hostile terrain, with theHarrier I still have not properly grasped, and I would
masking that is involved, we are very much morebe grateful, when you write to the Committee, if you
interested these days in shorter range and highercould cover that in some detail. If it is just about
reactive systems to threats that pop up at shortfitting engines into these planes—and you yourself
notice. Again, the Type-45 is admirably suited toadmitted that could be overcome—I am still not
that.altogether sure what technical risks or gambles there

still are about that. I am inclined to think that the 227. You made a very interesting point about the
greater risk is that you take out the Sea Harrier and flexibility of the Type-45 and you recognise that most
replace it with a new Type-45 with an immature of the projected conflicts we could be involved in will
missile defensive system which cannot deliver the be close to shore. Can the Type-45 with the PAAM
same capability; there has to be a risk attached with system actually be deployed as an air defence for
that. I would be interested to know where your land forces?
organisation comes in when deliberating on or (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Yes.
assessing that risk.

228. It can. Effectively?(AirMarshal Sir Jock Stirrup) The Type-45 will be
delivered with a missile system that will be maturing (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) It depends. It
rather than immature. depends where the land forces are, it depends what

the surrounding terrain is going to be like. I would222. That is a bit like saving money and not
not suggest for one moment that land forces ought tospending it.
rely solely on Type-45 for air defence cover, but can(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) No, I do not think
it make a contribution—absolutely.that is quite the case. It is mature against the threats

it will face at that time but it is not mature against the 229. Can I then develop the issue about the Type-
kind of threats it might face seven or eight years 42’s upgrade to carry a different type of missile, like
further on, so it will need to be developed the Tomahawk? There was a suggestion that the
continually. Tomahawk, at some stage, will be fitted to it. When

would you suspect that the Type-45 would be in a223. What does the Type-45 missile give to the fleet
position to be able to offer air defence and a veryand to that ship in the way of protection in range as
offensive, useful weapon like the Tomahawk? Wherecompared with what the Sea Harrier could give to the
do you see this in the phasing of the commissioningfleet under its existing profile?
of these ships?(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) First of all, the

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) We have not madeType-45 has a long-range radar and it has Samson
any decisions on that yet. We have not maderadar, which is a world́beating radar. Those two
decisions on the surface-to-surface guided weapon,together will give it a coverage of up to 400
either Harpoon, which it could take, or fittingkilometres.
Tomahawk to it. At the moment, of course, we have

224. You have got to hit what is coming at you. submarine-launched Tomahawk and we will shortly
(AirMarshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Indeed you have. So be getting the Storm Shadow air-launched missile. So

it has got extensive coverage. It has got extensive we have a complementary missile system there. The
capability to counter electronic counter-measures issue of launching Tomahawk from surface ships is
because of the particular beam-shaping principles something that we keep under consideration, and we
that we use with the Samson radar. It has got two have reached no decisions yet, I think is all that I will
types of missile, a long-range one and short-range say. It is something that we do look at.
one, at very high speed; the missiles use the piff-paff
nose-vectoring (?) when they get close to the target, 230. Without increasing the bulk of the ship too
such as you see on spacecraft. So in a number of tests much, it is possible to put Tomahawk missiles on to
the missiles have actually hit the target. it without downgrading its air defence role?

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) All the indications225. That is short-range.
so far are that it will be entirely possible to put it on.(AirMarshal Sir Jock Stirrup) No, there is a longer
A ship can only, obviously, carry so much in the wayrange and there is a shorter range missile. For
of armaments, so I would hesitate to say we could doobvious reasons I would not want to go into the
everything all the time.details of the ranges here. So they are going to be

highly capable against the most sophisticated missile 231. I would hate to see us needing two ships to do
threat against ships. two different roles; one hopes that we can have one

ship for each. My final point is about the link226. Multi-threat?
between the Type-45 and what it will be able to do—(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Yes, absolutely. Of
its capability—when it comes into service, ascourse, there is the overall command-and-control
opposed to what it is going to be like in the year 2016system that goes along with this. The radar is going
when the final ships are in the water, and how manyto be able to deal with hundreds of tracks at once, the
Sea Harriers a Type-45’s capability can actuallycommand-and-control system is going to be able to
replace. I am interested in this scenario that the Seadeal with more than 10 targets simultaneously, and
Harrier will be redundant anyway once the Type-45the whole process is automated. It really is a highly

capable system. We also have to think about the comes into service.
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(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) I would not claim 235. If there is anything else perhaps you could let

us know. Perhaps it is not fair asking an RAF manthat and I do not think I have claimed that. As I say
(repeating myself, I know) I would rather be able to about maritime history.
keep a viable Sea Harrier capability in service until it (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) That is the
is replaced by the Joint Combat Aircraft. I do not see fundamental change, and it has affected all areas of
the Type-45 as a direct replacement for its capability. naval warfare. I have referred to the air defence
What I do say is that given the nature of the likely implications, but, of course, there are anti-submarine
operational environment and the demand that is warfare implications as well.
going to place upon defence and the need for highly
reactive, short-range systems, the strengthening of 236. The previous Defence Committee produced a
that particular layer of the air defence system report on the Common New Generation Frigate. In
represented by the anti-air warfare destroyer is a very that Inquiry the MoD told that Committee that the
valuable addition to our capability. number and mix of Type-45s and Future Surface

Combatants—set by the SDR at 12 and 20232. I would understand if you could not answer
respectively—would be subject to “continuingthis, but how many Sea Harriers are needed to tackle
critical operational analysis”. Is this an area in whichthe number of simultaneous air threats that it is
you see scope for revision?projected a Type-45 could deal with?

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) The Strategic(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) It is impossible to
Defence Review, in a number of areas, specifiedsay because the Type-45, for example, could deal
numbers. The numbers were drawn to a large extentwith very fast, low-flying missiles. The Sea Harrier
from the sorts of capabilities that would be seenjust could not deal with those at all. However, of
within the various platforms against the sort ofcourse, it might, depending on how they were
threats that they might face. Both of those thingslaunched, have been able to deal with an aircraft
evolved over time. My business is about producingwhich launched such missiles. So it really is not
capabilities, not specific numbers. So what I ampossible to draw a direct comparison between the
interested in is actually how we get the job done. If atwo.
system becomes more capable it is entirely possible
that you might need fewer of them, but of course
there are other considerations—concurrency, for

Mr Howarth example; one ship cannot be in two places at once,
obviously. So we have to take all that into account.233. Air Marshal, can I ask you one quick
My business is capability, so I will define what wequestion? You have talked about the cost of the
think the capability needs to be, and when we seeupgrade. Given that the Sea Harrier is doing a great
what the potential solutions are, when these arejob as it stands, given that there is not just a twelve-
produced by the integrated project team, then thatmonth but a very serious gap in terms of years, why
will lead us through a process of operational analysisnot just let the Sea Harrier carry on as is?
to determine what the precise numbers requirement(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) There are a number
is. So I suppose the short answer to your question isof specific shortcomings, which I would not want to
yes, of course, we keep it under review.go into in open session, which mean that the

circumstances in which it could be usefully employed
narrow dramatically after 2006. We can certainly
provide more information on that.

Mr Hancock
Chairman

237. Can I ask one quick question, which goes234. We have facilities for storing sensitive
back to the Sea Harrier replacement. I actually feeldocumentation. Just a couple of questions before we
that possibly it is game, set and match to those whofinish on the Type-42/45. The fleet of Type-42
believe there is a significant gap when they are phaseddestroyers began their operational lives in the Cold
out in the defence fleet, as opposed to the argumentWar, although I understand even in the Cold War the
the MoD is putting. You are taking 32 aircraft out ofMoD was thinking of refining its concept and
commission with the Sea Harriers’ departure. Wasweapon systems. To what extent has the requirement
the option of upgrading ten of them, so that youfor a maritime anti-air capability changed since the
would have five aircraft available for any one airend of the Cold War?
carrier deployment and five land-based for(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) I think the most
maintenance etc, ever seriously looked at as ansubstantial change is the one to which I have already
option? Is it something that is still potentially in thereferred, which is the need for air defence in the
melting pot?littoral environment as opposed to air defence in the

(AirMarshal Sir Jock Stirrup) I cannot answer theopen ocean. This is a reflection of the change in the
specific question as to whether that option wasemployment pattern of sea power in the round. Sea
looked at. What I would say is that the risk and thepower operations are much more about littoral
cost of improving the capability is largely involvedoperations than open ocean fighting. The
with figuring out how to do it. Once you have doneconsequences of that are as I have described:
that, doing it for ten aircraft as opposed to five is notoperating in a cluttered environment, close to shore
usually that much—and the inability always to see out to the range one

would wish and, therefore, the need to be able to
react at very short notice to incoming threats. 238. As opposed to 30.
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(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Indeed. In other 244. Last week, I think, there were comments in a

words, it is the up-front cost that is important in “Defence News” article about possible cutbacks in
figuring out the solution. That is going to be the same the number of STOVL versions being acquired by the
no matter how many aircraft you are going to US Marines, which is obviously going to increase the
upgrade. costs of the STOVL version. Is it possible that could
Chairman: Thank you. We have a few questions actually put it outside our price range?

now on the Joint Strike Fighter, the Harrier (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) I think these are
replacement. questions for CDP, not for me. All I would say is that

actually the reduction in numbers is likely to apply to
all of the services, and my sources are the same as
yours, but certainly the article to which you are

Kevan Jones referring was talking about reduced combined
numbers for the US Navy and the Marines, not just239. Air Marshal, obviously the replacement for
for the Marines. I have seen indications elsewhere inthe Harrier, the Joint Strike Fighter, is the ultimate
the general press that maybe even the United Statesgain in terms of what we need in capacity terms.
Air Force might need to reduce its numbersWhat additional enhancement in capacity terms will
requirement. So it is not an issue of conventionalwe get from the Joint Strike Fighter as opposed to an
versus STOVL, it is an issue of total programmeupgraded Harrier?
numbers. What, if any, impact that is likely to have(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) We will get modern
on costs I do not know and could be an issue, as I say,systems, we will get a substantial level of stealth
for CDP.integrated to the aircraft, we will get substantial

range, we will get substantial payload capability and 245. In terms of the decision to be arrived at, you
we will get substantial improvements in obviously are the person arguing for capability. How
supportability and cost of ownership. does it play out in terms of what the MoD and others

are actually saying “Well, costs have got their240. In terms of the capability improvements, what
implications” and where your responsibility isare the relative advantages of either the STOVL
capability? How will the arguments play out againstversion or the Carrier Variant?
either your arguments about capability versus,(AirMarshal Sir Jock Stirrup) We, of course, have
obviously, what the MoD and Treasury will benot reached a conclusion on that. That decision has
saying, that cost is vitally important? Do you bangstill to be made. There are benefits to both types. We
your head against a brick wall?need to see whether the two variants will meet the key

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Because I amuser requirements that we have for the system—what
interested in defence capability I am obviouslythe relative costs are and what the relative penalties
crucially interested in cost. First of all, theare—and weigh those against our needs and make a
programme has to be affordable, otherwise we willdecision at that time as to which we go for. The
get no capability from it. Secondly, the more I spendadvantages conferred by STOVL are, of course, a
on one capability the less I have to spend on another.reduced training penalty for crews operating on
As I said earlier, I am trying to squeeze the maximumboard ship and, of course, the ability to operate from
capability I can out of whatever resources I am given,relatively short and relatively ill-prepared strips
and it does not matter, frankly, what the level ofashore, bearing in mind always that this is a joint

force that needs to be capable of operating from resources is, there are always going to be tough
ashore or afloat as the need arises. The conventional choices to be made and a balance of investment
version will have advantages of its own. We will have decisions to be made. That is true of any enterprise.
to look at them very carefully. They are fundamental for me, because they impact

on the amount of capability that I can deliver and the
241. In terms of making that decision, what balance of that capability.

consideration will be made of costs? For example,
would it be correct to say that the Carrier Variant 246. On that point, can I ask why we need that
would actually be cheaper than the STOVL? £600 million of UK-specific requirements for the

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) I am not in a JSF, and what extra will you get for that extra
position to answer that question because we have not expenditure?
actually had the information back from the DPA (AirMarshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Although the JSF is
who are working through all this right now. a common aircraft it has to operate with UK

weapons, it has to operate within our own command-242. So no decision has been taken?
and-control infrastructure and, of course, we have to(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) No decision has make sure that it complies with our own safety andbeen taken.
environmental regulations and all the rest of it. So
the additional £600 million is really about243. In the final analysis, what role will the element
procurement of UK weapons for test purposes and toof cost actually play in making the final decision?
support the integration of those weapons on to the(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) The first criterion
air-frame. There is some specific UK integrationwill be: does the aircraft meet the key user
work and ensuring that, as I have said, it is capablerequirements? If one meets it and the other does not,
of operating with our own command-and-controlthen the answer is likely to be relatively easy. If they
communications, computers and intelligenceboth meet the key user requirement then the choice
systems, and then compliance with safety,becomes more complex, obviously, and there will be
environmental and acceptance procedures. So that isa balance between additional benefits offered by one

type against the costs of that type, versus the other. what that money is being spent on.
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247. What extra will we get for that, in terms of Mr Hancock

capability? 249. The current carriers we have were brought in
(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) We will get the during the Cold War with an anti-submarine role.

capability to field the weapons we already possess or Your responsibility is looking at capability. Where is
are planning to possess, we will get the capability to that capability going to exist with the new carrier
operate the aircraft in our own command-and- force and the running out of the Invincible class?
control environment, as opposed to just in somebody (AirMarshal Sir Jock Stirrup) The current carriers
else’s, and we will be sure that it meets all the safety were indeed anti-submarine warfare vessels but they
criteria and other regulatory criteria which are were anti-submarine warfare vessels because they
mandated. were carrying anti-submarine warfare helicopters.

The Navy Merlin, of course, is now in-service, which
is a substantially improved helicopter. It has got very
capable sensors, it has got the Stingray torpedo,
which is itself being upgraded, and of course the
Future Carrier will be able to operate Merlin, if itChairman
needs to, and a wide variety of other helicopters,
although of course we would normally expect to see248. Thank you. We obviously do not have the
Merlin based on the Type-22 and 23 frigates, whichsame clout that the Marine Corps, the US Navy, the
have the role of anti-submarine warfare. The Type-US Congress or the manufacturers have, but if we
45 will be able to operate the Merlin and, obviously,have not made up our mind what type of aircraft we
it will be able to operate off HMS OCEAN, althoughwant and what kind of deck we want to put on the
mainly that is to support amphibious operations, andcarriers, does that mean that we are therefore a
a wide variety of RFA ships can also carry Merlin. Soprisoner of the dog-fight that is taking place in the
the Merlin is a system with the sensor and theUS? Therefore, putting it at it worst, are we just
weapon, and there are plenty of platforms around onsitting back and saying “You fight it out and
which to base Merlin. In addition, of course, we havewhatever you decide then we will adjust our fleet
the Nimrod MRA4 coming into service, again armedaccordingly”? Would it not be better for us to have
with Stingray, and new sensors dramatically improvemade up our mind and then that might tilt the debate
processing power and dramatically improved time onone way or the other as opposed to standing back and
station. So there is a substantial improvement inapparently not doing a great deal to influence the
ASW capability, particularly against conventionaloutcome of that debate?
submarines operating in the litoral, which is again,(AirMarshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Again, I preface my
going back to what I said earlier, the big shift in theremarks by saying that this is very much CDP’s area
threat. We have also got the RN Lynx, of course, andrather than mine, and I would have to refer to him for
then from later on this decade the surface combatantthe expert advice. First of all, it is not the case that
maritime rotorcraft to replace that. We have gotwe have no influence. We have all the influence in the
ASW and ASUW capabilities with the Astute classprogramme that we need, and that has been submarine that is coming in and, of course, we aredemonstrated over recent years. Secondly, there is upgrading Swiftsure and Trafalgar as well. We haveno—that I have been able to discover—substantial got the sonar upgrades and a number of passiveevidence of a dog-fight within the United States’ measures as well. We have got the surface shipservices—by which I presume you to mean that some torpedo defence system coming in 2004, which has

people want to cancel the STOVL variant and go improved counter-measures, and of course we are
with the conventional. All the people that I have always working at lowering acoustic signatures,
spoken to at a relatively senior level have been which is one of the features of the Type-Œ45 as well.
absolutely clear that there is no question of that, that So I think we have got a pretty impressive ASW
that is not on the agenda and that, indeed, the paper capability for the future, which has been
that was referred to earlier about reductions in the appropriately focused away from blue ocean warfare
combined navy and marine requirement was not much more into the litoral, where the key area of
about cutting STOVL variant out. So no indications operation is going to be.
of that. The final point I would make is that we are

250. That brings into play what the Future Carriermaking up our mind. Obviously, we have got to have
is going to have as its role, what the Joint Strikethe right information on which to base our decision,
Fighter is going to be predominantly expected to do,but we are planning to take a decision on the variant
how it is going to operate and—if it is going toin the middle of this year and on which way we are
operate close in—the number of sorties available, etc,going to go with the actual deck and the ship at the
and the length of time on the target—all those thingsbeginning of next year.1
will greatly increase. In your role in looking at the
capabilities of both the platform and the weapon1On current plans, the JSF variant selection decision will be system, where do you see that role?made around the middle of the year, taking into account the

(AirMarshal Sir Jock Stirrup) The principal role ofimplications for the carrier design. This is likely to have the
the carrier is to project offensive power. That will beeffect of reducing the number of potential CVF designs from

four (one CV-based, one STOVL-based, from each the principal role of the Joint Combat Aircraft that
contractor, under the twin-track strategy) to two (one for operates from it. I am always, though, concerned to
each contractor, conditioned by the JSF variant). In early make sure that we retain flexibility and agility to the2003, the MoD intends to announce which of the two

maximum extent possible, to be balanced off againstcompeting prime contractors for CVF will proceed into
the real purpose for which you are procuring aStage 3 of Assessment, at which stage one design will be

taken forward. system and, of course, the cost of building that
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flexibility. As I said earlier, I cannot guarantee what driver, it is actually what you put into it that is much

more important. So we have to make a decision onthe future is going to come up with, and we need to
be able to respond at short notice to unforeseen the variant of the aircraft, we have to make a decision

on the size of punch and the reach required in theevents. So we need that agility. So, as I said, the
carrier could, of course, operate Merlin, if we wanted aircraft based upon the carrier, and we are working

on both of those at the moment. That will drive ait to, but that is not why we are procuring it and it is
not its principal role, but there would be that option number of factors with regard to the ship itself.
for it. We are very much focused on the offensive 254. What is the latest thinking on when thosecapability and, partly as a consequence of that, we decisions will actually start to emerge in the publicare very focused on the integration of the carrier and domain?its aircraft with the much wider system and network (AirMarshal Sir Jock Stirrup) I do not know aboutthat is required to carry out those sorts of operations the public domain, but we are looking, at theeffectively. These things will very rarely be operating moment, to make decisions about the aircraft variantin isolation, and I am not just talking about having in the middle of this year and then work through theaccompanying ships, I am talking about the much consequences of that so we are able to take a decisionwider information superiority capabilities that will on the carrier itself at the beginning of next year.2be necessary if they are to be able to do their job Chairman: Thank you. We have a group ofeffectively.

questions now on aspects of information superiority
capability, including Bowman which exercised the251. By what you have just said, you are suggesting
minds of the last Committee and the MoD quitethat there is a wide flexibility available in both the
considerably.JSF as the weapon and the carrier as the platform.

That will enable us, as a nation, at some stage, to be
involved in the sort of events we have had over the
last ten years. Patrick Mercer

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Yes, I think the
255. Air Marshal, Bowman. To what extent is yourevents of the last ten years have shown the utility and

organisation drawn into project management offlexibility of carrier-based aircraft and we would
difficult programmes like that?want to exploit that to the full.

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) We are not drawn
252. What do you think comes first, the design of into project management at all. That is for the DPA

the carrier or the system you are going to put on it— to do, that is for the Integrated Project Team and for
the aircraft? What, in military terms, is the right way industry to do. We are there to set the capability
round, because I am at a loss to understand quite requirement and to make sure it is being met, and to
where the two paths are meeting at the present time? address any questions that arise as to trade-offs

between time, costs and performance.(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) The right approach
is neither of those but to consider it as an entire 256. In that case, is this a case of where incrementalsystem. Inevitably there will be chicken and egg acquisition—trading-off capability against cost anddecisions within all of that, but this is a system of time—is forced upon you so at least some capabilitysystems, this is not an aircraft, it is not a carrier, it is can be delivered?not just an aircraft and a carrier, it is a total system. (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) We have alreadyAs I referred to earlier, that actually has implications done that, I think. We have introduced the Personalmuch wider than the carrier/aircraft combination in Role Radio into service, and that is all part ofterms of information superiority in particular. Bowman. We have over 17,000 of those in serviceNeither of them come first, they are both already, we have got 1500 of them in Afghanistan,interdependent. The decisions on the carrier and the with ISAF and 45 Commando, and they are provingaircraft have to be made in conjunction with one themselves in operation. That is a great stepanother. forward—we have taken part of the Bowman

programme and delivered it early, because it provides253. I was rather surprised when this Committee
a capability we need today in operations. The rest ofvisited the United States recently at the difference in
Bowman is now on-track after the earlier difficultiessize between the two versions that were available of
of the project and it is a fundamental part of ourJoint Strike Fighter. If you went for the larger
network-centric capability for the future.version that would have, obviously, implications for

the carrier, and I still cannot understand how we can 257. I have seen the individual radio and I am
be developing the design of the carrier at the speed we interested that a gap has even been discovered.
are but still not making a decision about the type of Anyway, the troops seem to be very happy with it, so
aircraft. the proof of the pudding must be in the eating. From

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Again, this is much
more about procurement strategy, but I think Sir 2 On current plans, the JSF variant selection decision will beRobert Warmsley would say, and I think he has said made around the middle of the year, taking into account the
in the past, that first of all we are pursuing a twin- implications for the carrier design. This is likely to have the
track strategy at the moment with regard to the effect of reducing the number of potential CVF designs from

four (one CV-based, one STOVL-based, from eachcarrier until we make a decision on the aircraft
contractor, under the twin-track strategy) to two (one forvariant. The second thing is that the size of the ship
each contractor, conditioned by the JSF variant). In early(and I am obviously not an expert on this and I would
2003, the MoD intends to announce which of the twocertainly bow to his judgment) is not really a crucial competing prime contractors for CVF will proceed into

factor—building a ship bigger or smaller. Clearly, Stage 3 of Assessment, at which stage one design will be
taken forwardone has to make a decision but it is not a big cost
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a purely capability customer perspective, is there any command-and-control of forces in a much more

efficient manner than we are able to at the moment.great imperative in having Bowman in-service by
2004, given all the difficulties with Clansman? Just as the Personal Role Radio is improving the

situation a lot for individual soldiers on the ground,(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Absolutely.
we are getting to the stage now where we are able toClansman has significant difficulties, as you know; it
link up individuals and vehicles in an efficient way,does not provide us with a secure capability and the
and I draw a parallel with the introduction on to thekinds of things that Bowman is going to provide us
Tornado F3 of the Joint Tactical Informationwith: secure voice service, secure data messaging, the
Distribution System some years ago. The F3, as youautomatic position location navigation recording
know, was an aircraft which was designed to guardsystem, which is going to make command-and-
against a Soviet threat coming from the north,control that much easier, data communications in
operating from what was essentially a very largesupport of all our various information systems and
aircraft carrier, the United Kingdom. It was notthe management information system itself are all,
designed as an air superiority fighter to mix it withagain, fundamental to employing our military power
things like F-15s and so on, yet when we put the Jointeffectively in the future. So it is the Army’s top
Tactical Information Distribution System in thatpriority to get this into service as soon as possible.
aircraft, suddenly its capability was transformed andPatrick Mercer: Does 2004 look reasonable?
the crew were able to hold their own in a wide range
of circumstances, and many of them regarded it as

Chairman the most significant development since the
introduction of radar itself. This was because the258. Be careful on this one. Many heads have
ability to distribute information from a wide varietyrolled on dates.
of sources to those who needed to have it(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) 2004 looks
transformed their situational awareness and thereasonable at the moment. Despite the fact that this
tactical capabilities, and the same is true in allis clearly the DPA’s business to deliver, I have
environments, and Bowman is going to be a criticalpersonally spoken to senior people from the
part of that for the land forces.companies involved and I have left them in no doubt

whatsoever of the priority that I attach to this and the 261. Should the need arise, are there any further
importance to the Army. So they understand where aspects of the prospective capability of Bowman that
we are coming from. might be amenable for trading-off against cost or a
Patrick Mercer: Thank you very much. We will timely delivery of this system? Is there an incremental

not quote you, I promise. acquisition capability which you might forgo or be
prepared to forgo? I ought not let the manufacturer
hear that, I suppose.

Mr Howarth (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) At the moment, I
am looking for the capability as advertised by 2004.259. I think, Air Marshal, you are adjusting to
The manufacturer tells me they can deliver, and I amyour new role extremely well and very rapidly. The
expecting them to deliver.timescale there is being met. Can I follow on with

Bowman? Can you tell us what difference the 262. In terms of your own organisation, what role
Bowman system will make to the operational do you have in planning the transition to Bowman so
effectiveness of our troops, by way of additional that it does not impinge on current operational
capability? effectiveness?

(AirMarshal Sir Jock Stirrup) As I said, first of all, (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) It is driven by the
in terms of specifics, there is the secure voice service Army Department largely. The Army has to
that it provides, which we do not have at the moment; integrate the deployment of Bowman with its
there is the secure data-messaging (and I will return readiness cycle, so that the appropriate units as they
to that in a moment, if I may), the data come back through the training cycle can have their
communications, the automatic position location vehicles taken away and modified and so on. So we
navigation recording—so you can see where all the work very closely with the Army Department, as
people and the various equipments are—and the does the IPT, and it is integrated seamlessly so their
management information system. requirements are met.

260. Does it transmit maps? 263. So you do not think our number of forces will
(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) It will transmit have to be reduced temporarily while kit is taken out

maps if you wish it to, yes. It will transmit data, so of service; vehicles or ships are taken out of service?
you can pass almost anything over it, although of (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) No. That is thecourse there can be band-width constraints as ever. whole point, it is being stitched into the Army’sWe are talking about 48,000 radios here and 26,000 formation readiness cycle, so they can maintain theircomputers—a massive system—and 20,000 vehicles operational tempo, their commitments, and as theyand something like 149 ships, a large range of aircraft are brought back through the training cycle theand, as I say, eventually, 45,000 of the Personal Role vehicles can be fitted.Radios. So it is an extensive system. I have talked
about the specific benefits that it provides, but why is 264. You have talked about the very large number

of items of equipment that will have to bethis important in terms of military capability? I come
back to what I said earlier about moving towards a introduced—47,000 radios, 26,000 computer

terminals—when you talk about 2004 being the in-network-centric capability. Bowman is a critical
element of that. It will link in through Falcon to a service date, is that when you expect the majority of

that equipment to be in place?range of other systems. It will enable us to exercise
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(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) No. I am trying to (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Watchkeeper is,

from my perspective, a capability requirement. I needremember, off the top of my head, what we are using
as the definition of in-service date there. I think it is something and it is envisaged to be a UAV because

the work which was done as part of the TRACERthe first units which are equipped with it. As I say, as
the Army units go through their formation readiness programme showed the value of a mix of manned

systems on the ground and UAVs, but it is acycle, they will be equipped, so it will take some time;
it will be a rolling programme. capability requirement as far as I am concerned.

Watchkeeper is not the name of a system, it is a265. So we will have units which will be air, sea and
requirement, and we do not know yet what is goingland, which will be equipped as from 2004 but not all
to meet that requirement. I am waiting for the DPAthe air, land and sea units?
to come back to me with the proposals for that.(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Correct, and, of

272. So it could be taking something of theirs offcourse, Bowman has a mode which makes it inter-
the shelf which is tried and tested?operable with Clansman because we will have to

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) It could be.inter-operate.
Mr Howarth: Thank you. 273. Is that an option?

(AirMarshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Absolutely. What is
going to be most cost effective in meeting theChairman requirement.

266. I am delighted to know how many ships we
have. Are you sure you have got the figure right?

Chairman(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Yes, indeed. I
hesitate about the definition of a ship. 274. The Americans are quite British-like in

Afghanistan, strapping bombs on to drones, so it is a267. Of course!
double-whammy for a system if we can deliver(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) It certainly does
ordnance rather than simply transmittinginclude 42 capital ships, I can tell you that.
information back?

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Absolutely.
Mr Jones 275. We have one final section and that is another

vexed area, Eurofighter, ASRAAM and BVRAAM.268. Air Marshal, we are now going on to take a
Eurofighter’s air-to-air capability appears in manyfew questions about reconnaissance and information
ways to hinge on the missiles it will carry. To whatsystems. One of the lessons we learnt from the
extent will integrating ASRAAM on the Tornado F3Kosovo campaign was the value of shortening
reduce the imperative for bringing a similarly armedsensor-to-shoot times. I understand that capability
Eurofighter into service?was very much needed in terms of the ISTAR system

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Not at all.to link command and control. How does your
Chairman: That is pretty succinct. Are you sureorganisation keep on top of developments in terms of

you would not like to add anything? I cannot recallgetting the balance right between the different
ever having had a more precise answer. You arestrands of information systems and getting the
letting the side down, Air Marshal, by giving honestbalance right between the different forms of those
and terse answers!systems?
Mr Howarth: Shall we ask him why!(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) What we are doing

is developing a model for looking at defence
equipment capability in the round, much more as a

Chairmangestalt than a series of related projects, as it were, and
then seeing how overlaying different types of 276. We will accept his judgment. The MoD’s
information superiority capabilities on that will give refusal last year to accept ASRAAM into service
us maximum leverage, if you like. We have made a appears to have hinged on the MoD’s interpretation
determined effort over the last couple of years to shift of the missile’s ability to deliver the capability that
investment into that area, as you know, but we also the Department was looking for. What role did your
need a strategy for investing those resources, and that organisation play in that decision?
is the way we are approaching that. (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) We played a

substantial role because we set the capability269. To what extent do we rely on our coalition
requirement but we also have to ensure that thepartners in that work you are talking about, to ensure
solution which is delivered meets that requirement,the systems do overlap?
so that is a fundamental part of the process.(AirMarshal Sir Jock Stirrup) I am sorry, I am not
ASRAAM suffered from two specific problems atquite sure I understand the question. To what extent
that time. There were some short-term issues whichdo we rely on them to provide capabilities?
we judged could be resolved but needed to be270. And also integration for joint operations. resolved before we brought it into service at all. Then

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Inter-operability is there was a longer-term issue which was that if we
crucial; inter-operability with likely partners is solved the short-term problems we would have a
fundamental to those systems. missile which was far better than anything else which

currently existed but it would not be good enough for271. In terms of UAVs, the Watchkeeper
programme, why are we developing that when the 10, 15 years hence when it would still be in service, so

we needed to address the issue of how we were goingUS have already moved to the next generation of
UAVs with things like Predator? to keep it ahead of the competition in the future.
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Those were the two specific areas we had to address. we placed copies of the final draft contract with each

of our partner nations, they all have it in their handsAs you know, the short-term problems were solved,
now, and we await to see the outcome.we brought it into service with the Air Force, we have

delivered missiles to the front line, the operation 280. That is a very good, diplomatic reply. Would
evaluation units, and the response of the air crew has you ask somebody to tell us what the real picture is
been very positive indeed. There is, as required by the in due course? Where are the delays? I do have
previous Minister DP, a road map for taking the enormous respect for our German allies, but there
missile from where it is now up to the capability we are delays for all sorts of weird reasons, often
will need in the future. political, the position of the Defence Minister, the

unwillingness of maybe the Bundestag to take the277. You may want to give this information
right decisions, et cetera, et cetera, et cetera, and it issubsequent to our meeting, but can you give us an
damaging the credibility not only of our Germanindication in public about the difference in capability allies but those associated with the same programme.that could have been available from ASRAAM last Could you ask people to write to us and tell usspring and what will be available when the missile is whether there are avoidable delays which could be

fully developed in due course? overcome?
(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) We could not have (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) If I may, and

used the missile until the short-term issues were without wishing to dig the pit for him, I believe CDP
resolved, it would not have given us any capability is coming with the Minister (Defence Procurement)
because of the problems of putting it into operational next week, and that might be an opportunity to quiz
service. Now they are fixed, the capability it provides him on that.
us is far superior than anything which exists Chairman: You have read all the manuals, Air
anywhere else; a very fast, highly agile missile; good Marshal, I can see that! There will be a few questions
probability of kill; good counter-measures on this, quite clearly.
resistance, so we are very pleased with it.

278. What longer range air-to-air capability will
Mr HowarthEurofighter have in the first few years of its

operational life, before it is fitted with BVRAAM? 281. Air Marshal, you are getting very experienced
(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) It will be fitted with at avoiding missiles. It seems that we do have quite a

the AMRAAM missile, which has always been the large number of aircraft programmes underway
intention in the near term. which do have similar capabilities. Obviously, we

have the Eurofighter, which is principally an air-to-
279. When some members of this Defence air air superiority fighter but will ultimately have a

Committee went to the Bundestag three or four years ground attack role, we have the JSF, the Joint Strike
ago, to plead with our colleagues to proceed with Fighter, which is, as you have described, carrier-
Eurofighter, they agreed, which I was very pleased based but with a multi-role capability, and in the
about, and they were very concerned about longer-term the Future Offensive Air Capability
BVRAAM, a European missile on a European system, FOAS or FOAC, to replace the Tornado
aircraft. There have been one or two cases in the GR4 ground attack aircraft. Does your organisation
procurement of major weapons systems involving have a role in reducing unnecessary proliferation of
Germany where there have been delays over and platforms? Can you share with us some of your
above those which normally take place in the thoughts, particularly given your background in the
procurement of substantial platforms and weapons Royal Air Force, as to the rationale behind these
systems. Can you give us some indication as to—and different platforms from a capability point of view?
you may say, “This ain’t my responsibility” but I am (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Just on a point of
pretty sure you know—what are the delays, why are detail, you have referred to the Joint Strike Fighter as
we waiting for contracts to be signed, what effect will a carrier-based aircraft, the Joint Combat Aircraft is
it have on the future National Audit Office report a system which will be used from afloat or ashore—
which will say, “Delays in BVRAAM” followed by 282. I am sorry, I meant to say that.an asterisk, and then you look down the bottom and (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) We want as fewit will say, “Due to contractual difficulties”? When different types as we can possibly manage. We are inwill things proceed at the speed which those wanting the business of expeditionary operations which need
to see this missile system on an excellent aircraft to be characterised by speed, precision and force
want? When will reassurance be given that protection. We need to minimise our logistic
everything will be on target, metaphorically and footprint and the logistical support role, so reducing
literally? types not just in the air but in all environments is

(AirMarshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Chairman, this ain’t critical to that. The Eurofighter is an aircraft, the
my business! All I will say is that there have been Joint Combat Aircraft is an aircraft which is looking
some fairly complicated contract negotiations which like the JSF, so there are two aircraft types there. The
have taken place, not least because both sides have Future Offensive Air Capability is just that, a
wished to include the lessons learnt from the capability. We do not know yet, we have not decided,
ASRAAM programme, and that has been done, and how it is going to be met. There are all sorts of
the methods by which the missile will be evaluated, options, manned aircraft, unmanned combat aerial
the test points and all the rest, have been clearly vehicles, stand-off missiles, all of them may well have
defined to everyone’s satisfaction. We have their part to play. So it is not a foregone conclusion

that the Future Offensive Air Capability is going tosuccessfully concluded those negotiations now and
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involve a new and different aircraft type. That is the would want to stress is that we do not take a decision

and then bury our heads in the sand and forgetfirst thing. The relationship between them and the
balance between them is something that interests us about it.
greatly because it does drive our requirement for 285. You also hold very firmly to the view that the
numbers and it is something we look at extremely Eurofighter provides a capability that the proposed
closely. Maintenance of air superiority and air JSFs will not supply?
supremacy, the ability to seize and maintain control (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) The Eurofighter
of the air, will, I think we all agree, be fundamental and, as pointed out, the missiles that go with it and
to military operations in the future as it is now. the other parts of the system will have a capability
Eurofighter is a system that is focused on that. It has that cannot be matched by the Joint Strike Fighter
capabilities that will not and cannot be provided by aircraft.
the Joint Combat Aircraft as envisaged. Of course, Chairman: I forbid members to deduce from Mrwe want to be able to have flexibility in Eurofighter Howarth’s last question possible reductions ofand we want to have a degree of offensive capability Eurofighters in those many constituencies wherein it, nevertheless as currently envisaged Eurofighter British Aerospace are operating, in advance ofwill not provide the sort of offensive capability which tomorrow’s local elections!we expect to get out of the Joint Combat Aircraft. So Mr Howarth: I have to intervene at that point tothere is a degree of overlap but only to the extent that declare my interest in that I represent thewe need for flexibility in operations. It will not be the headquarters of the company which manufacturescase that one can easily do the other’s job. We still, the aircraft, so I can assure you that I have a verythough, have to decide upon the balance between the strong vested interest in the success of this aircraft.two of them and that is an on-going question. As I The Air Marshal pointed out that it has a capabilitysay, the Offensive Air Capability itself remains a that even a projected aeroplane will not be able tocompletely open question. deliver.

283. Given the extraordinarily long gestation
period of the Eurofighter, to the extent it is not going

Chairmanto enter into service until effectively another two or
three years as a fighting force, how would you 286. That is clear. Thank you very much. I will not
respond to people in some quarters who suggest that patronise you. You have performed incredibly well.
because of this delay perhaps we do not need the full All I suggest is that you look at any video of Sir
complement of 232 Eurofighters when the Joint Robert Walmsley, who is the consummate appearer
Combat Aircraft and the Joint Strike Fighter are before select committees. He has a quality that you
scheduled to come into operation in 2012, although will not yet need to develop—that of putting your
perhaps that is an ambitious target in itself? hand up in the air and admitting to occasional

(AirMarshal Sir Jock Stirrup) I would say that our mistakes. Fortunately, your tenure is reasonably
requirement remains for 232 Eurofighters but we short to ensure that there will not be too many
always keep these things under review, as I said occasions when you will be able to admit to mistakes.
earlier, because the environment changes, You will be well retired before then. Thank you very
circumstances change, technology changes, and we much. It was a very pleasant and informative session.
need to be agile in responding to this. That remains I am sure we will meet again.
our requirement at the moment. (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Chairman, thank

you very much. I enjoyed it.284. But you could see a possibility that there
might be a reduced requirement?

(AirMarshal Sir Jock Stirrup) It is possible that all
sorts of things might change. I would not want to
speculate about specific platforms. The point that I
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(Lord Bach) As far as PFI is concerned, at theChairman
Ministry of Defence we look at it in a pragmatic way

287. Welcome, gentlemen. Sir Jock, twice in a on all occasions. Whenever it delivers us better value
fortnight may be too much for you! This is a most for money than a conventional procurement, we
glittering array of talent that we have seen in this shall take that option. As you know, Chairman, we
Committee for some time and rivals tonight’s match have taken it already in 42 projects, bringing some £2
with Manchester United. We have high-profiled, billion of private sector investment into defence. We
high-salaried stars and well-known suspects sitting are looking at it over another 40 projects that would
behind you and to your right. You may not all wish bring in much more in the way of private sector
to answer all the questions, but as you represent investment—up to £12 billion. Your question is
different elements of the procurement process, it may about sponsored reserves. In regard to sponsored
be apt to hear more than one person speak on a reserves, it is early days. As you know sponsored
question. Perhaps I shall address questions to you, reserves will undertake substantially the same tasks
Lord Bach, and then you can work out who wants to for the MoD in peacetime under service contract
hide under the table and who wishes to be arrangements as they do in operations. When the
forthcoming. We have people who are pretty department requires those tasks to be performed on
forthcoming. I propose to continue until at least a operations, sponsored reserves like other reserve
quarter to one. Lord Bach, welcome to your first and forces, are, of course, subject to military law and
hopefully not your last meeting with the Defence discipline and wear the uniform of the service in
Committee. Would you like to say anything by way which they serve. In that respect they are materially
of introduction? different from contractor staff who work in support

(Lord Bach) I am looking forward to the next two of operations. We have no single blueprint of
and a quarter hours—or will it be six hours! I am training that sponsored reserves must have. It will
slightly apprehensive. It is rather like going to a fair depend upon the particular role that they play. At the
and taking a ride that one has not been on before. minimum they are likely to receive training on
One has a sense of anticipation and is interested to military organisation, conduct, ethos, discipline andsee what the ride is actually like. perhaps basic small arms training for self-defence.

The point of using sponsored reserves is to enable288. As at Alton Towers, I suspect that you are
them to continue to do the same job that they do inwell strapped in.
peacetime and if that is right we do not think that a(Lord Bach) Thank you for that warning. I do not
large amount of additional military training will bethink that I need to introduce any of those with me
necessary. I want to make it clear to the Committeetoday. I look forward to doing my best to answer
that we are feeling our way on this. On the HETyour questions.
(heavy equipment transport) PFI project, for which

289. We shall start with some questions on private a contract was placed in December last year, the
finance initiatives. When we requested information service does not commence until July 2003 with full
from the MoD we requested information on five service achieved, we hope, in July 2004. Either I or
programmes that would fall within the framework of my successor, or my successor’s successor will be in a
PFIs. I want to explore a couple of those. Your heavy better position to tell the Committee how sponsored
equipment transporter programme is the first and, so reserves have worked at a future meeting of this
far, the only PFI that uses sponsored reserves, Committee.
although you have others in the pipeline that are
likely to use them. What have you learnt from this 290. How are you able to go completely over to

contractor staff operating the Ro-Ro ships and heavy“pathfinder” programme about the use of sponsored
reserves? Have your experiences shaped the way in equipment transporters, when you still need RAF

crews to fly the strategic tanker aircraft?which you are implementing the other PFIs?
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(Lord Bach) As far as the tanker aircraft is important, as a matter of reassurance as well, to the

outside world that there is a fairly large quantity ofconcerned, it is a project that is quite a long way
back, particularly from the last one you asked me service people.
about, the HET. To begin with we shall have a mixed 293. The principal factor in the judgment that you
manpower of which at least 75 per cent will be RAF take is the extent to which they would be involved in
crews and 25 per cent may be sponsored reserves. combat or close to combat?
That will be ground crew and pilots as well. We think (Lord Bach) That is one of the major factors. Asthat that is a sensible strategy to begin with, to see you know, the closer we get to operational necessity,how it works. One of the crucial things that we are the less inclined we are to use PFI.trying to do is to remain flexible in the way in which
we introduce the concept of sponsored reserves and
the way in which we run each of our PFI projects. ChairmanThat will mean doing different things in different

294. What about when you get a bit closer to thecases. We think that it is appropriate, certainly so far
frontline?as FSTAs are concerned, and our initial thinking is—

I repeat that it is important to remember that no final (Lord Bach) It is a matter of judgment. We felt
with, for example, the combat vehicle project that,decisions have been taken about FSTA yet—that a

combination of service and sponsored reserves is the for a number of reasons, it was best to procure by
conventional methods and that was clearly close tobest way to go.
the frontline. Our present thinking on FSTA is that

291. On the strategic tanker programme, your it is the other side of that. As I have tried to make
helpful memorandum notes that an “air transport” clear in my answers already, we have made no final
element will be included in the programme if it looks decision on that. We think we have the situation
to be cheaper than current civil aircraft chartering about right so far.
arrangements. How will third-party income be
generated by the contractor if this PFI is confined to
a fuel-carrying role? Mr Hancock

(Lord Bach) I shall ask Sir Robert to answer that
295. On what do you base those judgments? Youquestion.

say that it is a closely-called decision. What tips you(Sir Robert Walmsley) I do not think that there is
down one side or the other? The closeness to theany question that third-party revenue would be
frontline cannot be the only criteria.confined to a fuel tanking role. The aircraft are, of

(Lord Bach) No, it certainly is not, but it iscourse, intrinsically capable of carrying freight
certainly one of the factors. All the time we arebecause they are tankers. There is a large volume
seeking to demonstrate value for money. That is theinside, the internal volume of the aircraft, that is not
broad concept. I think I have already said that. Byfull of fuel. We hope that the competing private
way of example, as far as the Combat Supportcontracting consortia would seek to enter into
Vehicle is concerned, we thought that there wasarrangements to carry freight or passengers. It does
limited scope for third-party revenue, which is alsonot take long to put the seats back on one of those
an important feature for two reasons. Firstly, there isaircraft and to use it for passenger transport. That is
the dispersal of those particular vehicles when theythe essence of the competition of course. If they are
are on operations, which means that it can be hardwilling to take that risk, they will produce a better
for a contractor to use them for third-party purposes.value-for-money solution for us.
They are specialist vehicles. So we take on board a
number of considerations on each occasion; for
example, if there is a limited scope for innovation, as

Jim Knight there often is if one is very close to the operation.
There may be limited scope for sponsored reserves if292. On the balance of contractor staff and you are very close to the operation. Those are factorssponsored reserves as opposed to pilots, can you be that we also take into consideration when deciding.clearer? I accept that you need flexibility as you bring Maybe Sir Jock Stirrup can take the matter further.forward the projects in deciding that balance, but Chairman: We shall come on to that later.what are the criteria when you do decide? In strategic

tanker aircraft the indication is that there will be
more RAF than contractor staff, whereas for the

Syd Rapsonothers it is more contractor staff than RAF. How is
that balancing decision made. 296. I suppose I should declare an interest. I want

to ask questions about Skynet 5 and, of course,(Lord Bach) On a case by case basis. Mr Knight,
you are right in the sense that there would be more Astrium in Portsmouth and in Stevenage has

enhanced its profile somewhat having been selectedservice than contractor staff to begin with, but that is
to begin with. We do not know whether that balance for it. On Skynet 5, PFI will supplement and

eventually replace the existing ageing Skynet 4would stay the same as FSTA came on line and we
had a few years’ experience of it. In the case of Ro- system. It will rely on only two satellites, as opposed

to three before, and some spare capacity will be goingRos and HET, the designation of sponsored reserves
does not mean that we see people being put into to the commercial sector for communications.

Although you are insured under Skynet 5 with thedangerous situations. The services being provided
are not intrinsically military in their nature and can two satellites, under the previous system there were

three, which assumes that two were necessary andbe met by the private sector. As far as FSTA is
concerned, we feel that at least to begin with it is one was a back-up. What does the Skynet 5
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programme offer you that you would not get from a (Sir Robert Walmsley) Exactly. I return to the
straightforward commercial contract for satellite point that we are not just interested in the money. We
capacity as and when you need it? have to have a robust mechanism to provide the

(Lord Bach) I shall ask Sir Robert to deal with the communications. There is no satisfaction in having
numbers. First, we are very pleased indeed with the the money in the bank, but not having the satellite.
way in which the Skynet 5 competition has been We need the communications and we are quite
carried out in what has resulted. We believe that satisfied that this arrangement will provide a
Skynet 5 will provide satellite communications to our seamless transfer from Skynet 4 to Skynet 5.
Armed Forces in much the most efficient and cost-
effective way. I remind the Committee that the total 298. At times of busy demand for capacity, there
throughput of Skynet 5 is about two-and-a-half times needs to be extra drawn from commercial satellite
greater than the present Skynet 4 system. One of the services. When operations are in the headlines, we
great advantages of the private finance initiative here have seen how capacity is often quickly snapped up
is that we shall deal with the usage made of Skynet 5 by television firms grasping at the headlines. How isby the contractor for our purposes, rather than Paradigm going to be able to guarantee that yourhaving to pay for the full programme irrespective of

satellite traffic demands will always be met?future actual use. On the issue of why we need only
(Sir Robert Walmsley) Their contract provides fortwo rather than the three satellites that are presently

retaining clauses—if that is not too simplistic anrequired for Skynet 4, I shall turn to Sir Robert.
explanation of something that is undoubtedly(Sir Robert Walmsley) It is simply a matter of
extremely complicated - to have access to commercialgeographical coverage. We have always just needed
capacity.two. Against the possibility that one was lost on

launch—the single most likely cause of total loss—or
299. It is in the contract?did not deploy or work properly when placed in

orbit, we thought that it was sensible to construct (Sir Robert Walmsley) We have not signed the
three satellites. Having constructed three, it made contract yet, but it will be in when we have signed it.
sense to launch three rather than just leave it in a This is a really robust arrangement. The United
cupboard on the ground, wasting away. We looked States is quite happy to rely on commercial satellite
carefully at the possibility of insuring ourselves support for military operations. We should be too.
against loss on launch as we did in the days when we We should not just confine ourselves to military
did it as a conventional procurement for Skynet 4. satellites for all our traffic.
The difficulty was that it is all very well someone
giving you back all the money when the satellite has 300. Part of the rationale for the PFI is that the costblown up, but that does not actually replace the for the contractor can be off-set by third-partycommunications capacity that you need. With a revenues. Will you be playing a part in encouragingrelatively short-lived satellite system as Skynet 4,

allies to use spare Skynet 5 capacity?with a design life of something like six years, you
(Lord Bach) Yes, we shall be playing a part.would have to launch the second of the three Skynet

4 satellites very early in order to ensure time to build
301. Are you advancing with that at all inthe third one with the insurance money and launch it

preparation? The allies will already be locked in.to take over the services if the second one blew up. I
(Lord Bach) By way of example, we are aware thatknow that sounds unbelievably complicated, but that

is the way it is. With Skynet 5 the satellite life is closer by the end of 2004 NATO needs to supplement its
to 15 years. The arrangement is—a big risk for the ageing satellites. It would be foolish to pretend that
private finance provider—that he builds the two and it has escaped the attention of Paradigm and the UK
takes out an insurance policy as to whether they both MoD that this successful Skynet 5 may be a strong
successfully achieve orbital performance. He contender for any competition that there was for that
launches the second satellite soon enough to give NATO satellite, by way of example. That will be
himself time to assemble all the bits—he will relatively soon as well.
probably have quite a few of them—so that he can
launch that to take over from Skynet 4 stage two 302. Being a former local government person, I am
satellites in good time to ensure a seamless provision a little sceptical. I know the significance is not theof operational capability. That is how it works. That same, but whenever a contract is drawn up with adoes, of course, save quite a bit of money. It is

private individual, we normally lose out as a localimportant to emphasise that the calculations that we
authority, because the legal side of the local authorityhave done show a robust 6 per cent saving on this
is not robust enough to ensure protection. Theprivate finance solution as compared with the
situation may not be exactly the same, but whenconventional procurement because of the third-party
Government deal with powerful private sectorcapacity use. There are plenty of military customers
companies, contract details will be difficult to enforceout there who want to buy it. They can all afford the
when the crunch comes. If we lose a satellite, you sayterminals that will fit in a suitcase or a trunk, but they
that the Skynet 5 operators will be able to have onecannot afford the satellites, although they would like
ready to go up and we shall not pay the penalty. Area piece of one. The consortium is ready to sell that

to them. we sure that the MoD has sufficient power to get
another satellite up in the air immediately, or shall we297. So the commercial risk is being covered by the
be left arguing over contract details for a long periodcompany that is going to be the back up. The severe
of time, leaving us exposed?cost if they lost a satellite will enable them to be

(Lord Bach) I am also someone with localprepared to replace it immediately, rather than suffer
massive costs? government experience.
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capacity at the beginning of Skynet 5 life on SkynetJim Knight
4. On Skynet 4’s life, despite my rather brave story

303. You are also a lawyer. about the design life being only six years, our
(Lord Bach) I try to keep that quiet. That is not experience, after launching six of these satellites, is

fair! If I may say so, I share your concern about how that they look as though they will last up to 10 years.
local government sometimes works in this regard. I By launching Skynet 5 early enough, taking account
shall ask Sir Robert to answer your question. I think of the possibility of failure of the first or second
Ministers are content that we are robust enough in satellite, I am absolutely confident that there is plenty
the MoD. We have looked at this particular contract of life left in Skynet 4 to provide a seamless
so closely for a long period of time that your fears can transition.
be allayed.

306. Who paid for the space capacity available?(Sir RobertWalmsley) The big distinction, it seems
How do you test the PFI price against what youto me, is that in this case it is not the Ministry of
would have paid if you had done this yourselves? IDefence—the Government component - going out to
am at a loss. Like you and Mr Rapson, I am fromlook for third-party customers, but the
local government and I have seen PFIs beingcommunications service supplier looking for third-
massaged in such a way that you believe that you areparty customers. It is a commercial company, it has
unbelievably lucky that these people came to youtaken a risk to acquire third-party customers and it
with this offer, when the reality is that you have beenis incentivised. It is a straight commercial deal by a
taken to the cleaners.commercial company. To underpin the point about

(Sir Robert Walmsley) There are two componentswhat we are doing to help allies to take advantage of
to the answer. First, we had a competition so we tookthis third-party commercial opportunity, we have a
the best of the two. Although we have done annumber of memoranda of understanding in place
informal debrief, we shall not do the formal debriefwith allies already. They want to know that their
with the losing contractor until the contract is signed,information will be looked after properly when it is
which I expect to be this autumn. So I am not in atravelling over the commercial military satellite
position to explain why we preferred one bid to theservice. We are doing our bit on the government side
other, except that there was a clear value-for-moneyto facilitate commercial deals between our supplier,
benefit to us. Second, the public sector comparator isParadigm, and other allied governments. The point
looked at very carefully by lots of people and we areabout NATO is that having invested all the money to
very satisfied that it is extremely robust. It is prettydevelop a Skynet 5 satellite effectively, Paradigm will
aggressive actually, because you do not want to makehave defrayed all the non-recurring costs of that
silly assumptions about what constitutes value forsatellite design, so it should be able to offer that
money under a PFI. One reason why this PFI workeddesign of satellite very competitively to NATO when
is that we kept the option open, as the MinisterNATO wants to replace its existing satellite. That is
described earlier, of going to a conventionalhow it works.
procurement until quite late on. We helped to fundSyd Rapson: I do not wish to sound too sceptical,
the technical studies of both consortia so they werebecause I believe that Astrium is a very good
not having to put in a big premium for risk. I thinkcompany, but I would say that as it is a major player
we acquired two very competitive bids for the spacein my constituency.
segment, and very sensibly the company said, “Could
we please take over the terminals?”, that is the
terminals on the ground, on ships and the main

Mr Hancock station at Oakhanger. They wanted to make sure that
they had all the components of the system under their304. Firstly, when do you expect the system to be
control. That allowed them to make extremelyfully operational? Secondly, how much have you
sensible efficiencies at the boundaries between thepaid towards the spare capacity that will now be sold
terminals and the space segment and the groundon by the supplier?
station at Oakhanger. I think it is excellent. It is a 6(Lord Bach) The initial service provision is
per cent saving against the public sector comparator.expected to start in 2005. On your question about full

(Lord Bach) As I understand it, the public sectoroperational capability, that will be in 2008.
comparator here was a particularly aggressive one,

305. If there was a failure, what would cover the and rather more so than normal. That was the advice
shortfall from Skynet 4 to Skynet 5, bearing in mind that I received.
the time frame and the short life capability of
Skynet 4?

(Sir Robert Walmsley) The first point is that in Chairmanapproaching this PFI, clearly everybody’s demand
for communications is increasing every year, so the 307. Minister, one of the problems that we have

with fiercely contested bids is that this Committee isdemand for communications capacity from Skynet 5
will be very much greater at the end of its life than at not part of the decision-making process. We should

have a right to see why a decision was made. I knowthe beginning of its life. Quite naturally at the
beginning of its life, Skynet 4 was adequate. That is we have two requests in the pipeline: ASTOR, which

is now about four years old and BVRAAM, which iswhy Skynet 4 is doing the job today. That is why I go
back to the complicated story about launching the about two or three years old. It would be helpful if at

some stage we could have those debriefings andsecond Skynet 5 satellite early enough to ensure that
there is time to build a third one if the second one perhaps one on this subject. It is relevant for us, if we

are not part of the decision-making process, to seegoes wrong and to have it in place so that you can do
a transition from Skynet 4. There is plenty of the factors taken into account when a final decision
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is made. We have had a chat with Sir Robert about would not find it acceptable for their aircraft to be

based at airfields where privatised companies arethat starting off with ASTORl. I am sure that you
were in local government in those far off days. I recall used?
the Prime Minister being debriefed after the (Lord Bach) I have not heard that. I have not made
unsuccessful candidates were debriefed. I assume a comparative study with the Americans. Perhaps we
that at this stage they will have been debriefed. need to do that before we make any decisions.

(Lord Bach) Perhaps I can say—I do not need to
311. The Americans have made no comment onechat to Sir Robert on that—that of course we ought

way or the other?to find a way of debriefing this Committee, or those
(Lord Bach) I am not sure that we have asked themMembers of it who want to be debriefed on particular

at this stage. I do not want to mislead you.projects at an earlier stage sometimes than the
Committee timetable allows. We shall try to find a 312. Keeping it general, if you think that it is worth
way of doing that in the same way as you and I considering privatising the fire services, would that
discussed that there should be more regular meetings mean that it is also worth considering privatising
between the department and the Committee on a local authority fire services? If you think that it is
regular basis at the Ministry of Defence. You will good enough for one sector, do you think that it is
remember that discussion. As far as equipment good enough for another? I understand that that isdecisions are concerned, as best as we can, given not your remit. That is a fear of a lot of Members,commercial confidence and so on, I see a need to that if it is to be done in airfields why not do it withensure that Members of this Committee are all the fire services.debriefed. (Lord Bach) You know that I shall say it is not in

my remit. I have enough difficult questions to answer308. On the airfield support services project, you
this morning without moving elsewhere, but it is awill know that on the Floor of the House it has been
fair point.described as a privatisation too far by a great many

Members. Why do you consider that it is safe to put
313. Do you accept that?airfield fire services into the hands of a private
(Lord Bach) It is a fair point and one that we shallcompany whose primary task is to make a profit?

consider. However, I have to point out again that to(Lord Bach) No decisions have been reached about
privatise the fire services would not be doingthe airfield support services project as a whole, or the
something that is absolutely new in terms of firefire services that are one part of that potential
protection at airfields.project. As you know, the project goes far beyond fire

services and will incorporate a wide range of essential 314. It is new for the vast majority. We would have
services at MoD airfields, including clearance and fire services that primarily were there to make a
runway control. I should point out, having made the profit.
point that no decision has been made and that we are (Lord Bach) Our concern is that we get the most
interested to hear the Committee’s view on this issue, efficient and the best value for money on our airfields
that private sector involvement in fire services is not in whatever services are provided. As always we are
actually new. Current services, as I understand it and looking for the capability. That is our concern. If the
as I am advised, are provided by a mixture of service, best way to do that is to enter into some PFI
civilian and contractors’ staff. arrangement in relation to arrangements on airfields,

whether or not that includes fire services, that is a309. That is a secondary service. The privatised
course that we may take. If it is not, we shall not takestaff are a secondary service. They are not in the
that course.frontline of fighting fires, Minister.

(Lord Bach) The advice that I received was that the 315. I understand what you are saying. If you are
fire service at RAF Cranwell, which is a college and a saying that there is a possibility of using privatised
place where training is carried out, is run by a private companies, some privatised companies are very good
company, Huntings and at RAF Valley, which and safety would be a priority for them as well, but
Members of the Committee will know well as being what would happen abroad where we would have the
the Hawk airfield, another private company runs the pathfinder? For airfields abroad, would we take on
fire service. There is no defence fire service presence the local privatised companies?at those two airfields. That is not an answer to (Lord Bach) As I understand it, certainly at presentwhether we should or should not do this. I read the it is service aircrews who look after the fire servicedebate carefully that the Member for Selby abroad. We do not have private arrangements.succeeded in, in November last year and it is
powerful stuff. In particularly, Mr Grogan made a 316. What about where the expeditionary forces
powerful speech. I have to say that we shall look at may be? What would we do there?
this potential PFI, as I said at the start of these (Lord Bach) I am sure that that is looked after by
proceedings, in an entirely pragmatic way and value the services’ fire service.
for money will be the key. I want to emphasise how

317. Would that be done by a private companyearly we are in the valuation stage. I also want to
as well?emphasise that the comments you have to make to

(Lord Bach) That is not something that we haveus, whether here or outside, will be taken into
considered at this stage.consideration.

310. You have to be pragmatic and obviously 318. Do you think it should be considered at the
same time? Obviously, in today’s world we havesafety should be the first priority. Are you aware

whether the Americans have made it known that they expeditionary forces out all the time.
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(Lord Bach) At the moment we are looking at the (Lord Bach) As you anticipated in your question, I

airfield support services project which is basically do not know the answer. It is a good question and I
British, but also it includes other world-wide sites. shall make sure that there is a response.
There are 105 sites, 28 of which are not airfields. My (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) I think we should
answers have been in regard to airfields in this come back to you on the details. Certainly at Valley,
country. for example—one of the airports that the Minister

mentioned earlier—aircraft land with training319. Does that include the combat areas, for weapons and there are practice camps that have liveexample, where we have forces abroad? Are you weapons. We shall return with the detail.saying that if it is good enough for the airfields here,
Jim Knightthat the privatised companies will go to the combat

areas? 323. At Kabul airport the airport support
(Lord Bach) That will be part of our consideration appeared to be a multi-national arrangement, but the

on this project. Absolutely no decisions have been fire support was British and had fantastic kit. I am
taken. interested in that kind of operation. If we start to go

(AirMarshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Perhaps I can add to down the PFI route and find that sending contractors
the Minister’s point. On the point raised by Mr Roy out to somewhere like Kabul is too difficult, shall we
about overseas operations, my concern is capability start to go down a specialisation road where we end
and ensuring that it is delivered. Although it is not up using other countries’ services, where they have
part of this particular project at the moment, the retained airport support services and we cannot do it
hypothesis that we are putting is no different from a because we have privatised it?
lot of other areas where we looked at contractors on (Lord Bach) Mr Roy, with respect to Mr Knight,
deployed operations, or in the case that we were touched on that as well. The question around that
discussing earlier with PFI contracts under a reserves comment is an important one and one to which we
operation. All of that would be possible theoretically. need to have a clear answer. I have not had the
Although it is not part of this contract at the advantage, as you have, Mr Knight, of going to
moment, we would not rule it out. Kabul yet. That is not a bad example at all. I think

it is relevant to the question to say that we often use320. It would be possible theoretically?
foreign airfields, not necessarily in the circumstances(AirMarshal Sir Jock Stirrup) It would be possible
of Kabul at present, and we often rely on a hosttheoretically to look at a contractor on deployed
nation’s fire service. We always rely on host nationoperations or a sponsored reserves arrangement
fire services to ensure that our aircraft are protected.under a PFI for all kinds of services.
That seems to work pretty well. On your actual point,
we shall come back to you.

Chairman: It is a sensitive area.
Chairman

321. It would be helpful, Minister, if you could
send us more considered brief on this matter. As you Mr Hancock
can tell from the questions and from people
expressing their views outside, it is a very emotive 324. If I could have got in, I would have asked one
issue. Has there been any attempt to try to squeeze question on that subject. We have spent 20 minutes
more efficiency out of existing fire service on it but you did not give one good reason why you
arrangements prior to considering a PFI? There are should do it. I was rather surprised at that. Perhaps I
other examples—we shall talk about those later— can move you back to the PFI situation. In an earlier
where the trade unions felt that they had not been answer you spoke about some of the PFIs and I want
given the opportunity to provide for greater to return to my first question about the tankers. I
efficiency. Is that something that you are considering. would be interested to know whether you know of

(Lord Bach) Many years ago there was an any civilian tankers that are currently flying. I do not
intention to make the fire service more efficient as think that there are any. Presumably tankers will
applied to the three services. Alas, that does not seem have service crews flying them and frequently they
to have been carried out in full then. As part of the have to fly through hostile anti-aircraft flak and
consultation and examination that we are carrying missiles, so the crew would be in harm’s way. I was
out now on this potential PFI, we shall consider interested to see the way in which you dismissed that
whether we can make the present system more issue fairly quickly.
efficient and more efficient than any PFI would be. (Lord Bach) If you had asked the question that you

were not able to ask, I would have answered that the
reason for what we are looking at in terms of the fire
service is that we are looking for best value as always.Rachel Squire We want best value for our forces. That is how I
would have answered that point. On FSTA and the322. Minister, either now or perhaps in a written
point you made about the dangers involved, that isresponse, can you clarify whether under existing
one of the reasons why we are using sponsoredarrangements any private airfield fire support
reserves as well as aircrew. Sponsored reserves areservices are engaged for airports and landing fields
what we have said they are. They are people who,where we have aircraft that carry weapons? Under
when in uniform, are under military discipline andthe existing arrangements, are private firms used
have some experience. It may be that a number ofwhere there are aircraft landing and taking off

carrying weapons? them will turn out to be those who in the past were
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full-time servicemen. That is why we would use them the Americans do. They use many reservists

themselves. That is why in those PFIs where we areunder a PFI system, rather than a mere employee of
a contractor who had no service experience. occasionally close to danger we shall use sponsored

reserves; for example, people who are reservists and325. How do you know that they are available?
have some experience and knowledge of how the(Lord Bach) As I understand it, it is part of the
Armed Forces work.agreement reached with the contracting company

that there will be sponsored reserves available at all 330. Going back to what you said about the
times if and when the RAF need the planes. combat support vehicles, I accept the reasons why

you abandoned that. Why did it take you three years326. They are prepared to fly tankers through
to make that decision if it was such an easy one tohostile terrain?
make?(Lord Bach) Yes.

(Lord Bach) I would rather make the right
decision, even if it takes longer, than make the wrong
decision so that I do not have to face a question likeMr Howarth
that. We are trying to get it right.327. What happens if some of the civilian crews

say, “Sorry, from what I have read about this and 331. What were you doing for three years? If the
seen on television, I do not want to be involved”? The contractors were telling you that there was too much
contractor will not be in the position of a of a third market opportunity, what were you doing
commanding officer who can say, “You will be for three years? Why did it take that long to come to
deployed”. the conclusion? I would imagine that the service

(Lord Bach) I think any sponsored reserve who personnel were telling you that from day one.
said that would have a question or two to answer. Of (Sir RobertWalmsley) I never think there is a good
course, I have already stressed that there will also be answer to why we did not do the right thing sooner.
service aircrews as well to begin with, making up I can assure you that the team were working very
three-quarters of any crew. hard to try to bring the PFI to a conclusion. As you

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) That questions the do that, you work with the companies and discuss
whole essence of sponsored reserves. That is the matters with them, and quite often you are told in
reason why they are sponsored reserves. If they are PFIs that something will not work but that could be
needed on military operations, they will be called up. someone just positioning themselves in the
They will be military personnel, subject to military competition. So you do not take everything at face
discipline and military law. That is the point about value. A number of issues slowly became clearer as
having sponsored reserves. we engaged with the companies, particularly on

specifying the military features of the vehicles which
actually started to look more specialised the longer

Mr Hancock we ran the procurement. It is never easy to decide
that you have not been pursuing a course that will328. Who will call them up? Will it be the company
lead to the right result. We decided that and some ofor the RAF?
the companies were rather surprised and others were(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) We will; the
absolutely sure that we had done the right thing. SoGovernment will. On the point about availability of
we faced a range of opinions. I personally wrote tocrews, I do not know of any civilian tanker crews
the chief executive of all the bidders and some wroteflying around, but I know quite a lot of civilian crews
back and said, “Thank goodness you have done theflying around who used to be tank crews. I think
right thing”, and others wrote back and said, “We arethere are quite a lot of people out there who have the
rather disappointed; we thought that that could haveskills. Training would be an issue for the contractor
worked”. There was a range of opinion.as well. With regard to flying into hostile territory, it

is absolutely right that that would be necessary at 332. How many were you talking to?
times. We have a tanker captain who, not long ago, (Sir Robert Walmsley) I honestly cannot
was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross. As the remember. I think it was three or four prime
Minister says, that is precisely the reason why we contractor consortia, each employing lots of
need sponsored reserves as part of this overall companies. Another interesting feature that we may
contract. all remember clearly, was in regard to the wheeled

tankers, of which I think we needed about 500. They329. I was also surprised by the suggestion that you
made about being in harm’s way and that normally look like petrol tankers, except that on a detailed

inspection they do not. We also thought that therethese operations would not take people into harm’s
way. I thought that that was rich coming 20 years would be a good market in the civilian, commercial

world for those vehicles. September 2000 taught usafter the sinking of the Atlantic Conveyer.
Presumably, that crew did not believe, when they all a lot about the elasticity of the petroleum products

supply arrangements in this country. It quite quicklysailed from the UK, that they would be in the firing
line and sunk. There is a question about relying on became clear that the commercial market does not

want tankers some of the time, but it wants absolutePFI to supply your Armed Forces when they are
undoubtedly on occasions going to be seriously in access to commercial tanking transport fleets, 24

hours a day, seven days a week. The idea that oneharm’s way and there is the question of whether you
can guarantee that they will perform. could defray that by turning up sometimes with a

notice of withdrawal began to look more fanciful(Lord Bach) I go back to the answer that has just
than it had when we had been at the whirling eyeball,been given. That is why in certain PFIs we are

insisting on sponsored reserves, in the same way that PFI stage, 12 months early.
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333. Was the crisis that we faced here when fuel in front of this Committee I think perhaps on a day

prices escalated and there was trouble at the various you were not here, survey vessels for the Royal Navy.
terminals partly responsible for that shift? I think the Those are two I can recall very clearly and the formal
timing was about the same. position of course with all the others is until they pass

their main-gate decision point, it would be something(Sir Robert Walmsley) Yes, the timing was about
the same. That is why I can remember it so clearly. It for Ministers to approve and for people like me to try
was in September 2000 that we went through this. It to bring them to the point of decision. Until they
was not the price of fuel; it was simply that vehicles have passed that, they are not past it, so to speak.
were more specialist than we had understood. They are not approved until they are approved. All

the ones we have got in play at the moment represent,334. Was it the fact that the Government would in our judgment today, viable PFI propositions, buthave wanted 500 specialist fuel vehicles available for the proof will be in the eating.their use and not having to rely on civilian tankers if
there was an ongoing protest at fuel terminals? They
wanted the nation to have a supply of tankers
available to deliver fuel if the need arose. Mr Jones

(Sir RobertWalmsley) I am sorry, I misunderstood
the question. I can absolutely emphatically state that 339. Could I just continue the question in terms of
at no stage in my consideration—I was the first chief PFI and its links with the front line. You actually said
executive in line—was such a point put to me. that the aim was to take PFI as close to the front line

as possible, and then you just used the words “best335. That decision was solely made on the value” and you used the words, “which offer bettercommercial viability of the product and the
value for money” and “which are appropriate”.constructors ability to continue with the PFI, and
What do you mean by “are appropriate”? Whathad nothing to do with any Government interference
would be inappropriate?at all?

(Lord Bach) What—in terms of deciding what we(Sir Robert Walmsley) Absolutely.
should use for PFI or not?

336. Fine. What other ones are you thinking about
340. Yes, in relation to the front-line activities.pulling away from PFI? What other projects are you
(Lord Bach) I am going to ask Sir Robert to startcurrently reviewing or looking at with a mind to

off and then I am going to come in on this.changing any plans for PFIs?
(Sir Robert Walmsley) I think characterising a(Lord Bach) I think to answer your question

military capability as a provision of a service, bydirectly would be foolish in the extreme. We are
which I mean training people and similar becauselooking at all the projects that we possibly have in
that is the provision of a service, providing amind for PFI over a period of time. Some are nearing
hosepipe in the sky is right at the other end of thedecisions, others are further away and to pick out
spectrum, that is the air tanker process, andindividual ones now I do not honestly think would
providing you can specify what you want the thing tohelp this Committee very much in its deliberations
do in terms of a service, you have to think veryand it certainly would not help us in what we are
carefully about whether or not you can PFI it. I usedtrying to do.
to have a very simple rule which is that if it does not

337. When you read the various reports on move, you can always PFI it. If it moves a bit near the
procurement issues which have been done by the front line, you can think about it and if it is in the
NAO, one of their criticisms is the length of time it front line, you should not do it. That is sort of
takes within the MoD to make a decision when there something you can explain to thousands of people
is a move afoot. I do not know how much it cost the and they can get it.
MoD in the three years it took you to make a decision

341. Well, I am sorry, I might be a bit slow becauseon the Combat Support Vehicles, how much money
I do not get that! In terms of, for example, a firewas spent in that process which was non-recoverable.
service which I think Mr Knight raised with you, theI am interested to know whether the full process on
issue about whether, for example, in deployedPFIs is going to be speeded up, so you start with the

idea, “We are going to do this”, you realise it is not operations in Afghanistan, would it be appropriate
going to work and you are out and you are back to to have a private PFI delivery fire service which is a
the old style of tendering process. I want to know front-line operation?
whether or not lessons have been learnt and you have (Sir Robert Walmsley) I think what I said was that
speeded that process up, consequently saving if it moves, you have to think about it carefully, but
yourselves a lot of time and money. if it is in the front line, and a nuclear-powered ship

(Lord Bach) Well, we are always trying to get it would be a nonsense, in my view, as a PFI
better and faster too. Of course we are trying to do proposition, and one reason was you could—
that, but I think to pick out individual items as to

342. Why?what you were doing in individual projects is not at
(Sir Robert Walmsley) You could not specify it asall helpful.

a service. What on earth did you want from it? This
338. Would it be possible for you to do us a note thing is full of sailors, but what service are they

on the ones where you have done it as opposed to the providing? You do not know and you cannot really
ones you are considering? specify what service they are providing.

(Sir Robert Walmsley) I can tell you now that the
343. It might be a cargo ship powered by nucleartwo we gave up were these cargo vehicles, something

like 9,000 vehicles, and, as I have prostrated myself in the Arctic, and that is legitimate.
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(Sir Robert Walmsley) I meant a nuclear-powered are going to say that the Royal Marines currently

deployed in south-eastern Afghanistan today canwarship. There are no non-warship nuclear-powered
vessels in service today that I am aware of. There have a PFI contractor climbing up the mountain and

providing them with bacon and eggs, then I find thathave been.
preposterous.344. There have been certainly.

(Sir Robert Walmsley) And they all fluffed it. 352. Well, let’s go back to Bagram air base which
Jim Knight mentioned. What about providing345. In terms of an operation, are you talking breakfasts at Bagram?about the delivery of fuel, for example? Obviously in

(Sir Robert Walmsley) I just cannot answer ita combat situation where you have got fuel being
because it depends on the circumstances at Bagramdelivered in any operations, is that PFI-able on
today. My own instincts are that we would thinkyour criteria?
pretty carefully about that. Cooks, as is well known(Sir Robert Walmsley) Well, I think we have in the Army, are still capable of firing rifles andexplained that it did not work, so we tried it and it did defending themselves. The idea of privatenot work. I say that is something which is going near contractors being near fighting I think is prettythe front line, it was worth exploring, industry dodgy.thought it could work and as we looked into it more

(Lord Bach) Yes, I share that view and I think Sirand more deeply, we decided it could not and I think
Jock wanted to come in.we were right to stop, so the answer is we tried it and

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Well, I just say thatwe did not make it work.
it is a complex issue and it is to do with geography

346. So is that an example of one which you and distance. I might also say to you that it is to do
actually pulled? with time. To take your specific question about

(Sir Robert Walmsley) Yes. caterers, we absolutely have to have some uniformed
caterers to look after these people in those sorts of347. I am not very clear yet as to what you mean
circumstances and we have done a lot of work on thatby front line.
in the past, on the numbers required, but we do not(Sir Robert Walmsley) Fighting.
need them all to be uniformed caterers. So, for

348. I am aware of that, but I mean in terms of example, you could deploy regular servicemen at the
where the PFI line is drawn. In terms of, for example, start of an operation, but as it then becomes
again the last point about fire services, would that be enduring, then you could replace them with some
an appropriate use of PFI, a private company, or let’s kind of contract, perhaps in theatre, and move them
give another example of catering facilities? elsewhere to where they are needed and that is

(Sir Robert Walmsley) There is no way I would precisely what we have done.
contradict what the Minister said on the fire service.

353. So the answer is yes.
349. Let’s change it slightly and let’s say, for (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) The answer is yes,

example, catering services in Afghanistan or in some circumstances.
anywhere else where there are operations.

(Sir Robert Walmsley) What I was trying to say
was if they are not in the front line, but they are Chairmandeployable, you need to think about whether PFI
could be made to work. If they never move out of the 354. I think it is really a political issue. We have
United Kingdom and they are brick buildings, it is heard Sir Jock and we have heard Sir Robert and we
pretty obvious it is PFI. If it is right in the front line have heard about his gut instincts which are usually
and involves fighting, how do you specify that as a quite good, but it is not a decision to be made by Sir
service? You cannot, so we should not waste time Robert Walmsley or Sir Jock Stirrup; it is a political
trying to pretend that things like nuclear-powered decision. As this issue is going to crop up time and
submarines could be provided by a PFI. time and time again, I think it would be very helpful,

Minister, if you could drop us a rather detailed note350. Catering?
as to what you consider to be sort of value for money,(Sir Robert Walmsley) Well, I just said we would appropriate, what you consider the battlefield to be,need to think about it and look at it in detail. The what you consider the distinction should be betweenMinister opened this morning by explaining the those who are engaged in combat and those who arefact that— not engaged in combat. It seems to me that in the

351. Wait a minute and answer the question rather Thirty Years War, you could see pretty clearly who
than actually trying to avoid answering it. The fact of was fighting and who was not, but in this modern era
the matter is I accept what you are saying in terms of of war or non-war, because we have not declared war
catering facilities and things which never move out of for a hell of a long time now, it is very indistinct and
this country. For example, you know when you have it seems to me that if it is indistinct, then this gives
deployed forces abroad, a large element of extra opportunities for those who wish to see the private
support in there is catering. Would you, for example, finance initiative process pushed further the
envisage a situation where you could deploy forces opportunity of so doing. Now, I know you cannot
abroad and the catering was provided under a PFI? give the definitive answer, but certainly as there have

been a number of private finance initiatives where it(Sir Robert Walmsley) It would depend what they
are deployed for. It is quite clear to me that static has been questioned as to whether the private sector

is relevant for this programme, I think it would beforces deployed in buildings in countries, for
instance, the United Nations forces in Cyprus, there immensely helpful—don’t provide it now—if you

could please give it some thought and perhaps youis nothing wrong with relying on contractors. If you
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could tell us the guidelines that you are operating to problem with cooks?” and he said, “Well, we train

them, and we can keep them for so long, but weand instructions you have given to Sir Robert et al as
to what is acceptable for the private sector to be cannot keep them after a certain period of time

because you cannot rotate between ship and shore, asinvolved in and what is not
they used to, because on shore a lot of the caterers are(Lord Bach) I think you are absolutely right,
now PFI”. Is that not an example where on theChairman, that this is a political question, although
accountant’s bottom line you might be savingI am not sure that I am convinced there is not a
money, but it is actually costing you more becausedefinitive answer to it, if that is not nonsense, and I
you are losing people from the Armed Forces anddo not think it is. I think guidelines is probably the
having then to retrain them?best that can be done and we have to take each case

on its merits. You know clearly on the one side what (Lord Bach) It might be an example of that, yes.
is inappropriate, I think everyone would, and we (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) I think I can give a
want on the other side what is clearly appropriate, pretty direct answer to that which is that that was
but it is that middle ground— precisely the situation, going back to my previous

experience, that we found in the Air Force and, as a355. Which is quite large.
result, what we have done is recruited more service(Lord Bach)—which may be larger than most
chefs and redressed the balance between servicemenmiddle grounds in this particular case, so I agree
and civilians for precisely that reason.with you.

359. That could occur in other areas though, could356. Absolutely, so if you don’t mind, it would be
it not, where if for operational purposes you need toreally helpful to us.
rotate people, you limit yourself by PFI? Should that(Lord Bach) I hope it will be helpful and we trust
not be something that is taken into account beforeand intend it to be helpful and we will certainly do it,
actually deciding whether you have a PFI contract?but I am not sure that it will clear up all the questions.

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) It is, it is.
357. And then also, if you don’t mind, you can tell

360. Well, it has not been in the Navy, has it?us what value for money means because when you
(AirMarshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Well, if I can just godeal with military matters, I can think that a lot of

back to one point that was raised earlier about thethings cannot be addressed in terms of value for
criteria for deciding the balance between sponsoredmoney because fighting a war, defending your
reserves and regulars, one of the issues, for example,national territory is not always amenable to an
is that sponsored reserves servicing tankers will onlyaccountant’s rationale.
be used to go and service tankers on deployment.(Lord Bach) Well, I would like to say something on
Regular servicemen who service tankers can be calledthat, if I may. Value for money does not just mean,
to go and do other deployments elsewhere, othereven if its name implies, that all you think about is,
enduring deployments, and the smaller the corps ofto use an old-fashioned phrase, pounds, shillings and
regulars, then the greater the burden on them, andpence. It means value. It means you have to look in
that is an important factor and is one of the criteria,the round to see what is the best value for British
one of many, which was used to inform the initialArmed Forces in a particular state and I do not want
judgment on the balance between sponsored reservesthis Committee to have the impression that all we are
and regulars, so it is taken into account.concerned about, which is clearly not accurate, that

all we are concerned about is what pounds, shillings 361. So has it been changed in the Navy?
and pence we are going to have to spend. It is not (AirMarshal Sir Jock Stirrup) I would not want to
true. answer and could not answer for the Navy.

Mr Jones: Can I pick you up on that point, and I
362. Could I move on to another question which isdo look forward to this explanation and it will

really about the charges which are levied in terms ofobviously be some great, huge tome in terms of
PFI services. To what extent are they actuallyexplanation because what we have so far had is as
limiting your flexibility in terms of budget at theclear as mud. In terms of value for money, and you
MoD and have the Treasury had any thoughts onhave said it is not just about pounds, shillings and
this in terms of tying up your budget for manypence, there has obviously got to be a crossover
years hence?between the Armed Forces providing the service and

(Sir Robert Walmsley) We are very conscious ofobviously the interface with a private contractor. If I
course of the fact that we could be potentially lockingcan give you one example, catering again, but don’t
up a large part of the defence budget, and that is nowget the impression that I am actually obsessed by
part of the MoD’s annual accounts process to look atcatering—
how much of our future budget is locked up inChairman: I might be, but Kevan Jones is not!
existing contractual commitments. I think we are
very sensitive to the issue and our new financial
procedures at the Ministry of Defence require us toMr Jones
keep score.

358. Can I mention one incident which occurred
363. So what is that score in terms of thelast summer when Jim Knight and I were on HMS

percentage of budget that you have tied up?Ark Royal and one of the issues which we asked a
senior officer there about was to ask him what were (Sir Robert Walmsley) Well, it is clearly increasing

as we push through these private finance deals, but athe main problems. He was saying that the real
problem is not recruitment, but retention. I think Jim very big one like the Future Strategic Tanker Aircraft

will have quite a significant effect on that. That isasked him what area of retention and he was talking
about cooks and I said, “Well, what is the real going to be, if we get it into a private finance deal,
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somewhere around £12-15 billion over, I think it is, Chairman
27 years, some enormous period of time, so you can 372. Thank you, but you are not out of the woodswork out that that means that it is about 3 to 4 per yet. There are six more areas which are equallycent of the defence budget on that contract alone. We contentious one of which is of course the Sea Harrier.will not do it unless it is better value than doing it by We had an opportunity very recently with Sir Jockthe conventional method. and I am not sure whether he is going to stand by

exactly what he said in question 192, and Mr364. I accept that, but does it not actually limit
Howarth will pose the questions, but as we have soyour flexibility in being able to manage your budget
many other things to discuss, I do not want questionsif you have got a large percentage of your budget tied
on the Sea Harrier to go on for more than tenup in contracts, and not just for that?
minutes.(Sir Robert Walmsley) That is absolutely right and

(Lord Bach) Well, Chairman, I am absolutelythat is why part of the sophistication of these private
happy to answer questions on Sea Harrier. It doesfinance projects is not to lock in the same level of
not entirely take me by surprise, but at the same timeMoD demand at the end of the contract period as
you had a pretty good go at this last time, or ratheryou start out with at the beginning. That is part of the
Mr Howarth and Mr Rapson to a lesser extent had,competition.
and I think “go” is the right word, at the Air Marshal.

365. So have you set yourself a certain percentage My own view is that he answered extraordinarily well
of budget that you would not go over? and I stand by what I have read he said, and that has

(Sir Robert Walmsley) No. embarrassed him. Of course we are absolutely in your
hands as to how much time or how little we spend366. Have you got any indication of what it will
on this.actually be, the budget?

(Sir Robert Walmsley) Well, I have told you the 373. Well, what he said was that if we had more
situation on Future Strategic Tanker Aircraft. money, we would keep them, and the question is

whether—367. Well, that merely doubles—
(Lord Bach) That is one of the things he said.(Sir Robert Walmsley) That would double
374.—more money should be made available andeffectively our PFI commitment in the MoD, more

I will say what I have said a thousand times in the lastthan double it actually.
20 years, that more money needs to be made

368. But have you actually made a projection of available so that the Ministry of Defence can have
what it could be if you actually followed through all the defence policy, the human policy that I think
the PFIs which you have got and those stopped? everyone on this Committee believes it should have.

(Sir Robert Walmsley) No. We will have not a re-run of the arguments, but
perhaps ten minutes on a rather different dimension369. Why not?
with Mr Howarth having hot-footed it from the(Sir Robert Walmsley) I think at the moment the
debate on Sea Harriers earlier.position is that we are talking about a very small

(Lord Bach) It seems to be topic of the day today,proportion of the defence budget. We will keep a
Mr Chairman.score of what the commitment is and if the
Chairman: Well, there are a lot more.Government become concerned about it, it is clearly

the sort of thing where we would then say, “Well, no,
that is a step too far”.

Mr Howarth(Lord Bach) You have to look at the alternative as
well of course. If we were to have conventional 375. I suspect, Minister, it may well be a
procurement on each and every one of these items, continuing topic of the day because, as you know,
then also that would have an enormous influence on from today’s Daily Telegraph there is concern and
the future programme. the headline says, “Sea Harrier’s demise puts

Britain’s fleet in peril for six years”. This is a very370. I accept that, that the defence budget and
serious matter. If I may say in parenthesis that I thinkdefence policy, perhaps the difference in certain areas
all of us on this Committee were extremely impressedis that you might get major changes in what you
with Sir Jock last week. He came, as it were, on hisactually want to do and if you have got the majority
own and he is new in the job, so what we are going toof the budget tied up in a certain way, it limits what
be doing is concentrating on one or two aspectsyou can do in terms of flexibility.
following up from last week. Last week he did say to(Lord Bach) But you can also have the budget tied
us that he would prefer to keep the Sea Harrier andup, if I may say so, if you procure in the conventional
its air defence capability. Your colleague, theway because then you have year by year what it is you
Minister of State, Adam Ingram, admitted therehave to spend on that particular piece of equipment
would be a risk associated with the withdrawal ofand it is tied up and tied up. Both are sums which are
that aircraft and Sir Jock said that he envisaged thattied up unfortunately.
we would be going into offensive operations with

371. Would it be possible for you to send us some allies or partners, but it is clear that if we wanted to
analysis of the percentage of budget and how you see mount another Falklands campaign, we would be
it going? unable to do so. Now, as the Chairman was saying

also, and I am sure you have seen the transcript of(Lord Bach) I think, if we may, Chairman, as part
of the paper that you have asked for as a result of Mr what happened last week, Sir Jock told us that to

upgrade the FA2, the Sea Harrier, would beJones’s and your own questions, we will try and
include something on that. extremely costly. Can we, therefore, explore this a bit
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further. Adam Ingram told the House recently that (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Improvements to

the aircraft to enable it to be employed from thetaken together, the withdrawal of the Sea Harrier
and the upgrading of the Harrier GR7 to GR9 would carrier better.
produce a net saving for the MoD of £109 million.

379. Can you explain how, what sort ofThat is the net figure and I understand it is arrived at
improvements?after taking into account the cost of upgrading the

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) The improvements,Harrier GR7 to GR9 as standard.
I have not got a list, but we can let you have the(Lord Bach) No, you are wrong about that.
details of that, if you like. I am sorry, but I just had to

376. Can you tell us what the gross figures are? be clear because what you were saying was suggesting
(LordBach) You are wrong about that, if I may say that we could not deploy on a carrier now which of

so. I will take a little time to explain this and I am course is not true.
grateful for the question. The £109 million net saving

380. So the truth is we are not going to have an airis the combined result of two main work strands that
defence capability, as Sir Jock accepted last week,contribute to the revised strategy of the JFSH. With
and there will be a reduced capability when the Type-the first work strand, about £135 million is saved by a
45 comes in. Why not keep the Sea Harriers, some ofcomposite measure to withdraw the Sea Harrier from
which air frames are relatively new, being only threeservice and to facilitate an increased CVS
years old? Why not keep the existing Sea Harrier,commitment by the GR7 to become the GR9 force
even with its reduced capability in hot weatherduring the transition to an all-GR force. Savings
conditions in force in order to provide that defencearise principally from the withdrawal of the Sea
capability to enable us to mount independentHarrier commencing in 2004 with the commensurate
offensive operations?reduction in aircraft support costs, the avoidance of

(Lord Bach) Because we have had to make aunnecessary infrastructure work at RAF bases, and
decision as to how best to use our limited resources.you will recall that Cottismore and Wittering were

both designated to be the air bases before the 381. So it all boils down to money in the end.cancellation, and the cancellation of upgrade (Lord Bach) Let me answer your question beforeprogrammes on the FA2, on the Sea Harrier. These
you interrupt. I understand the Select Committee issavings are offset by some expenditure on the GR7
not a partisan session in the sense that across theaircraft and also by modifications to the Invincible-
floor of the House of Commons might be a partisanclass carriers and improved logistic support to a GR7
session, Mr Chairman, where frontbenchers onforce, both the embarked and land-based operations.
either side of course can bandy words of this kind inNow, the net effect is a baseline saving of £135
a way that I do not think is normal in a Selectmillion reduced to £109 million when the extra cost,
Committee.the £26 million, associated with the GR7 to GR9

Mr Howarth: But we do have robust questioning,upgrade programmes are taken into account. That is
Minister, I can assure you.the upgrade programme which means that those

planes can be on ships and on aircraft carriers, not, if
I may say so, the cost of the GR7 to GR9 upgrade
that would involve the integration of the Pegasus

Chairmanengine providing improved performance and other
upgrades as well. Now, I hope that is clear. It 382. We are offensive to everybody, Minister!
involves some part of upgrading GR7 so that it can (Lord Bach) It is mainly because I come from thebe on aircraft carriers, but it is not the figure for the other place, Mr Chairman.total upgrading of the GR7 to GR9. Sorry to have
taken a long time, but it is important to get this on
the record.

377. So what you are saying is to make the GR7 Mr Howarth
carrier-capable, in other words, to provide the

383. But if you had heard Kevan Jones last week,modifications necessary to deploy the aircraft from a
Minister, I look positively wimpish by comparison.carrier, is going to cost £26 million?

(Lord Bach) I think Mr Jones, Mr Chairman,(Lord Bach) Part of the £26 million, if you heard
unless he has been promoted very recently, is ame right, comes from that. There are also some
backbencher, and I think that is a distinction that Imodifications to the carriers which no doubt is
am trying to bring to your attention here.relevant to the GR7s going on the carriers and

Chairman: Yes, we are aware of that.improved logistic support to the GR7/9 force.
(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Could I just clarify

one point because it is important. These things are
not required to make the GR7 deployable on a

Mr Howarthcarrier. As we know, the GR7s have deployed on
carriers and operated from carriers. These are

384. Can I just tell you that the arrangementsimprovements to enable it to do it better.
which we apply in this House are a matter for this
House and not for yourself and your House,378. I am sorry, I did not quite understand. The
Minister.Minister has just told us that it is in order to enable

the aircraft to be deployed on a carrier and you are (Lord Bach) That is precisely right and that is why
I addressed my remark via the Chair.saying it is not true.
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We have had to make choice, we think we have madeChairman
the right choice and I have tried to explain, perhaps

385. Well, we have made our political points, so taking rather too much of the Committee’s time, why
let’s get back to the seriousness at hand and let the we have made that decision.
Minister respond to Mr Howarth.

386. No, I think we should be looking carefully at(Lord Bach) Well, let me make it quite clear, and
what your colleague said earlier this morning in thethis is what Sir Jock was saying last week, and forgive
House and looking carefully at what you have said,me if I am repeating to some extent what he said, that
but I think the Government still has a lot of selling tothe role of the Royal Navy carriers is not primarily
do, not of assets because enough of those have beennow to defend the fleet, but it is in line with the
sold, but some of the arguments and if there isexpeditionary doctrine that underpins our defence
anything, Minister, when you look at what yourpolicy, much more about the ability to project power
colleagues have said, what you have said to us anda distance, precisely the point Sir Jock made. The Sea
what Sir Jock said, I think it would be quite helpful,Harrier makes little contribution to this frankly. The
and sorry to impose more work on your staff, but IGR7 makes a much more substantial one and will
think it would be best for the best and the fullestmake an even greater one when it is upgraded to
picture to be painted, otherwise people will retain aGR9. That is the first point. Secondly, and again at
degree of scepticism. The comments on Sea Dart, Ithe risk of repetition, air defence is based on a layered
am not sure how effective Sea Dart is or necessarilysystem. Of course Sea Harrier has traditionally
the Type-42, and I think the argument which youprovided the outer layer, but there are inner layers,
gave about the Falklands, I do not think thewhich seem to be forgotten in this argument,
arguments made are about the Falklands campaign,provided by the Sea Dart, for example, equipped
but about the vulnerabilities that were exposedType-42 Destroyer and point defence systems on
during the Falklands in terms of defending ships.frigates Types 22 and 23 as well as more passive
That was the argument of not going back out to thedefence systems. The nature of the threat to the fleet
Falklands and fighting against the Argentinians whohas evolved over time and I have to say that reference
at this stage are not in any shape to take on anybody,to the Falklands War is about as misleading as any
but it is the concept of ship defence.reference could be, and I say so, I hope, in the gentle

(Lord Bach) Chairman, on Sea Dart I wonder if Sirspirit of Members of the House of Lords who speak
Jock could just say a word because of course this wasto each other. The position today could not be much
mentioned in the article in the Daily Telegraph whichmore different than that of 1982 when there was a
was referred to this morning and we think there maysmall attachment of Royal Marines stationed in the
have been an inaccuracy about that.Falkland Islands, no military airfield. Today, as I

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Chairman, yes, thisthink the Committee will know, we maintain a
morning I spent an hour with somebody who had justmodern and capable garrison on the islands which
come from commanding a Type-42 Destroyer,can be reinforced rapidly by air from the UK should
having seen this article, because quite clearly Ithe need arise, so can we put the Falklands please on
wanted to make sure that we had got our capabilitiesone side if we are debating this issue seriously. Now,
right, as I described to you last week. His view, histhe nature of the threat to the fleet has evolved over
very clear view is that the article is over-alarmist andtime. Clearly Sea Harrier provided a useful defence
in many areas extremely misleading. The Sea Dart isagainst attacking aircraft, but in general terms it
a capable missile and will continue to be a capableoffers no protection against sea-skimming missiles
missile. Like all weapon systems, it has weaknesseslaunched from ships, from submarines, from land or
particularly against the most modern systems andfrom aircraft standing off from distance and that is
particularly when faced with a high-density threatsomething that those who attack this decision have
environment where a great many threats are comingnever tried to answer. The real issue here is that Sea
in at the same time, but certainly against the mostHarrier does not help against sea-skimming missiles prevalent threats it is likely to face, it is still extremelyfrom wherever they are launched. Now, that sea- capable and of course we are upgrading it with anskimming missile is now assessed to be the primary improved infra-red fuse to improve its ability at lowthreat to maritime assets. That is what the upgraded level.Sea Dart and existing Sea Wolf, Goalkeeper and

Vulcan Phalanx systems are designed to address. It is
also of course what the PAAMS system, the Type-45,

Mr Hancockwill be designed to tackle when that platform comes
into service. I want to emphasise that the Chiefs of 387. You mentioned, Minister, about the Type-45
Staff have signed up to this proposal, and they would coming in. I would be interested to know what missile
not have signed up to it if there was any prospect of system you think will be on the Type-42, and we
it substantially undermining the defence of the fleet, know what will be on the Type-45, to deal with the
and will allow resources, as I began this answer, to be close-range, sea-skimming missiles.
concentrated on enhancing our ability to project (Lord Bach) As I understand it, the PAAMS
power. I end, if I may, Chairman, by saying this: that system.
upgrading Sea Harrier would be very expensive and 388. That is already used.technically very risky. It would also take a great deal

(Lord Bach) Sorry, that was not your question.of time and if we were to upgrade Sea Harrier it
You said when it does come in, what will it be.would mean that those Sea Harriers that were being

upgraded would be out of service at the time they 389. There is a gap, as we established last week,
were being upgraded and certainly would reduce the between the Sea Harrier going out of service to

defend ships at sea and the Type-45 with a fullyvalue for money to be derived from the investment.
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operational system, and we were told—what were the there are many, many others. It is also worth

pointing out, I think, and perhaps just reminding thewords you used, Sir Jock, last week about it—
progressive? Committee that of course we might be on our own, it

is possible, but it is much more likely, is it not, given(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) The incremental
where things stand now, that we are going to be partcapability.
of a coalition force and that there will be allies who390. Of the system. will be able to assist us if we need assisting and it may(AirMarshal Sir Jock Stirrup) But it will come into well be that we would not. So I think the danger inservice in 2007 with an operational PAAMS missile this argument is that the argument pro-Sea Harrier,system. which, please, don’t get me wrong, is and has been a

391. Which is capable of knocking down a sea- fine aircraft, it has done sterling service, but its time
skimming, short-range missile? frankly, given that we have to make choices, may be

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) It is important up over the course of the next few years and to
again to stress that air defence is about layers and suggest that somehow we are going to leave British
that the PAAMS can take on such missiles at certain ships unprotected in any real way is actually a
ranges. As it gets closer, there are short-range travesty of what is going to happen.
missiles and there are short-range guns as well as
passive defence systems, so we rely on all of them
together, not just one. Chairman

394. Thank you, and I just have a question, before
Mr Rapson, to put to Sir Robert. Can you guarantee,

Mr Howarth Sir Robert, that Type-45 plus PAAMS is going to be
available for January 1st 2007? I think that was the392. These are extremely important issues. Sir Jock
first date mentioned.has told us that he would prefer to keep the Sea

(Sir Robert Walmsley) It was, but unfortunately itHarrier in operation. The Minister, your colleague,
is November 2007 and I cannot of course guaranteehas admitted there is a risk in the policy that the
the future. There are a few technical points I wouldGovernment has adopted. You, Minister, if I may
just like to add which are worth mentioning. Type-45say, have sought today to belittle the role of the Sea
is currently scheduled to have two different sorts ofHarrier and say, “Well, actually it does not really do
missiles installed in the 48 missile silo, being thethat much of a good job anyway and, therefore, we
ASTER-30s, which are longer range than ASTER-are not losing very much”. You have repeated the
15s, which are shorter range, and both part of theargument that Sir Jock put forward last week which
PAAMS systems giving a choice. You do not need tois a good argument about the projection of offensive
fire a long-range missile at close-range targets. Theair power, but what the Sea Harrier does is to provide
second point is that Sea Dart was designed and isairborne maritime defence. Are you telling us that in
optimised, but currently being modified to make itthe intervening period before the Type-45 comes in
more capable, designed and optimised for attackingwith its PAAMS missile system mature or otherwise,
aircraft and of course if you have got an aircraftare you telling us there is no longer any need or there
carrier at sea, even I can remember that when I waswill not be a need for that period of time for an
in the Navy, a Destroyer holds a position maybe 100airborne, early warning for maritime expeditionary
miles up-threat from the carrier. The Sea Dart radar,forces? In other words, you will deploy your GR7s
the radar in the Type-42 Destroyer, can see aircraftand GR9s with their ground-attack capability, but
up to 200 miles away, unless they are sea-skimming,should there be incoming attack aircraft, there will be
so this is an immense distance we are covering by ano airborne air defence capability beyond the Sea
proper positioning of the ships. A Sea Dart missileDart?
system is really capable of keeping out aircraft, but it(Lord Bach) First of all, to reply to your question,
has much more difficulty against sea-skimmingSir Jock and Mr Ingram may have said what they did
missiles and that is what the infra-red fuse coming inabout the issue being one of in an ideal world it would
from this July will improve its performance against.be better if these choices did not have to be made. I
I just want to give the impression that when you arehave not said anything that is against that, but we do
defending a carrier, you do not do it by putting all thenot live in an ideal world and if your Party, when
assets around the carrier like six-year-old schoolboysyour Party are in government again, you will once
playing football, but you spread ships out across theagain understand that.
ocean so that actually the Destroyer can provide,393. This is not a partisan issue. with the Sea Dart missile system, real defence.(Lord Bach) I am sorry, it seems to me, Mr

Chairman, that it is and that is why I have to take it
on head-on. I do not want to be aggressive and I hope Syd RapsonI am not being. It is a fair question and I have got to
answer it, but it is essential that we make choices and 395. Can I thank the Minister as well because the

thought of us going to war at this stage frightens methose choices, if they are real choices, always involve
taking difficult decisions. This is one of those difficult to death, so I welcome you putting that into context.

Can I speak as a professional who has spent a lifetimedecisions, but we think we have it right. To suggest
that there is no defence merely because the Sea upgrading aircraft to fit new equipment and can I

press the question again. Sir Jock said last week whenHarrier goes out of service by 2006—and remember,
it is not going out of service until 2004 and right we asked him that it would be massive to try and

upgrade the GR7s and GR9s to have the Blue Vixenthrough to 2006—is to just fail to accept that this is
just one part of the layered defence system of which Radar and AMRAAM, that it would be costly, it
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would be lengthy and by the time we have finished the dealing with has changed considerably over the last
modifications, the new Joint Strike Fighter would be 12/13 years and also all the NATO allies have learnt
available. Now, I take it that is a totally honest the hard way what shortforms exist in NATO’s
answer to the questions, but, being a sceptic as I am, I capability, particularly amongst European allies, so
do not believe it, in the nicest possible sense. The Sea can I ask you, Minister, when you are considering
Harrier airframe is slightly smaller than the GR7s and shaping what the Ministry of Defence’s
and Royal Air Force aircraft and the larger aircraft, equipment requirements should be, what priority, if
and we are going to operate them with the new any, you give to the projects that would improve
Pegasus engines, but is it really a mammoth task to Europe’s prospects of advancing both the Helsinki
put Blue Vixen Radar and AMRAAM on the Headline Goal and indeed NATO’s own Defence
upgraded GR aircraft? You say it is, but I would like Capabilities Initiative?
to press it, even if you cannot tell me today, whether (Lord Bach) Well, thank you for the question. As
we can be sure of the costs of that upgrade. If it is far as the Defence Capabilities Initiative is
impossible, we accept that, and if it is going to take concerned, we think we have made some good
too long, we can accept that, but I just want to press progress nationally in implementing it. We already
to see whether these are real stories you are going to possess a good PGM capability which we are
give as the Minister which are true and we cannot enhancing, Storm Shadow and Brimstone, heavy lift,
upgrade because if we have the GR aircraft with its the C-17s at present, with provision for A400M, and
ground-attack capability, with Blue Vixen Radar we are also procuring ASTOR, as you know, which
and AMRAAM as well, it makes them much more has come up in discussions today, and to enhance our
effective in the long run for deployment and will be ISTAR collection effort. What we are keen to do is to
useful for our forces when we have got Joint Strike get partner nations to do the same. We do not thinkFighter as well. No doubt somebody will want to buy that the Initiative, which is now of course coming tothem at twice the price as they are buying the present an end, has been the overwhelming success we hadSea Harriers. Now, I am sorry it is a long-winded hoped, to be frank with the Committee, and we needquestion, but it is really pressing the reality of the a credible follow-up, and I will tell you what ouranswers given as to whether it is that costly and

thinking is about a follow-up, if I may, in a minute,lengthy to upgrade the GR aircraft to cover the two
to be launched at the Prague Summit this November,weak points that we see with radar and missiles.
mutually reinforcing the EU Headline Goal which(Lord Bach) The only comment that I am going to
you have referred to. We think that the new Initiativemake is that everything I am told is true of course.
ought to focus on of course inter-operability and(Sir Robert Walmsley) The technical feasibility of
include elements on communications, on transport,this depends very much on having the weights, space
on enablers, to name but a few. What have we learntand power margins already in the aircraft and I have
from our experience of the Defence Capabilitiesno doubt that anything can be done, but it will be
Initiative? What we think we have learnt and what weenormously difficult. Part of the reason for that is
think the next phase must concentrate on is: first, itthat apart from where the pilot actually sits, and here
must be relevant to the fight against terrorism andI would defer to Sir Jock, the most valuable place in
NATO must ensure that its capabilities contain thosethe aircraft just about is the nose where all your
necessary to deal with terrorists as well as otherforward-looking sensors are sitting and in the GR9
threats; it must take account, as you have alreadyit is the forward-looking infra-red that occupies that
said, of the Headline Goal; thirdly, we must maintainspace. You need all that space to put in a Blue Vixen
as high a public profile as possible because I think weRadar, so as soon as you start to put in a Blue Vixen
have got a job to do to present a clear strategy toRadar, you are competing then for (?), which is
ensure public support and understanding for thedesigned to give it such a powerful ground-attack
Initiative as was and we are going to put in its place;capability. That will require a lot of aircraft re-
and most important of all is to focus on a limitedengineering, will add weight, will add to the aircraft’s
range of key, clear, achievable targets with top-leveloutline shape and we will probably then send it into a
ministerial ownership. That is some of our thinkingwhole lot of safety trials at Boscombe Down to prove
at the present time. We are thinking of what kind ofthat the aircraft is still safe in all possible
follow-on there should be from the DCI and we doconfigurations for launching weapons, et cetera, et
want to see, if I may say so, it being rather morecetera. I am absolutely clear that the feasibility of this
successful than the DCI has been in ensuring thatwould have to be proved in a study, but that study

would, as usual, say, “Yes, it is feasible. It would cost NATO has the equipment that it needs to face not
an immense amount of money, take an enormous just the issues of the past, but what it faces now with
amount of time and will result in an aircraft that is terrorism.
not as good at its primary role as it is today”.

397. You keep picking up on the point about the
follow-on from the DCI and some of your other
remarks about inter-operability, transport,

Rachel Squire communication and so on. The NATO’s Secretary
General, in his usual forthright style, recently said396. I think in the discussion we have just had,
that there is recognition that there are countries thatclearly some of the general issues on that are not
can do some things better than others and I wonder,confined to a seaborne piece of equipment and they
Minister, whether you think the time has come,are not confined only to the United Kingdom’s
particularly as we approach the Prague Summit, todefence capability. That brings me on to the issues
take forward a debating NATO on greater roleraised by equipping NATO because I think all of us

recognise that the nature of the threat that NATO is specialisation and identify that some NATO
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countries and allies are perhaps better able and better small aircraft carriers at the moment and you know

perfectly well you cannot put all our GR7s or GR9sequipped to concentrate on certain specific areas and
improve NATO’s defence capability in those areas. on our two serviceable carriers. 40 does not sound a

completely stupid number but it was not my decision(Lord Bach) Yes, I would certainly go along with
and that is just a comment.that. The Secretary of State has taken, as you know,

a keen interest in this and has led for Britain as far as 402. It will mean that we will not have what wasthis is concerned and there is no doubt that we would designed to be a commonalty of fleet with 70 aircraftlike to see the new DCI, if I can call it that, focus with the same engine. We will have 30 with the onemuch more on what each NATO country can do and, engine which has enhanced capability and 40 aircraftby that, we include of course those countries that with engines with a more limited capability.may come into NATO as a result of Prague, so the
(Sir Robert Walmsley) That is true but of courseanswer to your question in short is yes.

any modification programme takes a while to
398. Has there already been some discussion on execute. We are thoroughly used in the Ministry of

those areas amongst the NATO allies? Defence to coping with different configurations
(Lord Bach) I would be very surprised if there had inside one fleet while the modification is brought into

not been, as you say, led by the Secretary General, complete service. You only have to look at the
the ex-Secretary of State for Defence, who must have Tornado GR4 and how long that has taken to evolve
been before this Committee on a number of from the GR1. It is not as nice as having a common
occasions in the past. I am sure there has been fleet but we know how to do it.
discussion and I am equally sure there has been

403. Is it a cost-cutting measure?discussion among Defence Ministers from NATO,
(Sir Robert Walmsley) I have no idea but it wouldexisting NATO Members, and, I dare say, with those

be a cost saving.who may join NATO in the none-too-distant future.

Mr Howarth Chairman
399. Minister, can I ask you another question 404. When you are all in a position to tell us then

relating not to the Sea Harrier, but to the GR9. I just please write a letter as soon as you can.
heard in the last few minutes that the Harrier IPT (Lord Bach) Certainly, Chairman.
Leader, presumably your team, Sir Robert, has told
Rolls Royce that the original 30 GR9s selected for
upgrade into the Pegasus engines will be the only

Rachel Squireones to have the upgraded engine and that the
decision has been made that the remaining 40 will not 405. Just coming back to the broad range of
have the upgraded Pegasus engine. Where does that NATO’s equipment requirements now and in the
leave our fleet of commonality given that you are future, I also meant to ask—and I believe Sir Jock
now going to have two GR9 aircraft, one type with Stirrup is due to give a lecture that might touch on
the GR9A rating with the upgraded engine and 40 some of this shortly—about what consideration has
without? been given in the new DCI or whatever of 11

(Lord Bach) Mr Howarth, those answering September and the new chapter of the Strategic
questions here have some advantages, but also have Defence Review that is currently in the process of
some disadvantages. We do not have our mobiles being written and the questions that certainly 11
going and we are not able to leave and come as of September raises about the equipment needs to
course Members of the Committee are allowed to do tackle and deal with international terrorism even
so, so obviously I am not in a position to answer your more effectively than at present?
question in the way that you would like me to. Maybe (Lord Bach) As you know, the Department is right
Sir Robert has some background knowledge. in the middle of deciding what should be in the extra

(Sir Robert Walmsley) First of all, I should not chapter to the Strategic Defence Review and, of
deny responsibility because that would be silly, but course, the reason for the extra chapter is really 11
the IPT Leader is an aircraft that is “mature” in the September and the world after 11 September. If Sir
jargon and therefore it is hosted by the Defence Jock is giving the lecture perhaps he can give a
Logistic Organisation, so it is way past when I would précis now.
have a primary interest. (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) I would need to

know to whom I was giving the lecture; I was not400. It is not a decision for you or the Minister to
aware of it.take whether this aircraft should be upgraded or not?

(Sir Robert Walmsley) It is certainly not a decision 406. I may be wrong. It is the whole issue of doing
for me. All the decisions are taken by Ministers, as a critical review of equipment needs in view of 11
you well know. September as well as a whole variety of issues.

401. I am trying to be helpful to the Minister. I am (Lord Bach) The fault is mine. Of course, as I
trying not to give him a hard time. understand it, the extra chapter is likely to include

comments about equipment need following 11(Sir Robert Walmsley) I am not passing the buck
but explaining that, of course, Ministers have an September and that will of course link in with what

we were saying earlier about the need for the Defenceinterest in such decisions. There are perfectly sensible
answers to that question. You know that this new Capability Initiative to take account across NATO

of the world as it is after 11 September in terms ofengine is hugely important for operations in hot
countries. We only have (more’s the pity) relatively equipment.
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(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) We will clearly Chairman

encompass the outcome of the new chapter, when we
409.—We would like those powers, if you could doknow it, in our equipment planning process.

anything for us!Chairman: We would prefer to have the Sir Robert
(Lord Bach)—which although this Committee hasWalmsley of Germany answering the next questions

huge powers, it does not at the moment have. Therebut in the absence of such a person we will have a deal
may be some envy, I do not know, but that is a pointwith you, Sir Robert, because we are going to have
just worth making. My serious point is this: We aresome questions on the A440M.
absolutely committed to the A400M. We think it is
going to work out and what we have needed, what
everyone has needed, what we all need on these
collaborative measures is one quality and that isJim Knight
patience.

407. I regret we will not have the time to explore
410. I have been very patient. I remember waitingthis subject as deeply as I would have liked.

for the Future Large Aircraft. I was very slim andObviously it follows seamlessly on from discussions
had a lot of hair in those days and we seem to be noon the Defence Capability Initiative and the Helsinki
closer. Patience is something which I am afraid hasgoals to talk about A440M and whether or not the
been running out. I do not know what the Germantheory of our European partners all pooling in
word for commitment is. What is it, Sir Robert? Doestogether is matched with the reality of the sort of
it begin with a K or a C? The Germans said theycommitment in defence budgets and so on that we
wanted 72, now the number has been pared down.would like to see, and I am sure everyone in the room

(Lord Bach) Their number is still 73.would like to see. What is the latest position on
Germany’s difficulties in signing up to its full A400M 411. 73? Are they going to sign up to 73, Sir
commitment? At what point will you call it a day with Robert?
the A400M and go with the solution on which the (Sir Robert Walmsley) Can I say something about
RAF seems to lobby us constantly which is to hang the timetable because I do not want you to think
on to their lovely C-17 which they seem to love and because I was joking that there is no German word
want to tell us how much they love at every for commitment that we do not in the MoD at official
opportunity. level and of course at ministerial level take the

(Lord Bach) Let me start on this but you are right urgency of this project extremely seriously. It is also
to mention Sir Robert in this context because he has fair to say it is not just Germany who have not signed
been involved in the, some might say, protracted unequivocally. There are two other countries we
discussions about A400M for a long period. Just a have to get into the corral, which simply underlines
word of caution before we get too excited about this. the difficulty of getting a seven or eight country
This is seven or eight countries, depending whether partnership under way. As to timetable, I think the
you count Luxembourg which is part of the Belgium question was “and when will you decide that enough
order, in joint co-operation on what I believe will be is enough?” or words to that effect. You underlined
an absolutely outstanding aircraft. It would be that, Chairman, in your remarks by talking about the
ridiculous to suppose that such an aircraft can come urgency of satisfying this requirement and getting the
into being without there being difficulties at all show on the road. The alternative to the A400M is
stages. There is bound to be; it is in the nature of the the C-17. I think everybody is aware of that. It is my
beast, I would argue. I do not think the Committee job to make sure that I have in my back pocket a
or anybody else outside should get too excited about financial proposal that we could quickly convert to a
the fact that it has taken rather longer than we would contract at a known price for two C-17s. I have that
have liked. As we understand it, there is no question arrangement in place and it remains valid for some
about this, the Germans are committed to the time to come. The C-17 aircraft can be procured
A400M project and we are expecting that the essentially off the production line. I am sure we could

come to an agreement with the United Statescontract will be signed or will come into effect in the
Airforce and I am in absolutely no doubt whatsoeververy near future. As we sit here today that is our
that we can bring C-17s in on the date required by theexpectation.
Royal Air Force for the A400M. That should be

408. Your memorandum suggested March 2002. I almost beyond dispute because it took us a year to get
recall that has been and gone. Is there any indication the first four from the moment the decision was
as to when that financial commitment might come announced and it is many years from now before the
from the Germans? A400M is due to come into operational service in the

(Lord Bach) The financial commitment has come Airforce. We have got the back door covered against
from the Germans and has satisfied the other the A400M collapsing. The much more difficult
partners, which is why the other partners are in the decision of course is how long do you continue
process of signing up to the agreement that has been waiting. What I would say to that, Chairman, is
reached. I would hope that we would be able to put announcing a deadline in public is simply backing
into effect the contract very soon indeed now. Of yourself into a corner when we, the United Kingdom,
course, I cannot resist the comment that one of the then have to agree to other people’s conditions.
reasons for the hold up is under the German system There may well be, as you can imagine, tiny residual
their Bundestag Committee which is perhaps in some work share issues just between some other nation’s
ways almost equivalent to the HCD but perhaps not pen and the paper beneath it. We are not going to
the exact equivalent of the Select Committee, has back ourselves into a date deadline so that we then

have to give some of our work share to anotherconsiderable power—
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nation. That would be an example of how foolish I (Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) The concept of

employment is more to do with what tasks you arethink it is to announce a date. So long as I have got
this backstop offer in my pocket I do not feel I am going to use it for, where it is going to go, and to an

extent that will drive the requirement for specialrunning the Royal Air Force a risk of failing to
provide the aircraft they require. equipment and capabilities on the aircraft itself, not

the aircraft numbers.

Jim Knight
Chairman

412. In terms of the capability of European
415. I hope the A400M proceeds. It was thispartners do your counterparts have that deal ready

Committee that proposed a long long time ago thatso we are not the only ones with this capability as we
we should go down the half Lockheed and half theseem to be at the moment?
European option. I still hope that part of the deal will(Lord Bach) Of course I do not know the answer to be feasible but a point may well come, which I hope itthat question. I am clear that we have the most does not, when some very, very serious decisions aremature back pocket offer in place. We along with going to have to be made because we went throughFrance and Belgium were the ones who wanted this that process, Minister, over the Eurofighter whichcompetition between the C-17 and A400M which is because of delays added very considerably to the costwhy we got this offer. We took it to a degree of and the prime concern is not in my view thematurity because of the seven to nine year lease of the Europeanisation or the Americanisation of it, it isC-17s, which the other two nations did not. As far as not even employment, it is what the Royal Air ForceI know, the then five countries (because Italy was requires and I hope that the various companies andthen involved) did not pursue alternative countries engaged in procuring the A400M will makeprocurement fall back arrangements. I am quite clear their decisions in time for the Air Force to get thisthat they will be thinking in their own minds, “What heavy lift aircraft it requires.on earth are we going to do if the A400M does not

(Lord Bach) Can I agree with you, Chairman. It iswork”, because with eight countries it is not solely
absolutely about capability; it is not about anythingwithin one nation’s control to make the project work.
else in our view.

413. With all of the prevarication there seems to
have been with all partners on this project about how
many they want and what they want and so on, it Jim Knight
would appear that the perspective in the price has 416. Can you let us have a note on why thegone up in that time. To what extent has this forced competition for the engines was relaunched andyou to delay the United Kingdom in-service date and whether there was any link with the Italiansthe level of capability it will have in the first few years withdrawing and so on?of operation? We are led to believe that some of the (Sir Robert Walmsley) I do not think I can. Icapability will not be there until a little later. absolutely do not mean that in an obstructive sense.(Sir Robert Walmsley) That is true but that is The decision to relaunch the competition for thecompletely separate from the delay. The price has engine was a matter for the private contractor. If I getgone down a little bit but what we require is specialist involved in that then I have got my fingers deep in anational add-ons. I honestly cannot remember the mangle which I do not want to be anywhere near.detail but it is a tiny proportion of the aircraft. I think Jim Knight: You need them clean to get in yourwe have made some sensible economies to say we will back pocket, I know.not do all that on day one. It is back to the
evolutionary acquisition principle—get the plane
into service, learn what it can do and improve it

Chairmansteadily through its life.
417. Mr Jim Crausby on BVRAAM and Meteor.414. I am very pleased to hear your comments and A nice easy one for you, Minister! Why did you takeI know that workers at Filton and Broughton will be this job, that is what I would like to know? Why diddelighted. I hope that the MoD can be brought round you take it on such a ridiculously low salary? Youto being pleased as well since the excellent should be Minister of State. Pass that on to the Primeperformance we have had of the C-17. For our part Minister please!are we in the United Kingdom absolutely firm about (Lord Bach) I do not know if I can tell thethe number of aircraft we need? How can you be sure Chairman of the Select Committee that sounds a bithow many we need if you have not yet worked out its like a kiss of death!concept of employment in the RAF, as we have been

told. In your memorandum it says: “No decision has
yet been taken on the exact make up of the A400M

Mr Crausbyfleet. The concept of employment is currently being
developed.” 418. The plan was to sign a contract for the

BVRAAM missile for Eurofighter in mid-2001, the(Lord Bach) I do not think any concept of
MoD selected BMDA’s Meteor in May 2000, soemployment that is being still developed necessarily
what is the hold-up to getting the Meteor contractmeans that we do not know how many of these
signed?aircraft we will actually need. We have said for some

time now, well before I ever came to the Ministry of (Lord Bach) Again a very good question, if I may
say so. I am going to start off my response by saying,Defence, that 25 was the number that we needed as

part of our capability requirement. very similar to the response I made on A400M, when
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in this case six nations collaborate it is very Mr Crausby
unlikely—impossible—there will not be difficulties
with signatures including some delay. The reason

421. How much will the delay that has alreadywhy it has not been signed yet is because your
occurred push back the missile’s in-service date?German equivalent, or something like it in the

German Bundestag, has some decision-making
(Lord Bach) It is not just the delays that havepowers in relation to when and if the German pushed back the current ISD, there has also beenGovernment signs first the MOU, which they said some slower than expected progress on contractthey do not want them to sign until the contract is negotiations generally. I have to say that. I do notready. As I understand it, the draft contract is think it would be fair just to put all the blame, if thatabsolutely ready. It is now up to this Bundestag is the appropriate word, on one of the partners in thiscommittee to give the go ahead because, as I particular enterprise.understand it, the German Government has renewed

its commitment to Meteor and we are waiting to get (Sir Robert Walmsley) That is absolutely fair. Let
that German MOU signature as urgently as you are me make quite clear that part of the reason the draft
and we want to get it before the Federal election contract was not available until 29 April was we were
recess, which will take place in the summer leading up trying to strike a very tough bargain with the
to the September elections. So the next couple of company. They put the prices up at the back end of
months are absolutely critical and we are putting on last year. We have negotiated that increase away. All
what pressure we can on the German Government in that takes time and while that is going on work share
order to get this signed and Meteor on the road. Of is beginning to escape from one country into another
course, the amount of pressure that one foreign and all that needs to be put back. All these things take
government can put on another country’s Parliament time. There is nothing unusual about the Meteor
is strictly limited and can be jolly counter-productive story but when we set the in-service date at the time
unless you are careful. But that is the reason why this the Government took the decision just about two
MOU, which has been signed by all other countries, years ago we made an allowance for some of these
and the contract that will follow from it has not been very protracted negotiations. I am very happy to say
signed. If I have got that wrong or if there is that when we set the in-service date we did not set
something that needs to be added to that, again Sir some stupidly aggressive date which was really
Robert has been very closely involved with this setting us up for a fall before we had started the
project. programme. I still think there is a good chance we

will meet the in-service date we set ourselves two(Sir Robert Walmsley) I could add any detail you
years ago because we set that at a 90 per centwant but that is the story, that is exactly how the
confidence of achieving it which added several yearssituation is.
to the schedule provided by the contractor.

419. Can we proceed without the Germans on
board?

(Sir Robert Walmsley) No.
422. On the question of taking the programme

420. What would the alternative be if the Germans forward, what lessons have you learned from the
do not sign? problems that were associated last year in accepting

ASRAAM?(Sir Robert Walmsley) I think I have to make it
absolutely clear—and I hope that somebody from

(LordBach) As I understand it, we have used in ourGermany reads this—this project will not succeed
negotiations with the company on Meteor much thatwithout Germany. This project is really important to
we picked up from the difficulties that thisthe air-to-air combat capability of Eurofighter. We
Committee has discussed concerning ASRAAM,look to Germany for this just as we looked to them
which I am very happy to say are now something offor the plane itself to co-operate with us as they have
the past and ASRAAM has moved on very welldone on the aircraft.
during the course of the last few months, so we haveChairman: Why I have concern about this is that
learned from that. In particular, Sir Robert?I and other Members of Parliament went out to the

Bundestag two or three ago to plead with the (Sir Robert Walmsley) Two particular points, first
German Bundestag Defence Committee to sign up of all we need to set very clear acceptance criteria.
for a Eurofighter which was causing enormous The ASRAAM arguments went on and on because
problems. When we finally got into the Defence we said to the company you are not complying with
Committee they had made the decision, yes, we will the contract and they said to us yes we are. There was
sign but we are very concerned about BVRAAM and an ambiguity buried in the contract which sounds
the whole of the argument was not talking about trivial about the way we modelled various aspects of
Eurofighter but BVRAAM. They said to us very missile performance. The first thing to say is be very
strenuously it was a European aircraft and a clear about the acceptance criteria before we go on to
European missile, and that it was a political decision the programme. The second thing which is a much
that was in some ways a risky decision, and therefore softer issue (but I think almost more important) is
if you find it difficult to legislate you should contact that we need to involve the operational evaluation
us so maybe we can go out and argue to our Defence unit of the Royal Air Force and their pilots very early
Committee colleagues why every effort must be made to give us real feedback as to what it feels like to the
to get this signed up. Certainly I would be prepared pilot to be armed with this missile. There are a
to do that. Maybe we can enter into correspondence number of issues that came out of that.
over this.
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of high explosives and where would we actuallyChairman
procure them from? The final question is related to423. We have one question on Nimrod MRA4. We the partnership agreement between the MoD andwill have to write to you, Minister, there are so many Royal Ordinance which was to indicate to Royalquestions we have to ask you and we need to spend Ordinance the needs of the MoD. Has it not, in fact,the next 15 minutes talking about ammunition, and just led to the Royal Ordinance (or BAE Systems,then we will have to move on to make sure Mr Coles’ their owners) being able to decide which plants theypresence here was worthwhile. wish to close over a period of time?(Mr Coles) I am quite happy to defer!

(Lord Bach) Let me try and answer those parts ofChairman: I am sure he would like to be silent but the question I can. As you know, Mr Jones, I havewe are going to get him before he leaves. taken quite a personal interest in Royal Ordinance
since arriving at the Department and since these
matters came into the public arena again a fewMr Howarth
months ago. Of course, we are kept informed about

424. Gentlemen, why have you reduced the Royal Ordinance’s decisions in relation to plants, but
number of Nimrod MRA4 fleet needed from 21 to 18 we are not involved in any direct sense in the review
aircraft? Do you believe that will make it easier for nor do we play any part in the commercial decisions
BAE Systems to bring the programme back on track? that they take and that was what was written into the
What will you do with the £360 million that partnership agreement in 1999. That is the answer to
apparently you are going to save on running costs as your first question.
a result of this cut-back? Perhaps you will let us know

428. I will come back with one supplementary.what procurement costs you are going to save as well.
(Lord Bach) Secondly, of course, it is very(Lord Bach) Procurement costs are roughly a £50

reassuring, and must be to you in particular, themillion saving.
recent decision that has been taken as a result of an

425. Why are you reducing from 21 to 18? agreement between the trade unions and Royal
(Lord Bach) We are reducing because we think that Ordinance as far as the Berkeley plant is concerned.

is the capability that is necessary now, for two I think that does show that Royal Ordinance is not
particular reasons. Firstly, there are fewer just in the business, as I think may have been
submarines in the Atlantic ocean than there used to suggested by part of your question, of closing down
be in the days of the Cold War and we think because plant after plant after plant.
of that the task that Nimrod will perform is not as
difficult as the task that Nimrod would have 429. Can I come back on that. Yes, that is
performed if the Cold War were still on and the obviously good news but I would not hold my breath
Atlantic was teaming with submarines. Secondly, to wait to see whether the investment promised by
because of the capabilities of Nimrod itself, we think BA Systems materialises. I understand that the
that it can do the tasks that we feel it is necessary for unions were told last week that they have got to get
it to do with fewer aircraft than the 21 that were on to their MPs to lobby the MoD to ensure that they
originally proposed. Jock might want to add to that. get the orders and supply they need. What is going on

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) Our experience as here? If we have got this agreement in which you have
the programme has gone on is that the availability of quite clearly laid out what your needs are, why
the aircraft is likely to be higher than we had first should BAE Systems be thinking they are not clear
anticipated so we will be able to generate more on what your needs are, or is it just a bit of spin from
operational capability from a given fleet so a slightly BAE Systems to cover the fact they are going to close
smaller fleet should enable us to generate the required places like Berkeley?
capability in terms of aircraft in the air. (Lord Bach) I have done my best not to duck

questions but I really think that is a question for BAE426. In other words, you are impressed that its
Systems and perhaps for the trade unions. I haveperformance looks like exceeding that which you
tried to explain what our relationship is.originally expected?

(Air Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup) We have always 430. In your mind is it quite clear that BAE
been enthusiastic about the capability that the Systems know what the future requirements are of
aircraft would deliver. We have just been very the MoD?
anxious to see it delivered. (Lord Bach) Yes I think so.

Chairman: More to follow but through Consignia (Sir Robert Walmsley) It is some years since we
or whatever it is called. Some questions now on drew up the partnership agreement. It involved a
ammunition. range of requirements. We did not specify 200,321

shells, but we said there would be a requirement
within a certain range. The importance of that, of

Mr Jones course, was to set the price for pieces of ammunition
and having set that price and given a long term427. The previous Committee did a report on the
agreement they were then able to invest. The firstclosure of Royal Ordinance Bishopton and the effect
thing I would say to your third question, which Ion United Kingdom capacity for the manufacturing
know is jumping the gun a little, is what thisof ammunition. Can I ask three questions and I will
partnership has done is given the RO the possibilityask them altogether. First of all, what role does the
of a real future. They have never had a long termMoD have in monitoring or approving the
contract before and they said to us, “If we can haverationalisations that are taking place and have taken
a long term contract with you, we can invest in ourplace since then? What would the effects be of the

potential closure of RAF Bridgewater on the supply facilities and if we can invest then we can export and
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that way we have a business.” It was the first big (Sir Robert Walmsley) With the sole qualification

that it would have to be offered at a good pricepartnership deal put together. I think it is very good
for both parties. Of course they want to know because this issue of security of supply very much

depends on a diversity of sources. I would feel verywhether they are going to come in within the range
and of course they want to pressurise us to order at uncomfortable if we were uniquely dependent on any

offshore source of supply. I am not at allthe top of the range not the bottom, but we will do
what is right for the MoD within the terms of the uncomfortable if I can depend on 11 sources of

supply, which was the case the last time I looked atpartnership agreement.
missile propellant. Keeping an overview of the

431. For once I will have to agree with you, Sir world’s supplier situation is a very important part of
Robert. From the MoD’s point of view you think the the MoD’s approach to this problem. Striking
partnership agreement in place as it is should be able agreements with the governments in which these
to give a long-term future for the ammunitions supply capabilities are resident is another part of it
manufacturers in Royal Ordinance in the United and we are doing that. We have got agreement with
Kingdom? the United States on security of supply which we are

(Lord Bach) If I may just follow on, before Sir beginning to mature. We are maturing an agreement
Robert comes back on that. We do not think there with five other nations in Europe. That is all part of
would have been any future for the Royal Ordinance the equation but I like diversity. That is why I like to
in the United Kingdom if we had not entered into know there are lots of places in the world that can
such an agreement or something like it towards the provide us with this stuff.
end of 1999. We think the position was that bad.

(Sir Robert Walmsley) They told us that.
Mr Crausby432. They were crying wolf a little bit?

(Sir Robert Walmsley) I do not think it was 436. Three years ago when our predecessor
crying wolf. Committee examined ammunition supply they were

told that the MoD were “validating the433. If they are crying wolf now, they are crying assumptions” underlying your calculations of warwolf too often? stock levels. Have you brought that to a conclusion?(Sir Robert Walmsley) That is just life. The over What was the result? Most importantly, does thecapacity in the ammunitions industry around the MoD now hold sufficient ammunitions stocksworld is a problem for every country that takes against its war stock requirements?defence seriously. The way you manage past that, (Lord Bach) The answer to the last question is yesincluding national partnership agreements, and in we do, we do hold sufficient stocks. As far as yoursome cases government-funded factories or first question is concerned, as far as that review isgovernment-owned factories, can lead to them concerned, frankly, I am ignorant, I do not know thepaying far too much to maintain employment which answer to that question. I do not know whether anyis effectively a tax on defence if you do not get this of my colleagues know but we will certainly write toright. We think we have got this right. the Committee with the answer. I am sorry we do not
have the answer to that.434. Can I have an answer to the question about

the high explosives and Bridgewater.
(Lord Bach) Can I try and give an answer to that.

ChairmanAs we understand it, the company’s factory at
Bridgewater which, as you say, manufactures high 437. Because we had some difficulties when we did
explosives, has been running at a loss for several the inquiry on the Bishopton closure—
years. As you know, we are committed to the (Lord Bach)—Which I read.
introduction of insensitive munitions. In response to

438. We have five minutes. You are obviouslythe fact that is MoD policy, the company are
having lunch with somebody, Minister.proposing to introduce the appropriate technology

(Lord Bach) No, is that an offer?based at their Glascoed plant. With a name like mine
Chairman: We just have a few minutes.I ought to be able to pronounce a word like that! So

it has argued the case for the retention of
Bridgewater. As I understand it, the trade unions

Rachel Squireproposed to the company Bridgewater as a site of this
investment in insensitive munitions policy and as a 439. Can I say I think myself and some of my
consequence of that proposal discussions are still colleagues would certainly be happy to offer the
continuing with a result not due until June. That is Minister lunch if he gave us the Warship Support
really as we understand the position at the present Modernisation Initiative.
time, but I emphasise that these decisions are not (Lord Bach) Sorry, I am doing something else!
for us.

440. Can I thank you for giving me the
435. I appreciate the point you are making there. opportunity and apologise that I was unfortunate

If Bridgewater does close I understand BAE Systems enough to miss the evidence from Sir Robert
have acquired quite a large outfit in the United States Walmsley and Mr Coles two weeks ago due to an
in Tennessee. Would you have any problems in this urgent meeting with the Minister for Energy over the
type of equipment supplied from Tennessee? closure of Scotland’s only deep coal mine which is in

my constituency along with Rosyth Dockyard, so I(Lord Bach) I do not know the actual answer to
that but I would imagine the answer would be declare an interest that I have always taken a keen

interest in issues affecting the dockyards and navalprobably not.
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bases’ future. I understand that at the Committee (Mr Coles) The whole Warship Modernisation

Initiative is quite a large package. Half the savingshearing on 25 April Mr Coles stated that the view was
you only needed three naval bases and just one come from traditional ship repair and the other half

from restructuring and partnering within the navaldockyard to accommodate the current warship refit
workload, or two dockyard in order to maintain bases. For the naval base element the largest element

of that is the proposed partnering on the Clyde andcompetition. Given your comments earlier about
over-capacity, if with falling demand for naval refit therefore it does not affect the site specifically.
work there is insufficient room in the market for all
three current dockyards would you like to say if you

Syd Rapsonhave a view on which should close or is it something
that you will allow the market to sort out? 443. The trade unions are now settling down after

(Lord Bach) My short answer to that is the market the decision and the reduction in threat of action.
will sort it out but I want to make the point that our They are clearly not happy but they are accepting the
view is that Rosyth, the one to which you particularly sensible way it is going. Have you been able to debrief
referred, has built up an extraordinarily high them on the rationale behind the choice of the
reputation for major refits—and I am looking to Mr Warship Support Modernisation Initiative and what
Coles , in the last few years. has been their reaction to it?

(Mr Coles) That is right. (Lord Bach) The debrief takes place tomorrow.
(Lord Bach) It may well be, I know not, that none That is not coincidental, if I may say so, which our

of them will close. appearance today. You know obviously about the
joint statement of intent the company signed along441. Do you think leaving it to competition is
with the MoD on this issue was described, as yousufficient given the strategic interests represented by
have implied, by one of the unions as athe dockyards and naval bases?
breakthrough. So the full debrief will take place(Lord Bach) I think the market will have a say in
tomorrow and we will see what the reaction is. Wethis, but there is also a hold that we still have on the
think that this joint statement of intent and thestrategic importance of these various dockyards
wording that is used in it is of great significance. I dospread as they are around the United Kingdom. I will
not think that is something that has escaped thelet Mr Coles answer.
attention of the, how shall I put it, very acute leaders(Mr Coles) What I think I said to the Committee
of the trade unions involved in this particular issue.was that we could do it in one or we could do it in five

but we have three naval bases. When pressed I said of
course for competition you need at least two. In the

Chairmantime-frame we are talking about now there is enough
444. Will you keep us informed so that we canwork for all four sites—sites not dockyards—

judge the reaction of the reaction to the reaction?Carport, Faslane, Rosyth, Portsmouth and
Devonport. In the medium term there is work for all (Lord Bach) Yes.
four sites. Secondly, of course, they can supplement 445. If you can work that out, we would like to be
the work they get from the Ministry of Defence by kept informed.
competition through bringing work in themselves. (Lord Bach) Certainly.
That has been done very constructively at Chairman: Thank you, gentlemen, so very much.Portsmouth, at Devonport and at Rosyth. In the end Obviously, Minister, you enjoyed your occasionalit is a combination of how much work is available spat which maybe you were not permitted to do. I amfrom us and how much they can bring in from repair sure we will give you future opportunities to flex yourand indeed in some cases in construction, so in the muscles. Certainly, as Mr Howarth is able to bringend it must be the market forces that determine it but the experience of a front bench spokesman to ourin the short term there is enough work around to fill proceedings, maybe a rota could be devised amongstall four sites with some work from the private sector. MoD Ministers that Ministers should be allowed to

442. Can I then go on to ask Mr Coles this: I join the Committee too and maybe if the
believe you also said that the major savings from the constitutional arguments can be overcome you might
Warship Support Modernisation Initiative were serve a counter balance to the Tory front bench.
expected to arise in Scotland. We have Faslane on the Lastly a tradition that has been growing up in this
West Coast and Rosyth on the East Coast. Given Committee is before you are allowed to leave you
they are on two different sides of the country, how do must leave your briefing book behind so that we are
you think those savings can be achieved and given the able to have the full flavour of your presentation even
changes and the savings that I would argue have though time prevented us from exploring all the
certainly been achieved already at the dockyard, are arguments. Thank you all very much. We shall
most of the savings seen to be coming in the future meet again.
from Faslane?
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APPENDICES TO THE MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

APPENDIX 1

Letter to the Chairman of the Committee from the Secretary of State for Defence on Joint Strike Fighter
(26 October 2001)

JOINT STRIKE FIGHTER

I announced in January that the Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) had been selected as having the best potential
to meet our Future Joint Combat Aircraft (FJCA) requirement to replace the capability provided by Joint
Force Harrier. Liz Symons signed a Memorandum of Understanding, covering our eventual participation in
the next stage of the JSF programme, the Engineering and Manufacturing Development (EMD) phase, at a
cost of $2 billion (equalling £1.4 billion). In addition to the UK operational and NATO interoperability
benefits offered by JSF, participation was seen as attracting a significant degree of UK industrial involvement
in the two US prime contractor teams competing for the EMD contract—Boeing and Lockheed Martin.

Since January, MOD officials have been closely involved with the US in selecting the winner of the EMD
contract. That process is now complete. The decision is to award the contract to Lockheed Martin. The
decision was announced at a joint US/UK press conference in Washington today. UK industry stands to gain
substantial benefits from the decision. It is estimated that, against the £1.4 billion cost to the MOD of EMD
participation, UK companies could secure work worth £3 billion during this phase, the significant proportion
of which will be undertaken in the UK. Work in relation to downstream aircraft production and support
activities could amount to £24 billion for UK companies, the majority again being in the UK.

On the employment front, the company estimates that up to 3,500 jobs could be sustained or created in the
EMD phase, rising to 8,500 or more in the later production or support phases. Overseas sales of the aircraft
will provide additional industrial opportunities.

In addition to the EMD work, some £600 million will be spent on meeting UK requirements not covered
within the collaborative effort.

With the industrial way ahead now clear, an important decision will be whether we should choose the Short
Take Off/Vertical Landing (STOVL) variant of JSF or the Carrier Variant (CV). Completion of our option
analysis on this is due next Spring, to support Future Aircraft Carrier programme milestones. Studies are also
being undertaken to determine the number of aircraft we should buy.

Participation in what is likely to prove the largest military acquisition programme in history is a positive
step from the UK operational and procurement viewpoints. The recent tragic events in the US, together with
the action that has been necessary as a consequence, serve to underline the importance of close UK/US co-
operation in JSF and other fields.

APPENDIX 2

Letter to the Chairman of the Committee from the Secretary of State for Defence (12 November 2001)

Lord Gilbert wrote to you in June 1998 setting out our plans to address a number of problems with the
reliability of the SA80 Weapon System.

I am pleased to report that the modified SA80 Weapon System has successfully passed a stringent and
demanding testing and acceptance regime, established as part of the programme to improve the overall
reliability of both the Individual Weapon and Light Support Weapon. The work to modify the weapons is
being undertaken by Heckler & Koch, Germany (a British owned company, part of BAE Systems, Royal
Ordnance Weapons and Munitions) supported by their sub-contractor the Army Base Repair Organisation,
Donnington. The modifications include new breech block, breech bolt, cartridge extractor, cartridge ejector,
recoil springs, extractor spring, firing pin, cocking handle, magazine (the whole magazine has been replaced),
gas plug and cylinder, hammer, barrel extension and a new barrel for the LSW.

The Table below summarises the performance results of both the IW and LSW following trials in Alaska,
Brunei, Kuwait and the UK (Warminster). The Trials were conducted using ammunition manufactured by
Royal Ordnance Radway Green.
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Trials Location Rounds Fired BFMs Fired Reliability %

Alaska IW 31,500 210 99.52
LSW 86,400 90 97.77

Brunei IW 31,500 210 100
LSW 96,000 100 90.0

Kuwait IW 31,500 210 98.1
LSW 96,000 100 89.0

Warminster IW 31,500 210 100
LSW 96,000 100 94.0

Overall IW 126,000 840 99.40%
Reliability LSW 374,400 390 92.56%

The reliability requirement contracted for in the modification programme was 90 per cent for the IW and
70 per cent for the LSW against their respective BFM’s. The Weapons for the trials were drawn from the
production line at H & K and you can see comfortably exceeded the minimum reliability requirement.

The programme is well underway now and some 12,000 weapons have been modified, with a further 3,000
to be delivered this month. We intend to commence formal issue of the modified weapons to service Users in
February next year. Part of this plan includes the initial concentration of a pool of weapons as a contingency
reserve, should they be needed for operations. In light of the events of 11 September, measures have been
taken to ensure that the converted weapons can be delivered to those units that might need them, in the
required timeframe.

The modification programme also embraced work to allow the SA80 Weapon System to be considered for
re-admission to the NATO Nominated Weapons List. The first part of the Trials in the UK has been
successfully concluded and the Weapons will now go forward to the final set of trials in the USA later this
year. If all goes well we will be seeking to re-instate the weapon on the NATO Nominated list in Spring 2002.
I will write again to let you know the outcome.

APPENDIX 3

Letter to the Chairman of the Committee from the Secretary of State for Defence (19 November 2001)

I am writing to tell you that today, along with France, Germany, Italy, Spain and Sweden, we have signed
a declaration to launch a joint programme with European industry to develop highly advanced technologies
for combat air systems’ capabilities. It will sustain and develop European capabilities in this area over the
next two decades. The programme is known as the European Technology Acquisition Programme, or ETAP.
Work in some high priority areas, such as secure and robust data communication, high-speed data processing,
propulsion systems, and the command and control of uninhabited air vehicles will begin straight away.

The capability to strike effectively and precisely over long distances at different sorts of targets is a vital
defence need, as current operations against international terrorism show. The declaration shows the
commitment of leading European nations to work together in this key area, where co-operation in the
development and demonstration of advanced technologies is likely to reduce the risk and cost of future
acquisitions. The programme of work is designed to ensure that the technologies needed to deliver the
capability are mature and available when required.

A joint study between the six nations, reporting next summer, will give an initial assessment of military
capabilities that may be needed around 2020. It will also identify possible systems and technologies to deliver
those capabilities, including those which would benefit most from joint development. Future combat air
systems could include developments to manned aircraft, air and ground launched uninhabited air vehicles
and uninhabited combat air vehicles, and conventionally-armed long-range cruise missiles. A command,
control, communication, computing, and intelligence system would like the systems together.

The declaration was signed in Brussels just before the EU Defence Capabilities Improvement Conference.
It builds on previous agreements by the six nations that, to deliver nations’ future capability requirements,
Europe needs an efficient and globally competitive aerospace and defence electronics industry, supported by
international co-operation on harmonising requirements and acquisition programmes. The declaration also
calls on European industry to continue to invest in this work alongside government, and to come up with
innovative and co-operative solutions, in order to make the best use of valuable tax-payers’ money.

I look forward to playing a key role in ETAP, as does UK industry, for whom the ETAP programme
provides opportunities for work at the cutting edge of technology.
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APPENDIX 4

Ministry of Defence Departmental Minute concerning the Gifting of Surplus Challenger 2 Ammunition to
Oman (29 November 2001)

It is normal practice when a Government department proposes to make a gift of public stores or property,
either of an unusual nature or of a value exceeding £100,000, for the department concerned to present to the
House of Commons a Minute giving particulars of the gift and explaining the circumstances; and to refrain
from making the gift until 14 days (exclusive of Saturdays and Sundays) after the issue of the Minute, except
in cases of special urgency.

The proposal relates to the gift of 1650 rounds of Challenger 2 L23 ammunition to the Royal Army of
Oman. The Omanis purchased a limited quantity of L23 shot as part of their Challenger 2 contract with
Vickers Defence Systems, and having recently taken into service the final tranche of Challenger 2 tanks now
require additional stocks. This ammunition is no longer made by Royal Ordnance and is only available from
British Army stocks.

The total value of the gift is £1,375,930. The rounds of L23 shot have been identified as surplus to MOD’s
requirements. The prospects for sale of these rounds are assessed to be minimal, and their gifting would save
MOD some £66,500 in demilitarisation disposal costs.

The Treasury has approved the proposal in principle. If, during the period of 14 days (exclusive of
Saturdays and Sundays) beginning on the date on which this Minute was laid before the House of Commons,
a Member signifies an objection by giving notice of a Parliamentary Question or of a Motion relating to the
Minute, or by otherwise raising the matter in the House, final approval of the gift will be withheld, pending
an examination of the objection.

APPENDIX 5

Letter to the Chairman from the Minister for Defence Procurement on Storm Shadow
(5 December 2001)

***

APPENDIX 6

Letter to the Chairman of the Committee from the Secretary of State for Defence on A400M
(19 December 2001)

A400M

I am writing to let you know that, yesterday evening, I signed an inter-Governmental Memorandum of
Understanding to allow the A400M contract to be placed. The contract itself was also signed yesterday by
the Organisation for Joint Armaments Co-operation (OCCAR), on behalf of the partner nations, and by the
contractor Airbus Military Company.

The contract provides for the development and manufacture of 196 aircraft in a single launch order. The
UK’s share is 25 aircraft. OCCAR will manage the programme to standards agreed by the partner nations.

The A400M contract will enter into force once final Bundestag approval has been given to the German
commitment. The German Government is confident that this will be forthcoming. The agreement of other
nations, including the UK, is subject to the German signature becoming effective. If this has not happened
by the end of January 2002, these authorisations will lapse, providing a further opportunity to review the
position.

I am content that the programme now agreed with Airbus Military satisfies the conditions that I set out in
my announcement to the House on 16 May 2000 for our participation in the A400M programme. Specifically:

— Programme commitments from partner nations now total 196 aircraft, well above the notional level
of viability of 180 aircraft.

— The price negotiated with Airbus Military is affordable and represents value for money;

— Achievement of contract signature on 18 December is consistent with the UK’s In-Service Date—
this is now planned to be 2010; and

— The commercial terms and conditions of the contract are acceptable.

All in all, contract signature last night represents very welcome progress on this important project, which
should provide the RAF with a highly capable and flexible aircraft to replace the Hercules C130Ks.
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The A400M programme embraces the Airbus “commercial approach”. Airbus will be free to select,
through fair competition open to the suppliers from all nations according to cost and capability, so that the
programme can be organised and managed as cost effectively as possible in accordance with best aircraft
manufacturing practice. Allocation of work, including that for the support package, will be determined by
Airbus to achieve the best value for money, taking into account the off-take. The Prime Contract contains
provisions to ensure maximum transparency on work allocation. We understand that workshare at the level
of the Airbus partner companies is comparable with UK offtake and, as Airbus is incentivised to achieve best
overall value for money for the customer, so the genuine competitiveness of UK suppliers will stand them in
good stead for additional work.

APPENDIX 7

Letter to the Chairman of the Committee from the Minister for Defence Procurement on Advanced Short-
Range Air-to-Air Missiles (18 January 2002)

I am writing to inform you that we have reached agreement with the missile manufacturer MBDA UK Ltd
(formerly Matra BAe Dynamics) to bring the new Advanced Short-Range Air-to-Air Missile into service with
the Royal Air Force. As you will know, we had planned for ASRAAM to enter service in April last year but
were obliged to reject the missile because it failed to meet the performance standards specified when it was
ordered.

The missile’s performance fell short in four of the ten Key User Requirements, covering target acquisition
and tracking, lethality in key engagement conditions, and performance against countermeasures. You will,
I am sure, appreciate that I am unable, for security reasons, to divulge here the exact nature of the shortfalls
and the technical solutions to them.

In April last year, my predecessor as Minister for Defence Procurement, Baroness Symons, called for a
clear and robust route map to achieve the full operational capability required. MOD officials, in particular
those in the Defence Procurement Agency, have worked constructively together since then with MBDA and
I am delighted that we have now achieved precisely what Baroness Symons called for.

The first batch of ASRAAM missiles will be delivered to an interim standard beginning later this month.
These missiles will offer our pilots a significant improvement over their current Sidewinder missile. Delivery of
missiles at a higher interim standard will start in mid-2002. Thereafter, there will be a continuous development
programme, involving further software upgrades, leading to the achievement of full operational capability.
We hope to achieve this by the end of 2003 but certainly by no later than 2005.

MBDA will be carrying forward this work under its existing contract and at its expense. MOD has,
however, recognised that MBDA will have to carry out additional trials, and we have agreed that the
company can minimise their costs by tying in this work with the Service Evaluation Trials that MOD was
already planning to carry out. I am particularly pleased that the arrangements we have agreed will not incur
any additional costs to the MOD.

The robust stand adopted by my predecessor last year, and which I have been only too happy to embrace,
has undoubtedly paid dividends. The ASRAAM missile is now entering service and will provide a major
advance in our short-range air-to-air combat capability, giving our pilots the decisive edge in air superiority
well into the future. This, I hope you will agree, is an excellent outcome.

APPENDIX 8

Memorandum from the Ministry of Defence on Major Procurement Project Survey (March 2002)

B

NIMROD MRA4

The Nimrod Maritime Reconnaissance & Attack Mk4 (MRA4) will replace the current Nimrod MR2 as
the RAF’s maritime patrol aircraft, providing significantly enhanced Anti-Submarine and Anti-Surface Unit
Warfare capability through improved aircraft and sensor performance, a greater degree of system integration
and better Human Machine Interface design. The new aircraft will also provide a substantial improvement
in availability and supportability. The aircraft, training system and initial support are being procured from
BAE SYSTEMS as Prime Contractor.

In November 1992, the Equipment Approvals Committee (EAC) approved a Request for Information
exercise whereby 17 companies were invited to provide responses to the draft Replacement Maritime Patrol
Aircraft (RMPA) Staff Requirement. Following analysis of the industry responses, the EAC endorsed the
requirement and approved an Invitation to Tender phase whereby four companies (BAe, Lockheed Martin,
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Loral and Dassault) were invited to provide detailed technical and commercial proposals for an aircraft to
meet the endorsed Staff Requirement. Dassault withdrew from the competition in January 1996, and whilst
Lockheed Martin and Loral merged in May 1996, they maintained the two separate proposals until the
competition concluded.

Following assessment of these responses, selection of BAe’s Nimrod 2000 (later to be re-designated Nimrod
MRA4) offer was approved by EAC and Ministers in July 1996. This was the equivalent of Main Gate
approval. The contract was placed in December 1996 and following difficulties encountered by BAE
SYSTEMS in meeting the contractual programme, the contract was re-negotiated in May 1999. BAE
SYSTEMS are now pursuing a programme which seeks to improve contracted aircraft delivery timescales.
Responsibility for the build of the aircraft moved from FR Aviation to BAE SYSTEMS Woodford in
October 1999 as part of the drive for programme improvements.

C P

Maintaining the intensive pace of the MRA4 programme is dependent upon successful application of
concurrent engineering practices with, for example, no dedicated prototype aircraft. Considerable progress
has been made and the Department expects MRA4 will satisfy or exceed the key capability requirements.
Design and development is largely complete with systems integration qualification testing now underway and
first flight expected to occur towards the end of 2002. This target is nine months behind the programme as
rebaselined in 1999 and there is thus some risk of slippage to the in-service date. To mitigate this risk, MOD
and BAE SYSTEMS have agreed to an Incremental Capability Acquisition approach. This comprises the
acceptance of aircraft in two steps, an initial capability being demonstrated by the time of first aircraft delivery
will full specification compliance being demonstrated by the time of the seventh aircraft delivery and ISD. In
parallel MOD and BAE SYSTEMS are developing a joint approach to whole life support, under a
Memorandum of Capability Partnering signed in December 2000. This appointed BAE SYSTEMS as Prime
Contractor for industry in-service support to the Nimrod MRA4 Weapon Systems where such support is
determined by MOD to be both appropriate and best value for money.

O R

1. To allow the UK to continue to meet its defence commitments, in both open ocean and littoral/shallow
waters, and play its part in deterring aggression and instability, there is a need for Maritime Patrol Aircraft
(MPA). Within the overall maritime requirement, the MPA is uniquely suited for a wide range of tasks due
to its speed, range, endurance, broad range of sensors and substantial weapon load. Its ability to respond
quickly not only within theatre but also between theatres, to provide defence in depth, and to engage in both
offensive and defensive operations make it an essential component of the maritime force mix. It is a key
capability in the safe deployment of UK forces.

T-

2. There have been no significant trade offs.

N

3. The 1996 requirement was for a fleet of 21 aircraft in total. This has recently been reduced to 18 to reflect
the increase in capability afforded by the MRA4 and the revised submarine threat assessment within the
Atlantic theatre.

S D R

4. The SDR confirmed the requirement for MPA with the capabilities of MRA4.

M C

5. The Nimrod MRA4 is being procured principally for Anti-Submarine Warfare, Anti-Surface Unit
Warfare and Search and Rescue. However, it can be used across a full range of missions and will contribute
to 16 out of the current 27 Military Tasks. In particular the platform has a significant role to play in
‘Protection of the Deterrent (MT26)’, ‘Counter-Drugs Operation (MT3)’ and ‘Integrity of UK aters in
Peacetime (MT8)’.
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6. The Nimrod MRA4 replaces the Nimrod MR2, which has been in frontline service for over 20 years.
The mix of Nimrod MR2 and Nimrod MRA4s available for operations during the programme continues to
be refined by the Integrated Project Team, BAE SYSTEMS and the MOD to maximise the available
capability consistent with the MRA4 delivery programme. The contract will require the first aircraft to be
delivered to RAF Kinloss in August 2004, with an Initial Operating Capability. The contracted In Service
Date is March 2005, marking the arrival of the 7th aircraft, with Full Operating Capability. MOD risk
assessment suggests these dates may not be met (para 13 refers). The 18th Nimrod MRA4 is expected to be
delivered in spring 2008, when the last remaining Nimrod MR2s will be phased out of service.

P A

7. The original contract for the supply of aircraft, training systems and an interim support package was
the result of competitive tendering. Competition will also be used at the sub-contract level, as part of the
process of developing the capability partnering approach to long term in-service support of the aircraft, with
BAE SYSTEMS as the prime contractor.

C

8. The Nimrod MRA4 will be crewed by RAF aircrew. With its improved sensor performance,
communications, processing capability, automation and ergonomics, the MRA4 allows a reduction in crew
numbers from the existing Nimrod MR2 minimum of 13 to 10. These are two Pilots, two Tactical Co-
ordinators, one Communications Operator and five multi-skilled Weapons Sensor Operators. A mixture of
Service personnel and civilian industrial staff will provide support and training. The optimum service/civilian
mix will be determined through the process to establish capability partnering.

A P O

9. In selecting the MRA4 a full Combined Operational Effectiveness and Investment Appraisal study
(COEIA) was conducted by the Department. Operational analysis was carried out in support of the
requirement with regard to force mix within ASW, ASuW and nuclear deterrent support operations. Only
MPA provided the speed of response, range, endurance and ability to carry an array of weapons required to
provide an outer defence to surface forces. Within the COEIA, Nimrod 2000 (now MRA4), was compared
to the competitor P3 aircraft (Orion 2000 and Valkyrie), refurbished Nimrod MR2 “do minimum” and also
run-on of the MR2 the “do nothing” option. The last two options provided less than 25 per cent of the
capability of the competing Nimrod 2000, Orion 2000 and Valkyrie options. There was no significant
difference between the cost effectiveness of these three options.

E P

10. BAE SYSTEMS are expected to accept the US Navy invitation to bid into their requirement for a new
Multimission Maritime Aircraft to replace their P3 Orion fleet. The requirement could exceed 130 aircraft.
In the event that this were successful, other sales could follow, notably to Australia, Japan and Korea. In
support of the Company’s effort, the Department has been fostering a close working relationship between
the US and UK project teams.

I F

11. The BAE SYSTEMS sites for the assembly and test of the MRA4 are Warton and Woodford.
Additionally, wing manufacture and sub-assembly work is carried out at Prestwick, Chadderton and Brough.
Principal sub-contractors are Rolls Royce (Filton and Berlin) for the engine, Boeing for the Tactical
Command System and some sensor sub-systems, Ultra for the Acoustics system and Thales for the Radar
and Training System. The aircraft carries a number of weapon systems, including STING RAY Torpedoes,
manufactured by BAE SYSTEMS, sonobuoys currently supplied by Ultra Electronics and US-sourced
Harpoon air to surface missiles.

S A

12. Although the MRA4 programme pre-dates the introduction of Smart Acquisition it is being managed
along Smart Acquisition lines. Performance, time and cost measures drive the key milestones of the
programme.
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13. ***

Milestone Notes Date

1st Delivery At Initial Operational Capability Aug 2004
Predicted (50 per cent confidence) ***

ISD Approved Mar 2005
Predicted (50 per cent confidence) ***

Final Delivery ***

The approved acquisition costs for the programme in resource terms stands at some £2.98 billion.

I-S S

14. The MOD and BAE SYSTEMS are developing a joint approach to whole life support, under the
Memorandum of Capability Partnering. In the context of furthering capability partnering, agreement has
recently been reached with the company over an Initial Enabling Package (IEP). The IEP package includes
incremental capability acquisition (the delivery of aircraft with an initial capability, followed by the balance)
in order to protect ISD, as well as a series of measures covering integration facilities and software tools that
are vital for long term support of the aircraft and its systems. There is also a joint commitment to conduct
detailed studies to determine the optimum whole life support solutions to be progressively put in place from
2004. A Heads of Agreement document was signed in February 2002 and this will form the basis for the
necessary contract action.

‘F L’ N

15. The 18 MRA4 aircraft will be split between 17 operating fleet and 1 sustainment aircraft (covers
attrition and deep servicing). The operating fleet will be held at varying levels of readiness. All will be available
within 60 days.

I

16. MRA4 complies with the NATO Defence Capabilities Initiative.

D  E R

17. The final MRA4 delivery is contractually scheduled for spring 2008. Those remaining MR2 aircraft
which have not been converted as part of the MRA4 programme will then be withdrawn from use in their
present role.

I-S L

18. Nimrod MRA4 has an in-service life of 25 years based upon 650 flying hours per year.

D P

19. The mission systems have been with future development potential in mind. Provision is included for
the installation of role fit work stations in the rear cabin. The aircraft’s synthetic aperture radar, advanced
communications suite, and extensive range and sortie duration make it a platform capable of adaptation to
other roles.

REPLACEMENT FOR TRIGAT MISSILE

The UK has decided not to proceed with the collaborative Medium Range (MR) and Long Range (LR)
Third Generation Anti-Tank (TRIGAT) programmes and is proposing to procure alternative systems. The
change in likely war-fighting scenarios since the commencement of the TRIGAT programmes has meant that
the successor programmes will align more correctly with the envisaged threat.
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1. The UK entered a collaborative arrangement with France and Germany to develop and produce
TRIGAT weapons to meet its separate medium and long-range requirements for equipping the infantry.

2. A reassessment of the UK’s long-range requirement, which took account of the role that the Attack
Helicopter would play, led to a decision in 1991 not to proceed with the production phase of LR TRIGAT
(although the most cost-effective solution was to complete its development under the collaborative MOU with
France and Germany).

3. For the medium range capability, while MR TRIGAT was still considered appropriate for use with
mechanised and armoured infantry brigades, a decision was made in 1999 not to equip the Light Forces with
it because of its weight and bulk. As a result, a requirement for the Light Forces Anti-Tank Guided Weapon
(LF ATGW) was introduced with a competition to select the most cost-effective solution.

4. Difficulties continued with the MR TRIGAT programme which led, in summer 2000, to a decision by
the UK not to proceed into production with this system. Balance of Investment studies were conducted and
these reported in summer 2001 that the mechanised infantry brigades would be best equipped with the same
weapon as that to be chosen for the Light Forces. Consequently, the existing LFATGW has been expanded
to cover all medium range requirements. The studies also concluded that a long range ATGW would be the
best solution for the armoured infantry brigades. The long range capability is still being considered and may
be taken forward as part of the Future Rapid Effects System (FRES) work.

T-

5. Trade-offs have been considered as part of the Balance of Investment studies conducted during
2000–01. Further possible trade-offs may be identified when the long range ATGW is considered in relation
to the FRES requirement.

N

6. ***

7. It will not be possible to determine the number of long range weapons for some time as it will depend
on the future linkage with other programmes. Revalidation of the Balance of Investment studies will also be
carried out as such decisions are not planned to be taken until 2005.

S D R

8. The Strategic Defence Review confirmed the need for an anti-armour capability. Equipping the
mechanised infantry brigades with LF ATGW and the armoured infantry brigades with a long range system
will fulfil this requirement.

E   R  I-S D

9. The current in-service Medium Range ATGW is MILAN. While it continues to meet the requirement
for which it was designed, it is becoming increasingly ineffective as it approaches its out of service date. It is
due to be phased out between 2005 and 2008.

A A

10. The LF ATGW is currently in its assessment phase, which is identifying the most cost-effective Military
Off The Shelf solution. This followed the issue of an Invitation to Tender on 21 September 2001 to two
potential bidders (Raytheon-Lockheed Martin for the US developed JAVELIN system and Matra BAe
Dynamics for the Israeli developed SPIKE system). Tenders were received early in 2002 and a decision on
which system to procure is planned for autumn 2002.

11. The acquisition approach for the long range requirement has still to be determined.

A A

12. Although the possibility of developing a LF ATGW was considered, it was not likely to be the most
cost-effective solution and it would not be possible to achieve an In Service Date of 2005 to match the
commencement of phasing out MILAN.
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13. As the preferred solution is for procurement of an existing off the shelf system, the possibilities for
collaboration are minimal.

14. Discussions are underway to identify opportunities to exchange data with other nations who are
conducting their own trials.

I F

15. Although both competing systems for the LF ATGW are based on foreign weapons, the consortia have
been requested to maximise the amount of work carried out in the UK. The extent to which this is achieved
will not be known until the bids have been submitted and assessed.

M  C

16. The assessment phase for LF ATGW is due to be completed by autumn 2002. It is proposed that a
contract would be set soon after and ISD is expected to be in 2005.***

17. No detailed plans have been made for a long range ATGW but the ISD would be expected to be about
2009. No detailed estimate of costs has yet been made.

AIRLIFT ASSETS: A400M

It was decided in 1994 to replace a first tranche of the Hercules air transport fleet with 25 new C-130J
aircraft. We are now seeking, through a collaborative programme, both to replace the capability provided by
the remainder of our ageing air transport fleet and to procure for the long term a dedicated outsize strategic
lift capability. The Secretary of State announced on 16 May 2000 [Hansard col. 150] the Department’s
intention to order 25 aircraft in the A400M initial launch to fulfil our long-term outsize airlift requirements
from the latter part of the decade. We have leased four Boeing C-17 aircraft to improve our strategic airlift
capability for the period until A400M enters service.

The partner nations signed a Memorandum of Understanding on 18 December 2001 that enabled the
Organisation for Joint Armament Co-operation (OCCAR) to place a single stage contract with Airbus
Military (AM) for the development and manufacture of A400M. This contract has yet to enter force but will
do so when Germany is able to provide an unqualified financial commitment. The partner nations have
accepted the end of March 2002 as a realistic deadline for Germany to resolve its outstanding difficulties.

O R

1. The Staff Requirement to replace the RAF’s ageing fleet of Hercules transport aircraft was originally
endorsed in the summer of 1993. The roles and characteristics sought for both tactical and strategic airlift
were essentially similar to those of the existing aircraft. They included the ability to deploy troops or freight
between theatres or within a theatre of operations either by parachute or landing on short, semi-prepared
strips. Emphasis was placed on solutions that offered significant improvements in reliability and maintenance
and operating costs over the existing RAF Hercules. In December 1994, the decision was announced to buy
25 C-130J as tranche 1 of a Hercules Rolling Replacement Programme (HRR1).

2. In July 1977, with a view to informing decisions on tranche 2 of the Hercules Rolling Replacement
programme (HRR2), we announced our intention to rejoin the collaborative European Future Large Aircraft
(FLA) programme (subsequently given the Airbus family name of A400M) and to endorse the related
European Staff Requirement (ESR). The ESR was prepared to meet the future air transport requirements of
eight participating nations—Belgium, UK, France, Germany, Turkey, Italy, Spain and Portugal. In the
event, Portugal decided not to participate formally in subsequent stages of the FLA programme, but
subsequently rejoined the programme in January 2001. The ESR matches, and in some cases exceeds, the
original UK requirement (SR(A)435) for a Hercules replacement. In particular, it specifies a larger cargo
carrying volume, a greater maximum payload, and a higher cruise speed.

3. The Strategic Defence Review confirmed the need to replace the capability provided by the Hercules
and concluded that an outsize airlift capability was required to support the deployment of the Joint Rapid
Reaction Force (JRRF). The latter requirement is to move items such as the Attack Helicopter and certain
engineer equipment but not, for example, Challenger, AS90, or armoured bridge layers. This outsize lift
capability was consistent with the requirements for FLA set out in the ESR and thus required no change to
the procurement strategy to meet the longer-term HRR2 requirement agreed in July 1997.
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4. Studies were carried out in March 1993 to examine various Hercules refurbishment and replacement
options, including C-17, C-130J, and FLA, using projected costs. Further studies were conducted in 1994,
based on Lockheed Martin’s response to the HRR1 Invitation to Tender. Since FLA would not be available
within the prescribed timescale, these studies included consideration of refurbishment of the existing
Hercules, followed by procurement of C-130J or FLA, as well as early procurement of the then current C-
130H production model or its planned replacement, the C-130J. The conclusion was that procurement of C-
130J to meet the HRR1 requirement would provide best value for money, earliest maximum increase in
availability, and a significant increase in capability compared with refurbishment options.

5. Studies in 1996 examined various options to meet the HRR2 requirement, including procurement of C-
130J, FLA, C-17, and a mixed fleet of C-130J and C-17. These studies indicated that none of the options could
be ruled out, but it was not possible to draw definitive conclusions in the absence of firm costs. Further studies
were carried out on the basis of the priced proposals received from Airbus, Boeing and Lockheed Martin,
and Ministers announced their decision on 16 May 2000 to make a commitment to procure 25 A400M aircraft
in the initial production tranche. In selecting A400M as the chosen solution, the greater industrial benefits
and technical compliance of the European solution were taken into account.

N

6. Requests for Proposals issued in July 1998 quoted a potential UK requirement for up to 45 FLA and
sought prices for stated equivalent numbers of C-17, and mixed fleets of C-17 and C-130J. Final numbers
were decided in the light of further operational analysis of the requirements, and cost-effectiveness trade-offs
between the solutions; this process took into account the fact that we will be replacing 25 Hercules C-130K
aircraft with 25 A400Ms, the latter providing a 50 per cent increase in airlift capability.

S D R

7. As already noted, the SDR confirmed the need for HRR2 and for an outsize airlift capability.

M C

8. The A400M will provide tactical and strategic mobility to all three Services in peace, crisis and war. In
crisis or war, the A400M will be employed on inter- and intra-theatre air transport tasks, primarily in support
of the JRRF. The A400M meets the UK operational requirement without compromise. The only technical
requirement that remains to be specified fully is the Directed InfraRed Countermeasures system—new
technology that could not be adequately defined at this stage but will be examined by AM during
development. The concept of a basic common standard aircraft with a range of capability options provides
each of the air forces with an aircraft meeting their requirements.

9. To minimise the impact of cost increases caused by a number of changes by other nations both to offtake
and the timing of deliveries, the UK has negotiated a restructured delivery schedule; this results in a one-year
delay to the ISD. An incremental acquisition of certain configuration items for the tactical role was also
agreed. The aircraft will enter service with more tactical capability than the C-130K it replaces, but it will not
achieve full day/night poor weather hostile environment capability until 2015, three years later than
previously planned. However, the C-130J fleet—the main provider of tactical airlift, sufficient to support 16
Air Assault Brigade—will be available; full tactical capability for the A400M enhances operational flexibility
but is judged a lesser priority than competing calls for funds within the Equipment Plan. These changes were
made in agreement with other partner nations in November 2001 and were made without affecting progress
on contract negotiations.

E   R  I-S D

10. Of the original fleet of 55 Hercules C130, which entered service in the 1960s, 25 have been replaced by
C-130J aircraft under the HRR1 project. The capability provided by the rest of the fleet, and by that provided
by the short-term lease of 4 C-17s will be replaced and enhanced (by increasing outsize airlift capability) by
the A400M. We expect the A400M to enter RAF service in 2010, with existing aircraft replaced progressively.

A A

11. On 4 September 1997, the seven collaborating European nations issued a Request for Proposals for
FLA to Airbus Industrie against the agreed ESR. Each nation specified its required in-service date, expected
off-take, support needs and other variables. The aim would be to place a fixed price contract for acquisition
and elements of support for the first ten years. The contract would be placed by OCCAR and embrace many
aspects of Airbus’s proposed commercial approach.
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12. A second Request for Proposals was issued to Airbus Industrie, the Boeing Company, and Lockheed
Martin Aeronautical Systems on 31 July 1998 by the UK on behalf of Belgium, France, Spain and the UK,
seeking tenders at prime contractor level against the ESR. Securing best value for money through competition
was a condition of our willingness to remain involved with the FLA programme. Tenders for this Future
Transport Aircraft (FTA) competition were received on 29 January 1999, coincident with those for the Short
Term Strategic Airlift. Tender assessments were conducted jointly with other nations and in more detail on
a national basis.

A A O

13. Contenders in the collaborative competition included the Airbus A400M and the existing C-17 and C-
130J aircraft, both available as commercial off-the-shelf purchases. Germany, a non-participant in the four-
nation competition, also considered the Antonov An-7X, (a customised version of the Russo-Ukrainian An-
70) along with France, Spain and Italy, as a further alternative to the A400M. The UK would have been
prepared to assess a compliant tender for AN-7X offered by a Western prime contractor had it been proposed
in response to the 31 July 1998 Request for Proposals, but no such bid was made. The C-130J cannot fulfil
the ‘outsize lift’ element of the ESR and would only be considered as part of a mixed fleet solution.

C

14. There was a seven-nation assessment of the collaborative A400M. When the Request for Proposals
was issued, the A400M nations indicated potential requirements totalling 288 aircraft. Airbus offered prices
for the A400M based on this and a number of other off-takes. The partner nations announced on 27 July 2000
(the Farnborough Declaration) that they intended to procure, in an initial order, numbers of aircraft sufficient
to launch the programme. Since then, Italy has announced its decision not to proceed with the programme
and Portugal has rejoined the programme; Turkey has also reduced its offtake. The partner nations
subsequently signed a revised Memorandum of Understanding on 18 December 2001 committing to a total
offtake of 196 aircraft: Belgium seven aircraft, France 50 aircraft; Germany 73 aircraft; Luxembourg one
aircraft in co-operation with Belgium, Spain 27 aircraft, Turkey 10 aircraft (reduced from 26), Portugal three,
and the UK 25 aircraft.

15. There would have been no collaborative opportunities in respect of the purchase of C-17 or C-130J,
except perhaps in the field of shared support.

E P

16. AM believes that there is significant market for the A400M beyond the European collaborative
partners, though estimates for the scale of this market vary.

I F

17. For the A400M, the aim is to ensure broadly equitable work-sharing arrangements, without detriment
to overall value for money. A key element of Airbus’s successful record in meeting challenging delivery
timescales is their system of relying on centres of excellence in successive programmes. Thus Airbus UK, the
UK industrial partner in Airbus, has become the Airbus centre of excellence for wing design. Our expectation
is that AM will manage the A400M programme in the same way, drawing on partner companies’ strengths
as appropriate.

18. As a result of the engine supplier consortium (APA) encountering difficulties in confirming the required
performance data for the TP400 engine, AM cancelled their arrangements with APA for the TP400 and have
re-launched the engine competition. AM have indicated their intention to select a new engine solution by end-
March. We understand that Rolls Royce will be offering a compliant solution, in association with other
European aero-engine manufacturers.

S A

19. The collaborative and commercial approach will help to achieve a cost-effective solution, along the
lines of civil aircraft development and procurement. There will be no separate development contract: AM will
be contracted to deliver aircraft, and will be responsible for the risk management associated with
development. The final price of the A400M will reflect the extent to which AM will have to carry costs pending
production deliveries. This single-phase approach circumvents the potential delay evident in collaborative
programmes needing production approval. In respect of aircraft certification, the intention is to adopt an
approach based on civil Joint Airworthiness Requirements, supplemented by military requirements where
appropriate.

20. An incremental acquisition strategy has been introduced for the A400M’s tactical capability. A400M
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will still enter service with a greater level of tactical capability than the C-130K it replaces but certain items
contributing to tactical capability will be acquired incrementally. The C-130J fleet will provide the tactical
capability that is required whilst A400M prepares to take this role. Thus an incremental acquisition strategy
permits a more affordable programme with little impact on capability.

A P

21. The A400M project is entering the single phase Manufacture and Development contract with design
feasibility work mature.

22. AM is inexperienced as a prime contractor in the military domain, but we expect it to draw heavily on
the military experience of its partner companies whilst still bringing the advantages of proven Airbus best
practice in the civil market.

M  C

23. Key milestones are:

FLA Request for Proposals issued 4 September 1997

Competitive Request for Proposals issued 30 July 1998

Tender submitted 29 January 1999

Decision 16 May 2000

Contract let (subject to resolution of GE funding approval) 18 December 2001

ISD 2010

24. Total estimated costs for the acquisition and initial support of the A400M are of the order of £3.5
billion. No significant costs have so far been incurred.

I-S S

25. AM proposes providing a range of in-service options, with the options mainly differing in the level of
contractor support offered. The in-service support strategy likely to be selected by the UK requires that RAF
personnel carry out all first line maintenance and on-aircraft second line maintenance. Third line on-aircraft
maintenance and second and third line maintenance off-aircraft will be undertaken by industry. This strategy
will ensure flexible and responsive support to operations, especially deployed operations, whilst making best
use of industry experience and resources for the conduct of the more specialised and resource intensive tasks.
Opportunities for common European support and training continue to be evaluated but, as yet, no decisions
have been taken on this issue.

26. Potential problems during any change-over period include the scope for dual utilisation of Service
support resources, such as equipment or manpower. Such problems will be minimised through controlled
delivery/disposal contracts and manpower planning.

F L, S  R

27. No decision has yet been taken on the exact make-up of the A400M fleet. The Concept of Employment
is currently being developed.

I

28. Future users of the A400M will include Belgium, France, Germany, Spain, Turkey, Portugal and the
UK. It is not possible to quantify the operational effectiveness implications of different air forces using the
same type of transport aircraft, but the A400M is expected to be able to carry the universal cargo pallet.
Savings in support costs could be expected as a result of several nations operating the same type of aircraft.
However, it will not be possible to quantify this until each nation has decided on the support strategy for its
own aircraft.

D  E R

29. The 25 Hercules C-130K aircraft that are being replaced by C-130J will be returned to Lockheed
Martin as part of the HRR1 procurement package. No decision has yet been made on the subsequent disposal
of the remainder of the C-130K fleet.
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I-S L

30. The Staff Requirement assumes an in-service life of 30 years.

D P

31. No specific options are being considered at this stage for long-term development. Improvements to
avionics and other systems are likely to be required over the life of the aircraft.

FUTURE RAPID EFFECTS SYSTEM/WATCHKEEPER

Future Rapid Effects System (FRES) is the generic name for a new concept being evaluated to meet the
requirements of rapid deployment with large operational impact. As such, it will meet part of the requirement
for new Armoured Fighting Vehicles. Through its reconnaissance variant (one of nine), FRES will provide
an element of the capability planned under the TRACER programme and will be complemented in delivering
the land component commander’s Intelligence, Surveillance, Target Acquisition and Reconnaissance
(ISTAR) requirements by the WATCHKEEPER Unmanned Air Vehicle (UAV) programme. The TRACER
programme will cease at the end of July 2002 when the project completes the current concept phase and it is
anticipated that much of the technology development as part of TRACER will be pulled through into the
FRES programme. For clarity, FRES and WATCHKEEPER have been included as separate sub-sections
to this memorandum.

FUTURE RAPID EFFECTS SYSTEM

O R

1. FRES is still in the concept phase and the operational requirement that it is to meet has still to be refined.
Broadly, it will be based on land-based vehicles with an emphasis being on “rapid effect”. This will enable
FRES to be deployed quickly, probably by air, and still have the operational capability to be highly effective
in theatre.

2. It is not clear yet whether FRES will be a single type or a “family” of vehicles; if it is the latter,
commonality will be a key feature at system, sub-system and component levels. FRES will act as the platform
for Armoured Reconnaissance and Mechanised Infantry roles. It is expected that FRES will subsume the
MRAV vehicles planned for the Mechanised Infantry role and the Manoeuvre Support of Future Command
Liaison Vehicle (FCLV); the other requirements of these MRAV and FCLV remain and these programmes
will continue.

3. There will be four MRAV variants; an armoured personnel carrier, a command vehicle, a
communications vehicle and an ambulance.

N

4. No decision has been made on the number of vehicles that will be required to meet the FRES
requirement. For planning purposes, 900 are being assumed.

5. Equally, the number of MRAV is still to be determined but the planning assumption is 775.

S D R

6. The need to have an improved ability to conduct expeditionary operations was highlighted in the SDR.
FRES will enable this aspiration to be met.

E   R  I-S D

7. FRES will replace some of the roles carried out by CVR(T), SAXON and FV430. Its ISD has still to
be finalised but will be towards the end of the decade.

8. MRAV will replace other roles carried out by CVR(T), SAXON and FV430 and it is intended that it
will be in service by 2008.

A A

9. As FRES is still in the concept phase, no decision has been made of the most appropriate acquisition
approach. However, the principles of Smart Acquisition will be applied, probably with incremental
acquisition featuring significantly. A Commercial or Military Off The Shelf (COTS/MOTS) solution is an
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option and information to support consideration of this was provided by some of the potential suppliers in
May 2001. Responses to these are currently being assessed.

10. MRAV is in the development phase under a fixed price contract let in 1999.

C

11. FRES is likely to offer good opportunities for collaboration with NATO partners at the sub-system
and component levels.

12. MRAV is being acquired through a tri-national programme with Germany and the Netherlands, and
the programme is being managed by the Organisation for Joint Armament Co-operation (OCCAR).

E P

13. FRES has the potential to attract export orders. However, it is still in a too immature state to establish
specific interest yet. Spain and Portugal have both expressed an interest in the MRAV programme and
received project briefings by OCCAR.

I F

14. FRES is likely to be the most significant land programme for UK industry this decade. Three UK
companies, Vickers Defence Systems, BAE Systems and Alvis Ltd have all expressed interest and it is possible
that the outcome of the competition will influence the rationalisation of the industry.

15. The principal UK Company involved in the MRAV programme is Alvis Ltd and the programme is
likely to secure over 500 jobs in this country over its life. Many of these will be in the Telford area.

M  C

16. ***

17. *** The next key milestone for MRAV is ISD in 2008.

I-S S

18. In both FRES and MRAV, methods of in-service support will be examined and the optimum selected
for each. Possible solutions include various levels of contractor logistic support and the supply of spares direct
to the field force; a PPP type arrangement may also prove feasible. Training Needs Analysis will be conducted
for each programme to establish requirements in this field.

I

19. Each programme will be planned to ensure maximum interoperability with other NATO members.

I-S L  F D

20. The expected life of FRES and MRAV should enable each to remain in service until the middle of the
century. During that time opportunities to upgrade them to take account of new technologies and changing
threats will be considered.

WATCHKEEPER UNMANNED AIR VEHICLE SYSTEMS

WATCHKEEPER is a programme to meet a significant proportion of the intelligence and information
requirements, principally of land commanders. The WATCHKEEPER system will comprise UAVs, their
sensor packages and associated exploitation facilities on the ground. It will be complemented by other
programmes and existing capabilities (for example, the FRES reconnaissance variant and other ISTAR
systems).

O R

21. The WATCHKEEPER system will be required to provide accurate, timely and high quality imagery
and intelligence information in all weathers, day and night. It will collect, collate, exploit and disseminate
such data and information to satisfy the critical requirements of land commanders from Battlegroup to
Division level across the spectrum of conflict.
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N

22. The numbers and types of UAVs and the architecture of the overall system are currently being
examined. No decision has been made on the numbers of individual systems as this will be determined once
the preferred option has been selected and confirmed towards the end of the assessment phase.

S D R

23. The Strategic Defence Review highlighted the need to enhance the capability for the Armed Forces to
undertake ISTAR tasks. WATCHKEEPER is a new capability being acquired to achieve that aim.

E   R  I-S D

24. WATCHKEEPER is a new wide-ranging capability that will subsume the capability currently
provided by the PHOENIX UAV system. Any future role for PHOENIX is being considered as part of the
assessment of the solutions for WATCHKEEPER. The ISD for WATCHKEEPER is to be finalised as part
of the current assessment work but the working assumption is an Initial Operating Capability of 2007.

A A

25. WATCHKEEPER is in its assessment phase where operational and technical risks are being identified
and minimised. A variety of acquisition strategies are being examined to establish the most cost-effective way
of delivering the capability.

C

26. The solutions envisaged are not likely to involve extensive development work and the opportunities
for effective collaboration in the initial stages of WATCHKEEPER are considered low. High levels of co-
operation among allied nations on requirement definition, technology, operational experience and
acquisition issues are being maintained.

E P

27. Whilst it is likely that the major components of the WATCHKEEPER air vehicles will be based on
existing off-the-shelf components, elements of the ground station might be of interest to other nations.
However, the system architecture is currently too immature to establish specific interest.

I F

28. There are four Prime Contractors competing for the WATCHKEEPER programme; Lockheed
Martin, BAE SYSTEMS, Thales and Northrup Grumman. An ITT for industry to submit proposals for
detailed assessment phase work was issued in February 2002. Based on the proposals, two of the companies
will be selected to undertake a series of System Integration and Assurance activities towards the end of 2002.

M  C

29. Approval has been given for the expenditure of £51M (Resource base at outturn prices) for the
completion of the Assessment Phase. ***

I-S S

30. A number of methods of in-service support are being examined to identify the best solution. Possible
solutions include various levels of contractor logistic support and the supply of spares direct to the field force;
a PPP type arrangement may also prove feasible in certain circumstances. A Training Needs Analysis is being
conducted to establish training requirements.

I

31. It will be important to be able to disseminate information to other systems both within the Armed
Forces and to our allies. Considerable attention is being given to the achievement of this within the
WATCHKEEPER programme.
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32. Options are being considered as to how WATCHKEEPER might best be managed over a period of
30 years. It is likely that this will be achieved through a programme of incremental acquisition with the
opportunity for technology insertion aimed at meeting emerging threats.

PFI/PPP IN THE DEFENCE EQUIPMENT ARENA

Public/Private Partnerships (PPPs) are a key part of the MOD’s approach to developing better ways of
supporting the Armed Forces. Ministry of Defence Policy Paper No. 4—Defence Acquisition, sets out the
MOD’s approach to PPPs.

The terms PPP and Private Finance Initiative (PFI) are often used synonymously, but while PPP is usually
used to describe large partnering projects, some of which may involve private finance, the principles apply to
a wide-range of acquisition techniques including:

— Outsourcing, where MOD contracts for services;

— Strategic Partnerships between MOD and key suppliers;

— Marketing of irreducible spare capacity, under the Government’s Wider Markets Initiative;

— PFI, where the private sector creates or acquires a capital asset and provides services based around
that asset; and

— Other long-term partnering relationships such as Defence Estates Prime Contracting.

PPP P

1. In selecting projects for PPPs the approach must be pragmatic rather than dogmatic. PPP tools such as
PFI and Partnering are employed where they offer the potential to achieve greater value for money than could
be achieved through more traditional methods of doing business. This greater value for money is realised
through allowing MOD to focus on its core military tasks, supported by private sector partners who are able
to use their particular expertise and skills to provide services more efficiently.

2. The Department is committed to the disposal of surplus capacity wherever practicable, although some
irreducible spare capacity is always likely to remain. Therefore, to make the best use of the MOD’s extensive
physical (equipment, land, premises) and non-physical (intellectual property, data, skills) asset base, MOD
budget holders are encouraged to market assets for which the Armed Services have no immediate need. The
Wider Markets Initiative often involves working with a private sector partner where they are able to find new
and innovative ways of exploiting spare capacity and sell spare capacity to other users.

PFI P

3. PFI remains the cornerstone of the MOD’s PPP programme. Consideration is given to investment from
the private sector rather than use of public funds whenever there is a need for substantial investment. But PFI
is only employed if it can be clearly demonstrated that it is appropriate, workable and economic, compared
to the Public Sector Comparator (PSC).

4. In PFI, the contracts are for services rather than assets. A decision is taken as to whether the
requirements can be sensibly met by a contract under which services are provided rather than by the outright
purchase of assets such as buildings and equipment. If it does, the MOD then considers whether such an
approach has the potential to offer better value for money than buying assets directly. Not all projects pass
these two tests, but many do.

5. PFI offers the potential to transfer risks to the private sector where it is better placed to manage them.
Among the main risks transferred are the design and build of the asset. Because payments are only made to
the partner when satisfactory service is received, there is a strong incentive on the partner to provide an asset
that is delivered on time and is suitable for purpose. This is reinforced by the partner’s need to service the
finance that has been raised to buy the underlying assets for the contract. Under the process known as “due
diligence”, the providers of finance will test the assumptions behind the business plan of the partner to satisfy
themselves that the question of risk has been properly addressed. This mix of mechanisms and incentives
means that once a contract is signed, projects are much more likely to deliver the required level of service on
time and within budget.
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6. The Department aims to take PFI as close to the front line as possible. But as the related services become
more war-like it becomes more difficult to transfer risk, for the contractors to innovate and for meaningful
measures of effectiveness to be determined. In these circumstances, it would become uneconomic to acquire
capability through private finance. As equipment becomes more operational in character, other issues,
including security, are brought to bear. PFI is not used in circumstances where the operational effectiveness
of the Armed Forces would be put at risk. There are, therefore, large numbers and types of equipment that
will be bought through more conventional means applying Smart Acquisition principles.

7. The MOD has a very large and diverse PFI programme that includes accommodation, housing,
information systems, utilities, training facilities and equipment. As at 1 February 2002, the Department has
signed 42 PFI deals resulting in over £2 billion of private sector investment in defence. These include a
contract to refurbish the MOD’s Whitehall HQ and provide serviced accommodation for a 30-year period,
the Joint Services Command and Staff College and six aircrew training simulators.

F PPP P

8. The Department is confident that PPP will deliver quality, value for money services. PFI is still quite
new, but many of the PFI deals that have been signed have now reached the point where services are being
delivered and the initial responses from customers are very encouraging. Aircrew simulator training has
proved to be a success as has the new housing provided through the Defence Housing Executive’s PFI
projects.

9. PFI is an evolving technique, which is being improved through MOD experience and the experience of
other Departments. A rich and wide-ranging forward programme is in place in which over 40 projects are
being pursued with the potential for a further £12 billion private sector investment in defence. These include
the Roll On Roll Off strategic sealift, Future Strategic Tanker Aircraft, and the MoD-wide water and
wastewater project (Aquatrine). It is intended to build upon the progress so far to explore and develop new
and more innovative forms of PPP to meeting future requirements in partnership with industry. A private
sector partner is currently being sought to help run and maintain the Army Training Estate (Project
Vanguard) and investigations into a potential long-term partnership with industry to improve our tri-Service
flying training are underway.

EXISTING MOD PFI PROJECTS

Future Strategic Tanker Aircraft

R

10. The Future Strategic Tanker Aircraft (FSTA) is expected to replace the air to air refuelling (AAR) and
some elements of air transport (AT) capability currently provided by the RAF’s fleet of VC10 and TriStar
aircraft. AAR is a key military capability that provides force multiplication and operational range
enhancement for front line aircraft across a range of defence roles and military tasks. The capability will
remain a fundamental UK need for the foreseeable future to support the deployment of combat forces to
operational theatres and to provide vital support in-theatre. However, our existing AAR/AT aircraft are old,
expensive to operate and need replacing by around the end of the decade.

R  PFI

11. FSTA was nominated as a potential PFI programme in 1997. It was judged that the project, scoped
as a service rather than asset acquisition, offered the advantages of early up-front investment from Industry
and greater value for money than could be obtained by conventional acquisition, through the transfer of the
risks of ownership to the private sector. There is considerable scope for innovation in provision of the service.
When not required by the RAF the Service Provider will be able to use spare aircraft capacity to earn revenue
through commercial freight and other non-military air transport operations.

S

12. Provision of an AAR service will form the primary focus of the anticipated contract. However,
elements of AT capability, both passenger and freight, will be included if this represents value for money when
compared to capability available through civil charter arrangements. The contract will also require provision
of a training service and the provision and maintenance of facilities, including flight simulators. The
contractor will own, manage and maintain the aircraft, but the RAF will continue to retain responsibility for
the delivery of military capability. A mix of Regular RAF, Sponsored Reserve and civilian contractor
personnel are expected to be involved in delivering the service.
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P  D

13. The project was launched in 1997. Following a period of market building, a Request for Information
was issued to industry in February 1999. Seven embryonic consortia responded. An Invitation to Submit
Outline Proposals was issued in September 1999 to which four consortia responded. Following Initial Gate
approval, the project launched a formal assessment phase in December 2000, through the issue of an
Invitation to Negotiate. Two consortia submitted formal bids and these are currently being assessed.
Contract negotiations are underway with both consortia.

O  F I

14. The capital value of the FSTA aircraft and associated infrastructure is estimated to be in the region of
£2 billion to £2.5 billion depending upon the solution adopted. However, through life costs of the programme,
with a 27-year contract duration, are currently estimated to be in the order of £13 billion at outturn prices.
The protection of operational capability is paramount. A PFI service would operate in close partnership with
the RAF who would continue to be responsible for delivering military capability.

Heavy Equipment Transporter

R

15. The Army’s requirement for a Heavy Equipment Transporter (HET) fleet is to be able to transport the
heavy armoured vehicles of a square armoured brigade with an accompanying portion of divisional combat
support, over distances of at least 150 kilometres within 24 hours. An additional requirement is to move the
minimum coherent fighting force (defined as 2 square battlegroups, an artillery regiment and 2 engineer
squadrons) in the first lift. The HET fleet is required to operate in a hostile environment which may include
the Rear Support Area, Main Supply Routes and brigade rear areas.

R  PFI

16. In February 1997 the Defence Support Vehicles Private Finance Initiative Steering Group
recommended that the HET capability should be exposed to PFI, including a full service contract and
involvement of Sponsored Reservists (SR). HET fitted the criteria for a potential PFI and was a definable
service. It was also an ideal pathfinder project to test the principle of SR.

S

17. HET is an OshKosh M1070F 8-wheel drive tractor powered by a 700 bhp Caterpillar engine, with a
7-axle King trailer. The total numbers will be 92, comprising 84 complete HET allocated to Squadrons, 3
tractors each with a recovery system allocated to Squadrons, 3 complete HET allocated to war maintenance
reserve, 2 complete HET allocated to training. Under PFI the contractor will design, build, finance, maintain
and operate (within limits on operations and exercises) the HET service.

P  D

18. The adoption of the HET project as the pathfinder scheme for the application of the SR was agreed
by Army Policy and Resources Committee in April 1998 and endorsed by the Equipment Approvals
Committee in November 1998. Invitations to Negotiate were issued to four consortia in September. The
original four consortia were down-selected to two with Best and final offers requested by January 2001. A
contract was placed with the Fasttrax consortia, lead by Halliburton Brown and Root, on 11 December
last year.

O  F I

19. The capital value of the HET is estimated to be in the region of £93M. Through life costs of the
programme with a 20 year contract duration are currently estimated to be in the order of £300M in
outturn prices.

20. Sponsored Reservists will form approximately one third of the HET drivers and maintainers, and will
be spread evenly across the three tank transporter squadrons. This is the first time that SR have been
contracted to be deployed but will not impact on the delivery of military capability which will remain the
responsibility of the Army.
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SKYNET 5

R

21. The SKYNET 5 programme will deliver the next generation of military satellite communications
services, replacing the SKYNET 4 constellation of satellites. The programme includes ground connectivity
and management facilities and the provision of terminals for both fixed and mobile users in the land and sea
environments. Current operational priorities place greater emphasis on satellite communications availability
over Europe and the Middle East. The result is that, with a two-satellite solution, a small part of the coverage
defined in the Staff Requirement will be met through commercial alternatives or MOU arrangements with
other nations.

R  PFI

22. SKYNET 5 was heralded in the SDR as an important and groundbreaking PFI programme, and its
viability was agreed in June 2000. It is the largest PFI project in the MoD, so far, to have reached the Preferred
Bidder stage. Satellite communications can be delivered to users as a service, with much of the risk transferred
to the contractor, making it an ideal candidate for PFI. The incorporation not only of the space and ground
segments, but also some terminal equipment for land and sea users, within the project boundary will offer
advantages as it mitigates the integration risk and allows the service provider, and the customer, to view the
business as an end-to-end service. This helped to remove the concerns of bidders and their lenders that the
volume of service (and the return they might get) might be affected by any delay or reduction in MOD’s
satellite communications terminal programmes.

S

23. Two military satellites, augmented by some commercial services, will meet the operational
requirement. In the PFI case at least two satellites will be launched and will be fully insured against failure.
Previous MOD conventional satellite acquisition programmes did not insure the satellites but built and
launched three satellites primarily to guarantee against failure.

24. The proposed solution includes provisions on service assurance. Particular emphasis will be placed on
access to the design of the military-critical features of the system (such as satellite Electro Magnetic Pulse
hardening and anti-jam measures that cannot be corrected once in orbit). During operational service, MoD
will only pay for services actually received, thus incentivising the service provider. If, for any reason, the
service provider is unable to deliver, contingency plans, agreed in advance with MOD, will enable a limited
number of key functions to be undertaken by Service personnel. Should the service provider fail to deliver,
he would be in default and the contract would be subject to termination. Compensation arrangements would
then apply, and the MoD would work with lenders to establish a new service provider.

P  D

25. The Equipment Approvals Committee endorsed the Staff Requirement for SKYNET 5 in 1997. In
1999 contracts for competitive PFI design phase studies were issued to two consortia, Paradigm (led by
Astrium, a joint venture between BAE Systems and EADS) and Rosetta (BAE Systems, BT and Lockheed
Martin). The Design phase ended in January 2001 with PFI proposals from both bidders. ‘Extended Revise
and Confirm’ and ‘Best and Final Offers’ rounds ensured the best possible bids have been obtained and
Paradigm was announced as the Preferred Bidder in February 2002.

O  F I

26. Under PFI, the cost of the programme will depend directly on the actual usage of the service
throughout the concession period. When considering the future requirement for satellite communications,
under conventional acquisition, the MoD needs to determine the maximum likely level of growth and the
overall system capacity needed to meet the assumed requirement. The Department then has to commit to the
full costs of those assets. Under a PFI programme, the MoD does not need to commit to the full costs in
advance. Instead, it needs to consider the minimum cost to which it is committed and the incremental cost
of the extra usage above this level to meet demand at various levels of usage growth.

27. Owing to uncertainty about future usage levels, value for money has been demonstrated using defence
planning assumptions as the basis of estimated usage. This is the most robust method of comparison because
it represents the highest assumed level of future operational activity. Therefore, in any year that the
operational scenarios do not exceed the assumptions, there will be a lower rate of satellite communications use
and, consequently, a net saving. Independent of the scenarios, there remains a sum to which the Department is
committed (the “Minimum Cost to the Department”) which will be payable regardless of the volume of
service provided. This sum is subject to negotiation with the Preferred Bidder.
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Airfield Support Services Project (ASSP)

R

28. The MOD owns and operates 105 airfields in the UK and word wide. Efficient operation of these
airfields underpins much of UK defence activity. To maintain and operate these airfields requires a specific
level of service provision (fuel, movements, clearance etc). Currently these airfields are supported by a mixture
of discrete contracts and in-house provision.

R  PFI

29. The ASSP approach evolved from “Front Line First”, where specific defence cost studies suggested
that airfield support had potential to yield efficiencies, possibly by public-private partnering. A number of
multi-activity contracts (private contractor arrangements) have been in place at RAF airfields for some years.
ASSP draws together the experience and lessons learned from running those contracts and looks at whether
one, overarching, contract would provide the best value for money, without compromising operational
effectiveness.

S

30. ASSP is a tri-service, defence-wide project looking at the viability of a PPP for the provision of airfield
support services to the MOD worldwide. All the key stakeholders have been involved, to ensure that, if it
proceeds, ASSP provides the right service and outputs. The project will, in particular, be assessing provision
of the following services:

— The MOD Fire Service.

— Aircraft Fuelling Operations.

— Movements and Air Cargo Handling Service.

— Airfield Clearance (Sweeping, Snow/Ice Clearance).

— Aircraft Services (Towing, Water/Waste/Cabin Services, Lifting etc).

The project will investigate contract terms of 15 and 25 years with service provision in output based terms.

P  

31. Three consortia have been invited to submit bids, which are due for return by 30 April 2002. An
evaluation period of about six months will follow bid return, during which all aspects of the project will be
scrutinised—technical, financial, commercial, human resources and employment legislation. A comparison
against the PSC will be made in an Investment Appraisal. Main Gate business case is planned for submission
early in 2003, with contract let later that year for implementation in summer 2004. If the PSC were selected
then the services would continue under current arrangements but with the benefit of the identified efficiencies.

O  F I

32. The contract would have an estimated value of £3.5 billion in cash terms over the 25-year period.
Operational effectiveness will not be compromised by ASSP. In line with current Departmental policy, the
project is seeking proposals for the employment and use of SR. Here, some of the contractor’s personnel
would have a reservist commitment and would effectively become Service personnel able to deploy on ASSP
tasks in military areas when required during times of crisis. Contractors on Deployed Operations could
augment the SR concept. The project would explore any such proposals from bidders that could bring value
for money and enhance operational capability. The outcome of these proposals would have a direct effect on
the number of Service personnel to be employed on these duties in the future. Where Service personnel
continued to be used, they would be embedded within the ASSP organisation, although their military
command chain and working practices would be protected.

33. Fire Study 2000 is a study into the MOD Fire Services to review the organisation and develop a strategy
to meet the Department’s future fire risk management requirements. The recommendations of the study will
be used to inform the PSC for ASSP.

Combat Support Vehicles

R

34. There is a tri-service requirement for the bulk distribution of fuel on deployed operations. The
principal elements are for the re-provisioning of bulk fuel storage facilities, the provision of fuel to all
deployed units (including armoured and air manoeuvre formations) and supply to aircraft operating from
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deployed airfields. These requirements generate a need for a low mobility General Support Tanker, a medium
mobility vehicle (described as the Close Support Tanker (CST)) and a medium mobility Tactical Aircraft
Refueller (TAR). In addition, a capability gap for the provision of water to forces on deployed operations
was identified in the Strategic Defence Review. To provide this capability, a medium mobility vehicle, similar
to the CST, would be required. These four elements make up the Wheeled Tanker programme. About 430
vehicles will be required.

35. The Support Vehicle programme is to meet the operational need for the movement of various cargoes
(for example, combat supplies, ordnance, fuel and unit equipment), specialised equipment and, on occasions,
personnel. The vehicles need to be compatible with standard containerised loads while still being able to move
large individual pieces of equipment. Many of these vehicles will be fitted out for specialised roles such as
communication centres and mobile workshops. To maintain flexibility, operational analysis has concluded
that three types of vehicle are required and should be based on load carrying capabilities of 6, 9 and 15 tonnes
(these being multiples of the standard 1.5 tonne pallet). They should all have medium mobility but, in
addition, there should be a smaller fleet of 9 tonne vehicles that have improved medium mobility. About 8,000
vehicles are required.

36. The recovery element of the Support Vehicle will be required to retrieve wheeled vehicles that have
broken down, been damaged through accident or enemy action, or have got bogged in. The vehicles that
might require such recovery range from Land Rovers to fully laden DROPS vehicles and M3 amphibious
bridging vehicles. The level of mobility and survivability must be commensurate with the vehicles that might
be recovered and the environments in which they operate. Thus the recovery vehicle fleet needs to comprise
a mixture of medium and improved medium mobility vehicles. About 400 vehicles and 70 trailers are required.

R  N E PFI

37. The Wheeled Tanker and Support Vehicle programmes were originally considered as three separate
projects: the Future Fuel Vehicle, the Future Cargo Vehicle and the Future Wheeled Recovery Vehicle. Since
these programmes are providing support to operations and are effectively delivering a service, a PFI approach
was considered and initial indications were that this would be an achievable method of acquisition. The use
of Sponsored Reserves was also considered to be a possibility.

38. A considerable amount of work, over a three-year period, was carried out both by the Department and
by industry in putting together outline proposals for PFI solutions to each of the programmes. However,
having thoroughly considered all possible ways of proceeding with PFI, it was concluded that a conventional
approach would offer better value for money for these programmes. The principle reasons causing this
decision were that there would be little opportunity for risk transfer, third party revenue would be minimal
and there would be little scope for innovation. Analysis of the way in which the fleets would be used revealed
that many of the vehicles would be located in small groups at widely dispersed units. Also many vehicles with
specialised roles would be permanently fitted out while others, to meet readiness times, would be kept loaded.
These facts lessened the ability to manage the vehicles on a “whole fleet” basis in a manner that would be
more cost-effective than a more conventional approach. Replacing military drivers with civilians would not
result in any manpower savings since the military personnel only drive as one of their duties; this also
weakened the case for the use of Sponsored Reserves. In each project, an Investment Appraisal showed that
a PFI solution would not offer better value for money than buying vehicles and using military personnel.
Ministers approved the change to the acquisition approach in March 2001. The lack of success in identifying
a PFI solution for these programmes does not mean that PFI is not being considered further in the Combat
Support area. The Heavy Equipment Transporter programme has been discussed above, and progress is well
advanced for the provision of the Field Electrical Power Supply through a PFI arrangement.

P  D

39. Invitations to Tender for the Wheeled Tanker were issued in August 2001 to MAN Truck and Bus UK
Ltd, Oshkosh Truck Corporation and Volvo Truck and Bus Ltd. Tenders have been received and are being
assessed. An announcement of the result of the competition is expected in summer 2002.

40. Invitations To Tender for the Support Vehicle were issued in January 2002 to Leyland Trucks Ltd,
MAN Truck and Bus UK Ltd Mercedes-Benz UK Defence, Oshkosh Truck Corporation and Stewart and
Stevenson Inc. Tenders are due to be returned in summer 2002, with an announcement of the result planned
to be before the end of the year.

41. For both requirements, the bidders are being invited to put forward innovative ways of supporting the
fleets including the use of Contractor Logistic Support.
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BOWMAN

BOWMAN will provide a secure, robust, data and voice communications system in support of land
operations, to replace the Clansman combat radio and some of the HQ infrastructure element of the
Ptarmigan trunk communication system. It will also play a key role in the MOD’s Battlespace Digitization
initiative.

Computing Devices Canada (CDC)—a subsidiary of the General Dynamics Group, and now known as
General Dynamics UK Ltd (GD UK) following an internal reorganisation—was awarded preferred supplier
status for the supply and support of BOWMAN on 19 July 2001. The contract was signed with the company
on 13 September 2001 and both parties are now working effectively to achieve an In Service Date (ISD) of
March 2004.

O R

1. BOWMAN is required to provide a secure combat communications system for the Army and elements
of the other Services, in support of land and littoral operations. It will serve as the primary means of voice and
data communication for tactical level operations—characterised by mobility and undertaken by numerous
individual fighting platforms and dismounted combatants—and will be based on radio communications that
can operate without relying on fixed infrastructure. The BOWMAN system will be made up of: a number of
radio communications sub-systems that are connected to provide a tactical internet; a range of computers
that provide messaging, situation awareness and management information; a local area sub-system that
interconnects data terminals and voice users within a vehicle or group of vehicles forming a deployed
divisional, brigade or battle group headquarters; and connections to trunk, satellite and strategic
communications systems. It will have a capability for fast data communications and connections with
external networks, and excellent voice and slower data transfer. As well as being man-portable, BOWMAN
will be an integral part of the communications fit of major equipments such as Challenger 2 Main Battle Tank,
helicopters and warships.

2. This breadth of requirement was developed over the extended BOWMAN programme between 1988
and 1997. Reviews in 1999 and 2000 confirmed that the current scope is both appropriate and affordable.

T-

3. The scope for trade-offs was identified within the User Requirement Document, in terms of cost,
capability and time, across the requirements spectrum, from total numbers of radios to the level of integration
that would be provided for different platforms. Some detailed reductions in functionality were agreed, and
ruggedized off-the-shelf, rather than bespoke, computer terminals will be used. The delivery of capability will
be staged: elements of the system that are assessed to require prolonged development to reduce risk will be
delivered after the in-service date. However, the GD UK plan shows a rapid programme through to
completion of deliveries in 2007.

N

4. On current plans, BOWMAN equipment will be fitted to some 20,000 vehicles, 149 naval vessels
(including 42 capital ships) and some 350 aircraft. Around 100,000 trained servicemen will use it. More than
47,000 radios (excluding the Personal Role Radio—see paragraph 9) and 26,000 computer terminals will be
procured.

S D R

5. The Strategic Defence Review highlighted the importance of effective command, control and
communication systems, and confirmed the requirement for BOWMAN.

M C

6. As the primary means of communication at the tactical level for land operations, BOWMAN will be
used across the spectrum of conflict, for all missions and at all scales of deployment. BOWMAN will be
central to the command and control, and therefore the effective deployment, of forces used for military tasks
ranging from disaster relief to regional conflict.

E   R  ISD

7. BOWMAN will replace the Clansman family of combat radios in service since the 1970s. It will also
replace those elements of the Ptarmigan trunk communication system within vehicle borne tactical
headquarters at divisional, brigade and battlegroup level.
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8. Investment in feasibility work for BOWMAN was initially endorsed against an ISD of December 1995.
In 1993, this was revised to June 1999 as a result of budgetary constraints and an increased understanding of
the technical complexity of the project gained from the Phase 1 Feasibility Studies. During the competitive
first stage of the Project Development phase (PD1), the ISD was revised to April 2001, again for budgetary
reasons. Following the completion of PD1, the ISD was slipped to March 2002 as a result of the revised
procurement strategy (see paragraph 10) and the redefinition of the ISD to reflect the delivery of a true
operational capability. In December 1999, in the light of an assessment of the technical risk remaining in the
programme, the ISD was further slipped to late 2003/early 2004. Main Gate approval was given for
investment against an ISD of March 2004. Since August 1998, the ISD has been defined as the date when a
brigade HQ and two battlegroups are equipped and capable of deploying on other operations. The Clansman
family of combat radios and the relevant elements of Ptarmigan will be progressively removed from service
over the period 2003-07, as BOWMAN is deployed.

9. It has been possible, however, to plan for the early delivery of a small but significant operational
capability that had previously been tied to the delivery of the whole system. Through the application of Smart
Acquisition principles, in particular incremental acquisition, the Personal Role Radio, a short range, non-
secure tactical radio for use at section level, is being delivered in advance of the main BOWMAN system.
Early deliveries were made in late 2001 to troops deploying for Exercise Saif Sareea and on operations in
Afghanistan. ISD was declared on 29 January 2002, two months earlier than the formal target of March 2002.
In addition, the requirement for insecure tactical ground-air communications has been met by the Tac G-
A project.

A A

10. Initial work on BOWMAN was conducted by two consortia that undertook Phase 2 Feasibility Study
and PD1 work. Following completion of PD1 in late 1996, the competing consortia announced their intention
to form a joint venture company, known as Archer Communications Systems Ltd (ACSL), to bid for the
BOWMAN supply contract. This resulted in a review of the procurement options open to the MOD, namely
continuing with either one of the consortia, continuing with ACSL, or finding a new prime systems integrator.
A revised, single source, procurement strategy for BOWMAN and the remainder of the risk reduction work
was approved in March 1997, and a risk reduction contract was placed with ACSL in August 1997. A further
risk reduction contract (known as Package 0) was placed with ACSL in October 1998 at a value of £185
million to ensure the necessary confidence in performance, time and cost of the programme prior to the Main
Gate approval and before contractual commitment. Package 0 was also to enable the completion of the sub-
system definition and sub-contractor selection and it was planned to award the first of the production
contracts in late 1999. An affordability review and some redefinition of the project was carried out in March
1999 following a submission from ACSL. The principal area of risk was the integration of sub-systems
supplied by a number of different sub-contractors. A further key risk was the timescale for contracting for
installation design certification and conversion in over 200 platform types with complex existing design rights.

11. Assessment of ACSL’s final bid showed it as unable to meet the minimum performance requirements
and the decision was taken to remove preferred supplier status from the Company and to launch a fresh
competition. A pre-qualification questionnaire exercise was conducted resulting in the selection of three
potential prime contractors: CDC, Thales and TRW. An invitation to tender (ITT) for a supply and support
contract was issued to each of them in November 2000. This sought bids within the tradable range of the
BOWMAN requirement, allowing the potential prime contractors to offer capability, risk and cost trade-offs
down to a minimum acceptable range. The ITT also mandated a UK supplier for the cryptographic system
(Cogent) and offered preferred supplier status for the VHF radio sub-system to ITT Defence Ltd. The
principal areas of risk remained with the new competition and so, in parallel with the ITT, risk reduction
contracts were let with each of the potential prime contractors, and with the two key sub-contractors (Cogent
and ITT Defence Ltd). The risk reduction work aimed to provide maximum confidence in delivering
capability and informed the assessment process prior to the announcement of the preferred supplier. Within
each general area, the potential prime contractors had different specific areas of risk and output. All of these
areas were fully reported at Main Gate.

12. Bids for the BOWMAN supply and support contract were received from each of the potential prime
contractors on 7 February 2001. The evaluation process assessed the performance, programme management,
commercial, and risk areas of the bids, with the main emphasis being on delivering the relevant BOWMAN
criteria at the ISD with a viable and affordable programme. The three month assessment and clarification
period concluded that CDC offered the best value for money solution to the BOWMAN requirement,
together with high confidence of delivering an early ISD. The results of the assessment phase informed the
Main Gate submission in June last year. Preferred supplier status was awarded to GD UK (as CDC had
become) and final negotiations resulted in the signature of a firm price contract on 13 September 2001.
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13. The options of upgrading Clansman or procuring an austere off-the-shelf solution were examined at
the time of the review of procurement options in 1997 but were not considered to be cost-effective for meeting
the requirement. A number of alternative technical options were examined, as was the validity of the basic
approach to BOWMAN in the light of rapid developments in the mobile communications field. This analysis
demonstrated that the BOWMAN approach was best able to meet the military requirement and could lead
to a robust solution.

E P

14. The sophistication and cost of BOWMAN will limit the market for the total system but there will be
scope for supplying elements in a number of countries: those where VHF and HF radios bought from the
selected BOWMAN suppliers are already operated and that might seek an upgrade using elements of the
BOWMAN system; and, those that wish to improve their capability at brigade level and below.

I F

15. Ninety-nine per cent of the work content of the winning bid is UK based—the highest proportion of
any of the bids—and will secure around 1,600 jobs across the UK in design, development, manufacture and
project management. Sub-contract work is expected to secure more than 100 jobs in Scotland, more than 300
jobs in South West England, and around 75 jobs in the South East, centred on Hastings. Major UK sub-
contractors include Alvis plc and GKN Westland Helicopters. There will be significant technology transfer
to the UK, and MOD will hold appropriate intellectual property rights, available for use by other companies
working on linked projects. Industry has committed itself to maintaining development and production
facilities in the UK.

S A

16. Smart Acquisition has given the MOD scope to deal with BOWMAN in a controlled and managed
way. The freedom to trade requirements in search of a more cost-effective solution enabled ‘fallback’ options
to be identified in case the ACSL bid failed. The results of these studies revealed that there were realistic
alternatives to ACSL that could be rapidly pursued. The MOD was, therefore, able to re-open the
competition in search of value for money rather than stopping the entire programme and starting from
scratch, delaying BOWMAN even further. The Prime Contract with GD UK incorporates Smart Acquisition
principles, in partnering, incentives and a shared date environment.

17. We have been able to adopt an incremental acquisition approach and have delivered the Personal Role
Radio element of the programme ahead of the main BOWMAN system.

A P

18. The principal acquisition stages are as follows:

— Feasibility Studies 1988–1993;

— Phase two Feasibility Study and (competitive) Project Development first stage 1993–1996;

— Single source strategy—risk reduction work and programme review 1997–2000;

— New competition and further risk reduction work 2000–2001;

— Bowman Supply and Support contract—September 2001.

M  C

19. Key milestones now in prospect for this project are:

Conversion of the first unit (an infantry battalion) July–Sept 2003
In Service Date Mar 2004
End of BOWMAN conversion programme 2007

20. The original budget for BOWMAN was £1.9 billion at LTC 93 prices, excluding long-term support.
This was the first Ministerially approved total acquisition cost. Allowing for inflation, the current cost is
estimated to be £2.321 billion, excluding long-term support (cash at outturn prices). On a resource basis (that
is including the cost of capital charge but excluding long-term support and Post Design Services) the current
cost of BOWMAN is £2.40 billion.
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21. The total costs incurred to 31 March 2001 are shown in the table below:

Year Costs (£ million)

Prior to 1993–94 10.208
1993–94 8.809
1994–95 23.963
1995–96 19.796
1996–97 20.754
1997–98 21.123
1998–99 66.181
1999–2000 86.858
2000–01 92.328
2001–02 estimate 99.935

Total 452.881

Expenditure still to be incurred: £1.873 billion (at EP 2002 outturn prices).
Of this £1.767 billion is committed.

Peak Expenditure: 04/05 05/06
Current Forecast: £354.762 million £389.775 (at outturn prices)

I-S S

22. The BOWMAN supply and support contract encompasses the provision of initial spares and facilities
to support operations that will be supplied with the prime equipment and installations, contractor support
to ensure sustainability of the deployed system for five years, and reprovisioning activity. The level of support
required is being determined using integrated logistics support principles. The importance of reliability and
spares availability, and their impact on equipment sustainability, is reflected in the contract. The use of
existing spares and equipment, where appropriate, was mandated. Training is being addressed under a tri-
Service training needs analysis that will recommend training methodologies and training media.

23. The programme to convert fighting platforms and formations to operate BOWMAN is a major task
that will be carried out over a total of five years, including a three year period of main conversion. For the
main customer, the Army, conversion will be undertaken as each operational unit, principally a brigade,
enters its training year within the Formation Readiness Cycle. The BOWMAN Fielding Plan addresses the
requirement to provide support to both the new system and that being replaced, and parallel BOWMAN and
Clansman training will be needed at certain locations.

F L, S  R

24. In accordance with the principles of whole fleet management, BOWMAN equipment that is not
assigned to the front line will in effect be held in reserve, although there will be no formal war reserve. Spares
to support BOWMAN will be held in storage, under arrangements still to be decided.

I

25. National interoperability for land operations will be achieved, as, ultimately, all elements of the three
Services that take part in the land or littoral battle will be equipped with BOWMAN. International
interoperability will be achieving through the implementation of all endorsed NATO Standards applicable
to the operating environment. To achieve secure interoperability, BOWMAN mandates the endorsed NATO
appliqué unit to meet NATO encryption interoperability standards.

D  E   R

26. Disposal Services Agency will consider the most appropriate disposal route (sale or scrap) for
Clansman equipment that is no longer required. Relevant parts of Ptarmigan will be retained as spares to
support the Ptarmigan elements remaining in service.
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27. BOWMAN is planned to be in service for at least 25 years.

D P

28. Given the pace of change in information systems technology, it is likely that there will be developments
that require technology insertion over the course of BOWMAN’s service life, and the system is being designed
accordingly.

SEA LIFT ASSETS: ROLL-ON ROLL-OFF (RoRo) SHIPS

The Strategic Defence Review identified a need for four additional Roll-on Roll-off vessels, making a total
of six, to support the deployment of the Joint Rapid Reaction Forces (JRRF). After Initial Gate in March
1999, an Invitation to Negotiate (ITN) was issued to four consortia. Assessment of the bids received in July
1999 indicated that a Private Finance Initiative (PFI) solution was likely to provide value for money. After
optimisation of the bids to reflect commercial and capability trade-offs, final bids were received on 14 January
2000. However, as MOD could not be certain that it was receiving the best value for money, the bids were
revised and confirmed by the bidders in July 2000. The competition confirmed that each potential service
provider would intend to build new, or convert existing, ships to meet the operational requirement. The
selection of AWSR Shipping Ltd (AWSR) as the preferred bidder was announced on 26 October 2000.

Following a period of negotiation, MOD entered into a preliminary agreement with AWSR in December
2000. This cleared the way for shipbuilding contracts to be let by AWSR with the German Flensburger yard
(for four ships) and Harland and Wolff (H&W) (for two) in time to benefit from Shipbuilding Intervention
Fund support. ***. In ordering ships from two shipyards, AWSR has been able to offer early delivery of the
capability, which is of benefit to Defence by reducing the period in which availability of sufficient strategic
sealift to support the JRRF could not be assured. However, difficulties in the detailed commercial
arrangements for the two H&W ships were threatening the timely completion of the PFI negotiations and
early deliver of the service. In March 2001, MOD therefore took over the commercial shipbuilding contracts
with H&W as part of the PFI arrangements. (AWSR’s shipbuilding contracts with Flensburger are
unaffected). The H&W contracts are being managed on MOD’s behalf by AWSR. On delivery the H&W
ships will be taken into the PFI arrangements and AWSR will then provide the full six ship service on PFI
terms.

Contract award was planned for Summer 2001 but the negotiations have been complicated by several
factors: taking into account the developing tax and other aspects of the Government’s initiatives on the
shipping industry set out in “British Shipping Charting a New Course”; H&W’s future financial stability; and
developing with AWSR and the Seafarers Unions the relationship between commercial crewing arrangements
and the deployment of Sponsored Reserves. These factors were compounded by the extra wariness and risk
aversion induced in the insurance, commercial shipping and financial markets by the events of 11 September.
It is now expected that the negotiations leading to award of the full PFI contract will be completed this spring.
The expected early full service availability date of 2003 is not affected by the extended negotiations.

Until the full service is available a provisional service is being managed by MOD which provides an
enhanced level of sealift compared to that previously available.

O R

1. The requirement is for guaranteed, world-wide delivery of JRRF early entry equipment, including
containerised ammunition, at sustained speeds of at least 18 knots. The vessels will be of commercial design.
They will not be provided with warlike features such as a self-defence capability or military communications,
although the selection of appropriate commercially available equipment will maximise their operational use.
Ship size is a balance between optimum load carrying capacity and the need to operate into small ports with
draught restrictions and no specialist Ro-Ro facilities; manoeuvrability is built into the design to assist with
berthing in the absence of tug support.

T-

2. Trade-off between operational risk and value for money has been tested in negotiations.
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3. The long-term requirement is for a capability of six vessels in total.

S D R

4. Operational analysis in the SDR subsumed earlier studies of strategic lift to identify the number of
RoRo vessels, and aircraft, required.

M C

5. The RoRo service can be used across a full range of missions and military tasks that require deployment
of UK forces into theatre through a seaport of disembarkation. It is not the intention to use the service in
‘battle conditions’ but the ships may need to transit warlike zones and may be under escort as part of a
task force.

E   R  I-S D

6. Following the expiry of the contracts for the bareboat charter of RFAs SEA CRUSADER and SEA
CENTURION in January and April 2001, these two vessels have been rechartered, along with Merchant
Vessel Dart 10, to provide an enhanced level of sealift (the ‘provisional service’) pending the introduction of
the PFI service; a fourth vessel will be chartered on an ad hoc basis as required. The target date for the full
PFI service to be available to provide the increased capability identified by the SDR, is 2005, but under the
preliminary agreement signed in December 2000, it will be available by 2003.

P A

7. Under the PFI arrangements, the service provider will be responsible for the design, finance, manning,
operation and maintenance of the service. PFI is inherently ‘Smart’ in that it looks at whole life costs,
harnesses commercial skills and opportunities, and seeks to place risk in the hands of the parties best placed
to manage it. The opportunity for commercial trading of capacity under-used by MOD will reduce the cost
of the service to the MOD.

C

8. The PFI service provider must provide a guaranteed service, which includes the possibility of transiting
warlike zones as well as limiting the possibility of interference from other nations. Furthermore, there is also
a clear operational requirement to man these vessels with British seamen, as a minimum, for security
considerations. AWSR have bid, and will be contracted to provide, British seafarers eligible to be called out
as sponsored reserves for all vessels when working for the MOD.

A P O

9. An Investment Appraisal has considered a wide range of options including: do nothing for 20 years,
short and long term charter options, and conventional design and construction. None of these matched the
value for money offered by the PFI approach.

E P

10. The issue of export potential does not arise directly in the circumstances of this project.

I F

11. Both the interim and long term requirements have been addressed through competition. It was
recognised before the competition that the long-term requirement might involve a new build by the selected
PFI contractor. As the requirement was for a service to be provided using commercial, non-warlike vessels,
the competition could not be restricted to UK shipyards. The selected PFI solution involves the build of four
ships by the German Flensburger shipyard and two by H&W.

12. Although the current lack of orders to follow on from the RoRo contracts leads to concerns over
H&W’s longer term prospects, the ship building work is not affected.
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S A

13. The programme is being managed using a Smart Acquisition approach.

A P/K M/C

14. Key milestones as currently planned:

Initial Gate Approving issue of Invitation to March 1999
Negotiate assuming PFI

Assessment of bids (including the ‘revise Late 1999–
and confirm’ round) July 2000
Main Gate To approve selection of preferred bidder October 2000

for PFI solution
Announcement of preferred bidder October 2000
Preliminary agreements in relation to December 2000
shipbuilding subcontracts
MoD take over commercial shipbuilding March 2001
contract with H&W
Provisional Service March 2001
PFI Contract Spring 2002
Full Service By 2005

15. The capital cost of the asset element of the PFI service will be around £175 million. The annual service
cost to the MoD is related to usage but might amount to £40 million per annum (fuel excluded).

I-S S

16. Under a PFI arrangement the service provider is responsible for the operation and maintenance of the
service and is paid against performance.

“F L” N

17. The intention is that all six ships, under a PFI arrangement, with optimum risk transfer, should be at
the graduated readiness required for JRRF operations.

I

18. The service supports the NATO Defence Capabilities Initiative in a number of areas but full
commitment is limited by contractual limitations appropriate to a PFI contract.

D  E R

19. As the PFI vessels become available, the charters for the ships providing the ‘provisional service’
will expire.

I-S L

20. The contract will be 20 years from the introduction of the full service and the contractor will be
responsible for the disposal of the assets at the end of the contract. The 20-year period is related to value for
money, financing and ship life.

D P

21. A change procedure will allow, for example, technical upgrades offering value for money to be
introduced by agreement.

FUTURE CARRIERS- (CVF)

The decision in the Strategic Defence Review to purchase two large aircraft carriers to replace the three
Invincible-class carriers from around 2012 is being taken forward and competitive contracts for the CVF
Assessment Phase were awarded in November 1999 to BAe Land and Sea Systems (now BAE SYSTEMS)
and Thomson-CSF (now Thales Naval Ltd). The first part of this phase examined a wide range of carrier
designs, to reflect the options for the Future Joint Combat Aircraft (JCA (formerly known as the Future
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Carrier Borne Aircraft (FCBA))—see separate memorandum). This work helped to inform a decision, in
January 2001, to select the Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) as the aircraft with the best potential to meet the JCA
requirement. A new strategy for the remainder of the Assessment phase was agreed in Autumn 2001 and a
revised Stage 2 of Assessment began in November 2001. Carrier design work is now focusing on vessels
capable of supporting JSF pending a decision on aircraft variant selection, which is currently planned by
autumn 2002.

O R

1. The Strategic Defence Review (SDR) concluded that the ability to deploy offensive air power will be
central to future force projection operations, and that aircraft carriers can provide valuable flexibility in a
range of operational circumstances. They can also offer a coercive presence, which may forestall the need for
war fighting. The SDR recognised that there is an increasing likelihood of future operations being conducted
by forces far from their home bases. In such operations, host-nation support, including access to suitable air
bases, cannot be guaranteed, particularly during an evolving regional crisis or the early stages of a conflict.
The SDR concluded that there is a continuing need for Britain to have the capability offered by aircraft
carriers. Our three Invincible-class carriers were designed for Cold War anti-submarine operations. Our
intention, announced in the SDR, is to replace these with a new class of larger and more capable carriers,
known as the Carrier Vessel Future (CVF) class.

2. In accordance with the Smart Acquisition model, CVF is following a two-stage approval process that
involves an Initial and a Main Gate. Initial Gate approval, utilising the Smart Acquisition model, was given
in December 1998 for an Assessment phase. Studies being undertaken in Assessment with examine the User
Requirement Document and develop it, using cost/capability trade-offs to produce an affordable and
achievable System Requirements Document. The objective is to build a replacement for the current carriers
that has an increased emphasis on offensive air operations and is capable of operating the largest possible
range of aircraft in the widest possible range of roles.

T-O

3. Trade-offs between cost and capability and time and capability are integral to the Assessment Phase
work.

N

4. The original plan was to replace the three Invincible-class carriers with three 20,000 tonne vessels.
Operational analysis demonstrated, however, that it would be more cost-effective to procure two large
carriers, each capable of carrying up to about 50 aircraft. The SDR also saw advantage in future carriers being
capable of carrying more fixed-wing aircraft than the current vessels, in order to be able to contribute more
effectively to the support of operations on land and at sea.

S D R

5. The SDR assessed the requirement for aircraft carriers within the overall requirement for an offensive
air capability. It concluded that “there is....a continuing need for Britain to have the capability offered by
aircraft carriers” and the emphasis for replacement carriers should be on “increased offensive air power, and
an ability to operate the largest possible range of aircraft in the widest possible range of roles” (The Strategic
Defence Review, Supporting Essays, pages 6-6 to 6-8).

M C

6. The CVF will deploy offensive air power in support of the full spectrum of future operations, including
force projection, as a central component of the maritime contribution to joint operations.

E   R  I-S D

7. The planned out of service dates for HMS Invincible, HMS Illustrious, and HMS Ark Royal are 2010,
2012 and 2015 respectively. The SDR introduced no changes to this programme of withdrawals from service.
The first CVF is scheduled to enter operational service in 2012 and the second in 2015. The in-service date of
CVF will be declared as the date when the military capability provided by the CVF is assessed as available
for operational use in its minimum usefully deployable form, i.e at least as capable as the system it replaces.
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8. The CVF procurement strategy is based on competition and prime contractorship, with clear and
unambiguous output requirement specifications.

9. Invitations to tender for the Assessment Phase were issued in January 1999 to six potential prime
contractors—BAE, Lockheed Martin, Boeing, Marconi Electronic Systems, Raytheon, and Thomson-CSF.
Responses were received in May from two teams: the first led by Thomson-CSF of France with BMT Defence
Services Ltd and Raytheon Systems as major sub-contractors; the other by BAe Land and Sea Systems with
Marconi Electronics Systems as a sub-contractor.

Following tender evaluation and face-to-face meetings with industry it was judged that the bids offered the
basis for robust and effective competition and contracts were awarded to both teams in November 1999. BAe
and Marconi subsequently merged to form BAE SYSTEMS and in February 2000 Lockheed Martin joined
the Thomson-CSF team (now known as Thales).

10. The Assessment phase was originally intended to comprise two main stages. The first involved the
examination of carrier design options and helped inform the decision, in January 2001, to select JSF as the
aircraft with the best potential to meet the FJCA requirement. Reflecting this decision, the remainder of Stage
1 focused on vessels capable of supporting JSF.

11. Stage 2 was previously planned to involve detailed work, informed by our choice of JSF, to determine
the carriers’ design parameters and to reduce technological risk, and culminate in the Main Gate approval
decision, planned for December 2003, to down-select to one preferred prime contractor to proceed to
Demonstration and Manufacture.

12. The first stage of Assessment was completed in June 2001. The Department carefully considered the
proposals received from the contractors for the originally configured Stage 2, taking into account their views
of the amount of work required to minimise the level of risk in the CVF programme. Having revisited our
strategy to determine the most efficient and cost effective way forward for the remainder of the Assessment
Phase, we concluded that the original approach no longer offered best value for money.

13. As a result, the CVF procurement strategy was changed. In a revised and shortened stage 2, until
November 2002, the competing consortia will concentrate on refining their designs and on taking key trade-
off decisions. During this period the Department will continuously assess the two consortia’s work so that
we can announce a single preferred prime contractor in early 2003.

14. The selected prime will then work on the third stage of assessment from early 2003 through to the
award of a Demonstration and Manufacture contract early in 2004.

15. In adopting this revised approach we are seeking to apply Smart Acquisition principles. This approach
will allow us to maximise the advantages offered by competition and thus ensure that we achieve best value
for money. The new strategy concentrates the forces of competition at appropriate levels; namely between
the candidate primes whilst designs are refined and key trade-off decisions are made; and then, once the prime
has been selected, at the sub-contractor level to ensure that robust prices are achieved. The new strategy will
allow a seamless transition from Assessment through to Demonstration and Manufacture. The strategy also
addresses industry’s concerns about the level of risk reduction required on major programmes. Both BAE
SYSTEMS and Thales have welcomed the revised approach.

16. The revised strategy provides additional funding for the remainder of the Assessment Phase but offsets
this by the fact that only one prime will be contracted for Stage 3 post-November 2002. We will also seek to
withhold some of the payments for this stage until after the award of the D&M contract. The additional cost
of the revised strategy is around £20 million. This additional funding will enable the selected prime to compile
more confidently their performance, time and cost proposals, which we will expect them to achieve during
the build programme. The programme remains within its previously approved maximum acceptable cost for
the Assessment phase. The planned In-Service Dates of the two carriers remain unchanged at 2012 and 2015.

17. The Demonstration element of the D&M phase will initially continue design and risk reduction work
from the Assessment Phase, the intention being to achieve the highest possible level of mature design before
construction begins.

18. A cost model has been developed to generate whole-life cost estimates for CVF and this is populated
with regularly updated data from industry. In the event of competition collapsing before the end of Stage 2,
this model would be used as the basis for negotiations with industry.

A A O

19. During the first stage of Assessment, a wide range of carrier and aircraft options, including
conventional take-off and landing, short take off and vertical landing, and short take off but arrested recovery
were considered. As part of this work and following normal practice, the cost of extending the three existing
carriers, by ten years, has been assessed to provide a baseline against which the cost effectiveness of all the
options can be evaluated.
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C

20. Whole ship collaboration is unlikely to be a viable option, but opportunities are being reviewed during
Assessment, especially for equipment systems and subsystems. In particular, discussions are continuing with
the French and US to explore areas for possible co-operation in common areas of aircraft carrier technology
at a system or sub-system level.

E P

21. It is unlikely that this project will lead directly to whole-ship sales, although the commercial marketing
of CVF design skills and production technology could benefit UK industry. Much of the ship’s equipment
could have export potential. Industrial Participation proposals will be invited, as appropriate, for offshore
content of the proposed solution.

I F

22. In accordance with government policy for the construction of warships, the CVF will be built in a UK
shipyard or shipyards. Industrial factors will be taken into account in the selection of the prime contractor.

S A

23. The CVF programme is adopting and further developing a range of Smart Acquisition techniques
including a greater emphasis on identifying, evaluating, and implementing effective trade-offs between system
performance, whole-life costs and time; the adoption of incremental acquisition for areas such as the combat
systems; and the use of off-the-shelf equipment and commercial standards, where appropriate. An Integrated
Project Team (IPT) is managing the project under the leadership of an industrialist recruited in an open
competition. In accordance with Smart Acquisition, what would previously have been Feasibility and Project
Definition stages have been combined into a single Assessment phase, with increased investment at this stage
to achieve early risk reduction. The two consortia have been encouraged to be innovative throughout the
project.

24. The preferred contractor for the CVF programme will be selected through a continuous assessment
process. This offers a new and faster means of discriminating between two competing contractors. The
process also breaks new ground by addressing significant but less tangible ‘soft issues’—such as the
contractors’ ability to work with the MoD, which is an important issue when the MoD could be working with
the selected prime for many years. The continuous assessment process will run throughout the coming year
and will provide the MoD with a robust and fair method of determining which contractor is best placed to
build the carriers. It is a move away from the traditional tender assessment approach and should mean that
the MoD will be able to make its decision more quickly than would otherwise be possible.

A P

25. A number of small-scale pre-feasibility studies were completed prior to the award of the assessment
contracts. A risk register will be maintained throughout the life of the project as the core of an integrated risk
management system. This contains both MoD and contractor inputs and is the focus for risk reduction work
during the Assessment phase. The risk reduction work will help to provide confidence in the data to be
assessed in the Combined Operational Effectiveness and Investment Appraisal that will support the Main
Gate submission to proceed with Demonstration and Manufacture.

M  C

26. CVF milestones, as currently planned, are shown in the table below.

User Requirements Document endorsement December 1998
and Initial Gate approval
Issue Invitation to Tender (ITT) January 1999
Start ITT Assessment November 1999
FCBA decision January 2001
Start Stage 2 of Assessment November 2001
Announcement of preferred prime contractor, January 2003
start Stage 3 of Assessment
Main Gate approval December 2003
Order date 2004
ISDs 2012 and 2015
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27. We envisage a total acquisition cost for the two carriers of £3 billion (resource costs, outturn prices),
including combat system and initial support costs, but excluding the aircraft. The peak years of
expenditure are likely to be between 2008 and 2012. Costs incurred so far, including pre-feasibility studies,
total around £46 million.

I-S S

28. We plan to investigate the let of a design/build/through-life support/disposal contract as one package.
Collaborative support arrangements are unlikely.

29. Manning levels will be based on work by human factors designers, to achieve a balance between
automated and manual tasks, and by training needs analysis, in accordance with the RN training equipment
strategy. The size of ship’s complement is planned to be about the same as for the Invincible class. Contractors
will be tasked to propose the most efficient manning strategies for their designs, which will be examined during
Assessment.

30. All logistic support associated with CVF will be considered as a direct cost to the project, with an
emphasis on avoiding expenditure on new infrastructure. The maintenance management system will be
required to integrate with other MoD logistic systems and to take account of emerging developments in IT.
Innovative support solutions will be examined, using Integrated Logistic Support methodology to minimise
costs throughout the ship’s life.

31. Contractor Logistic Support (CLS) will be examined for some or all of the maintenance and logistics.
The benefits of CLS include a strong focus on reliability for initial designs; better standards of availability,
reliability and maintenance; and an incentive to the contractor to design and build systems that minimise
support costs. One option to be considered is the adoption of best practice in supply chain techniques, to
minimise MoD ownership of spares, by contracting for agreed spares availability from industry. CLS options
for up to 30 years will be examined during Assessment.

32. The upkeep cycle of the CVF will reflect the vessels’ modern design and developments in upkeep
practice such as ‘reliability centred maintenance’ rather than lengthy and expensive refits. This will enable
availability requirements to be met by only two carriers.

F L N

33. Both CVF will be assigned to the front line.

I

34. The aim is to maximise the interoperability of the CVF with the greatest possible range of UK and
allied aircraft and with other carriers, to the extent that this can be achieved cost-effectively. This is being
explored further during the Assessment phase.

D  E R

35. Prospects for the sale of the Invincible class will be explored in due course.

I-S L

36. Each CVF is planned to have an in-service life of 30 years with a stretch target of up to 50 years.

D P

37. The CVF programme is closely linked with JCA and Maritime Airborne Surveillance and Control
(MASC—formerly known as the Future Organic Airborne Early Warning (FOAEW) programmes (the latter
managed by a dedicated team within the CVF Integrated Project Team).

SWIFTSURE & TRAFALGAR CLASS UPDATE

The Swiftsure & Trafalgar (S&T) Class Update is a two-phase incremental programme to counter sonar
obsolescence and to deliver enhanced military capability to the in-service attack submarines. The Initial Phase
(Stages 1 & 2) successfully achieved its in-service date (ISD) in June 1996. This phase resolved sonar
obsolescence, introduced enhanced sonar capability (Sonars 2074 & 2082), integrated the new submarine
command system (SMCS) and delivered an incremental improvement in weapon system effectiveness to the
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Swiftsure Class and older Trafalgar Class submarines. The Final Phase (Stages 3 & 4) will enhance the
operational effectiveness of the four newest Trafalgar Class submarines, principally by the introduction of a
new integrated sonar suite, an upgraded Tactical Weapon System (TWS) and a number of signature reduction
measures.

BAE Systems Astute Class Ltd (BACL), as Prime Contractor for both the Astute Class and the S&T Class
Update Final Phase, has selected derivatives of the main Final Phase sub-systems for the Astute Class.
Co-ordination of requirements across both programmes is ensured as they are being managed by the same
Integrated Project Team.

The new sonar suite (Sonar 2076) is a software intensive system that represents a step change in both
technology and military capability. The sonar contractor, Thales Underwater Systems Limited (TUSL),
formerly Thomson Marconi Sonar Limited (TMSL), has experienced difficulties in meeting the required
programme. In particular, TUSL has faced a major challenge in developing the signal and data processing
software. A lower risk recovery programme has now been established that involves implementing the required
Sonar 2076 Stage 4 functionality in incremental stages, and this contains the slippage. The full impact of the
slippage is partially mitigated by parallel slippage in the host submarines’ repair and maintenance
programmes.

O R

1. Nuclear powered attack submarines (SSNs) provide a vital contribution to peace and security by
providing conventional deterrence. In time of conflict, the SSN’s qualities of stealth, endurance and flexibility
afford it the freedom to operate unsupported, worldwide, in a threat area, whilst remaining undetected, either
independently or in support of surface ship task groups or joint operations. The SSN provides a capability
to seek out and destroy other submarines that may present a threat to friendly forces, and can also detect and
attack surface forces. By its actual or potential presence in an area, the SSN can deny the use of that area to
an opposing force.

2. Those SSNs that have the capability to launch Tomahawk Land Attack Missiles (TLAM) are able to
influence the strategic situation by posing a serious threat in periods of tension. In the event of hostilities,
they can deliver these highly accurate and lethal weapons against important targets that might otherwise have
remained relatively invulnerable. The SSN is also able to make a significant contribution to the intelligence
collection effort, through its ability at close range to conduct covert surveillance and reconnaissance of
opposition forces at sea or on the coastline. In support of covert operations, Special Forces can be inserted
by a submarine, able to approach a coastline undetected and to provide an accurate launch point for
operations ashore.

3. The Royal Navy’s current SSN flotilla of Swiftsure & Trafalgar classes provides this range of
operational capabilities. The Final Phase of the S&T Update programme will provide greatly enhanced sonar
performance, Tactical Weapon System (TWS) integration and signature reduction measures, thereby
increasing the UK’s ability to fulfil these operational roles.

T-

4. Feasibility studies, including cost/capability trade-offs investigations, were completed in November
1990. It was concluded that a phased approach, in four stages, would progressively satisfy the operational
requirements in a way that would reduce technical and programme risk whilst fully exploiting the remaining
submarine hull lives.

N

5. The Initial Phase (Stages 1 & 2) introduced capability enhancements to three of the Swiftsure Class
(SSN08, 09 & 10) and the three oldest Trafalgar Class (SSN13, 14 & 15) submarines.

6. The Final Phase (Stages 3 & 4) will be limited to the four newest Trafalgar Class submarines (SSN16,
17, 18 & 19) as the other in-service SSNs have insufficient remaining planned service life for further updating
to be cost-effective.
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S D R

7. The SDR confirmed and highlighted that the nuclear-powered attack submarine is an extremely potent
weapon system with an important role to play in support of a wide range of operations.

M C

8. The S&T Update is designed to shift the balance of operational capability in favour of the Royal Navy
by enhancing the submarines’ sonar performance and reducing the chances of counter-detection.

E   R  I-S D

9. The programme involves the upgrading of existing equipment. The ISD for the Final Phase is based
on the successful completion of HMS TORBAY’s sea trials with the Stage 4a increment (Initial Operating
Capability), following her first Revalidation Assisted Maintenance Period (RAMP). This is planned to be
achieved in 2004. The Final Phase update will be introduced progressively to the remaining submarines
during their first refit and second commission.

P A

10. Approval for Full Development and Initial Production for the Final Phase was given in January 1994.
Procurement of the Final Phase was initially being undertaken through eight separate contracts with various
equipment suppliers, including the Sonar 2076 contract with TUSL. These contracts were novated in 1997–98
to the prime contract with BAE SYSTEMS Astute Class Ltd (formerly GEC Marconi Astute) as part of a
risk reduction strategy embracing both the S&T Class Update and the new Astute Class.

C

11. The current complement of the submarines will be unchanged as a result of the update.

A P O

12. Alternative procurement options are not applicable due to the maturity of development and the level
of commitment on contracts placed by competition in 1994. Radical options were considered in mid-2000,
in the context of the Sonar 2076 difficulties, but were discounted due to their unacceptable impact on the
timescales and costs of both the S&T and Astute programmes.

E P

13. Export potential is constrained by the high performance and sensitive nature of the technologies
involved, particularly in respect of Sonar 2076. There are no export plans for these technologies.

I F

14. TUSL is a major supplier of cutting edge military sonars. This company currently employs around 350
personnel on the Sonar 2076 programme at locations in Cheadle Heath (Manchester), where the bulk of the
system design, software development and systems engineering work is performed, and in Church Crookham
(Hampshire) and Templecombe (Somerset) where hardware production is carried out.

S A

15. This is a legacy project in that its inception pre-dates the Smart Acquisition Initiative (SPI).
Nevertheless, Smart Acquisition principles have been adopted where appropriate. This has resulted in a more
incremental development programme and the formation of an integrated management team, in partnership
with industry, to exploit the benefits to be derived from a common product fitted to both S&T and Astute
class submarines and the appropriate integrated programme. Finally, a ‘Smart’ documentation set is being
adopted, where appropriate, albeit retrospectively.
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KEY MILESTONES

16. The Key milestones and their expected dates are as follows:

Milestone Criteria Date

ISD for First of Class (HMS TORBAY), Stage 4a increment accepted into service 2004
providing an Initial Operating Capability
(IOC)
Second Stage 4 increment installed and Stage 4b increment accepted into service ***
operating in HMS TORBAY
Final Stage 4 increment installed and Stage 4c increment accepted into service ***
operating in HMS TORBAY
Fleet Weapon Acceptance (FWA) The full required Stage 4 functionality ***

accepted into service in HMS TORBAY
Final Operating Capability (FOC) The full required Stage 4 functionality ***

introduced into service in the last of the
four Trafalgar-Class SSNs

C

17. The Major Projects Report for 2001 reported estimated total programme costs of £687 million (on a
resource basis at outturn prices) for both the Initial and Final Phases (Stages 1 to 4). Of this total, some £615
million is attributable to the Final Phase.

I-S S

18. The current planning assumption is that the in-service support responsibilities for the constituent
equipments and systems will be transferred from the Attack Submarines (ASM) Integrated Project Team
(IPT) to the appropriate IPTs within the Defence Logistics Organisation, who will manage the required
support using existing arrangements wherever possible. However, other options are being addressed,
particularly for common equipments such as Sonar 2076, where there may be an opportunity to provide
support more cost effectively by exploiting the Contractor Logistic Support arrangements being established
for the Astute Class submarines.

‘F L’ N

19. The Initial Phase is currently operational in three Swiftsure-Class and the three oldest submarines of
the Trafalgar-Class. The Final Phase programme is applicable to the four newest Trafalgar-Class submarines.
At any given point in time, some of these submarines are in the repair and maintenance cycle and are not
immediately available for operational deployment.

I

20. There are no operational interoperability issues. However, the new Stage 5 programme could lead to
a wider use of commercial off the shelf technology to enable future capability insertion and the potential re-
use of common modules (software and hardware) from other submarine combat system projects. This may
in turn facilitate the sharing of advanced signal processing algorithms with collaborative partners, in
particular the US Navy.

D  E R

21. There are no equipment disposal opportunities in this programme as the project involves either the
fitting of additional equipment or the upgrading of existing equipment.

I-S L

22. The six Swiftsure and Trafalgar Class submarines that received the Initial Phase update are due to
remain in service until their planned decommissioning ***. The first submarine to receive the Final Phase
update (1st increment at Stage 4a) is planned to be in-service in 2004 and will provide the Initial Operating
Capability. The last submarine in the programme to receive the full Stage 4 update is planned to be in service
by ***. The four Final Phase submarines are planned to remain in-service until they are progressively
decommissioned ***.
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D P

23. An additional programme of work (known as Stage 5) is currently being planned. It would develop
and de-risk the enabling technology that would allow a more affordable timely and cost effective means of
sustaining and upgrading Sonar 2076 in the longer term.

TYPE 45 ANTI-AIR WARFARE DESTROYER AND ITS PRINCIPAL ANTI-AIR MISSILE
SYSTEM (PAAMS)

The Common New Generation Frigate (CNGF), a collaborative programme with France and Italy, was
planned to replace the UK’s Type 42 destroyers in the early part of the century. CNGF comprised two distinct
collaborative programmes: the Principal Anti Air Missile System (PAAMS) and the ship with its other
systems (Horizon). Whilst the contract for the development and initial production of PAAMS has been
placed, the Horizon project did not progress satisfactorily. The three nations agreed on 25 April 1999 that it
would not be cost-effective to pursue a single prime contract for the ship and that the tri-national Horizon
programme would end upon completion of its Project Definition and Initial Design Phase (Phase 1) at the
end of October 1999. The UK is now taking forward its ship programme, designated the Type 45 Anti-War
Warfare Destroyer Programme, through a national Prime Contractor, building on the tri-national project
work already carried out and pursuing opportunities for co-operative procurement in equipping the ships.

O R

1. PAAMS and Horizon both derived from the single Tri-Partite Staff Requirement for CNGF. The
requirement was approved by the three participating nations, the UK, France and Italy, in December 1992.
At the start of Project Definition for Horizon in 1995, the intention was that PAAMS would provide an anti-
war warfare capability sufficient to meet the most demanding threat foreseen. It was subsequently agreed that
the initial capability sought should be sufficient to meet the most demanding threat forecast at the then
expected In-Service Date (ISD) for CNGF (2004), but that a growth path to provide the capability necessary
to address future predicted threats would also be identified as part of this work. This remains the position for
the Type 45, which will provide effective area air defence against aircraft and missiles. We have confirmed
that PAAMS will be able to meet the most demanding threat foreseen for 2007, when the Type 45 is due to
enter service.

T O

2. The principal cost/capability trade-off in the PAAMS programme has been the acceptance of a
capability sufficient to meet the threat at ISD, rather than beyond. However, the PAAMS Full Scale
Engineering Development and Initial Production (FSED/IP) contract (see Paragraph 14) includes a Growth
Potential Study that examines the modifications that may be required to meet the threat beyond 2010. Studies
into cost/capability and programme/capability trade-offs for Project Horizon to achieve an affordable CNGF
were undertaken as part of Phase 1 of its programme which completed on 31 October 1999. This work has
been carried forward into the UK’s national programme.

N

3. The UK planning assumption is for the acquisition of up to 12 Type 45s. The Horizon Memorandum
of Understanding, which was signed in 1994, assumed French and Italian acquisition of four and six ships
respectively.

S D R

4. The requirement to replace the Type 42 destroyers was scrutinised in the Strategic Defence Review. No
changes were made to the operational case underpinning Project Horizon, which is now being addressed by
the Type 45 Programme.

M C

5. Type 45 destroyers equipped with PAAMS will provide area defence against aircraft and missiles,
including local area defence against modern anti-ship missiles, to protect lightly armed or unarmed ships. In
this role, the warships will support maritime assets across the range, from RoRo vessels through amphibious
assault ships to aircraft carriers, in both UK national and allied/coalition operations. In addition, the Type
45—in common with all destroyers and frigates—will be a multi-role, general-purpose platform capable of
operations across the spectrum of Defence tasks, from peace support to high intensity warfare.
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E R  I-S D (ISD)

6. The warship and PAAMs are planned to replace the capability currently provided in the Type 42
destroyer with its GWS30 Sea Dart weapon system. It is planned that the eleven Type 42s currently in service
will be replaced progressively as Type 45s enter service, starting with the First of Class in 2007.

7. The ISD for CNGF was defined as the completion of Part IV Trials, which indicate the ship is fit to enter
service. The original estimated ISD was December 2002. This slipped to June 2004, largely owing to the need
to synchronise the warship and combat system programmes. The last offer from the Horizon industry group
pointed to a UK first of class CNGF being further delayed until 2007, although there was no detailed plan
to support even this date. The planned ISD for the Type 45 first of class is now set at November 2007 with
less risk in the programme than would have been the case for CNGF. Deliveries of the Class of up to 12 ships
are planned to complete in 2014. Prior to Main Gate, ISD definition for the Type 45 was revised to match
the availability of the Destroyer for operational tasking after sea training. There was no effect on the
programme as a result of this change.

A A

Type 45

8. Marconi Electronic Systems (MES) was nominated as the Prime Contractor for the Type 45 Programme
on 23 November 1999, and at the same time contracted to complete the Preparation for Demonstration
(PFD) phase of the programme. This responsibility passed to BAE SYSTEMS when MES merged with
British Aerospace. The nomination of BAE SYSTEMS ensured: the minimum of delay to the overall
programme; that maximum benefit from the Horizon programme was carried forward into the UK national
programme; and that the Prime Contractor would own much of the risk associated with that earlier work.
On 20 December 2000 the Demonstration and First of Class Manufacture (DFM) contract, which was to
complete the design and build of the first three ships, was placed with BAE SYSTEMS Electronics, which is
the commercial title for the Type 45 Prime Contract Office (PCO).

9. The MoD’s original procurement strategy for the Type 45 was announced by the Secretary of State in
July 2000. Under this, the first of class (HMS DARING) would have been assembled by BAE SYSTEMS
Marine, with a substantial contribution from Vosper Thornycroft (VT), the second (HMS DAUNTLESS)
by VT, and the third (HMS DIAMOND) by BAE SYSTEMS Marine. Both companies continue to be jointly
involved in developing the design for the Type 45.

10. Under this strategy, it was intended that the Prime Contract would manage competitions for the
manufacture and assembly of subsequent batches of Type 45 destroyers with MOD oversight. It was expected
that all UK shipyards would have the opportunity to bid for the manufacture of blocks for the second batch
of ships (with the competition for assembly of this batch being limited to Marine and VT), and for both ship
assembly and manufacture for subsequent batches. In line with Government policy, there were no plans to
extend competition for warship construction for the Royal Navy to yards overseas.

11. In late 2000, the MoD and Prime Contractor received an unsolicited bid from BAE SYSTEMS Marine
which proposed assigning construction of twelve Type 45 ships to that company, as well as commitment to
other naval programmes. After careful consideration, in conjunction with other Government Departments,
the bid was rejected.

12. In June 2001, a possible alternative approach emerged from BAE SYSTEMS Marine and Vosper
Thornycroft. This required MoD commitment to a further three Type 45s (bringing the total to six, within the
planned class of up to twelve) but did not include reference to other programmes. It proposed that substantial
sections of each ship would be built by Vosper Thornycroft at Portsmouth and BAE SYSTEMS Marine on
the Clyde and at Barrow in Furness. The First of Class (HMS DARING) would be assembled and launched
by BAE SYSTEMS Marine at Scotstoun, with the remainder assembled and launched by BAE SYSTEMS
at Barrow. The focus of design support to the whole Class would remain at Scotstoun, with continuing
participation by both shipbuilders. After careful consideration, involving other Government Departments,
this alternative approach was accepted in principle.

13. On 10 July 2001, it was announced that the construction of a further three Type 45s had been approved,
subject to successful completion of contractual negotiations. The intention was to extend the MoD’s
contractual commitment with the Prime Contractor to include this second batch of three ships, bringing the
total to six. At the same time it was expected that the Prime Contractor would sign legally binding agreements
with the shipbuilders (BAE Systems Marine and Vosper Thornycroft) for their work on the first six Type 45
platforms. The extension to the contractual commitment and the signature of the shipbuilding sub-contracts
was announced on 18 February 2002.

PAAMS

14. Collaboration continues with France and Italy on PAAMS. On 11 August 1999, France placed a
contract on behalf of the three nations for Full Scale Engineering Development and Initial Production
(FSED/IP) with the tri-national consortium EUROPAAMS acting as Prime Contractor. Prime Contractor
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members were nominated by their governments. The UK member is UKAMS, which began as a jointly-
owned subsidiary of Siemens Plessey, GEC and BAe SEMA—see paragraph 24 below. Following subsequent
restructuring, UKAMS is now a wholly owned subsidiary of, and remains within, the recently formed MBDA
(formerly Matra BAe Dynamics). FSED/IP sub-contracts have been let by the Prime Contractor and the
placement of second tier sub-contracts is now complete.

15. In order to get PAAMS to sea as quickly as possible, a strategy of incremental acquisition of platform
capability, from a baseline standard which is both affordable and achievable in the time to in-service date,
has been adopted. This will enable the insertion of capability throughout the life of the Type 45s as
requirements become affordable and to take advantage of future changes in defence requirements and
technology advances. Following the placement of the Demonstration and First of Class Manufacture (DFM)
contract on 20 December 2000 we have been able to accelerate part of the Incremental Acquisition Plan (IAP)
and a hull-mounted sonar (the top priority in the Plan) will be fitted to all the ships on build.

A A O

16. Before the 1996 PAAMS Programme Memorandum Of Understanding (MOU) was signed, the UK
considered a number of procurement options, including life extension of Type 42s and acquisition of off-the-
shelf alternatives.

C

17. The PAAMS Programme MOU and its FSED/IP Supplement were signed by France, Italy and the
UK in March 1996. The UK share of the costs of PAAMS FSED/IP will be higher than those of France and
Italy. This is because we are bearing the costs of developing the Sampson Radar, which, whilst more capable
than the FR/IT EMPAR radar, will be used only in the UK variant, and because the UK is making a
contribution to the development cost of the Family of Future Surface to Air Missile Systems (FSAF)
Programme being used for PAAMS. In addition, the UK currently plans to fit PAAMS to a significantly
larger number of ships than the French and Italian navies combined.

18. The PAAMS Programme is managed by the tri-national PAAMS Programme Office (PPO) in Paris
which reports to a tri-national Steering Committee. The aim is to delegate as much programme management
work as possible to the PPO, although co-ordination of UK policy on PAAMS remains the responsibility of
the Type 45 Integrated Project Team (IPT). Charters, agreed with France and Italy, set out the arrangements
for co-ordinating PAAMS with the national Type 45 ship-programme and the new Franco/Italian bilateral
Horizon programme.

19. At 12 February 2002, the PPO had 21 full time staff (ten from the UK (including two locally employed),
five Italian and six French) and four part time staff (one Italian and three French). The UK also has one
member of staff located with the FSAF Project Office in Paris. The tri-national Joint Project Office (JPO)
located in London disbanded on completion of Phase 1 of Project Horizon on 31 October 1999. The Type
45 IPT has an annual running costs budget of £4.2 million, including the salaries and expenses of UK staff
working in the PPO and FSAF Project Office.

20. Work is currently being undertaken to enable the integration of PAAMS into OCCAR (Organisme
Conjoint De Co-operation En Matìere D’Armament). The OCCAR Board of Supervisors has stated that
entry should be completed by the end of 2002.

21. The reasons for the failure of the tri-national Horizon programme were the subject of analysis by the
tri-national Horizon JPO and the Horizon Steering Committee. The lessons learned are informing the UK’s
approach to future potential collaborative ventures. A short paper summarising the lessons learned was
provided to the Committee as an Annex to the 2000 Memorandum.

22. The potential for achieving economies of scale by co-operative purchasing of common items in the
Type 45 and Franco-Italian Horizon programmes has been explored without success to date. However, there
have been benefits from PAAMS industry (MBDA) working closely with the T45 industry (BAE Systems).
The most significant was the initiative to develop a common architecture, including servers and consoles, for
the PAAMS and Combat Management System. This improves inter-system operability and generates
considerable savings in through life costs.

E P

23. Export potential for the Type 45 system as a whole constrained by its high technological specification
and cost, but elements of the system such as the selected prime mover (the Rolls Royce/Northrop Grumman
WR21 gas turbine) and PAAMS (in particular its associated multi-function radar) have considerable
potential export prospects up to the value of several billion pounds over the next fifteen years. There could
be prospects for refit programmes as well as in new build hulls. There is a growing level of interest from the
Royal Australian Navy, which has plans for three air defence destroyers from 2013.
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24. For PAAMS, the Matra BAe Dynamics UKAMS consortium was formed out of the companies
possessing the technologies crucial to the programme—notably the existing FSAF contractors and the
Sampson supplier Siemens Plessey Systems (now BAe Defence Systems Ltd). PAAMS work share is
constrained by existing FSAF arrangements, but the aim is to achieve equitable work share throughout the
life of the programme as far as practicable, subject to considerations of cost-effectiveness and competition.

25. For the national Type 45 warship programme, MES, as part of GEC, was part of the Horizon
International Joint Venture Company (IJVC) and was heavily involved in the work that was undertaken by
the IJVC during Phase 1 of the Horizon programme which completed at the end of October 1999. To avoid
further delay to the replacement of Type 42 destroyers, it was essential that the chosen Prime Contractor
would be able to make maximum use of the outputs of the HORIZON definition work and demonstrate an
ability to resource the programme and deliver to the required timelines in partnership with the IPT.

S A

26. The Type 45 Programme is being undertaken in accordance with the principles of Smart Acquisition.
The Type 45 IPT was formally established in September 1999, consisting of the MoD Project Team at Abbey
Wood and the single Prime Contractor Organisation (PCO) two miles away at Filton, Bristol. A charter,
setting out the working ethos between the DPA and PCO, has been agreed. The Department is confident that
the Smart Acquisition approach to requirements management, through the development of an initial
operating capability, which could be progressively enhanced through a programme of incremental upgrading,
will enable the first of class ship to be delivered on time and to cost.

27. The principal lessons for the UK that were learned from the outcome of the Horizon programme have
been built into the Smart Acquisition Initiative. These lessons covered the procurement strategy, risk
reduction, communication with industry at an early stage of the project, and affordability.

A P

28. The PAAMS FSED/IP contract was placed on11 August 1999. This includes the supply of the systems
and associated equipments and spares for the three nations’ first of class ships. Systems for follow-on ships
will be covered by a Supplement to the PAAMS programme MOU which is expected to be submitted to
Ministers for signature by the Summer of 2002.

29. For the warship, the Prime Contractor, BAE SYSTEMS Electronics, was contracted on 20 December
2000 to undertake the DFM phase. This contract has been extended to include the second batch of three
Type 45s.

M  C

30. The tables below show the currently planned milestones and approved budget.

HORIZON

Original Completed

Start of PAAMS FSED/IP September 1996 August 1999

Start of warship assessment phase July 1999 July 1999

Completion of Horizon Phase 1 July 1998 October 1999
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TYPE 45 DESTROYER

Original approval Current estimate

Expenditure (see Note 1) £6,168 million (approval for six £5,416 million
ships)

Start of warship September 2000 December 2000
Demonstration and First of Class (Extended to include further three
Manufacture (DFM) phase (for ships in February 2002)
first three ships) (see Note 2)

First-of-class ISD (see paragraph 7 November 2007 November 2007
above) (availability for operational (availability for operational

tasking) tasking)

DFM completed (ISD of sixth August 2011 June 2011
ship) (December 2009 for third ship) (December 2009 for third ship)

Note 1

Following Main Gate Approval in July 2000, figures show: total approved level of expenditure for six
ships and prior approvals covering predominantly PAAMS FSED/IP, HORIZON and T45 Assessment
phase (Latest Approval); against the current estimate of expenditure (Current Estimate). Expenditure is
calculated at out-turn prices.

Note 2

Warship assessment phase completed on placement of DFM.

31. Delays in the PAAMS programme were largely related to slow progress in agreeing a procurement
strategy with partners and then in negotiating a satisfactory contract.

32. Forward commitment now amounts to £2,252 milliob (this figure has been increased from the one
reported last year because of the ongoing progress in the ship programme). For the projected class of 12 ships,
the total cost is expected to be of the order of £8 billion, including £2.8 billion total acquisition costs for
PAAMS (with figures calculated on a resource basis, as in MPR 2001). The years of peak expenditure are
expected to be 2007–08 and 2008–09.

33. Under the terms of the Horizon MOU, the UK carried liabilities in respect of additional expenses
associated with winding up the Horizon JPO/International Joint Venture Company (IJVC). Following
completion of the contract, the IJVC has been wound up without any claim on the MoD. The JPO was closed
on 31 October 1999, with no additional expenses being incurred.

I-S S

34. As part of the initial contract to procure the first three Type 45s, BAE SYSTEMS undertook to study
options for Contractor Logistic Support (CLS) of the platforms, reporting by the end of 2001. As this study
progressed it became clear that a CLS contract based on whole warship availability would be extremely
complex and necessarily require a high degree of contingency built in to cover the contractor’s risk exposure.
Additionally, it would not enable the MoD to optimise its resources and priorities over all platforms. It was
therefore decided, in conjunction with the Warship Support Agency, to alter the scope of the study into a
phased approach to support. The first phase, now on contract, is to devise, in conjunction with the Warship
Support Agency, the optimum support solution for all T45 equipments. From this, it is envisaged there will
emerge a range of support from conventional support, or CLS contracts through the Equipment IPT, to a
core CLS contract for the T45. The study will also define the means of managing in service support, with the
aim of delivering a bid in late 2003 to undertake the core CLS activity including post design services.

35. Ship staff training and spares storage are potential bottlenecks to ships coming into operational service.
The former can be managed by the increased use of experienced Type 42 crew which would reduce the need
for pre-joining training when the Type 45 comes into service; use of computer-based training will reduce
disruption to operational programmes. ‘Just In Time’ stock management techniques will also reduce the
volume of spares to be held, thus minimising the need for new storage facilities during the transition period.
It is planned that a CLS contract will be in place a year before ISD, to provide experience in its operation
during trials and validate the in service support solution for the In Service phase.
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36. Assuming a class of 12 ships, nine or ten would, on average, be available at any one time to the
Commander-in-Chief Fleet for tasking, while two or three would be undergoing maintenance, including one
or two in refit. It is not planned to hold any ships in storage or as in-use reserves.

I

37. Commonality of many of the PAAMS systems and sub-systems, including in particular the Aster
missile, will ensure a good level of interoperability with both France and Italy. In the warship context, the
requirement for interoperability with Joint and Combined Forces at system and sub system level is a high
priority.

D  E R

38. The sales potential of Type 42 warships as they are being disposed of is being examined.

I-S L

39. The Type 45 is planned to have an in-service life of 25 years.

D P

40. The Type 45’s systems and sub-systems will be updated as appropriate throughout the life of the system
to take account of developments in the operational environment. It is possible that the Future Surface
Combatant programme, currently in the early stages of concept development, will draw on major elements
of the Type 45.

THE RAND REPORT ON THE TYPE 45 PROCUREMENT STRATEGY, AND THE WARSHIP
SUPPORT MODERNISATION INITIATIVE

The MoD commissioned RAND EUROPE in April 2001 to investigate potential procurement strategies
which the MoD could pursue for its future warship programme over the next 10–15 years with particular
reference to the Type 45 Anti-Air Warfare Destroyer. This followed an unsolicited proposal received in
December 2000 from BAE SYSTEMS Marine, which proposed assigning construction of twelve Type 45
ships to that company, as well as commitment to other naval programmes. This differed from the Type 45
shipbuilding procurement strategy at that time which saw Vosper Thornycroft building one of the first batch
of three ships and competing for later batches. Interim results from RAND’s study informed MoD’s decision
to proceed with a revised procurement strategy for the Type 45, which was announced by the Secretary of
State for Defence on 10 July 2001. RAND continued their study, taking a broader look at the foreseeable
balance of demand and supply in the sector, and the potential effects of different procurement approaches.
The study is now complete and at the time of writing RAND is expected to publish their report shortly. This
memorandum sets out the background to the study, RAND’s approach, and the results that informed the
decisions on Type 45.

Another issue for MoD in considering the unsolicited proposal was the potential impact on the
development of the Warship Support Modernisation Initiative. This memorandum also provides details of
this initiative, including the MoD’s current views on the relative merits of the proposals put forward by
industry and the trade unions.

T C   RAND R

1. On 11 July 2000 the Secretary of State for Defence announced the approval of the procurement of the
first three Type 45s. At that time the procurement strategy envisaged a prime contract placed later that year
with BAE SYSTEMS Electronics with back-to-back sub-contracts with BAE SYSTEMS Marine (Marine)
(for the assembly of the first and third ships) and Vosper Thornycroft (VT) (for the assembly of the second
ship). Marine would also be expected to sub-contract a pre-determined amount of work on the first ship to
VT. A substantial element of the total manufacture work on all three ships would be shared between VT and
Marine. The precise division of manufacture work was subject to negotiation between the Prime Contractor,
and Marine and VT. This strategy was intended to ensure that both yards would have sufficient experience
to compete equitably for the second batch of Type 45 (which were planned to be ordered around 2004), and
to preserve the potential for competition not only for later Type 45 production, but also for future warship
production, such as the Future Aircraft Carrier. In the event, Marine and VT could not agree a risk sharing
partnership in time for sub-contracts to be let back-to-back with the prime contract (the Demonstration and
First of Class Manufacture contract) which was placed in December 2000.

2. Later that month, the MoD received an unsolicited proposal from Marine, through the Type 45 Prime
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Contract Office. The proposal suggested, inter alia, that Marine should build all twelve planned ships and
appeared to offer substantial savings to the MoD over the previous procurement strategy for Type 45. As
with any approach which appears to offer value for money, MoD was obliged to consider it seriously. An
immediate concern however was that by assigning all the Type 45 work to Marine, the potential for
competition for the production of future major warship programmes could have been put at serious risk.

3. During the early part of 2001, MoD spent considerable effort in clarifying elements of the proposal, and
sought to supplement the internal analysis with appropriate expert advice from outside Government. In April
2001, RAND EUROPE, a wholly-owned subsidiary of the US RAND corporation, was commissioned to
study the advantages and disadvantages of alternative procurement strategies for MoD’s future warship
programmes, and in particular in relation to options for the Type 45, over the next 15–20 years. The study
was expected to inform (but not determine) decisions by the MoD on individual programmes with the aim
of securing value for money over the warship programme as a whole.

4. RAND is a very experienced and influential policy-analysis think tank, and has been conducting
analyses of military shipbuilding, industrial base, and competition issues for two decades. Most recently,
RAND has completed major studies on the US aircraft carrier industrial base, the US submarine industrial
base, and on the appropriate role of competition in the production of the Joint Strike Fighter. In each case,
the United States’ most senior defence decision makers made policy choices based on RAND’s analysis.

5. RAND has no commercial interests in the US or UK shipbuilding industries. In this particular study,
MoD set the context and defined the problem for RAND. Thereafter, RAND independently developed the
study’s approach, analysis and conclusions. While RAND considered comments and suggestions from all
interested parties along with the way, the report’s findings and conclusions are theirs and theirs alone.

RAND’ A

6. RAND conducted a quantitative and qualitative comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of
having one or two shipbuilding companies produce the Type 45 over the next 15 years. Options examined
included single source procurement, dual source competitive procurement and dual source directed buys,
employing either whole-ship or modular (‘block’) production techniques in one or more shipyards.

7. RAND developed a new analytical model of the UK shipbuilding industrial base, which considered all
current and future Marine and VT programmes. Using the model RAND estimated workforce, overhead,
and investment costs for different options, to display the relative cost impacts on the Type 45 of different
acquisition and production strategies, and, in broad terms, to assess the effect of those strategies both on the
United Kingdom’s shipbuilding industrial base and on the costs of other current and future MoD ship
programmes.

8. Using historical information and informed by previous studies, RAND also considered the likelihood
of competitive pressures in bidding for subsequent batches of Type 45 reducing costs enough to overcome
the cost penalties of distributing work among two producers, using break-even analysis. In addition, they
considered the risks associated with different production strategies—ie whole ship or block construction.

9. RAND were provided with information by the Equipment Capability Customer organisation and
Integrated Project Teams in the MoD and by five UK shipbuilders—VT, Marine, Swan Hunter, Appledore,
and Harland & Wolff. Much of this information was commercially confidential, and the published report will
necessarily exclude such data.

T I R  I  T 45 P S D

10. RAND is expected to publish its report on the overall study shortly (a copy of the report will be placed
in the House of Commons Library). The interim results, which informed the decision in July 2001 to alter the
Type 45 procurement strategy (described in the separate Type 45 memorandum), were made available to the
MoD throughout June and July 2001. The key findings included the following:

— While subject to a number of assumptions, the RAND results suggested there was roughly an even
chance that the pressures of competition, if sustained throughout the production programme,
would yield about the same overall cost as single source production. The interim results therefore
neither strongly supported nor rejected competitive procurement;

— For strategies that directed Type 45 work to particular, multiple shipyards, allocation of blocks was
more cost-effective than the allocation of whole ships, because the workforce would increase their
productivity as they progressively gained more experience building those blocks. Unlike the
unsolicited proposal, such a strategy would also have the benefit of keeping both shipbuilders
involved in the Type 45 programme and potentially available to compete for future warship
programmes. RAND identified risks in the construction, fitting and delivery of blocks, but believed
these could be managed;

— Discounting the possible effects of competitive pressure to produce savings on later batches of Type
45 (which were uncertain and would have depended on both VT and Marine continuing to bid), a
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revised strategy similar to that announced by the Secretary of State for Defence on 10 July 2001
should offer significant savings over the previous strategy;

— While a strategy that directed the same blocks over the life of the programme to both VT and Marine
was likely to cost more for Type 45 than the unsolicited proposal, the additional costs were likely
to be recouped if they enabled competition to be pursued on other warship programmes.

F W

11. RAND’S further work on the Type 45 procurement strategy study has included looking at some of the
broader capacity and procurement policy issues in relation to the sector. The final report is expected to outline
areas which require further investigation. In addition, RAND has been commissioned to assist the MoD in
evaluating the build strategy proposals of the two competing primes in the Future Carrier (CVF) programme.

12. The Type 45 procurement strategy report is not expected to make specific recommendations
concerning procurement strategies for future programmes, although it has helped clarify the issues regarding
block production (which is likely to be employed for CVF). The study has also provided an indication of the
industrial capacity required to sustain the future programme, suggesting that, while there is a current risk of
excess capacity in the shipbuilding industry if MoD orders are not supplemented by export and commercial
work, the workforce will need to expand considerably by the end of this decade to accommodate the forward
warshipbuilding programme as currently planned.

T P V T M  P

13. One issue with implications for the Type 45 programme, beyond the scope of work which RAND were
commissioned to analyse in detail, was the potential impact on the Warship Support Modernisation (WSM)
Initiative.

T W S M I

14. Through the WSM initiative, the Department is pursuing changes to warship repair and maintenance
arrangements which should help address current over-capacity and achieve significant savings to the
Defence budget.

15. Memoranda of Understanding (MoUs) outlining the principles within which negotiations would take
place were signed in January 2001 with each of the interested companies—Devonport Management Ltd,
Babcock Rosyth Defence Ltd, and Fleet Support Ltd. A separate MoU was also signed with VT to pursue the
possibility of them moving their steel shipbuilding operations from Woolston, Southampton, to land leased at
the Naval Base. The move was a commercial decision by the company and in their view contingent upon ship
build procurement decisions—specificially, on the Type 45—by MoD. Such a move would lead to additional
revenue to the Department, through the WSM initiative. On 18 February this year, VT announced that
activity at their Woolston site would cease in 2003 and that they were going ahead with the move to
Portsmouth.

16. Agreement has been reached on a 125-year lease with VT for land and buildings within Portsmouth
Naval Base. VT are to invest in new steel ship building facilities on an area at the southern end of No. 3 basin,
comprising three large dry docks (two of which would be filled in, in order to construct a large shipbuilding
hall), extensive workshop facilities, storage facilities and a large office complex.

17. This lease is separate from the discussions that have been held over the last year with Fleet Support
Ltd, and their proposals for partnering. Its agreement does not pre-empt decisions on the wider WSM
Initiative, nor signal that decisions have already been made.

18. Final detailed proposals from the trades unions and from each of the companies were received in
September 01. The trade union proposals hinged on co-operation with Naval Base management in the
implementation of in-house efficiencies and also explored the avoidance of transfers to the private sector
through alternative forms of partnering arrangements with industry. The company proposals covered the
provision of engineering support plus related logistics activities and facilities and estates management at the
Naval Bases. All options have been evaluated and compared for best value for money against an internal
Benchmark. The results of this analysis are now with the Secretary of State for a decision on the way ahead.

FUTURE JOINT COMBAT AIRCRAFT—FJCA
(FORMERLY FUTURE CARRIER BORNE AIRCRAFT—FCBA)

The Future Carrier Borne Aircraft (FCBA) was originally planned to replace the capability currently
provided by the RN’s Sea Harrier, in the second decade of this century. However, following the Strategic
Defence Review (SDR) and the formation of Joint Force 2000 (since renamed Joint Force Harrier) it was
envisaged that FCBA would also replace the RAF Harrier GR7/9. The aircraft will be operated in a joint
force, from both the new aircraft carriers and land bases, in the manner of the current Joint Force Harrier.
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In May 2001 the programme was re-titled Future Joint Combat Aircraft (FJCA), better to reflect the truly
joint nature of the requirement.

As the Defence Secretary announced on 17 January 2001 we concluded that the US Joint Strike Fighter
(JSF) has the best potential to meet our needs. We accordingly decided to join the US as a full collaborative
partner in the next stage of the programme—System Development and Demonstration (SDD), formerly
known as Engineering and Manufacturing Development (EMD).

On 26 October 2001 Lockheed Martin was selected as the prime contractor for the JSF programme. UK
entered the SDD phase as a full collaborative partner with the US, having participated in the source selection
process. The purpose of the SDD phase is to mature, complete and evaluate the detailed design of the aircraft
and to integrate key equipment prior to full production.

O R

1. The FCBA requirement was originally intended to provide the Royal Navy with a new multi-role
fighter/attack aircraft to replace the Sea Harrier from about 2012. There has been no significant change to the
requirement, in terms of the aircraft’s capabilities, since the Staff Target was approved in 1996. The Strategic
Defence Review (SDR), however, concluded that we should plan to replace Invincible class carriers with two
new larger aircraft carriers and establish the Joint Force 2000 (since renamed Joint Force Harrier),
comprising RN and RAF elements. Therefore the FCBA project, now restyled FJCA, envisaged a common
aircraft to replace both the Sea Harrier FA2 and RAF Harrier GR7, capable of being deployed in both land
and sea based operations.

2. Under a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) signed in December 1995, the UK participated as a
full collaborative partner in the JSF Concept Demonstration phase, which began in November 1996 and
ended in October 2001. The UK will continue to be the only full collaborative partner during the next phase
of the programme—System Development and Demonstration (SDD), formerly Engineering and
Manufacturing Development (EMD). Signature of a MOU in January 2001 for EMD allowed us to
participate in the Source Selection process that commenced in February 2001 and ended in October 2001 with
the selection of Lockheed Martin as the prime contractor. UK/US requirements are largely the same and UK
staffs have participated in development of the JSF Joint Operational Requirements Document (JORD), and
included UK specific requirements.

T-

3. Trade-offs are an essential part of the acquisition process in the JSF programme, using the ‘cost as an
independent variable’ process. This means that, in the evolution of requirements and design solutions,
affordability is taken directly into account along with lethality, survivability and supportability. The JSF
trade-off studies were completed in the autumn of 2000, in time to allow the competing prime contractors to
include results in their respective SDD bids.

N

4. The current UK planning assumption is for 150 aircraft, but final numbers will depend on the version
of JSF (Carrier Variant (CV) or Short Take Off and Vertical Landing (STOVL)) selected and the outcome
of ongoing work to confirm overall future offensive air capability requirements.

S D R

5. The requirement for FCBA and other future fast jets was closely scrutinised in the SDR. The Joint Force
2000, now renamed Joint Force Harrier, arising from the SDR has brought all Naval and RAF Harrier
squadrons under a unified command and control structure, with squadrons capable of operating from ashore
or afloat as required. In addition, the SDR noted that the US JSF was a strong contender to meet our
requirements for a Future Carrier Borne Aircraft. Current plans envisage that FJCA will start entering service
in 2012.

M C

6. JSF is a single seat, supersonic aircraft, incorporating advanced “stealth” technology, that is capable of
performing multi-role (strike, reconnaissance and air defence) operations from aircraft carriers and land
bases. Our analysis of the available options demonstrated that, on a through life basis, JSF should meet most
cost-effectively our military requirements.

E   R  I-S D

7. Pre SDR the FCBA was planned to succeed the Sea Harrier FA2 from 2012. Following the SDR, FJCA
will now also succeed Harrier GR7 from 2015. The FJCA in-service date is defined as the ability to conduct
sustained operations with eight aircraft and is currently planned for late 2012.
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8. JSF is a collaborative programme which runs to US procurement procedures. It could be considered to
be in the Demonstration Phase of the Smart Acquisition process. JSF Concept Demonstration was run on a
competitive basis between consortia led by Boeing and Lockheed Martin under cost plus fixed fee (subject to
maximum price) contracts placed by the US Government. Both consortia involved British companies. By the
nature of the competition itself and the contract pricing mechanism, the prime contractors were expected to
maximise competition wherever possible at sub-contract level. The US Government also has a contract on a
similar basis with Pratt & Whitney for the development of the engine. A contract was also placed on BAE
Systems to examine the viability of marinised Eurofighter.

A A O

9. Should the JSF programme fail to deliver a suitable aircraft a number of alternatives could be
considered, but this would potentially have implications for factors such as cost and in-service date. These
include the possible development of a Short Take-Off But Arrested Recovery marinised Eurofighter; an off
the shelf purchase of a conventional catapult-launched aircraft, such as the Rafale M or F/A18 E/F; and
options related to an advanced Harrier design.

C

10. We contributed $200 million under an MOU with the US, to the $2 billion JSF Concept
Demonstration Phase. The UK contribution to the next phase (SDD) will be £1.3 billion, with a further sum,
currently estimated at £600 million for additional work on national requirements. The JSF programme is
managed from a US Joint Project Office (JPO) in Washington, which has a total of about 150 staff, currently
including nine UK staff. There is no formal workshare agreement within the MoU for SDD, but a number
of UK companies have competed successfully to win significant work with the US prime contractor. Two
other countries have now joined the JSF programme, the Netherlands as a level 2 partner and Canada as a
level 3 partner.

11. The eventual US production requirement, extending across the US Air Force, Navy and Marine
Corps, is around 3,000 aircraft.

E P

12. JSF has a considerable potential to generate export opportunities including for UK Industry. The JSF
production run, including exports, may approach 5,000 aircraft estimated to be worth some $400 billion.

I F

13. The industrial implications of the alternative solutions to the FJCA requirement were taken into
account in determining the UK’s choice of aircraft. UK participation as a full collaborative partner in the
JSF programme represents a significant opportunity for UK industry. They have won, on merit, substantial
high quality work and this is expected to continue in the future production and support phases of potentially
the largest military acquisition programme ever.

S A

14. The JSF programme accords with Smart Acquisition principles. The joint US/UK programme office
operates as an integrated project team, including close partnering arrangements between the programme
office and the prime contractor, and operational staffs are contributing to the development of the
requirement. The concept of “cost as an independent variable” is a further indicator of the iterative approach
to the programme, as cost is seen as another “engineering parameter” against which potential technical
solutions have to be measured and moderated if they produce unsatisfactory outcomes. The US programme
made significant “front end” investment, as evinced by the Technical Maturity Program, a risk reduction
measure to prove technology before it was offered to both companies for potential incorporation in their
solutions. This early investment was also seen in the Concept Demonstration aircraft flown by both
companies. Those aircraft were used to prove various “lean manufacturing “ techniques aimed at reducing
both build and through life costs. Early consideration is being given to an innovative support philosophy,
including a major role for industry in direct support.

A P, M  C

15. The JSF Concept Demonstration phase, begun in November 1996, ended in October 2001. On 26
October 2001 Lockheed Martin was chosen as the contractor for the SDD, phase of the JSF programme, in
which the Defence Secretary announced UK participation on 17 January 01. SDD started in October 2001
and will last for some 11 years. UK entered the SDD phase as a full collaborative partner with the US, having
participated in the selection of Lockheed Martin as the US prime contractor. The purpose of the SDD phase
is to mature, complete and evaluate the detailed design of the aircraft and to integrate key equipment prior
to full production.
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16. The main risk areas currently identified for JSF are technology transfer, avionics software, aircraft
controllability, thrust/weight ratio, and safety management. A main aim of Concept Demonstration was to
reduce these risks to an acceptable level before the programme moved into the SDD phase.

17. Approval was given for expenditure of £150m to cover both the contribution to the US JSF Concept
Demonstration Phase and UK Feasibility Studies. Expenditure, on the same price basis at the end of 2001–02
is £143m (all figures in resource terms).

18. Approval has been given for expenditure of £1.3bn, to cover the UK contribution to SDD and a further
sum currently estimated at £600m for additional work on national requirements. This will be paid over an
11 year period beginning in October 2001. (All figures in outturn prices. Resource based figures will be
provided in accordance with the required MPR02 timescales.

19. Overall numbers and the choice of variant, both of which have yet to be determined, will drive the cost
of the programme. It is currently estimated to be in the region of £7-10bn. Peak expenditure is likely to occur
in 2013–14 and 2014–15.

I-S S

20. Support arrangements are currently being examined. For JSF, this includes consideration of the extent
of collaborative support. Detailed plans for the transition from the current Harrier fleet to FJCA will be
formulated nearer the time.

F L, S  R

21. The numbers have yet to be determined, but the planning assumption is 150 aircraft.

I

22. JSF (STOVL or CV) will offer good interoperability with the US and the other NATO allies who buy
JSF. It will, of course, be fully interoperable with legacy UK systems.

D  E R

23. Disposal has yet to be considered. Either aircraft type may be of interest to existing overseas STOVL
customers, but the aircraft are likely to have a limited useful life remaining.

I-S L

24. FJCA is planned to have a 30-year service life.

D P

25. It is too early to comment on the potential options for the further development, update or use of JSF.

EUROFIGHTER

Eurofighter is an agile fighter aircraft that will serve as the cornerstone of the RAF’s fighting capability
from the early years of this century. The 232 aircraft we plan to acquire will replace the Tornado F3 and
Jaguar in air defence and offensive air support roles. Eurofighter is being developed in a collaborative project
with Germany, Italy, and Spain Contracts for the production of the first tranche of 148 aircraft, of which 55
are for the RAF, were signed in 1998. The planned date for the first delivery of Eurofighter is June 2002. ***

O R

1. The original European Staff Target for the Eurofighter—then European Fighter Aircraft (EFA)—was
signed in Rome in 1984, by France, Germany, Italy, Spain and the UK. The nations’ air forces agreed a
requirement for a new fighter aircraft to enter service in the 1990s. EFA was to be agile and designed to fulfil
air defence, including air superiority and interception, and air to surface roles. France attached equal
importance to both roles; all other nations, while wishing to retain good air to surface capability, recognised
air-to-air as the conditioning role. EFA was to be capable of intercepting, fighting in air combat, and
destroying a wide range of aerial targets, including cruise missiles, remotely piloted vehicles, and drones at a
threat level expected in the mid 1990s and beyond, as well as attacking enemy airfields and enemy surface
forces. EFA was to be able to operate in the electronic warfare environment of a late 1990s European scenario
by day and by night, in all weathers for air defence, and in poor visibility and low cloud-base for its air-to-
surface role. The numerical superiority of hostile air forces was to be compensated for by EFA’s superior
quality and operational flexibility. Low observability and survivability were key design goals, as were
reliability, maintainability and testability.

2. Following a 1984–85 feasibility study, the other four nations found it impossible to reconcile all their
requirements with those of France, which wanted a lighter aircraft that would not provide the overall
operational capability required by the others. France accordingly withdrew from the programme in 1985. The
key parameters agreed by the other nations—an unstable, delta-winged aircraft, with canards, to have a
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“basic mass empty” of 9.75 metric tonnes, a wing area of 50 square metres and two engines each producing
a static sea level thrust of 90 kiloNewtons—were incorporated in the European Staff Requirement ESR) and
signed by the four Chiefs of Air Staffs in 1985.

3. The collapse of the Warsaw Pact and the re-unification of Germany led to a “reorientation” of the
programme. The ESR needed to be updated to reflect the radically changed political and military situation
in Europe after 1989 and to address the requirement for the year 2000 and beyond, taking account of EFA
development work. Amendments were embodied in the European Staff Requirement for Development (ESR-
D) of a European Fighter 2000—Eurofighter—signed in 1994. The ESR-D acknowledges that specific threats
are no longer predictable in detail, but stipulates that a future European fighter aircraft must be capable of
operating effectively in a variety of roles and theatres.

T-

4. ***Numbers

5. The original requirement of the four partner nations was for a total of 765 aircraft—250 for Germany,
165 for Italy, 100 for Spain and 250 for the UK. The current requirement is for 620 aircraft—180 for
Germany, 121 for Italy, 87 for Spain, and 232 for the UK. Germany, Italy and Spain reduced their numbers
during the reorientation. The UK reduced its own requirement following studies that concluded that the UK
required 232 aircraft to meet its operational commitments. The UK is now committed contractually to the
Tranche 1 production of 55 aircraft. Future production contracts would commit the UK to 89 and 88 aircraft
for Tranches 2 and 3 respectively.

S D R

6. The SDR confirmed our commitment to acquiring 232 Eurofighter aircraft. The acquisition of
Eurofighter will provide a step change in the RAF’s ability to achieve air superiority and provide air defence.

M C

7. Eurofighter will bring a significant increase in our air superiority capability as it replaces the Tornado
F3. It will also provide a true, adverse weather, multi-role capability. This will allow it to be employed in the
full spectrum of air operations from air policing to peace support through to high intensity conflict. Its multi-
role capability will also allow it to fulfil the ground attack roles now performed by Jaguar.

E   R  I-S D

8. The Eurofighter will replace the Tornado F3 and Jaguar, the out of service dates for which are 2010 and
2008 respectively. The planned in-service date for Eurofighter, defined as the date of the delivery of the first
aircraft to the RAF, is June 2002. *** Industry is continuing to work hard towards achieving this date. We
know through our continuous monitoring of industry’s progress that this represents for them an increasing
challenge, though we have not been formally advised of any delay to delivery. Risk of delay is not unusual
for a project of this size and complexity. Nonetheless, we have made it very clear that we expect the prime
contractors to take all necessary action to mitigate this risk. Delivery in June 2002 would represent a delay
of 42 months against the original ISD of December 1998. The slippage is attributable to procurement delays
caused by reorientation; delays in signature of the Memoranda of Understanding for the Production and
Support phases (some 22 months slippage); and technical difficulties resulting from the application of
complex technologies required to enable the equipment to meet the original Staff Requirement (some 20
months slippage). The definition of the ISD for Eurofighter relates to procurement factors and was agreed
internationally some years ago. ***

A A

9. Early work in each participating country by defence contractors working to their national governments
was co-ordinated under Memoranda of Understanding between the partner nations. Full collaborative
development was launched in 1988. Collaborative Production Investment and Production, including Initial
Support, was launched by the partner nations at the end of 1997, following signature of further MoUs and
contracts were signed in January 1998. Contracts for production of the first tranche of 148 aircraft, including
55 for the RAF, were signed in September 1998.
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10. Eurofighter development and production are undertaken by two consortia: Eurofighter GmbH and
Eurojet GmbH. Eurofighter GmbH comprises BAE Systems from the UK, Alenia from Italy, EADS
(Deutschland) from Germany, and EADS (CASA) from Spain. It is responsible for developing and
producing the airframe, avionics and the other aircraft systems and for the integration of the EJ200 engine.
The latter is being developed and produced by Eurojet GmbH, comprising Rolls-Royce from the UK, MTU
from Germany, Fiat from Italy, and ITP from Spain.

11. The purchasing arrangements are shown in the following tables.

DEVELOPMENT

Contractor Contract Type Procurement Route

Eurofighter GmbH Airframe Fixed prices for airframe and Non-competitive, but with
consortium comprising: Alenia, aircraft equipments, with a international sub-contract competitive
BAE Systems, EADS target cost incentive elements, the value of which amounts
(Deutschland), and EADS arrangement for aircraft to some 30 per cent of the overall
(CASA). equipment integration. value of the prime contract.

Eurojet GmbH Engine Fixed price. Non-competitive, but with
consortium comprising: FIAT, international sub-contract competitive
ITP, MTU, Rolls-Royce. elements, the value of which amounts

to some 10 per cent of the overall
value of the prime contract.

PRODUCTION INVESTMENT/PRODUCTION

Contractor Contract Type Procurement Route

Eurofighter GmbH Airframe Overall maximum prices for Non-competitive, but with
consortium comprising: Alenia, production investment and international sub-contract competitive
BAE Systems, EADS production of airframes. Overall elements, the value of which amounts
(Deutschland), and EADS firm prices for production to some 30 per cent of the overall
(CASA). investment and production of value of the prime contract.

aircraft equipment.

Eurojet GmbH Engine Overall maximum prices for Non-competitive, but with
consortium comprising: FIAT, production investment and international sub-contract competitive
ITP, MTU, Rolls-Royce. production of engines. elements, the value of which amounts

to some 10 per cent of the overall
value of the prime contract.

C

12. Government oversight of the programme is exercised through the Board of Directors of the NATO
Eurofighter and Tornado Development, Production and Logistics Management Agency (NETMA), which
carries out day-to-day management of the international contracts. The Agency has some 300 staff and an
annual budget of about 40 million Euro. Funding for the Agency is shared in accordance with the respective
participation of each nation in the Eurofighter and Tornado programmes. The UK contribution is about 35
per cent. The UK national project office element of the programme is managed by an Integrated Project Team
(IPT), which co-ordinates UK input to the programme and provides national oversight. The IPT comprises
some 180 staff but is set to increase to between 190–200 as a result of the transition to an in-service support
authority. Its annual budget is currently about £8 million.

13. Existing development work and costs are shared on the basis of nations’ planned production off-takes,
as declared in 1987, giving the UK and Germany 33 per cent shares each, Italy 21 per cent and Spain 13
percent. Production Investment and Production work and cost share are based on aircraft off-take declared
at the start of these phases in 1997, giving the UK some 37.5 per cent share, Germany 29 per cent, Italy 19.5
per cent and Spain 14 per cent.

14. Seven MoUs commit the four collaborative partners to the various phases of the programme and its
management.
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15. Several potential customers for Eurofighter have been identified in Europe, the Middle East, the Pacific
Rim, and South America. Export sales could run to several hundred aircraft over many years, but there will
be competition from a variety of American, French, and Russian combat aircraft types. Eurofighter was
selected by Greece for its fourth generation fighter requirement, although the purchase, which could involve
at least 60 aircraft, has now been postponed until after the 2004 Athens Olympiad.

I F

16. The Eurofighter project is fundamental to maintaining an industrial capability within the UK for the
design and build of advanced military aircraft. As the only suitably qualified UK firms to undertake the
development and manufacture of advanced fast jet aircraft and engines, BAE Systems and Rolls-Royce were
the natural choice as the major UK partners. Similar factors influenced the selection of contractors by our
collaborative partners. The project sustains something in excess of 6,000 jobs in the UK, expected to rise to
14,000 jobs at the peak of production. Any export sales will also have a positive impact on these numbers.

S A

17. The Eurofighter programme embraces several Smart Acquisition features. The UK has an Integrated
Project Team with collocated procurement, military customer and logistics staff, including some seconded
from industry. The design standard of delivered aircraft will follow an incremental acquisition path, with the
first aircraft being delivered to an initial standard—to allow early training—with the full standard delivered
later to meet the declaration of operational capability. The prices negotiated with industry have taken account
of efficiency improvements by industry; arrangements have been agreed to share further efficiency benefits
beyond those already included in the price. Elements of the production contracts include firm, non-revisable
prices for the first five years and for subsequent years, Variation of Price formulae based on Producer Output
Indices. There is provision for liquidated damages and the right of termination. Development and adoption
of innovative support arrangements for Eurofighter in partnership with Industry has identified potential
reductions in cost of up to £1.8 billion over traditional arrangements through the life of the aircraft, including
the incentivisation of repair and overhaul services; the transfer of risk for reliability to suppliers; and taking
advantage of the benefits offered by evolving, more reliable, technologies.

A P

18. There are four distinct phases within the Eurofighter programme: pre-development, development,
production and support.

19. Pre-development comprised a number of activities. Following early concept studies and various efforts
to establish a collaborative programme, two key demonstration activities were completed by the UK before
development: the Experimental Aircraft Programme (an airframe programme primarily aimed at proving the
feasibility of unstable flight control concepts) and the XG40 engine demonstrator programme at Rolls-
Royce. The results of these demonstrators and associated studies, and similar work by the other nations, were
harmonised in a definition, refinement and risk reduction phase that run from the end of 1985, when the four
nations signed the MoU covering this phase, to 1988.

20. The main development contracts were signed in November 1988 and amended in November 1995.

21. The Eurofighter production contract strategy is based on an “umbrella contract” that secures
maximum prices for all production investment and the total order of 620 aircraft. Commitments against this
contract are made as a series of supplements against fixed prices within the overall maximum price. The
umbrella contract and the first supplement covering production investment were signed in January 1998. The
second supplement, covering the production of the first tranche of 148 aircraft, was signed in September 1998.
The first production aircraft for the Royal Air Force are now being assembled at BAE Systems, Warton, and
production engines are currently being built at Rolls-Royce, Filton.

22. Integrated logistic support procedures were embedded in the programme from the outset, to ensure
that adequate attention was given to support issues throughout the development phase. Concurrently with
the umbrella contract, the first two support procurement contracts were let, following agreement that
industry would ensure that support is available when the first aircraft is delivered.

23. A reliability maintenance panel meets every three months to monitor progress against the reliability
plan. In-service demonstration is also part of the programme.

24. The current assessment of risks associated with the timely completion of the programme highlights the
flight test programme the achievement of incremental increases to functionality, and the integration of
development results into production aircraft as the greatest areas for concern. The first flight of an
instrumented production aircraft, which was scheduled for August 2001, is now expected to take place at the
end of March. *** The results will provide the evidence to allow series production aircraft to be accepted into
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service. Risk management processes in industry and MoD, and contractual incentives for industry, aim to
ensure that these risks are mitigated as far as possible to protect delivery timescales.

M  C

25. The four nations signed the Full Development MoU and consequent contracts in November 1988.
MoUs for Production Investment/Production and Support were signed in December 1997. These were
followed by signature of the Production Investment/Production and Support overarching contracts in
January 1998 and the first tranche of Production contracts in September 1998. The first aircraft is scheduled
to be delivered to the RAF in June 2002. *** Commitment to tranches two and three is planned for 2003 and
2007 respectively.

26. Expenditure to 31 March 2001 was £5444 million (presented on resource basis at outturn prices). The
estimated total acquisition costs as at 31 March 2001 are £18,869 million, some £1,505 million in excess of
the totals approved in 1987. This is an increase of £37 million on the projected excess reported last year. The
difference is the result of increases arising from obsolescence due to rapid changes in computer hardware
technology, latest estimates of the use of QinetiQ testing facilities to support development trails, and greater
Interest on Capital charges due to changes in the accounting treatment of the delivery of assets. These
increases amount to a projected additional £108 million. Balanced against this is a projected decrease of £71
million. This decrease comprises revised exchange rate and inflation assumptions and savings arising from
the deletion of the 1500L fuel tank and the CRV7 rocket from the programme.

27. In the event of late delivery, the production contracts with Eurofighter GmbH and Eurojet GmbH both
include provision for liquidation damages up to a maximum of three per cent of individual weapon system
value. All interim payments made prior to delivery are subject to the achievement of technical milestones. If
a milestone is not achieved, payment is not made.

I-S S

28. Support for Eurofighter is being managed collaboratively to reduce life cycle costs. MoUs and
International Framing Agreements aim to ensure that all elements of the project are taken forward on an
agreed international basis. Costs are shared in proportion to the aircraft off-take of each nation. This is the
first major international project to apply integrated logistic support (ILS) procedures, thus enabling all
aspects of logistic support to be optimised. Emphasis is being placed on partnership with industry to define
the most cost-effective solution.

29. For 18 months following the delivery of the first aircraft, Eurofighter will be operated and supported
at BAE Systems, Warton. This enables the support arrangements for these aircraft to be optimised through
combined use of RAF assets and support from BAE Systems production line facilities and resources, during
this period of relatively low flying hours. Additional benefits will be achieved through the close proximity of
RAF flying training and BAE Systems test flying at Warton.

30. The Eurofighter IPT is maintaining close liaison with the RAF throughout the planning process to
ensure that the end users contribute to the development of support policy and have a clear understanding of
the developing support concepts. The IPT is also ensuring that, where it is cost-effective, maximum use is
made of existing support capability and also that, where possible, any new generic support equipment being
procured for in-service aircraft is compatible with Eurofighter.

31. The most obvious potential bottleneck is the support infrastructure at the Main Operating Bases
(MOBs). As each MOB converts, there will be a short period where both Tornado F3 and Eurofighter will
be required to operate together and, as each maintenance facility is converted, the Tornado F3 would
potentially be left unsupported. This risk will be overcome by ensuring that the MOBs provide mutual
support during the conversion phase. Another potential problem that has been identified is the maintenance
of minimum manning levels at the front line whilst training the first tranche of Eurofighter tradesmen and
building up the Operational Conversion Unit and the first squadrons. Such potential difficulties are being
addressed by a series of working groups. All are currently considered to be manageable.

F L, S  R

32. The active RAF fleet of Eurofighter will be 137 aircraft, covering the seven front-line squadrons, the
Operational Conversion Unit (OCU), and the Operational Evaluation Unit. Each squadron will have one in-
use reserve and the OCU will have two in-use reserves, giving a total of nine. The remaining aircraft allow
for assumptions of attrition and overall use of the aircraft over the 25 year life of the aircraft, with the last
aircraft being scheduled for delivery in 2014. The fleet once in steady state will be managed around
engineering requirements, such as scheduled servicing and modification programmes.
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33. Interoperability is fundamental to the Eurofighter design. The Eurofighter programme has adhered to
NATO Standardisation Agreements (STANAGs) and protocols to ensure Eurofighter’s compatibility with
current and future systems, both operational and logistic.

D  E   R

34. The aircraft being replaced will be at the end of their productive lives and will probably be scrapped.

I-S L

Eurofighter is planned to be in service for 25 years.

D P

36. Unlike previous programmes, where major enhancements were incorporated via a major in-service
upgrade, we shall, following Smart Acquisition principles, establish a programme for through-life evolution
of the RAF Eurofighter fleet. The aim is to acquire and incorporate emerging technology, on an incremental
basis, to maintain the capability of the weapon system. Partnership between the MoD and industry will
provide the necessary expertise and focus to enable us to identify, prioritise and pursue modifications to
Eurofighter that balance operational effectiveness, life cycle costs, and obsolescence issues.

37. Further development of Eurofighter derivatives is among the options being considered to meet the
requirement for Future Offensive Air Systems (FOAS).

METEOR

Meteor is an all-weather, beyond visual range air-to-air missile to equip Eurofighter, which is being
procured from MBDA (formerly Matra BAE Dynamics) in collaboration with our Eurofighter partner
nations (Germany, Italy, and Spain), France and Sweden. It was selected in May 2000, following a
competition between MBDA and Raytheon Systems Ltd. Germany has yet to sign the Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) for Meteor due to protracted Parliamentary clearance procedures requiring signature
of an acceptable final draft contract before approving signature of the MOU. Other partner nations signed
the MOU during 2001. Contract negotiations with MBDA are at an advanced stage. We had hoped to sign
the contract in 2001 but this was not possible. We now aim to sign the contract this year Meteor should come
into service on Eurofighter around the turn of the decade.

O R

1. The requirement is for a medium range air-to-air missile for the Eurofighter. Initial planning
assumptions were based on the ability of the AIM-120B Advanced Medium Range Air-to-Air Missile
(AMRAAM) to meet the longer-term threat, but changes in the operational environment led to the issue of
a revised Staff Requirement in 1995. It underlined the need for the fighter to achieve a large “no escape zone”
against manoeuvring targets during beyond visual range air-to-air combat, and to maximise the number of
firing opportunities. The Staff Requirement also employed the principle of “performance objectives” as
opposed to “essential criteria”. This was designed to prompt bidders to propose innovative solutions and as
wide a range of options as possible.

T-

2. It should be possible to upgrade major missile sub-systems to incorporate more cost-effective technology
and to match the evolving threat. The Staff Requirement sought to encourage the designers to share the risk
by matching and trading the performance requirements to a realisable and affordable design solution.
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***
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4. The BVRAAM programme was considered during the Strategic Defence Review, when the difficulties
of achieving the in-service date were assessed. It was concluded that BVRAAM remained a key capability.

M C

5. Meteor will be the primary air-to-air weapon for Eurofighter. It will provide a key capability in
achieving and maintaining air superiority wherever Eurofighter is deployed Meteor will allow Eurofighter to
engage multiple and manoeuvring targets simultaneously, at greater range than before, in all weathers, day
or night, and with greater survivability.

E   R  I-S D

6. Meteor will not specifically replace any other programme. Instead, it represents a new generation of
weapon designed to equip a new generation of fighter.

7. The original “most likely” ISD for BVRAAM was 2005, but this moved in the SDR partly because the
technology was insufficiently mature, to a planning assumption of around 2008. Subsequently, however, in
assessing the BVRAAM competition, it was recognised that this 2008 assumption for Meteor was unrealistic.
Under the new approvals procedures. A 90 per cent confidence ISD of August 2012 was approved for Meteor
at Main Gate; the approved 50 per cent date is September 2011. Until Meteor comes into service, Eurofighter
will be armed with the Advanced Medium-Range Air-to-Air Missile (AMRAAM), manufactured by
Raytheon. An interim buy of AMRAAH missiles would have been required whichever BVRAAM solution
was chosen.

A A

8. Competition was maintained throughout the pre-Main Gate phase, both at prime and sub-contractor
levels, to ensure best value for money. Bidders were required to submit firm prices for an initial five-year
period from award of contract and fixed prices thereafter.

9. A Request for Information was issued in 1994 to a wide range of national and foreign government
agencies, potential prime contractors and major equipment suppliers. Responses received by the MOD in late
1994 suggested that a project was technically feasible and capable of completion within a suitable timescale.
Four potential partner nations. Germany, Italy, Spain and Sweden, agreed in principle in 1995 that the UK
BVRAAM specification broadly met their baseline missile requirements for Eurofighter and, in the case of
Sweden. JAS 39 Gripen. These nations were invited to assess the bids jointly with the UK, with a view to
agreeing on a common solution. In July 1999 France joined the programme, having identified that the
BVRAAM specification broadly met their capability requirements for Rafale.

10. An invitation to tender was issued in 1995, requesting bids for the full capability missile, as well as
proposals for a staged capability (ie an interim capability missile with the potential for upgrade). Two
companies, Raytheon Systems Ltd (formerly Hughes) and Matra BAE Dynamics (now MBDA), submitted
bids. Raytheon submitted proposals for a Future Medium Range Air-to-Air Missile (FMRAAM), a full
capability missile, and the Extended Range Air-to-Air Missile (ERAAM), with a proposed growth path to
full capability. MBDA proposed only a full capability missile, Meteor.

11. Assessment highlighted areas of major technical risk in each bid, and it was decided not to award an
immediate Development and Production contract. Instead, contracts for a Project Definition and Risk
Reduction phase were placed with the two bidders in August 1997. Revised bids to meet the requirement were
received in May 1998, and these were followed by an additional, unsolicited offer of Raytheon’s ERAAM—
under the umbrella of a joint UK/US collaboration. Best and Final Offers were received from both companies
in September 1999 and, following Ministerial consideration, a decision to buy Meteor was announced on 16
May 2000.

12. Since then, we have been in contractual negotiations with the company. We stated in last year’s report
that we expected to sign the contract around the middle of 2001. This was not achieved. A number of complex
technical and commercial issues delayed the contract negotiations. In addition, we are applying lessons
learned from the Advanced Short-Range Air-to-Air Missile (ASRAAM) programme. We intend to ensure
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that both we and MBDA are in full agreement on the requirement and the means by which the requirement
will be demonstrated and accepted. We are working with the company to resolve outstanding issues and we
expect the contract to be placed this year. The approved ISDs were based on the assumption that the contract
would be placed in April 2001. The extent of the delay in achieving this is almost certain to have an impact
on the ISD.

A A O

13. No suitable “off-the-shelf” missile was assessed as being able to meet the BVRAAM requirement.
Options considered in the early stages but deemed not to have the required performance, were the Matra
MICA, the Alenia Aspide, and the British Aerospace Dynamics Active Skyflash.

C

14. Meteor is a collaborative project in partnership with Germany, Italy, Spain, France, and Sweden. The
UK is leading the programme, with industry responsible for defining work-share based on technical
excellence, manageable risk and best value for money, rather than any predetermined formula. It has been
agreed that the Meteor collaborative demonstration and manufacture contract will be placed by the MOD
under UK contracting law. The UK intend to place a combined full demonstration and manufacture contract
with MBDA, with production options included to cover potential partner nations who do not wish to commit
to production from the outset. An MOU, setting out the contractual, financial, and management
arrangements for the programme, has been agreed. The UK, France and Sweden signed the MOU in June
2001; Italy signed in September 2001; Spain signed in December 2001. As mentioned above, Germany has
yet to sign but has signalled a clear intention to do so.

15. Missile requirements and in-service dates (ISDs) for the other nations have yet to be advised. An
International Joint Project Office (IJPO) has been established within the MOD Defence Procurement Agency
under the UK’s BVRAAM Integrated Project Team Leader. The salary cost of partner nations’
representatives are being borne by their governments.

E P

16. Meteor has excellent prospects for sales, particularly as part of an integrated package on Eurofighter.
The opportunities for overseas sales could be widened by possible sales of Gripen and Rafale.

I F

17. Industrial factors were taken into account in the assessment of bids. Meteor offered particular
advantages in terms of the quality and sustainability of the jobs involved. MBDA stated that a total of 2,400
jobs would be created or sustained in Europe: 1,200 in the UK.

S A

18. The Meteor programme embodies a number of Smart Acquisition principles. Whole life costs formed
an integral part of the decision process. The IPT has also entered into a partnering agreement with the Prime
Contractor. Emphasis is being placed on continued delivery of value for money, and gain-sharing potential
will be kept under continuous review. In addition, the contractor has agreed to a series of four key
technological milestones, to demonstrate successful progress during the development phase. If the company
fails to achieve any of these milestones, against clearly measurable acceptable criteria, termination of the
contract can be initiated, with all money being returned to the partner nations.

Key Technical Risks (used to define key milestones)

The ability of the missile motor to operate in a reliable and repeatable manner throughout the launch
envelope.

The ability to maintain sufficient control of the missile to ensure that it intercepts its target.

The ability to minimise missile/launch aircraft navigation system errors.

The ability of the missile to achieve target intercept in a defined set of countermeasure environments.
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19. The acquisition phases are shown in the table below:

Phase Date Activity

Feasibility February 1994 Request for Information issued. Cardinal Points
Specification issued (Apr 94). Invitation to tender issued
(Dec 95)

Project Definition and August 1997 Reduction of major technical risk
Risk Reduction

Assessment of tenders May 1998 Included Best and Final Offers in September 1999, to reflect
the late involvement of France

Prime contractor May 2000 Contract negotiation. Drafting of Memorandum of
selection Understanding

M  C

20. Expenditure up to 31 March 2001 was £20 million (on a resource basis at outturn prices). The total
approved (90 per cent) acquisition resource costs at Main Gate in May 2000 is £1440 million, including the
purchase of interim AMRAAM missiles. The expected (50 per cent) cost is £1368 million. The years of peak
expenditure are likely to be 2010/11 and 2011/12.

I-S S

21. The aim of the Meteor Integrated Logistic Support strategy is to minimise the support costs whilst
maintaining weapons availability. The weapon is being designed under an “all up round” principle to reduce
through life logistic support. MBDA will be responsible for the first 10 years of logistics support. Very little
maintenance will be required on the Meteor system in service. Missiles and support equipment will be
returned for repair to MBDA once any fault has been confirmed. Contracts after the initial 10-year period
will be subject to negotiation.

22. Discussions between the UK, MBDA, and our partner nations on support are now complete. All
partner nations have indicated that they would like to pursue a collaborative logistic support contract for
Meteor with the benefit of greatly reducing each partner nation’s support costs. The draft 10-year logistic
support contract has been worded to enable any partner nation to join in this combined support contract as
they commit to production.

23. Provision of initial operator and maintainer instructor training and the associated training package
are the responsibility of MBDA. Future continuation training will be undertaken with in-service resources.
A number of ground-handling training missiles, telemetered operational missiles and explosive ordnance
disposal training missiles will be procured. Technical publications will be produced in full electronic format.

F L, S  R N

***

I

25. The BVRAAM programme was conceived exclusively for Eurofighter, where the main carriage
method is semi-recessed under the fuselage—a key design driver. Meteor will be integrated on Gripen (for
Sweden) and Rafale (for France) and will therefore be interoperable with these nations in addition to our
Eurofighter partners. Whilst the extant UK requirement provides only for integration on Eurofighter,
integration issues with respect to the Joint Strike Fighter variant selected as the UK’s Future Carrier Borne
Aircraft will also be assessed.
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26. Meteor has a required 25-year design life.

D P

27. Through-life development of the missile will be considered as the project progresses.

ADVANCED SHORT RANGE AIR-TO-AIR MISSILE (ASRAAM)

The Advanced Short Range Air-to-Air Missile (ASRAAM) is a highly agile, passively guided anti-air
weapon, manufactured by MBDA (formerly Matra BAE Dynamics). It is due to be deployed on the Tornado
F3 to replace the Sidewinder AIM-9L missile and it will also be fitted to Eurofighter. ASRAAM entered
service at an interim standard in January 2002 and is planned to be available for operational deployment this
summer. Incremental improvements will lead to a full operational capability for ASRAAM, which we aim
to achieve by the end of 2003.

O R

1. The requirement for a highly agile missile with good infra-red countermeasures resistance was driven
by the need for short-range air superiority in visual combat. Such a missile was to provide Eurofighter with
a substantial advantage against the forecast threat at the turn of the century, and would be complementary
to Skyflash and Meteor (see separate memorandum). The missile would, additionally, be an important factor
in the overall capability of the Tornado F3.

2. Initially, the UK sought to meet the national requirement for a short-range air-to-air missile through
participation in a collaborative development for a family of weapons. In accordance with a Memorandum
of Understanding between the UK, the US, and Germany, signed in 1980, a tri-national Staff Requirement
was agreed in October 1984. Subsequent budgetary pressures, technical and management problems, and
changes to US requirements caused our partners to withdraw from the project. The Staff Requirement was
re-endorsed as a UK national programme in 1990 without any significant changes since the original approval.

T-

3. We have accepted that, for a short period of time, the missile will be beneath the exacting performance
standard we specified. We have agreed to this only after having established a clear and robust route map
towards achieving the missile’s full operational capability. There is no additional cost to the Department for
the work that MBDA will have to do to achieve this. Notwithstanding this, the missile that has entered service
is the best in its class.

N

***

S D R

5. The Strategic Defence Review did not affect the requirement or existing orders.

M C

6. ASRAAM will provide a significant contribution to achieving and maintaining air superiority, as well
as providing critical self-defence capability for a variety of current and future UK air assets. It will be
employed in the full spectrum of air operations from air policing to peace support through to high
intensity conflict.

E R  I-S D

7. ASRAAM will replace Sidewinder AIM-9L on Tornado F3, Harrier GR9, and Sea Harrier FA2 in a
delivery programme that started in January this year and is the planned short-range air-to-air weapon for
UK Eurofighters.

8. The ISD set at ASRAAM’s Main Gate equivalent was December 1998. ASRAAM entered service in
January this year, 37 months late. The achievement of ISD marked the successful resolution of a contractual
dispute between MOD and MBDA. Prior to this, ASRAAM had been expected to enter service in April 2001
but, as stated in last year’s report, we could not accept the missile as a number of specified performance
standards had not been met. The performance shortfalls were in the areas of lethality, target acquisition,
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tracking, and resistance to countermeasures. The Department worked closely with MBDA to agree a clear
and robust route map to full operational capability, enabling the new ISD to be set.

9. The incremental route to full operational capability comprises a number of stages. The missiles accepted
for ISD are at an interim standard that is higher than that offered by the MBDA for the ISD of April 2001.
Even though improvements over and above this standard are required, the missile’s level of performance at
ISD standard is far superior to that of AIM-9L and it is the best short-range air-to-air missile available.
Delivery of production missiles at a higher interim standard is to begin in mid-2002. The ASRAAM
development programme will continue with further software upgrades that will lead to full operational
capability. We hope to achieve this by the end of 2003 but certainly by no later than 2005. ASRAAM is
available for use now, if needed, but safety, training, integration and other clearance activities mean that we
are unlikely to deploy the missile before this summer. The delay has had no impact on Eurofighter’s
operational capability.

A A

10. Under the provisions of the 1980 MoU, the US was to develop an advanced medium air-to-air missile,
and the UK and Germany, along with Norway and Canada, who had subsequently joined the programme,
were to develop the short-range system. The European programme was managed by a joint project office,
with Bodenseewerk Geratetechnik GmbH and British Aerospace Dynamics Ltd as the principal contractors.
Difficulties with the programme led to the withdrawal of Germany from the programme in 1989 and the US,
Norway, and Canada in 1990.

11. Once ASRAAM had been re-endorsed as a UK national programme, an invitation to tender was issued
in 1991. It called for a package deal, covering development, production, and associated logistic support of
the missile and its associated training variants. We also stipulated the minimum use of Government Furnished
Facilities and Equipment, and the earliest possible ISD.

12. A number of candidate weapons were considered. British Aerospace Defence Ltd; Raytheon; a
consortium of GEC, Marconi, and Matra; Bodenseewerk Geratetechnik GmbH. (BGT); and Loral
Aeronutronic all expressed an interest in the competition. In the event, Raytheon and Loral did not respond
to the ITT. The BAE bid of ASRAAM, the GEC Marconi/Matra bid of MICA ASRAAM, and the BGT
AIM9L IRIS were considered as options in early 1992. Other weapons, including a further BGT bid, the AIM
9LI (an improvement over the standard (AIM9L) and a number of US options either in service or in
development were also considered, but were not assessed as capable of meeting the UK requirement.

13. The BAE bid met the Staff Requirement and offered a number of advantages over the BGT and GEC
Marconi/Matra bids. BAE Defence Ltd (now MBDA) was awarded a fixed price contract in 1992.

E P

14. ASRAAM won its first order in December 1998 when it was selected for the Royal Australian Air
Force, with whom we are working closely. Like us, they have now decided to accept that the missile will enter
service with an interim operating capability and an incremental path towards full operating capability. There
is also interest from a number of other nations, including Greece, Switzerland, Spain, South Korea and
Canada. Missiles with similar capabilities are being built in the USA, Germany, Russia, Israel, France, and
South Africa.

I F

15. The decision on the main development and production contracts took account of the employment
implications for the UK. MBDA has estimated that more than 80 per cent of the work in total would be in
the UK, securing some 7,000 jobs. The GEC Marconi/Matra bid offered only 50 per cent of work in the UK,
although they estimated that this would rise to 70 per cent if potential sales were achieved.

S A

16. MBDA proposed in September 1998 a number of Smart Acquisition “gain sharing” initiatives. These
included the introduction of a more powerful processor into the missile, enhancing the potential for future
performance upgrades and eliminating an obsolescence problem at no cost to the MOD, and better alignment
of missile production deliveries with candidate aircraft platforms. A contract amendment was agreed in
September 1999. The contractual MOD and MBDA was resolved by tackling the issues head-on and the
outcome, an incremental route map to full operational capability; follows Smart Acquisition principles.
Lessons from our experience of the ASRAAM programme are informing our acquisition from MBDA of the
Meteor beyond-visual-range air-to-air missile. (See separate Meteor memorandum).
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17. The acquisition phases are shown in the table below:

Phase Date Activity

Pre-feasibility January 1981 Endorsement of UK support to NATO operational
objectives for ASRAAM & AMRAAM

Feasibility June 1982 Systems studies including IR detectors, transparent
materials and sub-systems

Project definition December 1984 Design of prototype missile and launcher sub-systems
Project Definition December 1987 Confirmation of image processing algorithms: manufacture
Amendment (re- of inert safety and arming units and design of strap down
definition 1) software
Project Definition July 1988 Study into detailed proposals for an integrated missile
Amendment (re- configuration and more efficient management structure
definition 2)
Development & March 1992 Full development and production of ASRAAM starts
Production

M  C

18. Expenditure to 31 March 2001 (on a resource basis at outturn prices) totalled £584 million, comprising
£72 million on Feasibility and £512 million on Development and Production. Total approved costs are £866
million. The expected final cost is £857 million. The delay in achieving ISD resulted in the Department
incurring approximately £7 million additional costs. These include extra intramural expenditure and costs
arising from the need to maintain Sidewinder missiles in service.

19. Delays to the programme have triggered liquidated damages. The majority of these have already been
collected in the form of consideration payments totalling some £19 million. The amended contract (see
paragraph 16) makes provision for further liquidated damages up to a maximum of 6 per cent (approximately
£23 million) of the value of deliverable items. MOD will continue to claim any liquidated damages that fall
due. We have, however, accepted the company’s claim that some of the programme delay has been caused by
the need to dedicate significant resources to MOD/company negotiations. Accordingly as part of the overall
agreement to bring ASRAAM into service, a period of grace has been allowed in the schedule determining
liquidated damages. But any further delays by MBDA could negate the benefit the company derives from this
period of grace.

I-S S

20. ASRAAM is an industry-supported missile, with the bulk of its maintenance to be undertaken by the
prime contractor. Although Eurofighter aircraft delivered to Germany, Spain, and Italy will be able to fire
ASRAAM, these nations are not committed to buying ASRAAM. At least initially, therefore, in-service
support costs will fall to the UK.

21. Most of the support equipment and handling procedures for ASRAAM will be the same as for the
current AIM-9L weapon. However, as the design has been completed under the “all up round” principle,
there will be a substantial reduction in routine servicing requirements at the front line and all major servicing
will be undertaken by industry. Having identified potential storage difficulties (the result of ASRAAM stocks
building up without equivalent reductions in AIM-9L stocks), we undertook a Weapon Loading and Storage
Study. The recommendations are now being implemented and we are confident that no significant problems
will arise. Since the operational and training missiles both have classified software, unlike the current air-to-
air weapons, of which only the operational weapons are classified, modified handling procedures have been
put in place.

F L, S  R N

***

I

23. ASRAAM has demonstrated its compatibility with earlier AIM-9L launch equipment and interfaces.
It is capable of being carried and fired, with minimum modification, by all UK and other allied air forces’
aircraft that can carry and employ AIM-9L. The system is compatible with the rail launchers on Eurofighter.
It is also designed to be employed using multiples sensors, such as the infra-red search and track systems and
helmet-mounted sights planned for Eurofighters, as well as radar.
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24. Surplus Sidewinders may have potential for re-sale. Missiles that cannot be sold will have no
operational use and will be scrapped.

I-S L

25. ASRAAM is planned to be in service for 25 years.

D P

26. We continue to work, in partnership with Australia, to establish a programme of through-life
development. The programme is primarily to ensure a useful service life of 25 years and could involve the
acquisition of emerging technology on an incremental basis.

APPENDIX 9

Letter to the Chairman of the Committee from the Secretary of State for Defence on the Investment
Approvals Board (25 March 2002)

I A B

I thought that you would like to know that the Ministry of Defence’s Equipment Approvals Committee
(EAC) is being replaced by an Investment Approvals Board (IAB) on 2 April.

The IAB will have a broadly similar role to that of the EAC. Its membership, like that of the EAC, will
consist of the Chief Scientific Advisor (Chair), the Vice Chief of the Defence Staff, the Second Permanent
Under Secretary of State, the Chief of Defence Procurement and the Chief of Defence Logistics. Like the
EAC, the IAB will advise Ministers on major equipment and other projects.

The main change is that it will have responsibility for the scrutiny and approvals processes for investment
decisions on all non-equipment projects as well as equipment projects. This will include those considered by
delegated approving authorities. It will be a major part of the IAB’s task to ensure that proposals for Defence
investment are soundly based and deliverable through robust project management and Smart Acquisition
processes.

There are no changes to the existing arrangements under which Ministers take and announce decisions on
major projects and explain them to Parliament.

I shall be answering a PQ to this effect tomorrow.

APPENDIX 10

Memorandum submitted from the Ministry of Defence on the RAND Study into Warship Procurement
Strategies (15 May 2001)

The MOD has commissioned RAND to do a short study on procurement strategies for our future warship
programmes over the next 15–20 years, with particular reference to options for the Type 45 Destroyer. It is
intended to help inform decisions by the Department on individual programmes within the context of
obtaining value for money over the warship programme as a whole. It will be a further contribution to the
Department’s thinking on the subject, supplementing the work already conducted internally. The study
should help inform the ongoing assessment of the unsolicited offer from BAE SYSTEMS Marine concerning
an alternative procurement approach for the Type 45.

RAND have a good track record of this type of study, predominantly on US defence procurement issues
for the DoD. Topics have included US Submarine Production and the US Aircraft Carrier Industrial Base.
They have also just completed a study of the Procurement Strategy options for the Joint Strike Fighter
(JSF) Project.

RAND are approaching UK shipbuilders and other defence firms, to gather information and views, in
confidence.

The study is expected to last some weeks.
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APPENDIX 11

Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from the Ministry of Defence (10 July 2001)

I am writing to let you know that Secretary of State will be making a statement to the House, this afternoon,
along the following lines, to update the House on the progress that has been made on the shipbuilding
procurement strategy for the Type 45 Destroyer.

At the end of last year BAE SYSTEMS Marine made the Ministry of Defence an unsolicited proposal to
build all twelve Type 45 Destroyers and a number of other warships. The unsolicited proposals have been
carefully examined together with a number of other options. The Ministry of Defence has also called on the
services of RAND to take a fresh look at procurement strategies for this programme in the context of the
future warship programme as a whole.

For the current procurement strategy to work, the shipbuilding companies need to work closely together
during the development and manufacture of the first batch of ships already on order. Co-operation of this
sort has not been encouraged by the existence of the unsolicited proposal or by the prospect of the companies
having to compete against each other for the second batch of ships.

The Secretary of State has been keen to resolve these problems, as has industry. Working with the
companies, the Ministry of Defence has developed a revised strategy, which allocates work on the ships
between the two shipbuilders for the whole class of Type 45 destroyers. The First of Class ship would be
assembled and launched at Scotstoun. The focus of design support to the whole Class will remain there, with
continuing participation by both shipbuilders. The remaining ships would be assembled and launched at
Barrow, Vosper Thornycroft at Portsmouth, and BAE SYSTEMS Marine—on the Clyde and at Barrow in
Furness—would both make and outfit substantial sections of each ship. The yards would continue to build
the same sections throughout the programme to increase efficiency.

The Secretary of State has not accepted BAE SYSTEMS unsolicited proposal to build two Auxiliary Oilers.
There is no military capability requirement for ships of this sort.

The cost to the defence budget could not be justified and the Secretary of State has concluded that we
cannot sensibly pursue this.

The Type 45 strategy does however involve a commitment now to six ships—doubling the number on
order. The larger volume of guaranteed work will allow industry to make long term investment decisions.

The revised procurement strategy provides better value for money to the taxpayer, gives a welcome level
of stability to our warshipbuilding industry and preserves the possibility of competition for a number of
subsequent programmes. It allows us to achieve the delivery of the new destroyers to the Navy, as planned,
starting in 2007.

This is good news for shipbuilding on the South Coast, the Clyde and at Barrow.

This approach gives Vosper Thornycroft a defined and significant role in the Type 45 programme. The
company will be able to move their operation, as planned into the Portsmouth Naval Base and invest in new
shipbuilding facilities there. It also provides a solid foundation from which to sustain their export business
and enter competitions for future naval programmes. The company believes that this substantial quantity of
high quality Type 45 work should sustain a steady level of some 650 jobs well into the current decade.

Type 45 work, together with the first three ASTUTE Class submarines and the order for two Alternative
Landing Ships Logistic announced last year, should support BAE SYSTEMS Marine shipbuilding for the
rest of the decade. Based on the company’s own estimates, once this total construction programme is up and
running, work on this package should sustain a steady level of some 1,200 jobs on the Clyde and around a
further 900 jobs at Barrow in Furness. We understand in the light of this work package that the company has
no plans to close any of its yards.

Overall, this approach maintains shipbuilding capacity on the Clyde, on the South Coast and at Barrow.
There is the opportunity for both BAE SYSTEMS Marine and Vosper Thornycroft to invest and compete
not only for future Ministry of Defence business but also export orders.

The Type 45s will be the biggest and most powerful air defence destroyers to service in the Royal Navy.
The procurement of the first six ships is good news for Britain’s armed forces and good news for British
shipbuilding.
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APPENDIX 12

Letter to the Chairman of the Committee from the Secretary of State for Defence on the Type 45 Destroyer
(10 July 2001)

I am writing to bring you up to date on the progress that has been made on the shipbuilding procurement
strategy for the Type 45 Destroyer. I shall be making a statement to the House on this later this afternoon.

At the end of last year BAE SYSTEMS Marine made the Ministry of Defence an unsolicited proposal to
build all twelve Type 45 Destroyers and a number of other warships. I have carefully examined the unsolicited
proposal and a number of other options. The Ministry of defence has also called on the services of RAND
to take a fresh look at procurement strategies for this programme in the context of the future warship
programme as a whole.

For the current procurement strategy to work, the shipbuilding companies need to work closely together
during the development and manufacture of the first batch of ships already on order. Co-operation of this
sort has not been encouraged by the existence of the unsolicited proposal or by the prospect of the companies
having to compete against each other for the second batch of ships.

I have been keen to resolve these problems, as has industry. Working with the companies, the Ministry of
Defence has developed a revised strategy, which allocates work on the ships between the two shipbuilders for
the whole class of Type 45 destroyers. The First of Class ship would be assembled and launched at Scotstoun.
The focus of design support to the whole Class will remain there, with continuing participation by both
shipbuilders. The remaining ships would be assembled and launched at Barrow, Vosper Thornycroft at
Portsmouth, and BAE SYSTEMS Marine—on the Clyde and at Barrow in Furness—would both make and
outfit substantial sections of each ship. The yards would continue to build the same sections throughout the
programme to increase efficiency.

I have not accepted BAE SYSTEMS unsolicited proposal to build two Auxiliary Oilers. There is no
military capability requirement for ships of this sort. The cost to the defence budget could not be justified and
I have concluded that we cannot sensibly pursue this.

The Type 45 strategy does however involve a commitment now to six ships—doubling the number on
order. The larger volume of guaranteed work will allow industry to make long term investment decisions.

The revised procurement strategy provides better value for money to the taxpayer, gives a welcome level
of stability to our warshipbuilding industry and preserves the possibility of competition for a number of
subsequent programmes. It allows us to achieve the delivery of the new destroyers to the Navy, as planned,
starting in 2007.

This is good news for shipbuilding on the South Coast, the Clyde and at Barrow.

This approach gives Vosper Thornycroft a defined and significant role in the Type 45 programme. The
company will be able to move their operation, as planned, into the Portsmouth Naval Base and invest in new
shipbuilding facilities there. It also provides a solid foundation from which to sustain their export business
and enter competitions for future naval programmes. The company believes that this substantial quantity of
high quality Type 45 work should sustain a steady level of some 650 jobs well into the current decade.

Type 45 work, together with the first three ASTUTE Class submarines and the order for two Alternative
Landing Ships Logistic announced last year, should support BAE SYSTEMS Marine shipbuilding for the
rest of the decade. Based on the company’s own estimates, once this total construction programme is up and
running, work on this package should sustain a steady level of some 1,200 jobs on the Clyde and around a
further 900 jobs at Barrow in Furness. I understand in the light of this work package that the company has
no plans to close any of its yards.

Overall, this approach maintains shipbuilding capacity on the Clyde, on the South Coast and at Barrow.
There is the opportunity for both BAE SYSTEMS Marine and Vosper Thornycroft to invest and compete
not only for future Ministry of Defence business but also export orders.

The Type 45s will be the biggest and most powerful air defence destroyers to service in the Royal Navy. I
hope that you will join me in welcoming the procurement of the first six ships as good news for Britain’s armed
forces and good news for British shipbuilding.

APPENDIX 13

Letter to the Chairman of the Committee from the Minister for Defence Procurement (19 November 2001)

I am pleased to be able to inform you that the Ministry of Defence has today awarded a contract with an
estimated value of £120 million for the build of an additional two new Royal Fleet Auxiliary (RFA) vessels,
known as Alternative Landing Ships Logistic (ALSLs), to BAE SYSTEMS Marine at Govan.

These vessels will complete the planned force of 4 new ‘Bay Class’ ships announced by Geoff Hoon in
October 2000. The first two ships in the Class are to be built by Swan Hunter (Tyneside) Ltd, with the third
and fourth being built by BAE SYSTEMS Marine at Govan to Swan’s design.
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This is good news for the workforce at Govan. The contract should sustain 600 jobs at the shipyard and
200 other jobs in the region until the planned Type 45 construction work comes on stream in 2003. Work on
these vessels should commence at Govan later this month.

It is also good news for the Royal Navy. All four vessels are due to enter service by 2005 and will provide
a significantly enhanced amphibious capability for the Joint Rapid Reaction Force. They will operate in the
front line in close support of the Landing Platform Dock (Replacements), HMS BULWARK and HMS
ALBION, and the Landing Platform Helicopter, HMS OCEAN as part of the Amphibious Task Group. The
ALSLs will also ideally be suitable for low intensity operations such as peace support and humanitarian and
disaster relief missions.

The ALSLs will enable the UK to capitalise on its leading position in amphibious capability within Europe
and enhance our close working relationship with our NATO partners. The vessels demonstrate our
commitment to the modern force structure that emerged from the Strategic Defence Review

APPENDIX 14

Letter to the Chairman of the Committee from the Minister for Defence Procurement (21 November 2001)

I am pleased to be able to inform you that the Ministry of Defence is announcing today, by way of a written
answer to a Parliamentary Question, the award of contracts for the next stage of assessment for the Future
Carrier (CVF) project to BAE SYSTEMS and Thales Naval Ltd. This further strengthens our clear
commitment to the CVF programme.

As you are probably aware, assessment work on the new carrier project began back in November 1999
when contracts were awarded to the two competing consortia headed by BAE Systems and Thales Naval Ltd.
Originally, this work was split into two stages, with progress to the second stage depending on performance
during the first stage and the submission by the contractors of acceptable proposals for the second stage.

The first stage of Assessment was completed in June this year. Since then we have been working to
determine the most efficient and cost effective way forward. We have taken into account the views of both
consortia as to the level work required to minimise the level of risk in the CVF programme.

We have therefore decided to revise the CVF procurement strategy so as to maximise competition for the
remainder of the assessment phase. For the next twelve months, until November 2002, the competing
consortia will concentrate on refining their designs and taking key trade-off decisions. At that point we will
make a detailed analysis of the merits of the two bids before announcing a single preferred prime contractor
in early 2003.

The preferred consortia will then continue assessment work through the summer of 2003 in order to provide
the robust cost, time and performance information we need to make our main investment decision. This will
allow us to make a decision to place a formal build contract in early 2004 and to move seamlessly from the
Assessment to the Build phase of the programme. The selected prime will be expected to stick to the time,
cost and performance proposals agreed at the end of the assessment phase. Following the announcement of
a preferred contractor, competition will be maximised at the sub-contractor level to ensure that robust prices
are achieved.

In adopting this revised approach we are seeking to apply Smart Acquisition principles. This will allow us
to maximise the advantages offered by competition and thus ensure that we achieve best value for money for
the taxpayer. As part of this, we will make around a further £20 million available to the contractors during
the Assessment Phase. This will enable the selected prime to prepare more confidently their proposals for the
build programme. Critically, the In-Service Dates of the two new carriers remain unchanged at 2012 and 2015
respectively.

Both BAE SYSTEMS and Thales have welcomed our new approach which demonstrates innovative
thinking to deliver value for money.

This decision is good news for the Armed Forces. When combined with progress on the Type 45
programme, the Astute submarines, and the Alternative Landing Ship Logistics, it re-affirms in the strongest
possible terms this Government’s commitment to ensuring that our Armed Forces are equipped with battle-
winning equipment. Combined with the Future Joint Combat Aircraft, the carriers will provide the UK with
a formidable force projection capability. It also highlights the significant opportunities that currently exist
for UK shipbuilders to participate in our extensive warship-building programme.

I hope that you will support the decision.
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APPENDIX 15

Letter to the Chairman of the Committee from the Minister for Defence Procurement (18 February 2002)

I am writing to let you know that, in accordance with the announcement by Geoff Hoon on 10 July 2001
of the revised shipbuilding procurement strategy for the Type 45 Destroyer, we have now contractually
committed to a further three Type 45 platforms. This doubles the number of ships of this class on order. At
the same time, the Prime Contractor (BAE SYSTEMS Electronics) has made a legally binding contractual
arrangement with the shipbuilders BAE SYSTEMS Marine and Vosper Thornycroft for their work on the
six platforms.

This commitment is wholly in accordance with the revised shipbuilding strategy. Under this contract, the
First of Class ship will be assembled and launched at Scotstoun on the Clyde and the focus of design support
to the whole Class will remain there, with continuing participation by both shipbuilders. The remaining ships
will be assembled and launched at Barrow in Furness. It is planned that Vosper Thornycroft on the South
Coast, and BAE SYSTEMS Marine at Clydeside and Barrow in Furness will make and outfit substantial
sections of each ship. The yards will continue to build the same sections throughout the programme to
increase efficiency.

BAE SYSTEMS Marine shipbuilding is now benefiting from Type 45 work, together with the first three
ASTUTE Class submarines and the order for two Alternative Landing Ships Logistic that was placed in
November 2001. The company confirmed in July that, once the construction programme is up and running,
the work on the first six Type 45 platforms alone should sustain a steady level of some 1,200 jobs on the Clyde
and around a further 900 jobs at Barrow in Furness. I’m sure that you will be pleased with this news which
will boost confidence on the Clyde and Barrow.

Vosper Thornycroft has a defined and significant role in the Type 45 programme and is expected to sign
shortly a 125 year lease of part of Portsmouth Dockyard where it will be building sections of each ship.
Vospers confirmed in July last year that this work should sustain some 650 jobs in its shipbuilding division
until well into this decade. This is excellent news for the South Coast.

The work now on order allows the UK’s warship building industry to make long term investment decisions
in a more stable environment. It also preserves the possibility of competition for a number of subsequent
programmes.

This is also excellent news for the Royal Navy as we remain committed to bringing the Type 45 First of
Class into service on schedule in 2007. These ships will make an outstanding contribution to the future war-
fighting capability of the Royal Navy.

APPENDIX 16

Letter to the Chairman of the Committee from the Minister of State for the Armed Forces (25 March 2002)

I wrote to you in January 2001, informing you that the Ministry of Defence intended to enter negotiations
with Babcock Rosyth Defence Ltd (BRDL), Devonport Management Ltd (DML) and Fleet Support Ltd
(FSL) with the aim of modernising arrangements for warship support to achieve better value for the
Defence Budget.

Negotiations have now been successfully concluded with the companies on increasing the proportion of
the surface warship refit and repair programme which will be opened up to competition. At Portsmouth,
negotiations have also concluded with Vosper Thornycroft on their proposal to establish a new warship
building facility on land leased at the Naval Base.

Also, in September 2001, formal proposals were received from each of the Companies for partnering at the
Naval Bases. At the same time, we received formal proposals from our Trades Unions. We have evaluated
both proposals against an internal Benchmark of the projected costs of running the Naval Bases, including
internal efficiencies. The proposals from the Companies cover the provision of engineering and waterfront
support, logistics, estates and facilities management activities. The TU proposals put forward further Naval
Base efficiencies, and wider restructuring proposals, whilst retaining the workforce within the Ministry of
Defence.

Our analysis has demonstrated that, together with the changes to warship repair, the partnering
arrangements with the Companies offer best value for money. It is the intention therefore, to place partnering
contracts with each of the companies, subject to the successful completion of detailed contract negotiations.
In total these changes will achieve a saving to the Department of £327 million over the period 2002–07. This
is higher than our original estimate of £237 million over the same period, and reflects in particular an increase
in the level of savings to be achieved at the Naval Bases.

Negotiations with the Companies on the warship repair programme have been aimed at increasing the
amount of work open to competition and reducing excess capacity. The negotiations also addressed the
reduction in the overall volume of work following the Strategic Defence Review and led to the agreement of
reduced allocated programmes, for some of which reduced prices have already been negotiated. The
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renegotiated programme takes into account the time needed for the companies to adjust their workforces and
infrastructure against the diminished workload.

Further analysis was undertaken of the option of competing the Naval Base business. This confirmed that
the scope for mounting a competition in the warship maintenance market is severely constrained. This is
particularly the case at Devonport and the Clyde where competencies in nuclear maintenance work would
be required. The analysis also shows that, under competition, a higher level of savings would be needed to
match those on offer under single source partnering, because of the additional time and cost involved in
mounting a competition.

The partnering arrangements at the Naval Bases will involve the transfer of approximately 3,000 MoD
posts to the private companies, under TUPE regulations. As the Companies review existing arrangements
and rationalise the operations for which they will be responsible, job reductions are likely to occur over the
next five years. Although these reductions would be unwelcome in the regions concerned, the changes upon
which they are based would help to ensure the long term future of those jobs which remain in both the Naval
Bases and the Dockyards. The changes will provide greater efficiencies in support to the Fleet, and there will
be no compromise on safety and security at the Naval Bases. Operational capability will remain of paramount
importance, and these arrangements will ensure that current standards and levels of support to the Fleet will
be maintained, or indeed improved, as processes are streamlined and improved working practices are
introduced.

Exemptions from the competition elements of European Union regulations, on the grounds of protection
of UK security interests have been confirmed by security and legal advisors. No issues of state aid have arisen
from the proposed arrangements. Partnering contracts are anticipated to be placed in April, subject to
successful completion of negotiations, with transition to the new arrangements planned to complete in July.

Geoff Hoon will announce this decision to Parliament by means of written answer today.

APPENDIX 17

Memorandum submitted from the Ministry of Defence on ASWR Shipping Ltd Ro-Ro (22 April 2002)

***

APPENDIX 18

Submission to the Clerk of the Committee on the Warship Support Modernisation Initiative (NWMI) from
UCATT, T&G, Prospect, PCS, AEEU and GMB (22 April 2002)

I

1. The Ministry of Defence Trade Unions (the Unions) contend that the decision taken by the Secretary
of State for Defence (S of S) to contractorise the majority of the three UK naval bases through ‘Partnering’
arrangements with the three dockyard companies is wrong. It is neither in the national interest nor in the
interests of the taxpayer.

2. It is not in the national interest because:

— it will mean further fragmentation of the delivery of services to the front line and a deterioration of
that service;

— it will create monopoly suppliers of these services to the fleet that will increase rather than lower
the costs;

— it will lead to the misuse of shore based service personnel in the generation of profit for a private
company;

— it is underpinned by contractual arrangements shown by the D154 project to be extremely high risk;

— the process has seriously damaged the previously excellent industrial relations within the Ministry
of Defence (MOD).

3. It is not in the interests of the taxpayer because it has come from a flawed process that did not provide
a sound basis for a Value for Money (VFM) judgement of the options available.

4. We believe the business case prepared by the MOD and endorsed by S of S was not as robust as it should
have been. It did not fully reflect the entire picture and did not allow for the preparation of a credible Public
Sector Comparator.

5. MOD officials conducted the review favouring the commercial solution over that of an in house solution
with the driver the need to extradite the MOD from the Dockyard Sales Agreement and the allocated work
programme. All else was secondary including developments in the Warship Refit/Repair arena and the
Department’s own financial position, which has changed dramatically since the original studies concluded.

6. As a result the business case found in favour of the MOD’s desired outcome rather than the best
outcome for the MOD, the workforce or the taxpayer.
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7. We believe that there are a number of key questions needing exploration with the Chief Executive of
the Warship Support Agency (CE WSA) and others involved in both the MWMI and the decision making
process. We are disappointed that S of S did not address them in response to the brief submitted to S of S by
the Unions on 12 February 2002 before he made his decision, but welcome the opportunity to feed them in
through the HCDC.

K Q

8. We believe that the key areas for questioning fall into five main categories:

— Process: including a comparison of the resource allocation against each option being considered and
an examination of how this process provided a sound base for a VFM judgement to be made
(National Audit Office Report (NAO));

— Evaluation: including how like was not compared with like and how the proposals solved the
overcapacity issue;

— Savings Levels: including an examination of how the projected savings increased by 50 per cent;

— Value for Money: including transition and implementation costs, redundancy payments, use of
service personnel at discount rates, etc;

— Implementation: including the lack of an attempt at justification through consultation, nuclear
safety issues and affordability.

P

9. In our submission to S of S we asked that he look at our assertions that the process favoured the
company and, specifically, to examine the following areas of MOD expenditure within the process:

— the costs of the Directors Strategic Development and their support staff in each naval base;

— the costs incurred by Naval Base Commanders (NBCs):

— in support of the company proposals,

— in preparing the NBC Benchmark and

— in working with the Unions on Benchmark Plus;

— the company costs on each site;

— the costs of the Integrated Business Team (IBT) permanent staff;

— the costs of Price Waterhouse Coopers and other consultants used.

10. We have not been made aware that such an examination took place.

11. The question requires asking of MOD whether or not there was a fair allocation of resources against
each of the options available that led to confidence in the decision being reached:

“The HCDC is interested in the process costs that were targeted at each option. Can you clarify the
extent of the costs the department incurred throughout this process? How much was spent
supporting the company proposals, including direct or indirect payments to the companies, and
how much in support of the in-house option, in-house to include the costs of producing the
management benchmark?”

Possible supplementary questions:

“How can this imbalance in the resource allocation against each option lead to you being confident
that a sound Value for Money judgement has been reached? Surely the preparation of an inadequate
Public Sector Comparator (PSC) has meant that the judgement is far from sound?”

“The companies appear to have had a risk free journey through this process with the MOD
underwriting the costs of their bids. Does this not show a lack of commitment on their part that
they could actually undercut the existing naval base costs let alone a sound PSC?”

“Why was it felt necessary, in the case of BRDL at least, to fund their bid indirectly through the
overheads attached to MOD contracts as opposed to direct payment? How was this monitored and
controlled?”

12. The question also requires asking of the role of the NAO in auditing the process and the secrecy behind
their report. We were informed at the time that the NAO had been invited in a Non-Executive Director of
the Warship Support Agency (WSA) board to carry out an audit of the process and give the board confidence
in the outcome. When we asked for sight of this at WSA and Defence Logistics Organisation (DLO) level it
was refused. When we asked at ministerial level it was refused because it was “advice to Ministers”.
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13. The Unions are not happy with this and neither should the HCDC be. It is suggested that a question
along the following lines be asked:

“The NAO were invited to audit the process by the WSA Management Board. Did the report
endorse the process in total and class it as providing a sound basis for making a value for money
judgement? Can the HCDC have a copy of the report as it will come into the public domain in the
future NAO review of the outcome?”

E

14. The Unions made it clear to S of S that we did not believe that the BENCHMARK would stand
scrutiny as a PSC because it did not compare like with like. It was constructed in a different format to that
asked of the Companies and through the constraints of time and resource and as discussed above, without
the depth of thought.

15. We were also concerned that evidence showed that the Unions’ proposals were given only a cursory
examination.

16. The question to be asked on this issue is how the MOD could evaluate the worth of two uniquely
different proposals—the company proposals based on output specifications and the TU alternative on a
cash basis.

“As the company proposals were drafted against output specifications and the Unions’ alternative
submitted on a cash basis how can the MOD be confident that a competent evaluation of these two
very different approaches was made?”

Possible supplementary questions:
“The Unions submitted a 92 page document and received a two page response. They are rightly
concerned that their positive alternative proposal wasn’t properly evaluated. Has there been a full
evaluation of the proposals including findings and costings? Can the Committee be furnished
with copies?”

17. To try and counter the Dockyard Sales Agreement link the Unions submitted an alternative partnering
proposal that also involved the Shipbuilding companies. There is no indication that the MOD gave this
proposal any serious thought. It is worth requesting CE WSA to explain MOD’s views of those proposals.

“The Unions tabled an alternative partnering proposal as part of their submission. Could you
explain why this was ruled out and give a rough idea of how the costs measured up?”

18. A major aim of the MWMI was to resolve the over-capacity problem affecting the surface vessel refit
environment. The question has never been asked how this proposal achieves this. As the main customer of
the Dockyards, CE WSA has been heavily involved in negotiations and discussions on this very issue and
should be the expert on it.

19. It has been made clear that the overcapacity is in the number of dry docks in the country and that this
is to get worse as the navy moves to even more Reliability Centred Maintenance carried out afloat in naval
bases. This proposal simply transfers staff from the public to the private sector and significantly cuts their
number but it does not address how the number of refit facilities is to be reduced to resolve that overcapacity
problem. It should be interesting to hear the MOD view on that.

20. A probing question could be:

“A major plank of this initiative was aimed at solving the overcapacity problem affecting surface
vessel refit facilities. Can you explain the extent of that problem i.e. how many docks presently exist
and how many does the MOD believe will be needed to meet future fleet refit requirements?”

Possible supplementary question:

“How do the proposals in the MWMI address the overcapacity issue?”

21. The lack of consultation on the decision has left a significant number of grey areas. One in particular
being the assessment of risk against the two proposals. The trades unions believe the risks against the
company proposals were understated and those against the Unions’ proposals overstated. CE WSA should
be asked to explain how the risks in the Unions’ and the companies’ proposals were evaluated. That the
contract is based on a Target Cost Incentive Fee arrangement the same as the D154 project at Devonport is
an indication that the risks against the company should not be taken lightly as the MOD will foot the bill.

22. A possible question down this line could be:

“How were the risks against each proposal assessed? Surely the Unions’ proposals would have the
minimum of risk against the dangers inherent in the Companies’ proposals. If the company cannot
make its target shareline and asks for more money what option does the MOD have but to pay it
or throw the services of a naval base into turmoil?”

Possible supplementary question:

“The Unions’ proposals must have offered earlier even in-year savings at a lower risk. Why was this
discounted?”
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23. At the start of the process the figure of £200 million was quoted as the expected savings from the
MWMI as opposed to paying the Dockyard Companies £30 million compensation because of the
requirements of the Dockyard Sales Agreement. The final announcement states savings in the region of £300
million now being expected.

24. We find that figure quite incredible especially as, since the initiative started two years ago, there have
been actions taken with the allocated work programme that should have reduced that figure. DML has been
getting non-refit related MOD contracts to offset gaps in the allocated work programme and BRDL have
been given the Frigate and Carrier refit orders. DML and BRDL’s allocated work programme runs out in
2003–07 respectively. As the aim was to take work from the expensive allocated work programme and put it
out to tender it looks unlikely that events since the MWMI was launched or the delay in taking it forward
should have resulted in increased savings. The MOD should be asked to explain how these figures were
arrived at.

25. Possible questions down this particular path include:

“The HCDC is interested to know how, in light of developments since the MWMI started that have
reduced the scope for savings from switching work from the allocated to the un-allocated
programmes, the projected savings of £200 million has become £300 million?”

26. Something that has not been made clear is the apportioning of the savings. The announcement detailed
that “The savings compared to the baseline are over £300 million, approximately half from the renegotiation
of the repair programme, and the introduction of improved maintenance techniques, and half from
partnering at the Naval Bases”.

27. It is worth pointing out that the naval bases were at the forefront of pioneering the improved
maintenance techniques discussed above and we suspect that these are savings that would have been made
despite Partnering not because of it.

28. The MOD has been adamant to date that the savings related to the Dockyard Sales Agreement are
commercial in confidence and cannot be released. This confidentiality should not apply to the introduction
of improved maintenance techniques nor the naval base efficiencies. It is important that the MOD explains
publicly what is expected from each naval base in the way of savings and how each proposal compared in
these areas.

29. The main question to be asked on this issue is for a breakdown of these projected savings in total and
against each naval base.

“What was the final breakdown of the two proposals from a naval base efficiency perspective and
what are the differences in savings between the Naval Base benchmark, the Companies’ proposals
and the Unions’ alternative at each of the Naval Bases?”

Possible supplementary question:

“What level of savings are envisaged from the introduction of improved maintenance techniques at
each naval base? Were these not savings that would have been made anyway as the bases were
already pioneering this type of engineering practice?”

V  M

30. The Unions are concerned that the business case produced by the MWMI IBT did not paint the
whole picture.

31. Negotiations are still ongoing regarding the transition towards vesting day so the total costs are still
not known. The due diligence process is also ongoing. On the Clyde, for example, this means a flood of
contractors coming on site to review the asset holdings and populate an asset management database. This
itself will be a significant cost but, on top of that, BRDL will be unable to complete their final projections
until the due diligence process has been completed. Has the business case taken account of these additional
costs and possible outcomes?

32. The MOD and the companies are saying that they cannot quantify the number of job losses that will
result yet redundancy payments will have been included in the business cases. The Unions are concerned that
the IBT may have assessed the redundancy bill as cost neutral because that would not be the case. The Unions’
case did not forecast the amount of job cuts being predicted in the Partnering proposals. Greater savings
would be gained from earlier implementation of job reductions and not filling vacant posts. Equalising
redundancy costs across the two options would, therefore, give a skewed forecast of the benefits from the
company proposals in the business case.

33. The issue of the almost 300 gapped posts transferring to the private companies across the three naval
bases also causes the Unions concern. The Unions’ proposals called for discussions on not filling gapped
billets through a process of restructuring and delayering. This would have meant instant savings in this
financial year. The MOD seems intent on transferring the funding of these vacant posts to the private
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company. If true this would build in additional costs from this financial year, take staffing flexibility away
from the MOD and allow the company early gains in their quest for profit at the taxpayers expense.

34. The remaining MOD structure has not yet been developed to relate to the company structures being
set up. This could result in the creation of more jobs in the intelligent customer and contract-monitoring role.
The business case should have also included the costs of the MOD retained structures.

35. The provision of Service Personnel being seconded to work for the company but the company being
allowed to charge a nominal sum for that work leaves the MOD holding the major overhead related to service
personnel while allowing the company to distort the costs of work being carried out. The Unions do not
believe that will provide best value for money for the taxpayer.

36. Relevant questions on the Value for Money issue include:

“As there are a number of outstanding issues to be resolved to take forward Partnering in the naval
bases. Issues such as final negotiations on the in-scope/out of scope posts; the outcome and cost of
the due diligence process; the funding of vacant posts being transferred and the structure of the
retained MOD areas all have cost implications. Until these are resolved how can the department be
confident in the business case?”

Possible supplementary questions:

“When are the negotiations on which posts are in and which out due to be completed?”

“How much longer is the due diligence phase due to last and how much is it going to cost in total
including the costs of the contractors assisting in asset tracking?”

“It is understood that there are upwards of two hundred vacant civilian posts across the three naval
bases being transferred to the private company.”

“How is the transfer of these gapped posts being managed?”

“Will the funding transfer? If so does that not mean an immediate increase in costs to the MOD as
the funding of these posts can at present be flexed across budgets to cover staffing contingencies and
a reduction in flexibility for the MOD staffing process?”

“Does it not also mean an immediate profit to the private company?”

How is the use of service personnel seconded to the private company expected to work under
partnering?”

“Do you think that it is a good idea that service men and women in shore billets will be expected to
work in a commercial environment to make profit for a private company?”

“What is the charging regime? Does that not leave the overheads with MOD and allow the company
to charge deflated rates for contract work?”

I:

Including the lack of an attempt as justification through consultation, nuclear safety issues and
affordability.

37. The Unions are angry that Min(AF) has exercised his prerogative not to consult on the decision. The
MWMI process has severely damaged the industrial relations in the department and continued failure to
properly consult and justify the decision will simply compound the growing mistrust of staff in their
employers.

38. There are also concerns about how the Nuclear Industries Inspectorate (NII) requirement for direct
control by the Nuclear Authorisees, the NBCs, which will necessarily be diluted under the proposed
partnering arrangements, will be met. The department is working on the assumption that the NII and their
own regulator CNNTRP will endorse the proposals. That endorsement has not yet been received.

39. Finally there is the affordability issue. The WSA as part of the DLO and wider MOD has serious
underfunding problems in FY02/03. It is thought that the Partnering proposals will require significant
investment in years one and possibly two. A number of important Business Change initiatives have been
cancelled because of that underfunding yet this initiative that could be extremely expensive to implement
carries on. The question has to be asked why? Why, when the MOD was presented with a low risk, value for
money, public sector alternative does it insist on taking forward the high risk, expensive to implement private
sector proposal?
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40. There are a number of questions that can be asked on value for money:
“Why is the MOD so unsure of the decision that it refuses to consult on how it was arrived at?”
“Does the MOD understand the damage this process has done to industrial relations across the
whole department?”
“Where does Partnering go if the nuclear regulators believe that the fragmentation of the naval
bases threatens the nuclear command and control links and does not give the proposals their
endorsement?”
“Is it not the case that the Partnering option will cost money in the first year at least and in
subsequent years redundancy costs will mitigate against any savings?”
“Why, when the MOD was presented with a low risk, value for money, public sector alternative
does it insist on taking forward the high risk, expensive to implement private sector proposal?”

P I

41. As service personnel and some civilians can be seconded to the company and the company are now
talking about seconding staff back into the MOD during slack periods staff are asking why anyone has to be
TUPE transferred. Secondment would allow the same processes to be taken on under Partnering but would
allow a process of staff transfer that would benefit all parties.

“The issue of secondment rather than TUPE transfer was raised by the trades unions but met with
opposition from the companies. Did the MOD give secondment serious consideration and why was
it discarded as an option?”

42. The Unions raised the staffing problems identified under the conclusions of the Maritime Logistics
Sustainability study with S of S. i.e. there would be insufficient staff left in the MOD to sustain that support.
Has this been considered in the evaluation process?

“As the Maritime Logistics Sustainability study concluded that there would be insufficient staff left
in the MOD to sustain maritime logistics support should Partnering including transfer of staff to
the private companies be taken forward why is it the recommended way forward?”

43. The Unions also raised with the S of S the longer term issue of maintaining the intelligent customer
capability otherwise referred to as the corporate knowledge base as well as a skilled workforce. With the use
of naval personnel to supplement the civilian workforce employed by the companies during times of tension
and/or a transition to war situation service personnel may well be required for front line duties. Given the
reliance by the companies on a service aspect to their staffing resource, the Unions believe this poses potential
difficulties in maintaining support to the fleet at a crucial time. This is especially important given the move
to Reliability Centred Maintenance regimes. Similarly the requirement for a skilled workforce becomes even
more crucial in terms of ensuring quality of repair and refit work, but it is evident that at least one of the
dockyard companies has experienced a severe skills shortage in the last year or two. Possible questions arising
from these points are as follows:

“What provisions will there be to supplement the companies’ civilian workforce during times of
tension and transition to war with the potential for service personnel seconded to the companies
being required for front-line duties?”
“Are there provisions within the contractual undertakings between the companies and the MOD to
ensure that the companies maintain a skilled workforce including the training of apprentices?”
“How is it intended to maintain the intelligent customer capability to ensure continuing value for
money and delivery of quality during the initial period of the contracts and beyond in the event they
are extended for a further term?”

APPENDIX 19

Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from the Ministry of Defence on Royal Ordnance (25 February 2002)

I refer to your letter of 11 January concerning Royal Ordnance and apologise for the delay in replying.

The Committee will be aware of the issues surrounding the closure of the Royal Ordnance Defence (ROD)
facilities at both Bishopton and Nottingham. MOD considered then the issues surrounding security of supply
and value for money and concluded that the additional cost of retaining these sites at taxpayers’ expense could
not be justified on strategic industrial grounds.

In early 2001 ROD informed the Department that, as part of their company restructuring programme, they
intended to close the Royal Ordnance Special Metals (ROSM) Facility at Featherstone. After internal
consultation, we confirmed that once current requirements for Depleted Uranium (DU) munitions had been
met, we had no reason to object to their intention to dispense with this industrial capability.

The Committee will know that in 1999 the Department entered into a legally binding Framework
Partnering Agreement (FPA) with ROD. In signing the Agreement both parties recognised that whilst
continuing to meet the Department’s contractual requirements, ROD would need to review their business
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and restructure the company facilities to deliver efficiencies, reduce overhead costs and thus meet the world
benchmark prices that the Department expects to pay for munitions. Such reviews are, and remain, a matter
for the Company. As you would expect, ROD has kept the MOD appraised of developments in its general
thinking over the past two years, and we are aware that ROD is now conducting a further review of its
manufacturing strategy, but we are not aware of any detailed findings and recommendations that they may
come to. We understand that joint TU/ROD Management Working Groups are considering various options
for the Birtley, Bridgwater and Chorley sites. The Department views this activity as a matter for the company,
and does not intend to become involved at this stage.

ROD has informed us that they are entering into an arrangement with Nitrochemie of Germany for the
supply of propellant consequent upon the company’s decision to close Bishopton. Again, the Department
sees no reason to intervene with this decision.

We have been notified by ROD that they are also closing their facility in Blackburn during 2002. We
understand that the fuzing business carried out at Blackburn will transfer to the plant at Glascoed, South
Wales.

The Department has always considered value for money and security of supply to be key benefits of the
FPA. The sourcing of raw materials and components for the munitions manufactured by ROD is a matter
for the company, and they are fully aware of the requirement for a secure source of supply of components.

APPENDIX 20

Letter to the Chairman of the Committee from Royal Ordnance Birtley Apprentices (4 February 2002)

R: T P C  R O, B

I am writing to you on behalf of 12 apprentices currently serving our time, at RO Birtley. The three trades
are Electrician, Millwright, and Machinist. On 6 December 2001 RO Defence announced the potential
closure of Royal Ordnance Defence, Birtley, subject to a manufacturing review, with the loss of 298 jobs.
Needless to say we are all concerned as to what the future holds for us with incomplete training.

The manufacturing review is currently underway with RO senior management defending a financial
statement that claims they can obtain our products cheaper on the open market, from a combination of UK
and overseas companies. Local representatives are currently challenging the company’s claims and will
continue to do so for the duration of the review.

BAe senior management keep telling us we need to get away from dumb bombs and go to smart
ammunition but unfortunately they have completely under invested in RO Birtley since their takeover in
1987. For example one out of the ten workshops has only had 3 new machines in that time for finishing work
on the Charm 3 project. These machines cost just under £500,000. We have just recruited 4 further
maintenance workers to try to cope with all the breakdowns on the dilapidated machinery we have.

Following the takeover BAe sold Royal Ordnance sites at Enfield, Waltham Abbey and Patricroft earning
themselves a tidy sum to keep their ailing aircraft business going at the time. They have cut back Birtley’s
workforce significantly to just 298.

BAe now say they want to close RO Birtley, and ROSM and dispose of Chorley and Summerfield this on
the back of the recent closures of RO Bishopton, Blackburn and Nottingham leaving only a few RO sites.
They say Birtley is geographically in the wrong place, well we have been here over 75 years and we are a lot
closer than South Africa or Czeck Republic where they claim they may buy components in future.

There is also the problem of offsets where BAe give away our work in exchange for orders for aircraft. RO
Birtley lost a huge part of a 155 shell order for UK MOD approximately two years ago due to this.

I would also like to suggest that the MOD looks closely at its partnering agreement with RO, closing these
sites is hardly in the spirit of the agreement and the multi year buy which we thought secured our jobs for the
first time in years. It would be a tragedy if the site closed when our relationship with the UK MOD has the
potential to grow stronger than ever.

Can you imagine the UK not having it’s own ammunition manufacturing facilities? Apart from being the
laughing stock of the world, what will happen if the UK becomes involved in a conflict like the Falklands
when our European partners decline to supply us with shells again? There is also the local skill base to be
taken into consideration and the knock on effect for suppliers.

Following the announcement local MP’s John McWilliams and Kevan Jones have visited the factory, an
early day motion has been registered and a meeting with relevant ministers is being arranged.

Could I ask you to support the indigenous ammunition manufacture, and our bid to save RO Birtley.
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APPENDIX 21

Submissions from BAE Systems on Royal Ordnance Defence Strategy (24 January 2002)

Further to your letter of 11 January, please find enclosed a paper on BAE SYSTEMS RO Defence
Strategy, which I hope answers the points raised.

We would be pleased to meet the Chairman and other Members of Parliament if they would find that useful.
In the meanwhile, please do not hesitate to let me know if you have any further questions.

BAE SYSTEMS RO Defence Strategy

British Aerospace, which acquired Royal Ordnance in 1987, merged with Marconi Electronic Systems
(MES) in November 1999. The Land & Naval Systems (LANS) business of MES was then merged with Royal
Ordnance to become the RO Defence business within BAE SYSTEMS. Over the last two years RO Defence
has been integrating these two businesses and determining a forward strategy for consolidation and growth.

The worldwide reduction in demand for defence equipment and services has led to a consolidation and
downsizing of the RO Defence business over the last decade. As an example, in 1987, at privatisation of Royal
Ordnance, the UK MOD ordered ammunition products to a value of circa £250 million per annum. That
volume has now declined to an annual order value of less than £100 million per annum. We consider this
to be a permanent market adjustment and this downturn in volume production has greatly impacted on the
utilization of our production capacity. The Company is operating in a fiercely competitive home and overseas
market and it needs to be optimally sized to be a viable business to compete in the market place.

After many years of review, consolidation, investment and restructuring, in 1998 Royal Ordnance
reluctantly announced the closure of its propellant manufacturing facility at Bishopton, Renfrewshire,
following the decision by the UK MOD to place a contract for the new AS90 Modular Charge System with
the South African Company, Somchem. This closure announcement led to an enquiry by the House of
Commons Defence Committee which questioned the security of supply of propellant for future munitions
manufacture. Suitable alternative sources of propellant have been secured through Nitrochemie in Germany,
and the re-qualification programme is on track. Every opportunity for employees from Bishopton to re-skill,
re-train and re-locate within the company has been provided, and the site will formally close in May this year.

The merger of Royal Ordnance with LANS brought together two complementary weapons businesses.
Given the decline of that business sector and after absorbing significant operating losses over three years, the
decision was taken to close our site at Nottingham and transfer and relocate the activities at that site to
Barrow and Leicester. Prior to the announcement of this decision, consultation did take place with TU’s and
with MP’s but no viable alternatives to closure emerged from those discussions. All manufacturing ceased at
Nottingham last year and the site will formally close early this year. A number of employees have transferred
to Leicester and Barrow.

Also related to the reduction in production volumes of military munitions and in particular the end of the
contract with the UK MOD for the Charm III DU rounds for Challenger II, we recently announced the
closure of our RO Speciality Metals facility at Featherstone. This decision was taken after consultation with
the UK MOD. The site will close at the end of this year, but options are being sought for the sale of the civil
Tungsten business. Again, employees will have options to transfer to other parts of RO Defence or BAE
SYSTEMS, or to re-skill and re-train for other suitable local employment.

In March last year, after extensive consultation with the workforce and its Trade Union representatives,
we reluctantly announced the closure of our facilities at Blackburn. The activities at Blackburn have been
progressively transferred to new facilities in the UK; the Vehicle Electronics business has relocated within the
Blackburn area itself. The fuzing business has been partly outsources, to both UK and overseas businesses
and partly transferred to Glascoed in Wales. It is our intention to sign a long-term partnering agreement with
an overseas supplier for the design and delivery of our future fuzing needs and it is hoped that our partner
will choose to maintain a fuze assembly facility at Glascoed.

In December 1999 RO Defence signed the Framework Munitions Partnering Agreement with the UK
MOD for the supply of a specified list of legacy ammunition products. This Agreement provides RO Defence
with a five year rolling order book for munition supply, and a ten year horizon of the MOD’s requirements.
This gives us greater visibility of MOD requirements to enable us to pursue the right strategy and invest in
the right technologies and facilities to meet our customer’s future needs. Since signing this Agreement, RO
Defence has successfully extended the arrangement to include munitions management and contract
assessment work, in keeping with our desire to maintain our relationship on future ammunition products.

The Agreement with the MOD provided us with the breathing space in which to optimise the size of our
manufacturing capacity and in which to determine our future product and service offerings. Unless we
continue to reduce our manufacturing capacity, our offering of legacy products under the Agreement, at the
prices enshrined within it, would result in significant operating losses for the Company. Without a review of
forward strategy we would be unable to provide the appropriate technologies and bid competitively for the
future products and services that will eventually replace the legacy ammunition products in the Agreement’s
Schedule of Requirements. RO Defence would then no longer be a viable business. Our strategic review
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indicates that we need to invest in our systems integration capability, our prime contracting skills, our core
lethal package technologies, our high-value added manufacturing base and our service and support
capability. We are in close consultation with the MOD about our forward strategy to ensure that we can
continue to provide them with the products and services they require well into the future, onshore UK.

Pursuant to this Company strategy, over the past 12 months RO Defence has been reviewing both its
manufacturing and its insensitive munition capability to enable it to deliver a cost-effective solution to the
customer. This review will have an impact on two RO Defence sites, namely Birtley and Bridgwater. The
Company is in dialogue with the UK MOD and with the Trade Unions (at national and local level) about
the implications this will have on the business, and they have established joint TU/Management working
groups to review all of the options in more detail. It is anticipated that the initial findings of the working
groups will be available towards the end of February 2002. At the same time, due to the cancellation of a non-
defence related order for automotive initiators, we are considering the options for the Chorley site, which
makes detonators and initiators. The loss of the above order has resulted in a significant loss of contribution
to overhead at Chorley and has raised doubts as to the future viability of manufacturing operations at the site.
Accordingly, a similar review of options is taking place in consultation with our workforce representatives.

RO Defence has a strong order book and is well positioned for the short-term. We have a strong
relationship with our principal customer and a strong presence in the artillery systems market, which shows
indications of growth over the next 10 years. We have an emerging relationship with the US DOD on the
lightweight towed howitzer programme and we are successfully transitioning out of non-core business areas.
Our Rocket Motor business at Summerfield may shortly find a secure future as part of an Anglo-French joint
venture. We are reviewing offers for our German small arms subsidiary, Heckler and Koch, with a view to
finding a purchaser who will continue to invest in that business for the future. We are investing significant
sums of money in our facilities at Barrow and at Glascoed and our small arms ammunition factory at Radway
Green. We are continuing to invest in future technologies at our Leicester Engineering Centre of Excellence,
technologies that will allow us to become a worldwide provider of Integrated Weapon Systems. Much of this
activity is high value-added, onshore UK. In 2001 our combined capital expenditure and Private Venture
R&D investment amounted to just over £30 million and our current planned investment continues at an
average level of £27 million per annum through to 2005. We believe, therefore, that RO Defence does have
a bright future, but it needs to get to the right size and shape to be able to sustain and grow its core business
activities and move aggressively into new market and product areas. The Company is investing significantly
in the facilities which are key to the success of its core business, and also in the personal development of its
people. There is a clear, structured programme for investment in new product development and future
technologies to ensure that we are the Company of choice for the future.

APPENDIX 22

Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from Prospect on the Future of Royal Ordnance Factories—Birtley,
Bridgwater and Chorley (25 January 2002)

I enclose two papers supplied by our local representatives at Royal Ordnance Birtley and Bridgwater. As
you will see, both papers have set out a series of questions which I hope the Committee will find useful in
probing the issues affecting these two sites with the Ministry of Defence and British Aerospace. The
arguments surrounding Chorley are somewhat different as in essence the future of the site is very much tied
up with a commercial arrangement it has with a company called David Bickford and in particular the
production of Initiators for the car industry. I do not, therefore, think the issues associated with Chorley are
as significant for the Defence Committee as the futures of Birtley and Bridgwater, nevertheless, when I have
more information I will pass this on.

The first set of questions from Birtley are really trying to ascertain further information. To date they
surround particular technical aspects of work carried out at Birtley in support of various MoD projects, either
directly or via British Aerospace contracts.

The second paper supplied by Bridgwater really touches on issues of security of supply and/or of
transportation of material should Bridgwater close, i.e. the consequence for the safe transportation of, and
stock holding of, materials in the UK that would be supplied predominantly from US sources. The paper
from Bridgwater also touches on some politically sensitive issues, i.e. the US’s stance on land mines.

The Trade Unions in Royal Ordnance have been grateful to the Committee’s work and in particular the
consequences for the long-term Partnering Arrangements with the MoD, and there is no doubt that this
Partnering Agreement is creating, for some factories, a greater degree of stability and we now have some
visibility of a medium to longer term future for Royal Ordnance within British Aerospace. Nevertheless, there
is a significant suspicion that the Partnering Arrangement with BAE/RO has been used to create some
strategic alliances with overseas manufacturers and has therefore meant that the Partnering Agreement is
supplying jobs outside of the UK. It will be helpful if the Committee were to ask RO Defence for the
breakdown of the workloads and product lines that fall within the Partnering Arrangement and to indicate
which products supplied to the MoD are being provided either by direct manufacturing of overseas
companies or through purchase.
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I hope this information is helpful, again I apologise for not getting back to you as quickly as I initially
thought possible.

Q R B [P   R O B T U T]

1. Can the Committee enquire with the MoD directly and provide the five-year demand for ammunition?
In addition, there should also be 10-year projections of ammunition demands. (Need to confirm that the
Birtley SOP properly reflects the demands of ammunition from the MoD).

2. Could the Committee request BAE, RO Defence provide information on the enquiries and responses
received from the Company over the last two years?

Has the Company responded quickly to each of the enquiries?

More specially, what enquiries have the Company declined to quote for?

3. Seek clarification from ROD, BAE and MoD that overseas customers would be satisfied with empty
ammunition being manufactured overseas and supplied as a UK product.

4. What is the estimated lost revenue for the Government, eg Income taxes, Benefits payments etc of
historic RO Birtley work being carried out overseas?

5. The Partnering agreement between the MoD and Royal Ordnance was agreed and put in place to
stabilise the Company and provide a five-year forward view of the MoD’s ammunition requirement.

Should these orders be used by the Company to guarantee indigenous supply of ammunition to the MoD
and to maintain Royal Ordnance manufacturing base, including Birtley?

6. Following the Defence Select Committee Report, concerning the security of supply and future of RO
Bishopton.

Has there been any post audit activity concerning the contract with South Africa?

Is there any information available that details the technical performance to contract, delivery performance
and actual cost to contract?

7. What work has been conducted by the MoD, including the Ordnance Board, to confirm re-qualification
of the products manufactured at Birtley midway through contract on both raw material source and also the
finished product?

Prepared by the Royal Ordnance Birtley Trade Union Team.

Q R B

Security of Supply

1. If Bridgwater was to cease to manufacture then explosives would have to be imported from America
(or other supplier), this would require a very large stockpile of explosives for production purposes.

What would the cost be to provide suitable security arrangements to guard the huge amounts of stockpiled
material?

2. There is an increased risk in safety in transportation in two areas:

(a) Terrorism and (b) Normal shipping and road accidents.

3. By keeping the only military high explosive manufacturing facility in the UK the Government is in total
control of its foreign policy i.e. no foreign Government would be able to interfere with the supply of
explosives, as was seen in the Middle East conflict when Belgium refused to lend Britain supplies.

4. As already stated, there are increased risks in further distances of transportation. What is the cost benefit
of transportation of American explosive in comparison to Bridgwater explosive production?

This needs to include paperwork, packaging, end user certificates, handling etc and also the important
point of if/when BAE systems lose the contract to run the American (Holston) explosive plant. This point is
developed further under point three of the Political/Commercial situation section.

Safety Issues

1. The Woolwich versus Bachman question, the Woolwich process for the production of RDX produces
an explosive that is inherently safer due to the high purity. RDX (B.UK) is inherently more stable as the
quantity and quality of HMX that is added is better controlled. Note that for many existing compositions
Woolwich RDX is specifically required.

So are the MoD/RO more interested in the cheapest option or the safest option? If it is cost then it has to
be purchased from America as RO has limited overheads due to operating the American Government’s
explosive plant on contract.
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If it is the safe option then RO Bridgwater would be retained or if RO wants to shut down the country’s
only military high explosive manufacturer and the UK Government are prepared to allow this to happen,
then the explosive should be purchased from a country like France, who produce the Woolwich type
explosive.

2. Insensitive munitions (IM) is the complete weapons system which includes booster pellets, the IM
booster pellets require N7 which is only produced at Bridgwater. Bridgwater provides the USA with this
product, as the USA does not have the facility to manufacture the major ingredient for this composition.

Political/Commercial Situation

1. The UK Government has signed up to the Ottawa Convention, the USA have refused on numerous
occasions to sign the convention.

BAE Systems are a British company operating the American Government’s explosives facility at Holston.

What would be the company’s and UK Government position if the American Government required the
Holston Site to produce explosives for land mines which is in complete contravention of the Ottawa
convention?

BAE Systems has a 25-year contract to run the American Government’s explosive facility at Holston,
which can be reviewed by either side every five years. If BAE Systems do not play ball would they lose the
contract and where would that leave Britain let alone BAE Systems?

2. The UK Government allows UK companies to sell arms to “friendly Middle East countries”.

The American Government has a considerably tighter policy regarding sales to Middle East countries.

3. BAE Systems has at most a 25-year contract to run the American Government’s explosive facility, there
will be approximately 15 years at most remaining if the Bridgwater site closes.

What is the long-term thinking and plans for the UK procurement of explosives after that time?

For information purposes it is rare for a company to win a second term contract with the American
Government.

Strategic Nuclear Requirements

1. RO Bridgwater produces certain strategic material for the British nuclear program (this is different from
the American program), if Bridgwater closes where would the UK Government source these materials and
how would they requalify the system?

Is it Royal Ordnance’s plan to totally close the Bridgwater site?

APPENDIX 23

Further submission from BAE Systems on Royal Ordnance Defence Strategy (3 May 2002)

Thank you for your letter of 30 April, asking for an update on the rationalisation of RO Defence sites and
the consequences for sourcing the supply of ammunition, explosives and other key components.

Since our paper of 24 January, there have been developments relating to the sites at Birtley and Bridgwater.
These are set out in the attached paper. The Committee may also find it useful to understand the Company
position on outsourcing, and the paper includes a section to explain our policy and process as regards
selecting strategic suppliers.

I hope this information meets your request. Please do not hesitate to get in touch if you have any further
queries.

BAE Systems RO Defence—Strategy Update1

B

Following the conclusion of the work of the joint TU/Management working group, RO Defence
announced on 24 April that it would be pursuing an option to consolidate on the Birtley site. Under the
consolidation option agreed with the trade unions, a phased manpower reduction programme will commence
towards the end of 2002. This will be substantially complete by the end of 2006 when it is anticipated that the
workforce will have been reduced by about 50 per cent. It Is expected that this reduction in manpower will
be realised through a combination of natural wastage and voluntary means.

1 Ev 69.
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Due to the downturn in current workload, RO Defence has decided to exit forging and cartridge case
manufacture at Birtley. Requirements in these areas will be sourced through international competition. (A
note on our policy and processes for selecting strategic suppliers is included at the end of this paper.)

RO Defence will be investing in and growing its munitions design and manufacturing capability on the
Birtley site. While the details of the consolidation plan have yet to be finalised, RO Defence is confident that
a way forward has been found that will allow continued operations at the facility. When the plan has been
concluded and implemented, RO Defence will have a modern and efficient factory and working practices,
enabling the facility to compete effectively to win future business as a core part of RO Defence.

B

A formal consultation process with local and national officials has begun. The Bridgwater facility has
manufactured at a virtual loss for several years, virtual because it is an integral part of the business and not
a separate profit and loss centre. Due to the high fixed cost of re-qualifying products that have been made at
Bridgwater for many years, the Company has continued to absorb the operational cost of an inefficient
facility. However, with the possible introduction of new products which will utilise insensitive explosives, it
is sensible to review whether the economic case for running an inefficient facility is still sound. The new factor
in the equation is the avoidance of re-qualification costs as the legacy products and materials are replaced by
novel ones. The likely cost of re-qualifying new materials will be the same wherever those materials are
sourced and it is possible that they can be obtained from external suppliers at a lower total cost than by
intramural production. These are the issues that the Company will be discussing with the TU representatives.

An associated issue relates to the need to invest in insensitive munitions processing plant for shell filling.
It is the Company’s intention to locate this plant, should an investment decision be taken, at its fill and pack
facility at Glascoed. The industrial logic of this intent is sound but the TUs have indicated that they would
like the Company to consider making this investment at Bridgwater instead. RO Defence is prepared to
review this in the context of the other issues facing the Bridgwater site.

S O

RO Defence applies robust industrial source selection processes to all strategic sourcing decisions. Using
industry knowledge and research, potential suppliers are identified and subjected to strategic review. Issues
such as financial stability, security considerations, customer and product base, technological capability and
security of supply are considered at this stage. Candidate suppliers are then selected and site visits made to
validate the research findings. At this time much more detailed reviews are undertaken of business and process
capability, process control, capacity, engineering resource availability, quality standards, health and safety
standards and willingness to enter into long-term contracts which demand continual improvement.

The results of this review are combined with the results of commercial and pricing dialogue and a full risk
assessment is undertaken. This risk assessment includes aspects such as capacity, cultural fit, potential for
continual improvement, future research and technology plans. Security of supply issues are discussed with
MoD. The results of this work are finally brought together with the more traditional aspects of supplier
selection such as quality rating, delivery performance (historic or forecast), and commercial criteria before a
supplier selection is made. Strategic supply contracts are then agreed, which require formal, regular, senior
management reviews to consider performance in all areas and agree improvement plans.

APPENDIX 24

Further submission from Prospect on Royal Ordnance at Bridgwater (May 2002)

S  S

1. If Bridgwater was not here then explosives would have to be imported from America (or other supplier),
this would require a very large stock pile of explosives for production purposes.

What would the cost be to provide suitable security arrangements to guard the huge amounts of stockpiled
material?

2. There is an increased risk in safety in transportation in two areas:

(a) Terrorism and (b) Normal shipping and road accidents.

3. By keeping the only military high explosive manufacturing facility in the UK the Government is in total
control of its foreign policy ie no foreign Government would be able to interfere with the supply of explosives,
as was seen in the Middle East conflict when Belgium refused to lend Britain supplies.

4. As already stated there are increased risks in further distances of transportation. What is the cost benefit
of transportation of American explosive in comparison to Bridgwater explosive production?
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This needs to include paperwork, packaging, end user certificates, handling etc and also the important
point of if/when BAE systems lose the contract to run the American (Holston) explosive plant. This point is
developed further under point three of the Political/Commercial situation section.

S I

1. The Woolwich versus Bachman question, the Woolwich process for the production of RDX produces
an explosive that is inherently safer due to the quantity and quality of HMX that is added.

So are the MOD/RO more interested in the cheapest option or the safest option, if it is cost then it has to
be purchased from America as RO has limited overheads due to operating the American Governments
explosive plant on contract.

If it is the safe option then RO Bridgwater should be retained or if RO wants to shut the countries only
military high explosive manufacturer down and the UK Government are prepared to allow this to happen
then the explosive should be purchased from a country like France, who produce the Woolwich type
explosive.

2. Insensitive munitions (IM) is the complete weapons system which includes booster pellets, the IM
booster pellets require N7 which is only produced at Bridgwater. Bridgwater provides the USA with this
product.

T T  M H E   UK

There are a number of problems with importing HE from the USA into the UK. There are major
restrictions on the loading of explosives from US ports the difficulties are so great that we currently use a
Canadian port when exporting into the US. This does increase the journey time in winter and spring due to
the potential of icebergs and hazardous road conditions. The road journey from Tennessee to Halifax is over
1,700 miles and will rely on two different governments. The journey may well have to be longer to avoid cities
such as New York and Boston.

Imports into the UK are restricted by the explosive limits in some of the UK ports most of the ports can not
hold more than 16 tonnes at any one time and no other work is permitted when explosives are being moved in
the port area. Ships with mixed cargoes are severely restricted for example a ship with more than 300 kg of
explosive is not allowed into Antwerp. Some ships can moor up at a buoy and be offloaded by lighters but
each time a lighter enters the port all other work in the dock must stop. The costs of this method of unloading
can be very high, as the ship could be immobile for days. The logistics of offloading at Newport can be
interesting as explosives can only be moved through the port on Saturdays and again there are limits, such
that only one container can be in the port area at any one time. These restrictions will increase the cost of
transport and severely limit the rate in which material can be imported into the country.

P/C S

1. The UK Government has signed up to the Ottawa convention, the USA have refused on numerous
occasions to sign the convention.

BAE Systems are a British company operating the American Governments explosives facility at Holston.

What would be the companies and UK Governments position if the American Government required the
Holston Site to Produce explosives for land mines which is in complete contravention of the Ottawa
convention?

BAE Systems has a 25 year contract to run the American Governments explosive facility at Holston, which
can be reviewed by either side every five years. If BAE Systems do not play ball would they lose the contract
and where would that leave Britain let alone BAE Systems?

2. BAE Systems has at most a 25 year contract to run the American Government explosive facility, there
will be approximately 15 years at most remaining if the Bridgwater site closes.

What is the long term thinking and plans for the UK procurement of explosives after that time?

For information purposes it is rare for a company to win a second term contract with the American
Government.

S N R

1. RO Bridgwater produces certain strategic material for the British nuclear program (this is different from
the American program), if Bridgwater closes where would the UK Government source these materials and
how would they requalify the system.
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APPENDIX 25

Supplementary memorandum from the Ministry of Defence following evidence session with Minister for
Defence Procurement (30 May 2002)

The Committee would like to have a note on what is involved in “reliability centred maintenance” and
“underwater engineering” techniques, and some examples of the sorts of saving in refit frequency or duration
these make possible [Q65]

R C M

1.1 Reliability Centred Maintenance (RCM) is based upon a thorough analysis of the design, function and
operational criticality of warship systems and equipments, which identifies more precisely the required
maintenance. It also defines more accurately the frequency of maintenance. This process involves full
recognition of all safety requirements and operational usage.

1.2 RCM is expected to be a marked improvement over earlier maintenance management systems that use
set intervals and general overhaul instructions, irrespective of the in-service function of the equipment. It is
particularly appropriate to ship-borne equipment, where similar components can be used in either a primary
or auxiliary role. Throughout the life of a warship, RCM has the potential both to improve flexibility in the
timing of when maintenance is undertaken and to provide a reduction of about 10 per cent in the overall
volume of the maintenance required.

U E

1.3 Underwater Engineering (UWE) allows a wide range of maintenance activities to be undertaken afloat
that previously have only been possible with a vessel dry-docked.

1.4 For example, with a vessel afloat, using UWE techniques it is possible to survey and repair the
underwater hull structure and its paintwork system and to examine and repair external equipment fitted
below the water-line. Typically this includes items such as propellers, rudders, stabilisers, the sonar fairing,
and hull valves.

1.5 With planned dry-dock maintenance activity now programmed at intervals of about 4 to 5 years, a
prime benefit from using well-developed underwater engineering techniques, is to avoid the high cost and
operational disruption caused by having to undertake an unplanned docking in order to rectify an
unexpected defect.

1.6 Each year on average, across the Fleet, there is a need to conduct repairs that would require about 20
unplanned dockings. However, using these valuable UWE techniques annual savings on dock charges of up
to £1.5 million can be achieved.

The Committee would like to have a note setting out the process followed by MoD in developing the Warship
SupportModernisation Initiative partnering arrangement, the basis for the in-house benchmark used to evaluate
it, how the new prospective contracts compare against the benchmark, and the conclusions and recommendations
of reviews undertaken by the NAO and any other external advisers [Q97–98]. The Committee would like to see
a copy of the NAO’s report, or if the MoD were to decline to provide it a detailed summary of its conclusions
and recommendations.

P

2.1 The Warship Support Modernisation Initiative process, in which both Industry and the Trades Unions
were involved from the outset, had three main stages.

2.2 The first of these, the scoping stage, from June 2000 to January 2001, examined the potential for savings
in the Dockyard warship repair programme and Naval Base operating costs. Scoping proposals were received
from the three companies (BRDL at the Clyde, Devonport Management Limited at Devonport and Fleet
Support Limited at Portsmouth) and the MoD Trades Unions, which identified the possibility of achieving
considerable savings. Subsequently, Memoranda of Understanding were signed with each company to
develop their proposals to a level of maturity against which contracts could be let. The Trades Unions were
also invited to develop their own proposals further.

2.3 During the second stage, output specifications describing the services provided by the Naval Bases were
developed, together with a ‘Benchmark’ as a means of measuring value for money and to support the
negotiations. Initial proposals were received from the companies and the Trades Unions in April–May 2001
for comparison with the Benchmark. At this point only a summary of the financial savings offered by the
Naval Bases’ component of the Benchmark at each location were released to the relevant company, however,
the full details of the Naval Bases’ component were released to the Trades Unions. The output specifications
and draft contract terms and conditions were issued, in the form of a ‘Request for Proposals’, in early July
2001 and the companies were given the descriptions of the efficiency measures in the Benchmark, but not their
individual values.
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2.4 In the third stage, in response to the Request for Proposals, the Companies and Trades Unions
submitted their final proposals in September 2001. These were compared to the Benchmark in a full
investment appraisal in accordance with Departmental and Treasury guidelines. A post tender clarification
process was conducted on both the Company’s and TU’s proposals. A final release of the detail of the
Benchmark was provided to the companies at this stage to inform the final negotiations and achieve best value
for money. The Trades Unions had used the Benchmark as the main source of their costed efficiency
proposals. The companies adopted proposals from the Benchmark that they were prepared to commit to
delivering.

B

2.5 The Benchmark incorporated in-house savings proposals offered by the Naval Base Commanders
assuming that the operation of the Naval Base would continue to be managed by the Department, and the
savings from the changes to the dockyard programme that could be achieved without partnering.

C  B

2.6 The company proposals offered additional value for money over the first five years significantly in
excess of the Benchmark and the Trades Unions proposals. Release of the companies’ figures at this stage
could prejudice the Department’s negotiations.

A

2.7 The Warship Support Modernisation process was subjected to both internal and external audit. As
part of this, in his role of chairman of the agency audit board, the Non Executive Director of the Warship
Support Agency commissioned the National Audit Office to carry out an assurance audit of the process in a
constancy role. This should not be confused with a value for money audit carried out by the NAO on behalf
of Parliament. As such this assurance report constitutes internal advice to the MoD and is not for publication.
However, a short summary report of the WSM process has been agreed with the NAO and a copy of this is
at Annex A.

When, for each of the three dockyards, in turn, had the allocated surface ship refit programme been due to end,
and when (again for each dockyard) will they now end under the terms of the WSM arrangements? What are
the MoD’s estimates for the percentage of surface ship refits exposed to competition: currently; at the time the
allocated surface refit programme comes to an end under the terms of theWSM initiative and (also at that date)
if WSM were not to proceed [Q99, 101]

A P

3.1 The dates for the programmes at the three locations are as follows:

Devonport

3.2 Prior to WSM the allocated surface ship upkeep programme was planned to end in 2001–02.
Additionally, the Docking Periods (DP) of all surface ships based at Devonport were allocated. Under the
terms of the WSM agreement the last allocated surface ship upkeep completes in 2002–03. After this all the
docking periods for surface ships based at Devonport will also be competed in the unallocated programme.

Rosyth

3.3 Prior to WSM the allocated major warship and escort upkeep programme was planned to complete in
2004–05. Allocated minor warship Repair Periods were also allocated at Rosyth until the completion of the
last vessel in 2007–08. Post implementation of WSM, the Rosyth allocated ship-work programme ends
during 2004–05.

Portsmouth

3.4 Prior to the WSM initiative all Docking Periods at Portsmouth in the 15-year programme were
allocated. Post WSM, the allocated ship-work programme at Portsmouth ends in 2004–05. No surface ship
Repair Periods were included in the allocated programme at Portsmouth prior to WSM nor will they be
afterwards.
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C

3.5 The estimated percentage of refit work exposed to competition is as follows:

2002–03 2003–04 2004–05 2005–06
Assuming WSM proceeds 53 per cent 51 per cent 69 per cent 93 per cent
Assuming WSM does not proceed 52 per cent 44 per cent 41 per cent 61 per cent

How does the £327 million anticipated saving from the WSM initiative break down between:
(a) Devonport, Portsmouth and Rosyth/Faslane/Coulport?
(b) Naval base and dockyard work at each location [Q131, 136–7]

Against the same benchmark used to calculate the £327 million, what is the MoD’s estimate of the savings that
the trade unions’ proposals would have produced? What constraints were there in adopting the trades unions’
proposal?

B  S

4.1 The analysis estimated that the overall savings offered by the Warship Support Modernisation
Initiative relative to the baseline are £327 million over the first 5 years and some £48 million per year
thereafter. The savings in the first 5 years are roughly evenly divided between the dockyard programme and
the Naval Bases. The split between the Naval Bases cannot be disclosed at this stage as it could prejudice the
Department’s negotiations. The Dockyard savings are not all location dependent and therefore cannot be
separated as requested. The continuing savings are entirely attributed to the Naval Bases, since the
programme of work allocated in support of the privatisation would have, in any case, terminated at the end
of the 5 year period.

TU S

4.2 The Trades Unions proposals offered a marginal additional value for money related to the Benchmark.
The Trades Unions have asked that their detailed proposals should not be released.

C  TU P

4.3 The Trades Unions proposal was considered as a full option in its own right and treated in the same
way as the companies’ proposals with no particular constraints on adopting them if they proved to be the
best value for money. Overall, the companies’ proposals were assessed to offer better value for money than
the TU proposals over the first five years and beyond.

The Committee would like a note on the Professor Pascale’s background, the remit of his review, and the
emerging conclusions and recommendations of his study [Q157].

5.1 Richard Tanner Pascale, an American citizen, is an associate fellow of Templeton College, Oxford
University and is a business consultant and author. He has worked with many corporations. Those listed on
his curriculum vitae include AT&T, General Electric, the New York Times, Marriot, BP, and Intel. As an
author, Richard Pascale has written books on business change and related management issues. The most
recent was “Surfing the Edge of Chaos: The laws of nature and the new laws of business” which was published
in 2000.

5.2 Richard Pascale was engaged by the Department in February 2002 to conduct an ‘audit’ of the MoD’s
Equipment Capability Customer (ECC) organisation to establish what had been accomplished (against the
background of the ECC’s initial charter) and what is left to be done. The audit, will inter alia, assess how
successful the ECC’s change to a capability management based organisation has been, taking account of the
views of key MoD stakeholders.

5.3 The audit is not due to complete until mid June 2002. It is therefore still too soon to comment on what
findings and recommendations are likely to emerge from Richard Pascale’s work.

What modifications and other improvements are to be made to the Type 42 destroyers to improve their anti-air
warfare capability, which ships will be involved and when will the improvements be carried out [Q192, 205]?

6.1 A number of programmes are in progress that will improve the Type 42 destroyers’ anti-air warfare
(AAW) capability. The improvements can be grouped into three categories; situational awareness, hardkill
capability, and softkill measures.
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I S A

6.2 Improving a ship’s situational awareness means providing a more accurate and reliable recognised
maritime picture. With an accurate and up-to-date picture the commander will be able to direct his or her
assets more efficiently, and engage the enemy more effectively. In the AAW environment, improved
situational awareness is provided by upgrading the ship’s command system, introducing Identification Friend
or Foe (IFF) tracking, introduction of the Command Support System (CSS), and improvements to the
ship’s radars.

6.3 The Type 42 command system upgrade, ADAWS20, will be completed this year, having been
incorporated into eight batch two and three ships. It will improve situational awareness through greater
capacity, added redundancy and improved data link functionality (including provision for Link 16).

6.4 IFF tracking will again be fitted to the eight batch two and three ships and will facilitate fully automatic
tracking of contacts, based on their IFF codes, out to around 250–300nm. It will also provide the ability to
interrogate all modes of civilian and military IFF concurrently. With an In Service Date (ISD) of September
2004 this will allow the commander to build an accurate “air picture” giving early indication of potentially
hostile targets.

6.5 The CSS, which has recently been introduced to all Type 42s, delivers networked AAW planning. It
displays around the Operations Room the Wide Area Picture, fusing together inputs from a variety of
sources, including intelligence, thereby enabling better cueing of hardkill and softkill systems against
potential attack.

6.6 Improvements to Radar Type 996 will provide more accurate and robust Target Information to Sea
Dart, along with improved spatial awareness by replacement of some existing components with software
based technology. This in turn will improve radar performance in a number of areas, including the littoral;
hot climates; against supersonic sea skimming and supersonic high diving targets. And, through greater range
and bearing accuracy it will facilitate improved discrimination for detection of smaller targets. The approved
In Service Date for this Automatic Software Adaptive Radar (ASAR) enhancement is 2005, and it will be
fitted to the eight batch two and three ships mentioned above. Finally, improvements to the Type 42’s long
range radar (Radar type 1022) will increase performance in both the littoral and hot climates, as well as
ameliorating some of the effects of anomalous propagation (where atmospheric conditions affect radar
performance). This Solid State Receiver enhancement package has a planned ISD of 2005, and will be fitted
to the same eight batch two and three ships.

6.7 With the number of situational awareness enhancements proposed the commander will have a
significantly enhanced AAW picture, and will be able to utilise his or her AAW hardkill assets more
effectively.

H

6.8 In the AAW environment, hardkill is defined as the ability to engage a target through physical
interception, resulting in target’s destruction (or inability to complete the mission). This is achieved through
the use of missiles and gun systems. The Type 42’s primary AAW missile system is the Sea Dart system. The
most recent improvement of the Sea Dart system, which is currently in service with all ships, is the Automatic
Target Indication (ATI) modification. This allows the combat system to prioritise the threat posed by
incoming targets, automatically assign a fire control radar, load and allocate the launcher, and conduct an
engagement based on that order. Functionality ranges from fully automatic to fully manual, and this has the
ability to considerably shorten ships’ reaction times. Improvements to the Sea Dart missile are also being
made by upgrading the missile’s fuse to an Infra Red version. This modification replaces the current fuse type
in the missile with one that is triggered by the heat source from a threat platform, whether that is a missile
or aircraft. This in turn increases the probability of a kill against modern sea skimming threats, whilst
retaining the original capability against higher altitude targets.

S

6.9 Should a threat missile penetrate the ships’ hardkill systems, softkill or decoy systems are used to
distract or seduce the incoming missile away from the ship. A new softkill system, the Offboard Active Decoy
(DLH), is due in service by December 2003. It is a rocket propelled round that is automatically programmed,
and fired, by the ship’s combat system when an incoming missile seeker head is detected. When fired, it travels
to a predetermined height and distance from the ship before activating, with the result that the threat missile
is seduced away from the target ship. It will provide a significant improvement in platform self defence
capability. DLH will be fitted to all Type 42s.

6.10 Softkill efficiency has also recently been increased with the introduction of Electronic Warfare outfit
UCB into all eight batch two and three ships. This equipment provides better situational awareness to the
Electronic Warfare Director, enabling him to prioritise and cue softkill defence systems.
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What would be the main technical risks involved in upgrading the Sea Harrier for continued carrier operations
[Q221]?

7.1 The current engine of the Sea Harrier does not provide adequate thrust to enable operations to be
conducted year around in hot climates, such as those encountered in the Gulf. There would be a very high
level of technical risk in fitting new engines, since the Sea Harrier was not designed to take the more powerful
engine which is being fitted to some of the Harrier GR9s. (The Sea Harrier is an early generation Harrier I—
similar to the RAF’s previous Harrier GR3s—whilst the only Harriers operating world-wide with the
upgraded engines are the extensively modified Harrier IIs, such as Harrier GR7–9s). Specifically, the main
technical risks are associated with the extensive airframe modifications that would be required and the
adverse effects on the engine due to different intakes.

Q7 (a) What constraints (technical, cost and timelines) would there be on fitting the Blue Vixen radar and
AMRAAM missile onto the GR Harriers [Q395]?

7.2 While it would be technically possible to adapt the Harrier GR to have a greater air defence capability,
the primary capability requirement is for offensive air power.

7.3 Fitting the Blue Vixen radar and AMRAAM missiles to the Harrier GR would have to be preceded
by a lengthy period of design and development work. Only once this work was completed would it be possible
to initiate any installation programme. It is likely that the integration programme would involve significant
modifications to the forward fuselage structure in order that existing capability (such as the Forward Looking
Infra Red, Angle Rate Bombing System, and ZEUS electronic warfare equipment) could be relocated.
Additionally, the electrical and avionic cooling systems, and cockpit displays of the Harrier GR would need
to be enhanced. A trials period would then follow to develop and test the new capability, before it could be
employed operationally. This work would be in addition to the existing and extensive Harrier GR7 to GR9
upgrade programme. In addition, there are insufficient Blue Vixen radars to fit the full Harrier GR9/9a fleet.

7.4 Since it would be inefficient and expensive to conduct a comprehensive upgrade (GR7 to GR9) only
to dismantle the aircraft again soon after, (to install the Blue Vixen radar and AMRAAM missiles), it is likely
that the GR9 upgrade programme would have to be postponed considerably until a joint GR9 and Blue
Vixen/AMRAAM programme could be developed. However, this would leave important Harrier
obsolescence issues unaddressed in the meantime. In addition, any delay to the GR9 programme would not
only delay the introduction of smart weapons to the frontline aircraft of Joint Force Harrier, but would also
call into question the overall cost effectiveness and practicality of any form of significant upgrade, given the
Harrier’s OSD of 2015. In terms of timescale, a GR9 Blue Vixen/AMRAAM programme would be at least
as complex as the Sea Harrier Blue Vixen/AMRAAM update in the mid-90s. This took five to six years to
embody after completion of the design and development phase.

Q7 (b) What are the factors that would limit the useful employment of the Sea Harrier after 2006?

7.5 Sea Harrier is optimised to provide air defence of the fleet. It has a limited capacity for carrying ground
attack weapons and no forward looking infra red sensor for identifying ground targets. Ground attack is now
envisaged as the main purpose of the Royal Navy’s carrier force.

What arrangements are being put into the FSTA PFI contract, and other PFIs more generally, to allow the mix
of sponsored reserve and contractor staff to be adjusted during the life of the PFI contracts [Q292]?

8.1 There is no “mix” of sponsored reserve and contractor staff, as all sponsored reserves will be drawn
from the contractor’s workforce. The FSTA contract, which has not yet been finalised, will include a
mechanism to adjust that proportion of the contractor’s workforce that we require to hold a Sponsored
Reserve commitment. The contract is expected to include a requirement for the MoD and the contractor to
review all manning and personnel issues. The contract will contain provisions to ensure that any agreed
changes are implemented in accordance with a timetable agreed by both parties.

8.2 All PFI contracts, whether they involve Sponsored Reserves or not, contain a change mechanism
which allow elements of the contract to be varied in agreement between the parties.

In regard to the Airfield Support Services Project, what is the MoD’s latest thinking on the possible use of
sponsored reserves and/or “contractors on deployed operations” arrangements for when airfield fire services
would be required at overseas bases? [Q319]

9.1 Contractors on Deployed Operations (CONDO) and Sponsored Reserves (SRs) are two separate
concepts. CONDO personnel are civilian contractors and are not reservists. SRs, while acting as normal
contractors’ personnel in normal circumstances can be called-up as reservists to undertake their duties close
to the front line in times of crisis. CONDO describes arrangements under which civilian contract staff could
deploy into safer environments such as long-standing deployments in friendly countries. The two concepts
are not alternatives, but separate instruments suited to different circumstances.
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9.2 Regarding the Airfield Support Services Project (ASSP), three consortia were invited to submit bids
by 30 April 2002. Each of the three submitted their bid by the due date and the bid evaluation process is now
in its early stages. The Invitations to Negotiate (ITN) sought proposals for the employment and use of SRs,
in order to assess if SRs could improve value for money without placing operational capability at risk. As the
cost effectiveness of SRs for ASSP has yet to be established, bidders were asked to price options with varying
numbers of SRs, from a bare minimum to 25 per cent. Proposals utilising more than 25 per cent could be
submitted if the bidders assessed this to be worthwhile. Under the SR options, some of the contractor’s
personnel would have a reservist commitment and during times of crisis would effectively become Service
personnel, able to deploy on ASSP tasks in military areas when required. This does not, however, include fire
fighting, which, for deployed operations, would normally be covered by RAF firefighters1. Service Personnel
would still form the core of support to overseas operations.

9.3 Although not specifically addressed in the ITN, the bidding Consortia could make innovative
proposals for the use of CONDO to augment the SRs concept.

Q9 (a) The Committee would like also to have a note on the key features of the Contractors on Deployed
Operations arrangements more generally, including the pros and cons relative to the use of sponsored
reserves.

9.4 General CONDO support ranges from ad hoc contracting for limited deployed support to broad,
enabling commercial support contracts having theatre or global application. CONDO does not replace core
military manpower but augments it when circumstances permit to reduce the pressure on the deployable
logistic support of the Armed Forces. CONDO personnel would normally only be deployed to benign
environments (although our arrangements provide for CONDO to be deployed outside benign areas in
circumstances where no military capability exists or where a previously benign area becomes non-benign as
an operation develops). Decisions would depend on the operational situation and the availability of military
capability.

9.5 All contractors deployed on operations would be responsible to the Theatre Commander for the
successful execution of the contract. A joint MoD/industry Code of Conduct sets out the obligations and
rights of CONDO personnel and MoD’s authority over those deployed and the protection their CONDO
status would bring them. Before deployment, CONDO personnel may be required to undertake a brief
package of training and medical and dental checks. MoD may provide deployed contractors’ personnel with
emergency health treatment and primary health care as well as other welfare facilities. As a recognised element
of the deployed force, CONDO personnel would have Prisoner of War status under the Geneva Convention
III, Article 4.a(4) provided they were correctly identified and badged by the MoD. CONDO employees are
subject to some provisions of Military Law when deployed. The local military commander may discipline an
employee, or if more appropriate, require the contractor to take administrative action.

9.6 SRs are different from CONDO personnel in a number of important ways. The key characteristics of
SRs are as follows:

— they are members of the Reserve Forces with liabilities under Part V of the Reserve Forces Act 1996
(RFA96) to serve as reservists, to be called out into permanent military service and to train for that
service in peacetime;

— they are, when called out, uniformed members of the Armed Forces fully subject to Service
Discipline Acts and integrated into the chain of military command;

— their peacetime training has equipped them to deliver a service, as an integral part of an armed force,
in a potentially hostile operational environment; and,

— as a member of the Armed Forces, they may undertake weapon training in peacetime, bear arms
on operations and undertake duties deemed to be combatant under International Law.

9.7 SRs may provide support services in environments and under circumstances where it would be
inappropriate or unlawful to employ civilians under CONDO arrangements. Any one of the following is
likely to rule out the use of CONDO:

— the operational environment is non-benign (subject to the criteria in 9.4 above);

— the required support could be judged as being combatant in nature;

— there is a need for personnel to bear arms for either their own protection or the protection of others
and/or equipment;

— personnel in theatre should be fully subject to the Service Discipline Acts and, for their own
protection or otherwise, fully integrated into the chain of command; and

— it is necessary for personnel providing support to undertake additional military duties as well as
those duties directly associated with the primary support for which they are in theatre.

9.8 An additional important factor in judging the relative merits of contracting for CONDO or SR support
is the degree to which delivery of the required capability must be guaranteed. SRs are, under RFA96, subject
to legally binding liabilities to serve and be called out for service irrespective of the dangers such service might

1 There are 650 RAF firefighters, forming their own trade group, based predominantly at RAF stations. They form the pool from
which firefighting teams for deployed operations will be drawn.
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put in the individual’s way. In the face of potential danger, CONDO personnel may legitimately decline to
deploy.

9.9 If these factors do not rule out the use of CONDO, the following commercial considerations must be
taken into account:

— the requirement for employees to undertake training in peacetime will come at a price which, in the
case of SR military training, may be higher than that required to be given to CONDO personnel;

— SR personnel will need to be materially equipped to be service personnel;

— SR civilian employers will generally have to pay SR employees more, as an incentive to maintain
sufficient numbers of SRs in their workforce;

— recruiting and employing SRs may incur higher administrative and overhead costs than CONDO,
for example personnel insurance, for the contractor.

9.10 In general the training, investment and planning required make the use of SRs economic only for long
term contracted support associated with particular equipments or services.

9.11 Whilst SR and CONDO are different that does not prevent SR personnel being deployed in a purely
civilian capacity under CONDO arrangements should it be safe to do so and the operational situation permits
it. There may therefore be advantages in some CONDO arrangements if some contractor personnel are
engaged as SRs. These personnel could be called out and deploy early as service personnel to prepare the
ground for follow-on purely CONDO support when the situation in theatre can be judged as sufficiently
benign. Conversely, if support is deployed under CONDO arrangements and some of the CONDO employees
are also SRs, then should the situation deteriorate, those employees could be called into military service to
remain in theatre to facilitate a change to the alternative military provision of support.

What guidance have Ministers given to MOD officials about what areas of defence activity they would regard
as jeopardising operational effectiveness or should otherwise be regarded as “inappropriate” for PFIs? What
criteria are used to assess the value for money of prospective PFIs [Q354]?

10.1 The use of PFI is considered on a case-by-case basis. Ministerial guidance is that PFI should be used
only where it is appropriate, workable and economic. Detailed criteria have been developed in order to assess
these objectives, one of which is operational effectiveness. In respect of operational effectiveness, issues such
as operational flexibility and loss of core skills will be taken into account. This work is done in the feasibility
stage and can even result in projects that “do not move” being rejected for PFI because of the unacceptable
operational impact if that project were to be PFI.

10.2 The scrutiny and approvals process also tests the value for money of each project. A key element of
this is to compare commercial bids against the most cost effective conventional means of delivering the service
(the public sector comparator (PSC)). The PSC, however, is not the sole means of determining value for
money. Other factors, particularly the quality of services, are also taken into account as part of the assessment
and appraisal processes.

What is the current annual aggregate service charge for theMoD’s current PFIs? And what does theMoD expect
the total figure to be if all the PFIs currently in the pipeline were to be implemented [Q362]?

11.1 MoD, like all other Departments, makes a biannual report to Parliament, one of which informs the
Financial Statement and Budget Report exercise, showing future payment commitments for signed PFI deals
and those that are at or due to move to preferred bidder status. In the MoD these categories currently relate
to 50 projects. The last report, in Spring this year, showed that annual commitments peak in 2007–08 at £835
million, or around 3.5 per cent of the Defence budget. We are looking at more than 40 further potential PFI
projects, including some very large ones, for example the Future Strategic Tanker Aircraft, Airfield Support
Services and Project Aquatrine. Should all of the projects currently under consideration materialise as PFI
deals, the total annual commitment could double. But some projects are at an early stage and the
requirements have yet to be fully developed and as a result the potential annual costs have yet to be fully
identified. Some of the projects now being considered may not lead to a PFI deal. It would therefore be wrong
to give a precise figure on our forecast future commitment. We do of course keep the potential future PFI
commitment, and its implications for future financial planning, under review.

What improvements are involved in the £26 million modification programme for the GR series Harriers [Q377]?

12.1 The GR9/T12 programme will provide avionics and weapons upgrades to give the aircraft a much
improved capability, in particular the ability to deliver the new generation of smart weapons that are about
to enter service. These will include the Brimstone anti-armour weapon and a Precision Guided Bomb.

12.2 The overall cost of the GR9 and T12 (trainer variant) programme is approximately £330 million, of
which 75 per cent is related to routine maintenance and modification work being undertaken concurrently
with a capability upgrade programme to minimise costs. The remaining 25 per cent comes from reallocation
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of funding from discontinued Harrier programmes, together with the quoted £26 million, generated as a result
of the Joint Force Harrier Balance of Investment work.

On Nimrod MRA4, what additional costs will be incurred by the MoD as a result of the delays with the project,
including any cost consequences of the delays arising (and in prospect) since the contract was renegotiated in
May 1999?

13.1 Full cost of ownership data is not yet available for the MRA4. But the DPA judges that the cost of
running on MR2 aircraft pending the delayed introduction into service of the MRA4 is broadly similar to
the running costs of the latter. Additional costs will therefore be minimal, as indicated in MPR 2001.

Q13 (a) If BAE Systems were able to sell its Nimrod MRA4 solution to satisfy the DoD’s Multi-mission
Aircraft requirement, what share would the MoD receive of any revenues achieved?

13.2 The Nimrod MRA4 contract contains a standard MoD Commercial Exploitation agreement. In
respect of a sale of significant value this provides for MoD to receive a share of the profit generated. The
agreement contains provisions for abatement of the share for those items where MoD has not funded the
design (eg of a proprietary nature) and other factors. The MoD share to be negotiated cannot therefore be
expressed as a simple percentage nor calculated precisely without full detail of the product design which may
finally be offered to the DoD.

Q14. What is the result of the MoD’s review of its ammunition war stock holding requirements [Q436]?

14.1 The stockpile planning review looked at the total requirement for munitions calculated to ensure the
successful outcome of the most demanding scenario for each environment. These revised Stockpile Liabilities
are effective from 2005 which will enable shortfalls and surpluses to be addressed in the interim period. Where
a shortfall between the current stockpile and the 2005 liability has been identified, funding is being sought,
and in some instances has already been secured, to improve the position and detailed procurement studies
have commenced. For those munitions where there is now an identified surplus, phased disposals have been
planned and are being executed.

14.2 This work has included a fundamental review of MoD planning methodology in respect of munitions.
Previously each operational environment historically relied on single-Service documents to define operational
munitions scales. These scales were not related to specific scenarios and were set so as to be sufficient to
provide for a wide range of contingencies. This resulted in an adequate capability across the Defence
environment but did not provide for a wide range of contingencies. This resulted in an adequate capability
across the Defence environment but did not provide best value for money.

14.3 The Strategic Defence Review (SDR) introduced the concept of graduated readiness to provide forces
for military operations at an appropriate Scale of Effort. The various planning assumptions associated with
these concepts are incorporated in the Defence Strategic Plan (DSP), which is subject to periodic review. This
has enabled the Department to ensure that best use is made of limited resources and that stocks of munitions
are based upon a suitable balance of capability, risk and cost to provide a coherent and balanced solution to
the operational need.

14.4 Stockpile planning work is continuing. It will ensure that munitions liabilities remain in step with
strategic planning assumptions and operational priorities.

Q14. (cont) In which areas (if any) does theMoD not hold ammunitions in the quantities set by its war stocking
requirements?

14.5 In general terms, the UK armed forces do have the munitions available to support current and future
operational requirements. Some specific areas, which remain high priority for further action or investigation,
are set out below.

Annex A

Copy of the National Audit Office Assurance Audit—Summary (May 2002)

1. The Warship Support Agency Board commissioned the National Audit Office to provide an assurance
audit of the process for exploring the scope for new management arrangements at the Naval Bases. The
National Audit Office provided the Board with an Interim Report in October 2001, covering the overall
process and construction of the benchmarks, and a Final Report in January 2002, examining the evaluation
of the bids. This paper summarises the National Audit Office’s observations on the process.
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2. The Integrated Business Team has been required to manage a complex project with a demanding
timetable. The Team has done very well to take the project forward, and in doing so has had to develop
innovative ways of maintaining momentum.

3. The Business Case incorporates appropriate economic and financial appraisals. These appraisals
necessarily include a number of uncertainties and assumptions, and changes to these could generate different
results to those reported in the Business Case. The Warship Support Agency Board therefore needs to
recognise that wider factors could come into play:

— the Department has to consider the risks associated with implementation of the management
benchmarks and weigh these against a contractual arrangement to deliver savings through
partnering. Much remains to be negotiated before the Department would be able to sign partnering
contracts;

— there would seem to be significant scope for synergies between Naval Base and dockyard activities—
one of the original drivers for this project. These synergies should result in a reduction in dockyard
overheads and are not incorporated directly in the partnering contracts. In the longer term the move
towards competition in surface ship refitting should enable the Department to realise benefits from
synergies;

— the Board should consider the strategic issues involved in this case, such as the over-capacity that
currently exists in surface ship repair and refit work. The Department needs to be alive to the fact
that partnering may constrain it from taking difficult decisions in the future. The contract
negotiations therefore cover variations in workload and scope for amendment in the event of
substantial change. The Board must also not ignore the human and political consequences flowing
from the high level of job losses incurred with partnering.

C  B

4. The Trade Unions and the Companies have generally supported the Naval Base management
benchmark proposals although believing that some initiatives and timings may be over optimistic. We
consider the process of constructing the benchmarks might have been improved by benchmarking the various
activities common to each Naval Base (such as engineering support, logistics and estates), and establishing
an overall “should cost” for each Naval Base. The risk adjustment process has been generally well handled.
There may have been a case for including a further risk adjustment to cover our concern that the benchmarks
may not have represented the lowest cost by the Naval Bases. Whilst the further scrutiny of the benchmarks
in October 2001 resulted in some additional savings, which were also credited to the Trade Union proposals,
no additional measures from cross benchmarking were identified. We consider the risk adjusted benchmarks
could provide a practical alternative to partnering if implemented by vigorous Naval Base management
teams.

U  B

5. The benchmarks have been compared to the public sector comparator in private finance initiative
projects. The Treasury has developed guidance on how public sector comparator costs should be used. In
competitive situations the bidders should be given the overall public sector comparator costs, but where there
is limited competition, Treasury guidance is that public sector comparator costs are not to be provided to
bidders as they may simply bid at marginally below these costs. In this case from the outset the Department
had embarked on a non-competitive process. The Integrated Business Team took careful soundings on how
best to use the benchmarks and agreed a sensible strategy for releasing elements of the benchmarks to the
companies. The Team has successfully used the management benchmarks to influence the negotiations with
the Companies to generate better proposals.

E  O

6. In the Business Case the Department compares the partnering proposals and the Trade Union
Benchmark Plus proposals—those management benchmark measures supported by the Trade Unions plus
additional proposals generated by them—with the management benchmarks, thereby determining which
option offers the best value for money in relation to the management benchmark. The Business Case includes
appropriate coverage of all options. However, in our view the comparison should have been between the
partnering proposals and the management benchmarks plus the benefit of any additional Trade Union
proposals accepted by management, adjusted for risk. In the Department’s view, this would have presented
considerable difficulty given the confidential nature of the Trade Union proposals, and that the Trade Unions
had rejected some of the measures in the management benchmark.

7. In assessing the various options in the Business Case the Department has assumed that any timing
differences as regards the introduction of competition in surface ship repair would not affect the financial
analysis. But under the management benchmark the Department would cancel existing Sales Agreement
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contracts, pay compensation (where applicable and it seems as if compensation would only arise at Rosyth),
and seek to compete all surface ship repair work as soon as possible. Under partnering “transition
arrangements” mean that full competition would not be achieved until 2004–05. The Department considers
that the prices obtained in these “transition arrangements” are similar to those that might be gained from
competition—savings of some 15 per cent. But no matter how keenly such allocated work is priced, these
prices would not be tested in competition, and there is a risk that the Department could miss out on
potentially higher levels of savings. The transition arrangements should, however, allow the companies time
to adjust to the reduced volume of refit work and so support a competitive market in the longer term.

8. Redundancy costs are rightly included in the financial affordability appraisal in line with Treasury and
the Department’s guidance. The Business Case also shows adjustments to the benchmark for insurance and
unfounded risk and these are appropriately handled. Under partnering arrangements there are a number of
transition costs. These costs are identified in the separate affordability analyses for each Naval Base but are
not expressly highlighted. The Department will also incur costs through partnering because of the
requirement to establish and maintain an intelligent customer and contract monitoring capability. The
Business Case refers to these costs in general terms and the Department expects that these additional costs
will be offset by savings in “out of scope” activities once Naval Base Commanders have completed their
assessments of the requirement for intelligent customer capability. While the Business Case includes
appropriate adjustments, treatment of transition and partnering costs could have been made more explicit in
summary tables.

APPENDIX 26

Letter to the Chairman of the Committee from the Minister of State for the Armed Forces on base porting
Royal Navy warships (1 July 2002)

I am writing to inform you of the findings of a recent review by my Department of the future requirements
for base porting Royal Navy warships and Royal Fleet Auxiliaries. During the course of the review, officials
consulted widely with commercial port operators and other maritime organisations, with a view to identifying
what scope existed for potential military use of existing maritime infrastructure.

The work of the study team has been wide-ranging and thorough, and is now complete. Having given the
report’s proposals due consideration, I was, on 26 June, able to announce the base porting arrangements for
submarines, namely that the first two batches of ASTUTE Class nuclear attack submarines will be based at
HM Naval Base Clyde, and that the TRAFALGAR Class submarines will remain in Devonport.

I am now in a position to inform you of the other main recommendations that I will announce on 2 July:

— There remains a clear need to retain the three existing Naval Bases, with broadly the same level of
vessels base-ported at each, as at present. A limited amount of leasing of additional space in
commercial ports may be required.

— The future aircraft carriers—the CVF—will be base ported at Portsmouth, replacing the current
INVINCIBLE Class. Whilst it should be possible to berth two CVFs in Portsmouth simultaneously,
for operational reasons this may not be desirable. Options are therefore being considered to make
use of an occasional stand-by berth for the high-readiness CVF. Further work on the design,
operating patterns and manning are needed before a final decision can be made, although studies
show that Southampton could provide such a facility if required.

— The Type 45 destroyers will be based at Portsmouth, replacing the Type 42 destroyers.

— Devonport, as the base for HMS OCEAN and the two new amphibious ships—HMS ALBION and
HMS BULWARK—will become the centre of excellence for amphibious shipping, together with
the home of the Sea Training organisation (FOST) and the current mix of frigates, submarines and
survey ships.

— The base ports for the remainder of the Fleet will remain as at present.

Implementation of these findings will now proceed, subject to consultation with the Trades Unions.

These decisions will provide a sound basis for the MoD’s future investment in naval base infrastructure;
long term planning by the relevant local authorities and regions; and career planning for the Service personnel
and civilians who work in, and with, the Royal Navy.
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